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Izvleček:
Izvlečki lahko zelo pomagajo pri selekciji gradiva, ki bi ga radi prebrali. V dobi, ko smo priča
pravi poplavi informacij, je to posebej pomembno. Zaradi tega dejstva smo se odločili
raziskati, kakšna struktura bi bila najprimernejša za izvlečke na področju tehniških znanosti
(materialov in tehnologij) in na podlagi tega oblikovati navodila za njihovo pisanje. Za
primerjavo smo vzeli še izvlečke s področja medicine, bibliotekarstva in socialnega dela. Šlo
je tudi za primerjavo med družboslovnimi in naravoslovnimi znanostmi. Najprej samo
analizirali strukturo objavljenih izvlečkov. Glede na rezultate smo oblikovali prototipne
izvlečke in pripravili tudi priporočene izvlečke, potem pa preverili, katera od teh oblik
izvlečkov je najbližje bralcem. Uporabljeni metodi sta bili analiza vsebine in uporabniška
študija. Rezultati so pokazali, naj bi bili izvlečki oblikovani v skladu z IMRAD formatom.
Vsebovali naj bi 150–250 besed. Izvlečki na bi bili pisani v nestrukturirani obliki. Pri pisanju
izvlečkov je treba biti pozoren na natančnost navedbe podatkov, dolžino besedila, jasnost,
razumljivost, navajanje pomembnih in izpuščanje nepomembnih podatkov, informativnost,
berljivost in uporabnost. Struktura mora biti zelo jasna. Izvleček mora biti predstavljen tako,
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da bo bralec takoj vedel, ali je tema zanj relevantna ali ne in ali je bila raziskava dobro
izvedena. Rezultati so prav tako pokazali, da je enotna oblika izvlečkov za vsa področja
znanosti mogoča. Ob tem pa velja poudariti, da naj bi se vsebina v posameznih strukturnih
element izvlečka prilagajala potrebam posameznih znanosti. Zato naj bi bilo prihodnje
raziskovalno delo na področju izvlečkov usmerjeno predvsem na prilagoditev posameznih
strukturnih elementov izvlečkov posameznim vrstam znanosti.

Prevod v angleščino
University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Arts, Department of Library and Information Science and
Book Studies, doctorate in library science
Title: The components of abstracts: the logical structure of abstracts in the area of technical
sciences

Keywords: scientific journals, abstracts, standards, ISO standards, guidelines, documentation,
materials and technology, medicine, library and information science, social work

Abstract:
Abstracts can facilitate our selection of material to read. Today, during a time in which we are
witnessing a flood of information, this is particularly important. We decided to research the
kind of structure which would be the most appropriate for abstracts from the area of technical
sciences, and on the basis of those findings we developed guidelines for their writing. First,
the components of abstracts published in journals were analyszed. Second, prototype and
recommended abstracts were created. Third, reader satisfaction with the different forms of
abstracts was examined. Based on the results of all three parts of the research, guidelines for
writing abstracts were developed. The results showed that abstracts should follow the IMRAD
format and should contain 150-250 words. They should be written in non-structured form.
When writing abstracts researchers should pay careful attention to accuracy, brevity, clarity,
comprehensiveness, inclusion of significant and exclusion of unimportant information,
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informativeness, readability, and usefulness. The structure must be very clear. The abstract
must be presented in such a way, so that readers will immediately see whether the topic of the
research is relevant to them, and whether the research was done well. The results also showed
that creating uniform guidelines for the components of abstracts is possible. It should be
emphasised that content within the individual structural elements should be adapted to suit the
different areas of sciences. Future research work related to the components of abstract should
be focused mainly on adapting individual structural elements to different areas of sciences.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The main aim of this research was to determine an appropriate structure for abstracts in
the form of guidelines for the area of materials science and technology. For the purposes of
this research an “abstract” has been defined as an “abbreviated form of an article without
added interpretation”.
For quite some time (since 2000) the general topic of the standards and guidelines for
journals has been one of the research areas of the author of this paper. Special interest was
shown by the Slovene journal Materials and Technology, which now also has an impact
factor. So, these efforts have been paying off, as standards and guidelines for abstracts and
their compliance were the only things that had not yet been discussed at the journal Materials
and Technology. This made the continuation of such research work an obvious decision. Since
we were interested in a (possible) uniform structure for the guidelines of abstracts, the area of
materials science and technology was extended to include one more area from the natural
sciences (medicine), and two from the social sciences and humanities (library and information
science, and social work, respectively). The research was divided into three parts.
In the first part of the research abstracts were collected and coded using the Tibbo
scheme (Tibbo, 1993, p. 221-223). The Tibbo scheme is based on ISO 214:1976 (1976) and its
Slovene equivalent (SIST ISO 214:1996, 1996). By using this coding scheme, the components
of these original abstracts were determined. In the continuation of this research paper,
abstracts which were coded in the first part of the research will be referred to as “original
abstracts”. This term means that the abstracts have remained exactly the same as when they
were published in the journals, and contain no changes. Also, in the continuation of this
research paper, each specific component of abstracts will be referred to with the term
“structural element”. The abstracts which were coded originated in the fields of library and
information science, social work, materials science and technology, and medicine.
In the second part of the research “prototype abstracts” and “recommended abstracts”
were developed. The prototypes were developed in accordance with the most commonly
present structural elements in the original abstracts, and the recommended abstracts were
developed to contain the structural elements which represent our proposal for a form of
abstracts which would be appropriate for all the sciences. This final version was intended to
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respond efficiently to all the needs of users (or readers of abstracts) who, in the case of this
research, were mainly researchers. The goal was for the researchers, with the help of the
recommended abstracts from in this research, to obtain sufficient information for a decision on
whether a given article might or might not be useful in their future research work.
In the third part of the research all three forms of abstracts (original, prototype, and
recommended) were given to researchers from all of the areas included in this research for
evaluation. The results of their evaluation showed which form of abstracts was the most
informative – based on their evaluation marks. Following the evaluation process, interviews
were also conducted with some of the researchers, which gave them an opportunity to explain
the factors that influenced their evaluations of the abstracts.

The first part of the research provides an answer to the question of which structural
elements were present in the original abstracts from the areas included in the research. This
also shed some light on how well these original abstracts presented or summarised the content
of their respective articles. The second part of the research presents the development of
prototype and recommended abstracts, and this made it possible for the third part of the
research to answer the question of how satisfied researchers were with the original abbreviated
article summaries, or abstracts. Additionally, the third part also answers the question of
whether any other form of article summary (prototype or recommended forms) could be more
suitable in meeting their needs.

For the purpose of making a comparison between journals from the same scientific
areas, the first part of this research was partially conducted in Czech Republic. That portion of
the study will be referred to as the “collaborative study”. The portion of this research which
was conducted in Slovenia, and includes a comparison between Slovene and international
journals, will be referred to as the “main study”.

2

RESEARCH QUESTION

The research question we tried to answer was: What is the optimum form of
instructions for writing abstracts in the area of materials and technology, according to
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research on the components of abstracts, if our goal is to achieve their optimal usability? The
question will be answered throughout the three sections which make up this research. This
primary research question could also be followed up with the question: Is the optimum form of
guidelines for components of abstracts in the area of materials and technology also
appropriate for other areas of the sciences? Or, stated in another way: Is it possible to create
uniform guidelines for the components of abstracts?

In the continuation of this chapter the Tibbo scheme and Spanring system will be
presented. However, in order to facilitate the reading of this text, only a brief description will
be provided here, with a more accurate and detailed description to be provided in Chapter
3.1.2. The Tibbo scheme and Spanring system both propose the structural elements which
should be considered when writing abstracts. While Tibbo proposes the structural elements B
(background), P (purpose/scope), H (hypothesis), M (method), R (results), and C (conclusions
and discussions), Spanring proposes the structural elements: Pe-bit (person/a), Ma-bit
(materia/l), Hu-bit (know-how), Mo-bit (motivatio/n), Lo-bit (locatio/n), and Te-bit
(tempus/time).

As far as the first part of the study was concerned, it was assumed that the current
guidelines for writing abstracts (for this research this refers to the Tibbo scheme) were more
appropriate for the natural sciences than for the social sciences and humanities. This was
partially due to a comparison of abstracts from the areas of materials science and technology
(natural sciences) and sociology (Jamar, N. and Šauperl, 2009) which showed that the Tibbo
scheme and Spanring system were more suitable for the natural sciences than the social
sciences. One reason for this was that abstracts from the social sciences contained structural
elements that did not correspond to either the Tibbo scheme or the Spanring system. This was
not observed in the natural sciences. As for the area of library and information science, it was
expected that the most commonly present structural elements in the abstracts would be
background, purpose, and results. However, the results of Šolar (2008), which analysed the
journals Library (Knjižnica)1 and the Journal of Croatian Librarians (Vjesnik bibliotekara

1

The English translation for Knjižnica is Library. The translation that is used was found on the website of the journal.
Knjižnica = Library: http://revijaknjiznica.wordpress.com/library-english/.
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Hrvatske)2 showed that 45% of abstracts contained the results component, 26% contained
background, 13% contained purpose/scope, 8% contained method, 5% contained conclusions
and discussions, 1% contained hypothesis, and only 2% of them included a topical sentence on
the core idea. For the area of social work it was expected that the most commonly present
structural elements in abstracts would be background, method, and results. Klasinc (2005, p.
34) analysed the journals Social Debates (Družboslovne razprave)3 and International
Sociology. The results showed that the structural element background was present in 55% of
the abstracts, element purpose/scope was in 20%, method was in 50%, conclusions and
discussions were in 40%, results were in 89%, hypothesis was in 4%, theme was in 48%, and
none of the abovementioned elements were in 1% of the abstracts. According to a literature
overview of the research work related to abstracts, sociology seemed the most comparable to
the area of social work. For the area of materials science and technology it was expected that
the most commonly present structural elements in abstracts would be background and results.
Jamar, N. and Šauperl (2009, p. 87) conducted a pilot study and analysed a sample of abstracts
from the journals Materials and Technology (Materiali in tehnologije)4 and Materials Science
and Technology. The results showed that primarily two structural elements were present:
background was present in 56% of the abstracts, element purpose/scope was in 6%, hypothesis
was in 2%, method was in 100%, results were in 66%, and conclusion and discussions were in
24% of the abstracts. For the area of medicine it was expected that the most commonly present
structural elements in abstracts would be background, method, and results. Šauperl, Klasinc
and Lužar (2008, p. 1429) analysed the structures of abstracts from pharmacology, sociology,
and Slovenian language and literature. For pharmacology abstracts in the journals
Pharmaceutical Gazette (Farmacevtski vestnik)5 and Pharmaceutical Development and
Technology were analysed. The results showed that the structural element background was
present in 75% of the abstracts, element purpose/scope was in 35%, hypothesis was in 0%,
method was in 63%, results were in 82%, and conclusions and discussions were in 25% of the

2

The English translation for Vjesnik bibliotekara Hrvatske is the Journal of Croatian Librarians. The journal does not have
an official translation, so this translation has been provided only for the purposes of understanding.
3
The English translation for Družboslovne razprave is Social Debates. The journal does not have an official translation, so
this translation has been provided only for the purposes of understanding.
4
The official title of the journal Materiali in tehnologije in English is Materials and Technology. This translation was found
on the journal’s website. Materiali in tehnologije = Materials and Technology: http://mit.imt.si/Revija/.
5
The English translation for Farmacevstki vestnik is Pharmaceutical Gazette. The journal does not have an official
translation, so this translation has been provided only for the purposes of understanding.
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abstracts. It was also expected, according to the results of previous studies (Jamar, N. and
Šauperl, 2009; Šolar, 2008; Klasinc, 2005; Šauperl, Klasinc and Lužar, 2008), that the most
commonly present structural elements in abstracts from the natural sciences, social sciences,
and humanities would be background, method, and results. Since impact factor is a measure of
quality for scientific journals, it could be expected that abstracts published in journals with an
impact factor are of a higher quality than those published in journals without an impact factor.
Impact factor is calculated every year by Thomson Reuters for journals that are
indexed in Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports (Impact, 2013), and is defined as “a
measure of the frequency with which the average article in a journal has been cited in a particular
year or period” (The Thomson, 2013). It is a measure of the quality of scientific journals and

the funding of Slovene journals depends on it. Since researchers are also evaluated on the
basis of their publications in journals with an impact factor, authors are naturally more
interested in publishing their articles in journals with high impact factors. For these journals,
this obviously means a larger number of articles being sent for publication, which means the
possibility of greater selection and, consequently, a higher overall quality of published articles.
Authors argue both against (Frank, 2003, p. 6) and for impact factors (Saha, 2003, p. 42).
Frank (2003, p. 6) states that “the best way to measure the quality of an author’s work is to
determine the number of citations received by each of his papers. To paraphrase a well-known saying,
read the article and don’t judge an author by the journal’s impact factor!” Saha (2003, p. 42) states

that an “impact factor may be a reasonable indicator of quality for general medical journals.” Južnič
(19??, p. 3) summarises some of the weaknesses and states that “most criticisms regarding
impact factor affect the targeting procedures for the selection of journals which are being processed.
The basic criticism is reflected in the substantial domination of journals in English. This does not
affect the selection of journals in the field of basic journals from natural and biomedical science, since
the majority of basic journals are really published in English language. The problem is more acute in
the more applied sciences and other sciences, where the dominance of journals in English does not
always reflect the actual impact. Even more obvious is that in the field of social sciences and
humanities, which are more related to the expression and dissemination of the research results in
6

national languages.” The problem of language was confirmed in the case of the Slovene

journal Materials and Technology (Materiali in tehnologije), which started publishing in 2000
6

If the cited source was originally written in Slovene language, as here, the translation has been provided for the purposes of
understanding.
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(prior to that the journal was published under two other names). In 2002 the article Why
journals in Slovenian language? Bibliometric analysis of papers in scientific journals
Materiali in tehnologije (2000) and Materials Science and Technology (2000) (Južnič and
Jamar, N.) was published precisely due to the connection between the language problem and
impact factor. The journal Materials Science and Technology was published in English and
had an impact factor, while the Slovene journal Materials and Technology was published
mainly in Slovene (84.81% of the articles were published in Slovene; Annual, 2000) and did
not have an impact factor. “A bibliometric analysis showed that there were no significant changes
between those two journals. The only noticeable difference was in the extent of the cited (and stated)
sources” (Južnič and Jamar, N., 2002, p. 176). The Slovene journal Materials and Technology

now has an impact factor (0.143 for the year 2009), but in 2009 only 4.10% of the articles
were published in Slovene (Annual, 2009). According to these results we can conclude that the
use of English truly does has an influence on obtaining an impact factor.

As for as the second part of the study, the expectations for the development of
prototype abstracts (including the sample), which were developed according to samples from
each field included in this research (library and information science, social work, materials
science and technology, and medicine), have already been stated – namely, that they would
reflect the most commonly present structural elements identified in the first part of the
research. The expectations for the recommended abstracts (including the sample) were that
they would include the following structural elements: background, purpose/scope, hypothesis,
method, results, and conclusions and discussions. These are also the structural elements
included in the Tibbo scheme (Tibbo, 1993, p. 221-223), which was used as a coding scheme
for this research.

As for as the third part of the study, it was expected that the recommended abstracts
would receive the highest average marks in evaluation, because they were developed
specifically to respond to all of the needs of users (readers and researchers). Finally, it was
assumed that the factors which influenced user/researcher evaluations of abstracts would be
consistent with the criteria for evaluating the quality of abstracts. These criteria were:
accuracy, brevity, clarity, coherence, comprehensiveness, consistency, density, exhaustivity,
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inclusion

of

significant

information

and

exclusion

of

unimportant

information,

informativeness, presence of structure, readability, representativeness, the extent to which the
standard for writing abstracts is observed, and usefulness. All factors were determined in
accordance to previous research, which is described in Chapter 3.2.4.

3

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

This chapter has been divided into the following subchapters: Standards and
Guidelines for the Components of Abstracts, the Abstract, the Components of Abstracts, and
Recommended Abstracts.
The first subchapter, Standards and Guidelines for the Components of Abstracts,
familiarises the reader with already existing standards and guidelines for the components of
abstracts, as well as providing some information regarding their historical development. The
results of this research, as they relate to guidelines for the components of abstracts (from the
journals included the study), are presented in Chapter 6.1.
The second subchapter, the Abstract, is intended to provide general familiarisation
with the main topic of this research – the abstract. The subchapter briefly describes: the history
of the abstract, who writes them, where they are located, some other related terms, and the
different types and purposes of abstracts. Finally, some facts about the length of the abstracts
and their quality are presented. An analysis of abstracts included in the current research,
mainly focused on their types and lengths, is presented in Chapter 6.2.1. It should be
emphasised that different types of abstracts also require different lengths. The user study that
covers the quality of abstracts is presented in Chapter 6.4.
The third subchapter, the Components of Abstracts, presents previous research
regarding the components of abstracts. The researchers presented in that section focused on
the same areas as are being presented here. The results of this research, which were related
primarily to the components of abstracts for the areas of library and information science,
social work, materials science and technology, and medicine, are presented in Chapter 6.2.2.
The fourth subchapter, Recommended Abstracts, presents two graduate research
papers which developed recommended abstracts according to previous research. The original
and recommended abstracts they developed were then given to students and professors from
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the same specific areas of science for evaluation. The results provide an answer to the question
of which type of abstract (original or recommended) was better received by the users (students
and professors in this case). The development of the recommended abstract for this research is
described in Chapter 6.3.2. The results of the evaluations for original and recommended
abstracts from this research, which were done by researchers from the four fields included in
this study, are described in Chapter 6.4.

3.1

STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES FOR THE COMPONENTS OF ARTICLES AND
ABSTRACTS

Since we are presenting previous research work related to the standards and guidelines
for the components of articles and abstracts, the most important question is: what does
previous research work have to say about the possibility of creating uniform guidelines for the
components of abstracts, which would be appropriate for all sciences? Let us remember the
second research question: “Is it possible to create uniform guidelines for the components of
abstracts?”
According to the results of Milas-Bracović (1987), uniform guidelines for the
components of abstracts – for all areas of the sciences – can be created. According to the
results of Tibbo (1992), Montesi and Urdician (2005), Izquierdo Alonso and Moreno
Fernández (2010), Weil, Owen and Zarember (1963 b), Šauperl, Klasinc and Lužar (2008) it is
not certain whether uniform guidelines for the components of abstracts can be created.
Since we have defined the term abstract as an “abbreviated form of an article without
added interpretation,” the recommended abstracts were also developed in accordance with

Milas-Bracović (1987, p. 65-66), which covers the most common format for writing articles: I
(Introduction), M (Method), R (Results), and D (Discussion). An analysis of the structure of
scientific papers, which was based on the division of components of articles into the IMRAD
divison of structural elements, confirmed the difference between a standardised, highly
structured style of writing in the natural sciences on one hand (an explicit IMRAD structure),
and a more idiosyncratic writing style by authors in social sciences and humanities on the
other. However, in the areas of social sciences and humanities some general rules of rhetoric
(the constistent presence of an introduction and conclusion) were also followed. The analysis
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also showed that even though the explicit IMRAD structure is an exception for papers in
social sciences and humanities, all of the structural elements which represent parts of that
structure can be found in those same articles. Therefore we feel it is justified to mention and
use the IMRAD format for national and international standards concerning content to be
included in abstracts, regardless of the differences between scientific fields and types of
papers. This is in accordance with the efforts of the research being presented here, which
would also like to introduce/enforce uniform guidelines for the components of abstracts.
Tibbo (1992, p. 31-32) doubts that uniform guidelines for the components of abstracts
in all sciences is an achievable goal. The findings from a content analysis of 120 abstracts
from chemical, psychology, and historical literature indicated that, although the ANSI/ISO
standards reflect the current abstracting practices of scientists, they do not match the
abstracting paradigm in the area of history. In Tibbo’s opinion, the observed lack of
correlation between the ANSI/ISO standards and the content of abstracts represented by
historical journal articles and dissertations demands a closer examination of the universality of
these guidelines in the light of abstracting practices for the area of history, the document
representation needs of historians, and the nature of historical discourse.
The doubt that uniform guidelines for the components of abstracts could be created
now has a long history. In a study from 1963 by Weil, Owen and Zarember (1963 b) it is
stated that, besides the structural elements proposed for technical abstracts, a technical
audience will also require some other content according to their professional interests. The
interests of pharmacologists include the number of subjects included in an experimental series,
whether they were human or animal, and what percentage reacted. Geologists would like
abstractors to orient the document in geological place and time, locate local stratigraphic
names in a general geologic column, describe the names of new minerals, and fossils, etc.
A study by Montesi and Urdician (2005) emphasised the role of users in the abstracting
process (in this research abstracts will also be evaluated by users), and because of that they
doubt that an ideal version of uniform guidelines for the components of abstracts could exist.
In a different study, agriculture and education users expressed different content requirements
for their abstracts. That, and also experiences in the area of medicine, seem to point to the fact
that different scientific communities require the content of abstracts to be adapted to their
specific needs.
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Šauperl, Klasinc and Lužar (2008, p. 1431) also doubt that creating uniform guidelines
for the components of abstracts is possible. This is partially due to the results of their study in
which the Spanring system and Tibbo scheme, which propose structural elements for abstracts,
were tested in three different disciplines (pharmacology, sociology, and Slovenian language
and literature). The study showed that the structural elements of the Tibbo scheme were not
used in the disciplines that were researched. Their conclusion was that creating uniform
guidelines for the components of abstracts was not possible.
Among the proposals by Izquierdo Alonso and Moreno Fernández (2010, p. 574-576)
concerning the directions in which the studies on document abstracting should take, the most
important, from the perspective of this research, is the view that different disciplines may need
different textual representations for the same documents.
In contrast, leading publishers (e.g. Emerald, Sage) tend to use the same guidelines for
all sciences. Emerald (Emerald. About Emerald, 2013) has become the world’s leading
scholarly publisher of journals and books in business and management, with a strong and
growing presence in disciplines including LIS, social sciences, engineering, linguistics, and
audiology. So, on one hand, that includes the natural sciences, and, on the other, social
sciences and humanities. Sage (Sage. About us, 2011) covers health sciences, life and
biomedical sciences, materials science and engineering, and some areas from social sciences
and humanities, similar to Emerald. Although Sage, in their guidelines for abstracts, does not
propose any special components for abstracts, their guidelines are the same for all the areas of
the sciences that they cover. Here, the position of the authors, like that of Emerald and Sage, is
that uniform guidelines for abstracts can be created.

An overview of standards and guidelines for the components of articles showed that
descriptions of the structural elements in articles also differed slightly, but all the descriptions
included the same structural elements, which were sometimes divided or merged into more or
fewer structural elements; in other cases they were merely described in greater detail. If the
ISO 215:1986 (1986) proposal for the components of articles is compared to the IMRAD
format (Milas-Bracović, 1987), the structural element “terms and definitions” is derived from
the structural element “introduction”, “techniques” are derived from the structural element
“method”, and “results and discussions” are merged. The difference between the description of
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components of the traditional article by Roš (2005, p. 29-33) and the IMRAD format (MilasBracović, 1987) lies in the presence of the structural element “materials” – which is present
for Roš (2005, p. 29-33). The structural element “material” (within material and methods) is
described very accurately, and in the case of the IMRAD format the structural element
“materials” is a part of the structural element “method”: “Under Methods, the procedures and
equipment used in the study are described” (Milas-Bracović, 1987).

The same thing was noticed in the description of standards and guidelines for the
components of abstracts. It appears that the IMRAD format (Milas-Bracović, 1987) of an
article and the proposed components of abstracts from ISO 214:1976 (1976) suffice to equip
the reader of an article or abstract with sufficient information. That is in contrast to Tibbo,
1992; Montesi and Urdician, 2005; Weil, Zarember and Owen, 1963 b; Šauperl, Klasinc and
Lužar, 2008; Izquierdo Alonso and Moreno Fernández, 2010, who have their doubts as to
whether it would be possible to create uniform guidelines for abstracts. If the sections of a
traditional article (Milas-Bracović, 1987) are compared to the proposed components for an
abstract from ISO 214:1976 (1976) then: within the introduction the structural element
purpose is present; the structural element method is equivalent to methodology; the structural
element results is equivalent to results; and the structural element discussion is comparable to
the combination of elements conclusions and collateral information. With this in mind it could
be said that an abstract is merely an abbreviated form of an article. According to different
opinions of authors or teams that prepare various standards and guidelines for the components
of articles or abstracts, the components of the IMRAD format (Milas-Bracović, 1987) and the
proposed components for the abstracts within ISO 214:1976 (1976) are divided differently,
and are adjusted to the specific needs which have been observed in a broader or narrower
environment (the needs of the users, the needs of different areas science, the needs of those
providing funding, etc.). However, contained within all of the components for abstracts
proposed in ISO 214:1976 (1976), some free space for detailed (as much as this may be
desirable) instructions for specific areas is available. The fact that the IMRAD format (MilasBracović, 1987) for an article and the proposed components of abstracts from ISO 214:1976
(1976) suffice to equip the reader of an article with sufficient information was also
demonstrated in a study by Nakayama et al. (2005, p. 241) from the area of medicine. This
study is important because it includes the relationship between the IMRAD format and the
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eight-heading format of structured abstracts (Table 1). Also, the proposed format for
structured abstracts does in fact present a form of guidelines for abstracts.

Table 1: The relationship between the IMRAD format and the eight-heading format for
structured abstracts
IMRAD format
1. Introduction
2. Method

3.
4.

Results
Discussion

Eight-heading format
1. Objective: the exact question(s) addressed by the article
2. Design: the basic design of the study
3. Setting: the location and level of clinical care
4. Patients or participants: the manner of selection and number of patients or
participations who entered and completed the study
5. Interventions: the exact treatment or intervention, if any
6. Main outcome measurement: the primary study outcome measure as planned
before data collection began
7. Results: the key findings
8. Conclusions: key conclusions including direct clinical application

In the continuation of this subchapter the individual standards and guidelines for both
the components of articles and the components of abstracts will be presented. It has already
been mentioned that there is a strong connection between the standards and guidelines for the
components of articles and abstracts.

3.1.1

Standards and guidelines for the components of articles

In the beginning of this chapter the history of the scientific paper will be described.
Then the sections of a traditional scientific paper (IMRAD format) will be presented with the
help of two sources (Milas Bracović, 1987 and Roš, 2005). At the end of this chapter a
structure for articles proposed by ISO 215:1986 (1986) will also be presented.

The history of the scientific paper dates back to 1665. At this time the letter form and
experimental report coexisted. Initially, the experimental report was purely descriptive, and
events were often presented in chronological order. Then, the experimental report evolved into
a more structured form; the methods and results were described and interpreted. Method
description developed increasingly in the second half of the nineteenth century, when the
organisation of theory-experiment-discussion appeared. During the twentieth century the
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IMRAD structure (introduction, methods, results, and discussion) was also adopted (Sollaci
and Pereira, 2004, p. 364-365).

The IMRAD structure of an article has been presented by Milas-Bracović (1987).
Within the introduction the problem(s), aims, scope of the study, related literature, and
hypotheses are stated. Within the methods the procedures and equipment used in the study are
described. Within the results the findings of the current research are described. Within the
discussion the findings of the current research are compared with those reported by others, the
relevance of the current research is evaluated, conclusions are drawn, and the hypotheses are
rejected or retained. Additional conclusions (unexpected or unrelated to the problem) are
drawn, and suggestions for future research are offered.

Roš (2005, p. 29-33) also presents the IMRAD format of the article. Within the
introduction data about why the work was prepared and what its purpose was should be
presented. Within the material and methods section data about the materials that were used,
how the materials were used, the processes, the people included in the processes, and the
selection methods (where appropriate) should be presented. Within the results section anything
discovered or observed should be presented, and within the discussion section the findings
should be presented.
The difference between the description of the structural elements and the sections of
the traditional article by Roš (2005, p. 29-33) and by Milas-Bracović (1987) lies in the
presence of the structural element “materials”. This structural element is described very
accurately by Roš (2005, p. 29-33), and the name of the structural element “material and
methods” is also presented. In the case of Milas-Bracović (1987), the structural element
“material” is a part of the component “method”.
When mentioning the structure of an article, International Standard ISO 215
Documentation – Presentation of contributions to periodicals and other serials (ISO 215:1986,
1986) should also be presented. According to ISO 215:1986 (1986, p. 1) the purpose of this
standard is to improve access to the information contained in journals. The aim of this
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international standard is to assist authors in the presentation of their manuscripts, and editors
and publishers in the drafting of guidelines for authors. In Chapter 5.1 of ISO 215:1986 (1986,
p. 2) titled “Structure”, the structure of an article is described: “Contributions, including review
articles, should follow a logical and clear plan. The reason for the work and its relation to similar
previous work(s) should be stated. Methods and techniques should be described in such a way that they
may be easily repeated by the reader. Results and discussions as well as recommendations should
preferably be treated separately. A section Terms and definitions may be placed immediately after the
introduction.”

So, according to ISO 215:1986 (1986) the description of an article’s structural
elements are: introduction, terms and definitions, methods and techniques, results, and
discussions. In comparison to the IMRAD format the structural element terms and definitions
is added, the structural element “methods” also includes techniques, and results and
discussions are merged. In the case of IMRAD format the terms and definitions are part of the
introduction: “The Introduction reviews the related literature” (Milas-Bracović, 1987). Also, for
the IMRAD format, techniques present a portion of the component methods. So, one could
argue that the structural elements are merely distributed a little differently.
3.1.2

Standards and guidelines for the components of abstracts

Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 43-44) state that the purpose of standardisation is to
provide a common format that will enable easier searches for information inside diverse
abstracting services. The use of a common format or standardisation in the area of abstracting
may allow the use of a single abstract from a multidisciplinary article in more than one
abstracting service.
This definition is intended for the use of abstracting services, but it also applies to
journals. All the abstracts in one journal have the same structure, which is appropriate for the
readers of that specific journal. If the structure of the abstracts were to be standardised within
one science, the reader would know what to expect from abstracts in journals that cover that
area of science.

The first step towards standardisation in the area of abstracts was taken by the Armed
Services Technical Information Agency (ASTIA) in the United States of America with the
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publication of the ASTIA Guidelines for cataloguing and abstracting, 1962. ASTIA was
renamed the Defence Documentation Centre (DDC) and became a field activity of the
Defence Supply Agency, and a set of abstracting guidelines was issued (DDC, 1968). In the
meantime, the Department of Defence (DoD) issued a requirement (DoD Instruction 3200.8,
“Standards for Documentation of Technical Reports under the DoD Scientific and Technical
Program”) that every technical report generated for the DoD must incorporate Department of
Defence Form 1473 (DD Form 1473, “Document Control Data – R&D”), which required an
abstract. The need for standards for the components of abstracts in the non-defence
community was then recognised by the U.S.A. Standards Institute, now called the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI). The problem of standards for the components of abstracts
was also felt within other countries. The international counterpart of the American National
Standards Institute is the International Standards Organization (ISO). Abstracts and synopsis
ISO/R214, an ISO recommendation concerning abstracts and synopses, was first published in
November 1961. UNESCO published the Guide for the Preparation of Author’s Abstracts for
Publication (UNESCO, 1968) (Borko and Bernier, 1975, p. 44-50). Therefore ANSI/NISO
Z39.14-1997. Guidelines for abstracts (ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997, 1997), International
Standard. ISO 214 (1976). Documentation – Abstracts for publication and documentation
(ISO 214:1976, 1976) and UNESCO. Guide for the preparation of the author’s abstracts for
publication (1968) will be presented.

a) ANSI/NISO Z39.14-1997. Guidelines for abstracts (ANSI/NISO Z39.14-1997, 1997)

The ANSI/NISO Z39.14-1997 standard titled Guidelines for abstracts is the second
revision of the American National Standard for Writing Abstracts, ANSI Z39.14-1997, which
was prepared by Subcommittee 6 of the American National Standards Committee on
Standardization in the field of Library Work, Documentation, and related publishing practices,
Z39 (now NISO). The first revision was issued in 1979 (ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997, 1997, p.
V).
The Purpose, Location and Authorship chapter describes the purpose of an abstract, the
location (where the abstract should be), and the authorship of the abstract. In a journal an
abstract should be placed on the first page of each abstracted item between the title and the
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beginning of the text. The next chapter is titled Recommendations for Specific Documents,
and it is followed by the chapter Types of abstracts and their content, which is the most
important and relevant for the research in this paper. Two types of abstracts are presented
(informative and indicative). In the chapter titled Style the length of an abstract, paragraphing
and structured abstract terminology, the inclusion of nontextual material, and the treatment of
added details are described. The proposed length for abstracts of papers, articles, and portions
of monographs is 250 words (ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997, 1997).
The proposed structural elements made by ANSI/NISO Z39.14-1997 (1997, p. 3-4)
are:
→ purpose: the primary objectives and scope of the study or the reasons for which the
document was written; previous literature should only be mentioned if it is essential to
clarify the purpose of the document;
→ methodology: the techniques or approaches should be described only to the degree
necessary for comprehension; new techniques and applications should be reported when
they are emphasised in the original document;
→ results: they should be described concisely and informatively; those pertaining new and
verified events or are in contradiction with previous theories should receive priority;
→ conclusions: this should describe the implications of the results and can be associated with
recommendations, evaluations, applications, suggestions, new relationships, and accepted
or rejected hypotheses;
→ collateral and other information: this should include findings or other information that are

incidental to the main purpose but of value outside its major scope; an access service may
also choose for the inclusion of further details about the document, such as the presence of
extensive tables, illustrations, indexes, and the number of bibliographic references.
b) International standard. ISO 214 (1976). Documentation – Abstracts for publication
and documentation (ISO 214:1976, 1976)
A historical overview revealed that International Standard ISO 214:1976, which
cancelled and replaced ISO Recommendation R 214-1961 (ISO 214:1976, 1976). ISO
214:1976 (1976), was developed between 1971 and 1975 by an ad hoc working group from
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ISO/TC 46, and the work was based largely on ANSI Z39.14-1971 (ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997,
1997, p. V).

A description of how the standard was prepared is in the foreword of the international
standard that deals with abstracts for publications and documentation (ISO 214:1976, 1976).
The content of the standard begins with the section titled Introduction, where there is an
explanation of the importance of abstracts. This is followed by the chapter titled Scope and
field of application, where the scope and the application of the standard are described. The
emphasis is placed on abstracts prepared by the authors of primary publications, but the basic
guidelines are also suitable for the preparation of abstracts by persons other than authors. The
chapter titled Definitions provides some definitions for informative, indicative, and
informative-indicative abstracts, the abstract itself, an annotation, an extract, and a summary.
The chapter titled Purpose and the use of abstracts describes the purpose and possible ways to
use an abstract. The following chapter, titled Treatment of the document content, describes the
proposed structural elements of abstracts. This chapter is followed by Presentation and style,
where the location of the abstract, documentation cards, completeness, accuracy and length of
the abstract and its style (paragraphing, use of active verbs and personal pronouns,
terminology, non-textual terminology) are described. In a journal, the abstract is published
prominently on the first page of each article or other abstractable item, preferably after its title
and author information and before the text. An abstract with fewer than 250 words is
considered adequate for most papers and portions of monographs.

For informative abstracts optimum content consists of the following structural
elements:
→ purpose: primary objectives and the scope of the study or the reasons why the document
was written are stated; previous literature should only be mentioned if it is essential to
clarify the purpose of the document;
→ methodology: techniques or approaches are described only to the degree necessary for
comprehension; new techniques should be clearly identified and also the basic
methodological principle, the range of operation, and the obtainable accuracy should be
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described; for documents concerned with non-experimental work the data sources and the
data manipulation should also be described;
→ results: they should be described concisely and informatively as possible; when findings
are too numerous for all of them to be included, the following should receive priority: new
and verified events, findings of long term value, significant discoveries, findings that
contradict previous theories, findings that the author knows are relevant to a practical
problem;
→ conclusions: this should describe the implications of the results and can be associated with
recommendations, evaluations, applications, suggestions, new relationships, and accepted
or rejected hypotheses;
→ collateral information: this should include findings or information incidental to the main
purpose of the document, but of value outside its major subject area (for example,
modifications of the methods, new compounds, newly determined physical constants, and
newly discovered documents or data sources) (ISO 214:1976, 1976, p. 2-3).

The structural elements proposed by ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 2-3) are in accordance with
ANSI/NISO Z39.14-1997 (1997, p. 3-4).

c) UNESCO. Guide for the preparation of the author’s abstracts for publication (1968)

The UNESCO (1968) guide consists of following chapters: Preamble, General,
Content, and Presentation. The chapter titled Preamble explains the main points to be
considered by authors when preparing titles and abstracts. The chapter General provides an
explanation of the purpose of an abstract. In the chapter Content it states that an abstract
should contain a brief but informative summary of the contents and conclusions of the
document, and should refer to any new information which it contains. If an abstract includes
experimental results, there should also be some indication of the method used. In the chapter
Presentation there are two important items which should be mentioned (UNESCO, 1968, p. 6).
First, that in general abstracts should not exceed a total of 200-250 words and, second,
abstracts should not contain non-standard abbreviations, symbols or terminology, specific
references (by number) to a section, equation, figures or tables from the paper.
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In the UNESCO (1968) guide it can be observed that the proposed components for
abstracts are not described as precisely as in ISO 214:1976 (1976) and ANSI/NIS0 Z39.141997 (1997). In the UNESCO (1968) guide it is only stated that an abstract should be a brief
but informative summary of the contents and conclusions of the document. As for which
structural elements should or should not be included in this brief but informative summary,
nothing specific is mentioned.

Other guidelines for the components of abstract presented in this chapter are: the
guidelines of Borko and Chatman (1963); the guidelines of Borko and Bernier (1975); the
Tibbo scheme (Šauperl, Klasinc and Lužar, 2008, p. 1421-1422); the Spanring system
(Šauperl, Klasinc and Lužar, 2008, p. 1422); Technical Abstracting Fundamentals Weil,
Zarember and Owen (1963 a, b, c); Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to
Biomedical Journals (Uniform, 2010) and the Guidelines of Emerald (How, 2013).

a) A presentation of the components of abstracts by Borko and Chatman (1963)

In this document Borko and Chatman (1963, p. 157) present the Criteria for an
adequate abstract and, according to them, the structural elements to be included in an abstract
should be: purpose, method, results, conclusions, and specialised content. The purpose should
be represented with a statement of the goals, objectives, and aims of the research, or reasons
why the article was written, in the form of an informative or indicative abstract. The method
should be presented with a statement about the experimental techniques used, or the means by
which the previously stated purpose was to be achieved. In the case of original or unusual
techniques, or in the case of an informative abstract, more detail should be included. The
results should be presented with a statement about the findings; informative abstracts tend to
be more informative and descriptive. Conclusions should be presented with a statement
dealing with the interpretations or significance of the results. Specialised content should be
presented with a statement that includes specialised information. Medical journals, for
example, require that abstracts contain details of the diagnosis and treatment, drug dosages,
etc., where applicable. According to Borko and Chatman an abstract should contain 100-150
words.
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b) A presentation of the components of abstracts by Borko and Bernier (1975)
According to Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 53) abstracts have three major parts. These
parts are the reference, the body, and the signature. The reference directs readers to the
original document, the body indicates or describes the content of the original, and the
signature identifies the abstractor.
The view of Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 53) on the components of abstracts is
interesting, because they also see the descriptors and the signature as part of the abstract.
Nowadays abstracts are mostly written by the authors of the article or document, so it is not
common for abstracts to be equipped with the signature of the abstractor. Also, descriptors are
not treated as part of the abstract. In the body of the abstract the emphasis is on the results and
conclusions.
The topic of the research being presented here is the components of abstracts. So, the
body of the abstract as described by Borko and Bernier (1975, 65-70) will be described more
precisely. The body of the abstract is divided into two parts: the descriptors and the abstract
proper. The word descriptor originally meant a general subject-heading suitable for
categorising documents, but nowadays it is interchangeable with the terms subject heading and
keyword. The abstract proper contains, at most, samples and examples of the data, which
means that it states the principal results and conclusions. Abstracts omit history, introductions,
old information, redundancy, summaries, and details of procedures. Since readers understand
which part of the abstract they are reading (conclusions, results, procedures), Borko and
Bernier felt that labelling of each part of an abstract was unnecessary. If possible, the words in
the abstract should be the words of the author; the author’s choice of terminology should be
respected. The average abstract is calculated to be about one-tenth the length of the original, or
approximately 200 words.
What is surprising is that Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 69) find the labelling of each
part of an abstract (conclusion, results, procedures) to be unnecessary, as readers already
understand what section they are reading. The reason this is surprising because Montesi and
Urdiciain (2005, p. 516) state that effective advances in research into different aspects of
abstracts can only be done in connection with structured types of abstracts, and according to
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Guimarães (2006) structured abstracts describe a study using content headings. However, it is
true that quite a large period of time passed between these two statements.

c) The Tibbo scheme

The Tibbo scheme (Tibbo, 1993, p. 221-223) was designed according to ISO 214:1976
(1976). It was used as a coding scheme in previous research by the author of this paper (Jamar,
N. and Šauperl, 2009), and has also been used as a coding scheme in the research being
presented here. Familiarisation with this scheme is therefore very important. The structural
elements that should be included in abstracts according to the Tibbo scheme are: B
(background), P (purpose/scope), H (hypothesis), M (method), R (results), and C (conclusions
and discussions).
→ B – background: introduction; sentences that indicate the framework of the present research, its
background, previous research, or underlying theories.
→ P – purpose/scope: sentences describing reasons for engaging in the study, the goals of the study,
or the purpose of writing the paper.
→ H – hypothesis: sentences including claims that can be accepted or rejected on the basis of results
of the presented research project.
→ M – method: a description of the research process.
→ R – results: theoretical or empirical findings, data, relationships, effects, influences, reliability
levels, quantity of data, and events.
→ C – conclusions and discussions: sentences describing the implications of results on subjects or
objects which were not part of the study; usually connected with the goals of the study;
recommendations, evaluations, suggestions for use or further research, arguments for accepting or
rejecting the hypothesis (Tibbo, 1993, p. 221-223).

If the Tibbo scheme (Tibbo, 1993, p. 221-223) is compared to the components for
abstracts that are proposed in ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 2), then in the Tibbo scheme the
structural elements background and hypothesis are added, the structural element conclusions is
expanded to include discussions, and the structural element collateral information is missing.
Some parts of background could also be included in collateral information.
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Hypotheses are important before the research work has started, but when the results of
the research work are known, the hypotheses do not have any significant meaning. If the
description of the discussion section as a component of an article according to Milas-Bracović
(1987) and the description of the conclusions section as a component of an abstract according
to ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 2-3) are compared, one notices that the content is very similar. Due
to their similarity, a single structural element named conclusions and discussions appears
reasonable. According to Milas-Bracović (1987) in the discussion section the author compares
the findings of the document to those reported by others, evaluates their relevance, draws
conclusions, rejects or retains the hypothesis, presents any additional conclusions which were
unexpected or not related to the central problem of the study, and offers suggestions for future
research. According to ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 2-3) within the structural element conclusions
the implications of the results are described, and that can be associated with recommendations,
evaluations, applications, suggestions, new relationships, and accepted or rejected hypotheses.

Within the scope of various research projects, graduates of the Faculty of Arts,
University of Ljubljana, Department of library and information science and book studies,
under the mentorship of Alenka Šauperl, PhD Full Professor, have tried to improve the Tibbo
scheme. These research projects were: Kajba (2005), Klasinc (2005), Lužar (2005), Kralj
(2006), Vidmar (2006), Vihtelič (2007), Erman (2008), Šolar (2008), and Mali (2009). They
focused on abstracts from the areas of linguistics and literature (Kajba, 2005 and Vihtelič,
2007), sociology (Klasinc, 2005), pharmacy (Lužar, 2005), psychology (Kralj, 2006 and Mali,
2009), pedagogy (Vidmar, 2006), French language and literature (Erman, 2008), and library
and information science (Šolar, 2008).
Lužar (2005) and Šolar (2008) proposed three subcategories for the structural element
R: Rd (direct results), Rn (indicated results), and Rp (previous results). Direct results should
present the results obtained from the study, or presented in the paper. Indicated results should
not present the results, but only indicate what kind of results are to be expected in the paper.
Previous results should present the results obtained from other published studies.
Klasinc (2005), Vidmar (2006), Erman (2008) and Šolar (2008) proposed the new
structural element T (theme). According to Klasinc (2005) theme is a new structural element
that includes information on what the article deals with, or what the subject of the article is.
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Vidmar (2006) adds that these sentences can even contain the results. This means that they
include more than one category, and these categories can then be integrated into one new
category. According to Erman (2008) theme is represented by sentences that describe: the
theme of the research, what was studied in the research, what the article is focused on, and
what the subject of the discussion is. According to Šolar (2008) this structural element
includes sentences that have no direct connection with the article, but connect to the research
within some kind of general, broader framework.
Kralj (2006) and Vidmar (2006) proposed the new structural element V (sample).
These sentences could also be included in the structural element method. However, because
the description of the sample represents something more specific than just a description of the
method, and because of its frequent occurrence, the researchers decided that this category
should be separated from the category called method.
Kajba (2005) proposed the new structural element K. It defines the main theme of the
discussion, the subject that is studied or represented in the discussion, and the question that is
to be answered in the discussion. However, it never states or even indicates the results or
findings of the research.

According to these facts it can not be said that some truly new categories were
proposed. Some components were just divided to more parts (results), or a new component
was drawn out of existing ones (for example: T from B; V from M; K from C). In the pilot
study for this research (Jamar, N. and Šauperl, 2009) there was also a proposal that the Tibbo
scheme could be improved by the division of the structural element M into two parts. These
two parts are M and D (method description, or M/D), and M and A (method appointment, or
M/A).

d) The Spanring system

Dr. Spanring had a very successful professional career as Professor Emeritus at the
Biotechnical Faculty, University of Ljubljana. He also taught documentation at the
Department of library and information science and book studies at the Faculty of Arts.
Abstracting was one of the topics he taught. On the basis of informem/proposem units of
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information proposed by Diemer (1971) and Težak’s (1969) e-t-ac-s-a complex of information
transfer, Spanring developed his own structure of abstracts which includes the following
structural elements according to his terminology of informems:
→ Pe – bit (person/a): someone or something that is the active agent in the research; someone or
something that influences something or someone else, the agent of the event;
→ Ma – bit (materia/l): someone or something that is the passive recipient of an agent’s action or
influence; the “victim” of the event;

→ Hu – bit (know-how): the action and how the action is performed; a description of the process,
event, research; the research method;
→ Mo – bit (motivatio/n): the purpose or scope of action, event, influence, research project;
→ Lo – bit (locatio/n): the place of action, event, influence, research project;
→ Te – bit (tempus/time): the time of action, event, influence, research project.

(Šauperl, Klasinc and Lužar, 2008, p. 1422)
According to Šauperl, Klasinc and Lužar (2008, p. 1422) the Spanring system is very
similar to the journalistic questions who, what, how, why, where, and when. It is also similar
to Ranganathan’s PMEST structure, where P (person) would be equivalent to Pe-bit, M
(matter) to Ma-bit, E (energy) to Hu-bit, S (space) to Lo-bit, and T (time) to Te-bit. The only
structural element of Spanring’s system which is missing from Ranganathan’s is Mo-bit
(motivation).
Jamar, N. and Šauperl (2009) also specifically stated that results are included in the
structural element Hu-bit. In a description by Šauperl, Klasinc and Lužar (2008, p. 1442) the
fact that results are contained within the description of the component Hu-bit is not mentioned
quite so explicitly.
Both articles by Diemer (1971) and Težak (1969) discuss the information process. The
aim of Dimier (1971, p. 109) is to “endeavour to establish information science as a science of its
own and to delimit it from neighbourhood disciplines of differently close relationship like computer
science, information theory, documentation and communication science, using the methodology of
modern general philosophy of science. The specific field object is called the ‘informem’; just like the
elementary particle in physics is it the basic element of the information process in its essential three
phases: informem-generation, -mediation and -retrieval.” According to Težak (1969) the emphasis
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is on information transfer, and is presented in the following steps: emission, transmission,
accumulation, selection, and absorption. This e-t-ac-s-a complex presents the conceptual basis
of the INDOC system.

It is difficult to compare the structural elements proposed by the Spanring system to
the structural elements proposed by ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 2-3), but some comparisons are
nevertheless possible:
→ purpose could be compared with the structural element Mo-bit;
→ methodology could be compared with the structural elements Pe-bit, Ma-bit, Hu-bit, Lobit, and Te-bit;
→ results could be compared with the structural element Hu-bit.
According to this, the emphasis of the Spanring system is on the purpose,
methodology, and results. The components are focused just on the research presented in the
abstracted document.
The structural element M from the Tibbo scheme is present in five of Spanring’s
structural elements (Pe-bit and Ma-bit: who or what was included in the research; Hu-bit: how
the research was done; Lo-bit and Te-bit: where and when the research took place). Structural
elements B, H, and C of the Tibbo scheme are not present as structural elements in the
Spanring system. As can be seen, the Spanring system gives the most accurate description of
the research work presented in the article for which the abstract is written. In the Tibbo
scheme background, hypothesis, conclusions, and discussions are added. These structural
elements familiarise the reader with past and the future research work connected to the
research presented in the document for which the abstract is written, and not merely with the
research described in the abstracted document.

Within the scope of various research projects, graduates of the Faculty of Arts,
University of Ljubljana, Department of library and information science and book studies,
under the mentorship of Alenka Šauperl, PhD Full Professor, have tried to improve the
Spanring system. These research projects have already been stated (see The Tibbo scheme).
Erman (2008) modified the structural elements Pe-bit and Ma-bit for theoretical
discussions from the areas of linguistics and literature. In that case Pe-bit represented the
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subject or question which was an essential part of the theoretical discussion. Ma-bit
represented the secondary part of the discussion, or the passive element in the discussion that
more precisely defines Pe-bit.
Kralj (2006) proposed a division of the structural element Hu-bit into four
subcategories: Hu-O-bit (background), Hu-M-bit (method), Hu-R-bit (results), and Hu-Z-bit
(conclusions). Erman (2008) also proposed a subcategory for the structural element Hu-bit
named Hu-H-bit (hypothesis). In the Spanring system Hu-bit is a very broad structural
element, so the researchers chose to subdivide it.
Šolar (2008) proposed the new structural element Bg-bit (background) in order to
present information that is not directly connected with the theme of the article. Erman (2008)
also proposed a new structural element for background, but she called it O-bit. Structural
element O-bit, according to Erman (2008), has been designed according to the ISO standard
(ISO 214:1976, 1976, p. 2-3) and has been modified according to the Tibbo scheme (Šauperl,
Klasinc and Lužar, 2008, p. 1421-1422). It includes parts of the text that represent an
introduction to other structural elements of the abstract. It states findings that were already
known, and general facts that better outline the author’s interest in the essential subject of the
discussion. Base theories that are, according to Tibbo (Šauperl, Klasinc and Lužar, 2008, p.
1421-1422), part of background, are also included in the structural element It-bit (Kajba, 2005
and Erman, 2008). Kajba (2005) and Erman (2008) proposed the new structural element It-bit,
which should present the basic theory of the research, theoretical models of the approach to
the problem, or author(s) that have already dealt with the problem. If the author is only
mentioned (for example, Ramsey, 1984), then the structural element It-bit interweaves with
the content of some other structural elements (informems according to Spanring’s
terminology), or more precisely with Hu-bit. The structural element Hu-bit presents a base for
the description of the method used in the research work.
Previous research was not mentioned in the abstracts from scientific journals in the
area of French language and literature. Authors merely mentioned that the basic subject of the
research had already been discussed, but not the specific research projects (Erman, 2008).
Kajba (2005) and Erman (2008) decided to adjust the structural element Lo-bit
according to linguistic and literature studies, re-naming it Lo1-bit. Research in linguistic and
literature studies are mainly theoretical and, therefore, the location of the research is not
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relevant. According to Kajba (2005) the most frequently occurring location identification
elements in the case of linguistic and literature studies for the structural element Lo1-bit are:
the geographical location or subject being studied (for example, Slovenian or Croatian poets,
or dialects); the school level (for example, primary or secondary school curriculum); and/or
the publishing place of the book being presented, studied, or criticised. According to Erman
(2008) the new identification elements for the structural element Lo1 are: the geographical
area concerning the subject of the research (for example, Japan, Europe, France, Canada); the
location where the work was written or was presented, or the location where the work was
published (for example, Paris, the prisons of Ludvik XV); the provinces from which the
dialects originate (for example, Normandy, Provence); the name of the institution where some
programme is being run (for example, the European Commission).
Kajba (2005) and Erman (2008) also decided to adjust the structural element Te-bit for
linguistic and literature studies, renaming it Te1-bit. Te-bit, as a structural element of the
Spanring system, expresses the time when the research was done, which is suitable for
practical but not theoretical research – something which is common in the areas of linguistic
and literature studies. Te1-bit, as an adjusted structural element for the areas of linguistic and
literature studies, presents the time in which the subject was created, or a time which is very
typical for the subject. According to Kajba (2005) the identification elements in the case of
linguistic and literature studies for the structural element Te1-bit are: the time when a work
being discussed was written or published; the time when the author was born, lived and
worked; or the time when the subject of the discussion appeared in an area which is typical for
it.
Kajba (2005) and Erman (2008) also proposed the new structural element Vz-bit
(sample). According to Kajba (2005) this structural element coincides with the structural
element Hu-bit of the Spanring system or with the structural element M (method) of the Tibbo
scheme. However, since element M (method) from experimental research in the area of natural
sciences is not typical for research in the areas of linguistic and literature studies, there was a
need to propose the new structural element Vz-bit. This structural element includes all the
typical content for the sample in the area of experimental studies, while at the same time also
including literary works or other sources related to the questions that the discussion deals with.
Erman (2008) also feels that this structural element coincides with the structural element Hu-
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bit of the Spanring system, or with the structural element M (method) of the Tibbo scheme.
The structural element Vz-bit (sample) represents information that tells us what or who was
studied by the researcher and that he was able to state the final findings. The most frequently
occurring sample identification elements in the area of linguistic and literature studies are: the
groups of people, texts, audio clips of the specific group of speakers, websites, and so on.
Kajba (2005) also proposed the category Iz-bit which includes a description of the sample, but
also includes the source of the research, idea, or method.
Erman (2008) proposed the new structural element Ex-bit. The content of the structural
element Ex-bit should present specific examples that better illustrate the discussed problem.
These examples could be sentences, terms, translations of words, etc.
Kajba (2005) proposed the new structural element K-bit, which defines the subject that
is studied or represented in the discussion. It defines the main theme of the discussion, or is
focused on the question to be answered in the discussion. However, the results or findings of
the discussion should never be part of the structural element K-bit.
Kajba (2005) proposed the new structural element Pr-bit, which should represent a
comparison of one author or work to other author(s) and work(s), a comparison of different
theories, a description of a theory on which the paper is based, an international comparison of
languages, standards, literary genres, etc.
Kajba (2005) proposed the new structural element Vr-bit, which should represent the
type of the work mentioned and discussed in the article.
Kajba (2005) proposed the new structural element Ob-bit, which should represent the
stylistic period (for example, romanticism).
If a quick overview of the improvements in the Spanring system made by graduates of
the Faculty of Arts, University of Ljubljana, Department of library and information science
and book studies is made, the following items could be mentioned:
→ some structural elements (or informems, according to Spanring’s terminology) of the
Spanring system are modified for the purposes of specific areas of science (Pe-bit, Ma-bit,
Lo1-bit, Te1-bit);
→ evidently the structural element Hu-bit has too broad of a scope, so it was therefore
subdivided into structural elements Hu-O, Hu-M, Hu-R, Hu-Z, Hu-H;
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→ Bg-bit, O-bit, It-bit and K-bit all cover collateral information in comparison to the
structural elements of the abstracts proposed by ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 2-3);
→ Vz-bit, Vr-bit, Ob-bit, Iz-bit, Pr-bit all cover methodology in comparison to the structural
elements of the abstracts proposed by ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 2-3).

d) Technical Abstracting Fundamentals

Weil, Zarember and Owen (1963 a, c) and Weil, Owen and Zarember (1963 b)
published Technical Abstracting Fundamentals in three parts: the subtitle of the first part is
Introduction; the subtitle of the second part is Writing principles and practices; and the subtitle
of the third part is Publishing abstracts in primary journals. They are a form of guidelines for
abstracting in technical areas.

In the first part the types of abstracts are presented: informative abstracts, indicative
abstracts, annotations, title only abstracts, auto-abstracts, slanted abstracts, author abstracts,
subject-expert-prepared abstracts, professional-abstracter-prepared abstracts, and rewritten
abstracts. Some difficulties involved in preparing, publishing and using abstracts are also
presented. The difficulties mentioned are: a lack of complete knowledge regarding readers’
needs and desires, differences of purpose, and the human tendency to make virtues out of
necessities. Also mentioned are the financial problems of the organisers of meetings, the
editors of primary and secondary journals and reports, and the operators of informationretrieval systems. Finally, the validity of abstracts is also discussed. Abstracts have a basic
value that ensures their continued use – they save their users’ precious time while also
imparting substantive information.

In the second part, in the beginning, the audience for abstracts is described. The writer
of an abstract must understand the exact scientific or engineering disciplines of the mostprobable readers of his abstract. He must also understand the industrial, governmental or other
missions in which the readers will put the information to use. The writer of an abstract must
try to satisfy the specific needs for specialised information in each discipline or technology.
These needs dictate the facts that should be included in an abstract and, to some extent, how
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they should also be organised. This is followed by a presentation of some types of abstracts:
title-only abstracts, annotations, indicative abstracts, informative abstracts, and, especially,
reader-oriented abstracts. After that, the content of abstracts is also discussed. A technical
abstract should contain findings, conclusions, recommendations, chief experimental results
from which the conclusions are drawn, and indications of the methods used in obtaining the
data. Abstracts should not contain introductory or background materials, details of the
experimental method, or detailed experimental results. Background materials should be
included in the abstracts if they are intended for a readership that is not knowledgeable in the
area. Details of the experimental methods should be included in the abstracts if they are new,
and details about the experimental methods should be included in the abstracts if the fulllength document will not be readily available, or is in a language that readers are not likely to
know. Abstracts of proposals, descriptions of new programmes or industrial processes should
include the purpose, method or steps in the programme or process, any advantages in
comparison with other such programmes or processes, and any disadvantages or costs.
However, a technical audience will also require some other content. The interests of
pharmacologists require the inclusion of the number of individuals in an experimental series,
whether they were human or animal, and what percentage reacted (if applicable). Geologists
would like abstractors to orient the document in a geological place and time, to locate local
stratigraphic names in general geologic columns, and to describe the names of new minerals
and fossils. Some ways of keeping abstracts to minimum length are then stated, because
abstracts have length limitations. Possible ways to keep abstracts to a minimum length are to
use standard abbreviations, generic expressions, limiting abstracts to strictly new information,
leaving out the future plans of authors from the abstract, and avoiding phraseology and
description of the same information in two different ways. Finally, some hints for writing good
abstracts, and some facts about slanting of abstracts, bibliographical indicia and rewriting of
abstracts, are also given.

The third part discusses the roles of author abstracts. The traditional roles of author
abstracts are: to help the reader of the journal to decide whether or not to read the full paper
immediately and to give to the less-interested reader enough of the paper’s information to
remind him of its existence if it will be needed at a later date. The additional roles of abstracts
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are: the use of abstract-index cards by individuals and other users, the publishing of abstracts
instead of papers, the publishing of abstracts in advance of papers, and the publishing of
abstracts to call attention to related and/or recent papers.

In comparison to ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 2-3), where the proposed structural elements
for abstracts are purpose, methodology, results, conclusions, and collateral information, the
proposed structural elements according to Weil, Owen and Zarember (1963 b) are findings,
conclusions, recommendations, chief experimental results from which the conclusions were
drawn, and indications of the methods used in obtaining the data. Differences can be noticed
in two structural elements proposed by ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 2-3) and not proposed by Weil,
Owen and Zarember (1963 b). These two structural elements are: purpose and collateral
information. It can be observed that the proposed structural elements for technical abstracts
indicate that abstracts are more focused on just the presentation of the research in the
document than what can be discerned from the structural elements proposed by ISO 214:1976
(1976, p. 2-3).
e) Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals (original
research and systematic reviews) and Consort Statement (clinical trials in the area of
biomedicine)

In the section of the document Uniform (2010) titled Manuscript Preparation and
Submission: Preparing a Manuscript for Submission to a Biomedical Journal, there is also a
statement on how abstracts should look.
According to Uniform (2010), the document was conceived of when a small group of
general medical journal editors met in Vancouver, British Columbia, in 1978. The group
became known as the Vancouver Group. They wanted to establish guidelines for the format of
manuscripts submitted to their journals. Their requirements for manuscripts, including formats
for bibliographic references developed by the National Library of Medicine (NLM), were first
published in 1979. The Vancouver Group evolved into the International Committee of
Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE), and meets annually. They produced multiple editions of the
Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals and the edition
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presented in this paper was revised in 2010. The Uniform Requirements were created to help
authors and editors to create and distribute accurate, clear, and easily accessible reports of
biomedical studies.
According to Uniform (2010), for original research and systematic reviews, structured
abstracts are preferred. A structured abstract should provide the background of the study, the
study’s purpose, basic procedures, main findings, principal conclusions, and funding sources.
New ideas and important facts of the study should be emphasised. Abstracts for articles on
clinical trials should contain items that the CONSORT group (Consolidated Standards Of
Reporting Trials) have identified as essential (Uniform, 2010). If the proposal for the structural
elements of abstracts stated in Uniform (2010) is compared to the proposal for the structural
elements of abstracts in ISO 214:1976 (1976), one could come to the conclusion that: the
structural element background from the former could be included in the structural element
collateral information from the latter, the structural element basic procedures could be
included in the structural element methodology, and the structural element main findings
could be included in the structural element results. Other differences can be seen in the case of
the structural element funding sources.

Abstracts for articles on clinical trials in the area of biomedicine should contain the
structural elements proposed by the CONSORT Group. The main product of the CONSORT
Group is the CONSORT Statement, which seeks to improve the reporting of a randomised
controlled trial (RTC). Complete transparency by authors should enable readers to understand
a trial’s design, conduct, analysis and interpretation, and to assess the validity of its results
(Consort, 2010).
In 2010 a revised CONSORT Statement provided guidance for reporting all
randomised, controlled trials, but focused more on the most common design type –
individually randomised, two-group parallel trials. For other trial designs, some additional
structural elements were also proposed (Schultz, Altman and Moher, 2010, p. 1). In Table 2
the structural elements to be included when reporting a randomised trial in a journal abstract
are presented.
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Table 2: Structural elements (or items, according to Consort, 2010) to include when reporting
a randomised trial in a journal abstract (Consort, 2010)
Item
Title
Trial design
Methods

Participants
Interventions
Objective
Outcome
Randomisation
Blinding (masking)

Results

Numbers randomised
Recruitment
Numbers analysed
Outcome
Harms

Conclusions
Trial registration
Funding

Description
Identification of study as randomised
Description of the trial design (such as parallel, cluster,
non-inferiority)
Eligibility criteria for participants and the settings where
the data were collected
Interventions intended for each group
Specific objective or hypothesis
Clearly defined primary outcome for this report
How participants were allocated to interventions
Whether participants, care givers, and those assessing the
outcomes were blinded to group assignment
Number of participants randomised to each group
Trial status
Number of participants analysed in each group
For the primary outcome, a result for each group and the
estimated effect size and its precision
Important adverse events or side effects
General interpretation of the results
Registration number and name of trial register
Source of funding

A study by Bentzen (1998, p. 5-18) provided a broad introduction to a new set of
guidelines adopted by radiotherapy and oncology to improve the quality of conducting and
reporting clinical research that meets the minimum criteria defined in the CONSORT
statement for reporting on randomised clinical trials with added radiotherapy items in bold
type face (Table 3). Clinical research in radiotherapy moved towards the more prominent role
of randomised controlled trials (RCTs) in parallel with the general trends in medicine, so the
reporting of trials was often unclear and guidelines were necessary.

These guidelines were specifically adjusted for trials in the area of biomedicine,
radiology and oncology, but, as can be seen from Table 3, they have also been adjusted to the
traditional IMRAD format of a traditional article (Milas-Bracović, 1987). In Table 3 only the
conclusions have been added. The guidelines presented by Bentzen (1998) refer to the report
as a whole, but as previously mentioned for the purposes of this paper an abstract has been
defined as an “abbreviated form of an article without added interpretation.”
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Table 3: Guidelines for reporting clinical outcome studies in radiotherapy and oncology
(radiotherapy items in bold type face) (Bentzen, 1998 p. 18)
Heading
Title
Introduction

Subheading

Methods

Study design
Radiotherapy

Endpoints

Randomisation

Masking
Patient flow and follow-up

Results

Analysis

Discussion

Conclusion

Item
Identify the study as a randomised trial.
State the prospectively defined hypothesis, clinical objectives and
planned subgroup or covariate analyses.
Define the patient population, inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Planned treatments and their timing.
Radiotherapy dose prescription method, dose-planning
procedure.
Target volume definition, critical organs considered, simulation
and verification procedures.
Dose fractionation details.
Planned RT quality assurance procedures.
Primary and secondary end points, specific follow-up procedures,
the minimum clinically relevant difference, the target sample size
and how it was dedicated.
Statistical analyses, their purpose and methods used, and whether
the intention-to-treat principle was used.
Trial monitoring, early stopping rules.
Method used for randomisation.
Method of concealment and time of randomisation.
Method to separate the generator of random treatment assignment
from the treating physician.
Describe any blinding procedure (if relevant).
Provide an overview of number of patients randomised, compliance
with treatment, RT quality assurance results.
State the effect of treatment on primary and secondary tumor
outcome measures, including effect estimates with confidence
intervals.
Describe the incidence and grade of treatment-induced early
and late toxicity by treatment group.
State frequencies as absolute numbers when feasible (e.g. 10/20 and
not just 50%).
Present summary data with appropriate statistics to permit
alternative analyses or interpretations and comparisons with other
trials on the same problem.
Describe prognostic variables by treatment group, check if they
were balanced, and if not describe attempts to adjust for them.
Describe protocol deviations from the study as planned, together
with reasons.
State the interpretation of the study findings, including sources of
bias and imprecision, discuss how this trial compares with other
similar studies.
State the general interpretation of the trial in view of all available
evidence in the literature.

f) The guidelines of Emerald
According to Emerald (How, 2013) a structured abstract should include the following:
Purpose,

Design/methodology/approach,

Findings,

and

Originality/value.

Research

limitations/implications, Practical implications, and Social implications may be omitted if they
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are not applicable to the article. Abstracts should contain no more than 250 words, and should
reflect only what appears in the original paper.

According to Emerald (How, 2013) the reasons for writing the paper, or the aims of the
research, should be stated within the Purpose section (PUR). The way in which objectives
were achieved, the main method(s) used, the general approach to the topic, and the theoretical
or subject scope of the paper should be stated within the design/methodology/approach section
(DMA). Anything which was discovered during the course of the work, and will be referred to
in the analysis, discussion, or results, should be stated within the findings section (FIN). Any
suggestions for future research and any identified limitations in the research process should be
stated within the research limitations/implications section (RLI). Outcomes, implications and
changes in practise, and any impact upon business or enterprise and commercial or economic
impact should be stated within the practical implications section (PRI). The impact of this
research on society, its influence on public attitudes, social responsibility or environmental
issues, and effect on the quality of life should be stated within the social implications section
(SOI). Finally any new items in the paper, as well as to whom the paper is of value, should be
stated within the originality/value section (ORV).

In the context of the guidelines presented by Emerald for abstracting (How, 2013) it
should be emphasised that, according to other standards and guidelines for abstracts, few new
structural elements appear. These new structural elements are: originality/value, research
limitations/implications, practical implications, and social implications. Originality/value and
all kinds of implications could be, in the case of the proposal for the components of abstracts
from ISO 214:1976 (1976), included in the structural element conclusions. According to ISO
214:1976 (1976, p. 2-3) the implications of the results are described within the conclusions
section, and they can also be associated with recommendations, evaluations, applications,
suggestions, new relationships, and accepted or rejected hypotheses.

For Emerald research, practical, and social implications are all special components or
categories within the proposed structure for abstracts, because it is important to emphasise the
economic and social implication of academic research to justify funding; if funding is
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provided for research, the research should be useful. It is important that the originality/value
section contains a statement to the effect that the research work truly was original and has
some intrinsic value, which is shown through economic or social impact. “It might be worth
bearing in mind that the Emerald structured abstract format – although certainly used for the Emerald
LIS journals, which form the largest set of LIS journals from one publisher – was not designed for LIS
particularly. It was designed for business and management journals, which are Emerald’s speciality,
and used by default for LIS. It might also be worth noting, for background, that the UK funding
agencies are now putting great stress on the social and economic impact of academic research; I think
this quite a general trend worldwide. In response, Emerald newly introduced the ‘social implications’
section of their abstract format. I think we may see other formats adding this, that is, if they don’t
already have it” (Bawden, 2010).

3.2

THE ABSTRACT

The history of abstracts goes back to the Sumerian civilization, to about 3600 B.C. It
was from that time that the oldest recorded inscriptions on clay were found (Skolnik, 1979, p.
215-216). Works from Alexandrian times, particularly histories and other non-fiction, were
often abstracted. Also, editions of the plays by the great dramatists were preceded by abstracts
of the plots along with list of the characters (Witty, 1973, p. 195). In the Middle Ages monks
transcribed manuscripts and frequently made “marginalia” that summarised a page’s contents,
and kings received a daily summary of the news in a similar fashion. Even today, the president
of the United States receives a daily summary of the news. From the times of the Elizabethans
abstracts were used for private correspondence between scientists (Borko and Bernier, 1975,
p. 26-28). Abstracts, which were understood as a product of synthesis and a transmitter of
scientific communication, were socially instituted during the seventeenth century, which was
when modern science and the development of periodical publications appeared. With the birth
of Information Science abstracts attained an informative, documental function (Izquierdo
Alonso and Moreno Fernández, 2010, 563-564).

If we summarise all the definitions of an abstract then we could say that abstracts
represent an abbreviated and accurate representation of a given document (ISO 214:1976,
1976, p. 1; Tibbo, 1993, p. 20; ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997, 1997, p. 1; Zelenika, 1998, p. 466;
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The Concise, cop. 2003; Ilich, 2007, p. 171). Abstracts should not include any added
interpretations or criticism (ISO 214:1976, 1976), but they should be informative and should
present a solution to the question being discussed (Enciklopedija, 1992, p. 271). Interestingly,
a definition by Mihajlov and Giljarevski (1975, p. 47) states that an abstract “represents the
nature and technique of the document, findings, time and place of the research, all the important aims
and all the main theoretical presumptions of the research, all the important numbers, tables, charts
and diagrams and it usually ends with the number of illustrations, tables, literature and name of the
archivist.” Today, tables, charts, diagrams, illustrations, tables, literature, and the name of the

archivist are rarely part of an abstract. In ISO 214:1976 (1976) it is suggested that short tables,
equations, structural formulas, and diagrams should be included only when necessary, due to
the necessary brevity of the abstract (and to preserve clarity), and only when no acceptable
alternative exists. Slightly different from other definitions is the one by Koltay (2010, p. 26),
which emphasises the informational goals of the abstract. The full definition states: “An
abstract is a text that reflects the most important information of an existing (primary) text in a form
shorter than the original. The importance of information is decided from a pre-defined viewpoint,
which enables the abstract to serve informing (informational) goals.”

Today abstracts are usually prepared by the authors themselves. In the past, for
condensed texts prepared by authors, the word synopsis was used; a condensed text prepared
by other persons was referred to as an abstract. The elimination of this distinction was one of
the reasons for revisiting ISO/R 214-1961 (ISO 214:1976, 1976, p. 1).

According to ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3) and ANSI/NISO Z39.14-1997 (1997, p. 2)
abstracts should be located as close to the beginning of a document as possible. In journals,
abstracts should be published on the first page of each article, preferably after the title and
author information and before the text.
Abstract sheets, prepared in accordance with International standard. ISO 5122.
Documentation – Abstract sheets in serial publications (ISO 5122:1979, 1979) are also
desirable. According to ISO 5122:1979 (1979, p. 1-2) an abstract sheet is a page, preferably
detachable, and the use of cardboard is therefore preferable, placed at the beginning or at the
end of the journal. The cardboard should contain the heading of the abstract sheet and more
documentation cards. The abstract sheet must always be published in the same position in each
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issue. It is printed on pages which are separate from the main part of the document and is not
included in the pagination of the issue. An abstract sheet should be the same size as the rest of
the publication and the printing area of a document card on the abstract sheet should have a
maximum width of 95 mm and a maximum height of 64 mm.
According to ISO 5122:1979 (1979, p. 1-2) the heading of an abstract sheet should
contain information which is excluded from the blocks in the text of the document cards. This
information is: the title of the serial publication, ISSN, the date of the issue in full, the source
of the classification, the source of descriptors used in the blocks, and permission to reproduce
the abstract sheet. According to ISO 690 each document card should contain the following
elements: UDC number(s) or other international systems for classification numbers, the
name(s) of the author(s) including first name(s) (in the form in which they appear), the
author’s (authors’) professional affiliations and place of work, the title and subtitle in the
original language of the article (transliterated or transcribed when necessary), a translation of
the title into the language of the abstract sheet, the language in which the article was
published, coding in accordance with ISO/R 639, details of the source which complies with
ISO 690 (the title of the serial publication, nominal date of publication in brackets, volume
number, issue number, collation: the first and last page of the article, figures, tables,
references, an abstract of the article which complies with ISO 214, descriptors or free terms).
According to ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3) the size of documentation cards may be 74 mm x 105
mm (ISO A7) or 75 mm x 125 mm (the size of an international library catalogue card).

In ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 1 and ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997, 1997, p. 1) it is mentioned
that the term abstract must not be confused with the related but distinct terms annotation,
extract, and summary.
Annotations are not only abbreviations of the original document, but they represent a
brief account of the theme or the content of the original document made in a descriptive or
evaluative way: “Abstracts always include information from the original document. Annotations on
the contrary can also include information from other sources. This is information about authors,
awards or other characteristics of the literary work. They can also evaluate the work” (Šauperl et al.,

2007, p. 99 and 101). In an extract only the purpose, scope and perhaps the methods of the
original work are presented. In an actual abstract the results, concrete findings, conclusions of
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the work, and suggestions for further research are also included. Finally in a summary only
salient findings and conclusions are stated. So, in terms of informative value, there are
important differences between these terms, all of which could be noticed by readers.
Distinctions between the terms abstract, extract and summarisation are also described
by Lancaster (2003, p. 100). According to him an abstract is a brief, accurate representation of
the contents of a document. An extract is an abbreviated version of a document created by
drawing sentences from the document itself (for example two or three sentences from the
introduction, followed by two or three from the conclusions). An abstract, in contrary to this,
should not include a direct quotation from the author. Finally, in Lancaster’s opinion the term
summarization is widely used to refer to any process that produces a condensed representation
of a text and can be applied to abstracting and extracting (Lancaster, 2003, p. 100).

It had already stated that for the purposes of this research abstracts would be defined as
an “abbreviated form of an article without added interpretation”. The definition starts with
“abbreviated form” because an abstract should be coordinated with the sections of a traditional
scientific paper. According to Milas-Bracović (1987, p. 51-52) the sections of a traditional
scientific paper are: the introduction, methods, results, and discussion (the IMRAD format).
Abstracts should also reflect the correct content inside each section of the article (ISO
214:1976, 1976, p. 1), which is why “without added interpretation” has been added to the
definition. It has been assumed that this structure would be the most understandable to
abstractors and the most informative to readers.

3.2.1

Types of abstracts

This subchapter presents an overview of different types of abstracts. The choice of
which type an abstract will be used also depends on the guidelines or demands of the
editorship of the publication where the original document will be (or has been) published.
However, if compliance with either the guidelines or the demands of the editorship is not
necessary, then the author of the article, when choosing the most suitable type of abstract,
must also take into account the needs of potential readers of the abstract.
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3.2.1.1 Annotations

a) An annotation can be a very short description (a few words or sentences), an explanation,

or even a critical comment on the document, which is added to the title.
→ An annotation is a text “in which a few words or a sentence are added to a title by way of
further description, explanation, or even critical comment. Annotations are usually indicative;
it is difficult to make them informative” (Weil, Zarember and Owen, 1963 a, p. 86-87).
→ An annotation is “is brief explanation of a document or its contents, usually added as a note
to clarify a title” (ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997, p. 1).

b) An annotation can also be a note, explanation, or comment added to a reference (Example

1).
→ An annotation “is a note, explanation, or comment added to a reference” (Skolnik, 1979, p.

217).
→ “An annotation is a brief comment or explanation about a document or its content, or even a
very brief description, usually added as a note after the bibliographic citation of the
document” (ISO 214:1976, 1976, p. 1).
→ “Annotation in documentation is a concise presentation of the document’s content. It
complements the title of the document or literature. In the bibliography it is the note that
compliments the description of a bibliographic unit with its external characteristics,
information about the formation and reproduction of the unit” (Bibliotekarski, 2009, p. 32).

c) Annotations can also be a brief note on the theme or content of the original document, and
they sometimes also include a critical evaluation of the document from the perspective of
its usefulness for a specific category of users. For annotations of literary works, there is
occasionally also information about the authors, awards that the work received etc.
Annotations can also include information from other sources, and not just from the original
text (Example 2).
→ To annotate is “to make or furnish critical or explanatory notes or comment” (Merriam-

Webster, 2013).
→ “Annotations are not as abstracts only summaries of the original documents. They represent a
brief notice of the theme or the content of the original document. According to their purpose
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they can be divided into descriptive and critical annotations. Descriptive annotations give
their users the description of the content according to the facts and some other details of the
original document. Critical annotations evaluate the document from the point of usefulness for
the specific category of users” (Mihajlov and Giljarevski, 1975, p. 47).

Due to their brevity, annotations are mostly of the indicative type, meaning that they
describe the content, format, or use of an article from the point of view of an informed
objective third person. They should avoid evaluative language which introduces personal or
professional prejudices. Informative annotations represent an objective summary of the
author’s own ideas or one or more conclusions. However, for annotations, unlike abstracts, the
proportions and emphasis will not necessarily be the same as in the original article (ERIC,
1992, p. 34).
In ERIC (1992, p. 35) the specific rules for writing annotations are also described:
→ Length. Annotations should as a rule not exceed 50 words. Most annotations will generally be
between 30 and 50 words in length.
→ Format. Annotations should be only one paragraph long. Whole sentences are preferable, but
telegraphic sentences (not used in RIE abstracts) are acceptable, e.g., “Categorizes all types of at
risk students.” Simple phrases or lists may also be used, e.g. “A code of ethics for counsellors.”
Since annotations are not necessarily written in full sentences, some of the mechanics of style
described in the various style manuals do not pertain.
→ Language and vocabulary. Since an annotation is basically an attempt to improve on an
uninformative title, the annotation should avoid repeating specific terms contained in the Title or
Descriptors. In other words, use the annotation to bring in fresh information, rather than to repeat
information already available in the entry. This is not a strict prohibition, as circumstances will
sometimes necessitate that a term be repeated. If special or unusual words appear in the title, the
annotation can be used to explain them. Unlike an abstract, an annotation may be composed of a
quotation excerpted from the article (and punctuated as such).

(ERIC, 1992, p. 35)
Finally, the following deals with the question of how annotations and abstracts differ:
→ According to Šauperl et al. (2007, p. 66) abstracts and annotations differ in terms of one
very important characteristic: annotations can also include information from other sources
(information about authors, awards received, and other characteristics of the literary work).
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Abstracts, on the contrary, never include information which is not a part of original
sources.
→ According to ERIC (1992, p. 34) annotations are considerably briefer than abstracts. In the
ERIC system, prepared annotations for a journal article (EJ Accession Series) announced
in the Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE) do not exceed 50 words in length.
Example 1: Annotation 1 (Weil, Zarember and Owen, 1963 a, p. 86)
Example 3: An Annotation
IONIZING ENERGY AS AN AID IN EXCHANGE TRITIUM LABELING. R.M. Lemmon, B.M. Tolbert, W. Strohmeier,
and I.M. Whittemore (Science 129:1740-41 (1959) – Effect of silent electric discharge and of Co-60.

Example 2: Annotation 2 (OZVEZDJE, 2010, p. 60)
Original annotation in Slovene language
Čech, Pavel: Čudežni vrt
Prev. Tjaša Koprivec. Ilustr. Pavel Čech. Ljubljana: Sanje, 2009. (Sanjska knjigica), 92 str.
Čudežni vrt je vrhunska avtorska slikanica – avtor je delo napisal in ga obenem opremil z neponovljivimi in prepričljivimi
ilustracijami v tehniki oljnega slikanja, mladega češkega pisatelja in slikarja Pavla Čecha. Skozi pripoved spremljamo dečka
Oskarja na njegovem pohajkovanju, raziskovanju in doživljanju mesta, v katerem živi. Najbolj ga vznemirja zapuščen,
skrivnosten in z veliko ključavnico zaklenjen vrt, ki vsak dan znova zbudi njegovo domišljijo in željo po vedenju, kaj se skriva
za zapečatenimi vrati. Skozi čarobne in tankočutne ilustracije nas avtor popelje skozi Oskarjev otroški domišljijski svet, kjer si
lahko samo zamišlja, kaj je za zidovi, vodi nas skozi njegovo odraščanje in končno do starosti, ko ima v resnici možnost videti,
kaj se v resnici skriva za zidovi. Ali mu bo tudi kot odraslemu uspelo videti, kaj je videl skozi otroške oči? Poetična, domiselna
in brezčasna slikanica, ki nas direktno in nevsiljivo popelje skozi sanjski otroški svet, v kateri lahko uživajo tako otroci kot
odrasli. (PP)7
The original annotation translated into English language8
Čech, Pavel: The mystic garden
Translation: Tjaša Koprivec. Illustrations Pavel Čech. Ljubljana: Sanje, 2009 (Sanjska knjigica), 92 pages.
The mystic garden is a superb original picture book – the work was written and also equipped with unique and convincing
illustrations done using the oil painting technique by the young Czech writer and painter Pavel Čech. Throughout the
narration we accompany a young boy named Oscar on his walks, explorations and experiences of the city where he lives. He is
most excited by the abandoned, mysterious garden, which is guarded by a large lock. Each and every day it stirs his
imagination and desire to know what hides behind those sealed doors. Through his magical and sensitive illustrations the
author takes us through Oscar’s fantasy world, where he can only imagine what is behind those walls, also leading us through
his adolescence and finally to his old age, when he actually has the chance to see what is hiding behind those walls. As an
adult, will he manage to see what he once saw through the eyes of a child? A poetic, imaginative, and timeless picture book
which takes us directly and unobtrusively through a child’s dream world; a place both children and adults can enjoy.

3.2.1.2 Author abstracts

7
8

PP is an abbreviation for Petra Potočnik, the annotation author.
This is not an official English translation of the annotation, but one made only for the purposes of understanding.
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According to Weil, Zarember and Owen (1963 a, p. 86-87) author abstracts (Example
3) are abstracts which must be written by the author of the document, who knows the subject,
purpose, findings, and implications of the work. Author abstracts may be indicative or
informative. According to Cremmins (cop. 1996, p. 207) author abstracts are initially
published in primary publications written by the authors of the published materials, and can be
informative or indicative. Author abstracts are frequently used (intact or revised) by
information access services. According to Rowley (1988, p. 18) author abstracts, depending on
an individual author’s abstracting abilities, can vary in their quality; some of them include too
much or too little data. The best solution is to submit author abstracts for thorough editing and
checking. Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 13-20) also emphasise that author abstracts vary in
their quality, because authors lack training and experience in abstracting and, in general, do
not know the rules of abstracting. In many journals authors must prepare author abstracts with
the original articles which they are trying to submit for publication. These author abstracts
may be, intact or modified, also used by secondary publications. According to ERIC (1992, p.
18) the use of the author’s own words, selected from different locations throughout the
document, does not constitute an author abstract. Also, abstracts which have been edited to the
point where the original author would no longer recognise his/her own abstract, or abstracts
that have been completely changed by an abstractor, including language use changes and the
re-arranging of sentences, are no longer considered author abstracts.

Koltay (2010, p. 62-66) also mentions that the use of author abstracts raises a number of
problematic issues:
→ author abstracts are often poorly written and include inappropriate data;
→ some inconsistencies between author abstracts and the bodies can also be found;
→ author abstracts can reflect only what the author considers important and omits material of
possible interest to others;
→ authors sometimes use author abstracts to simply promote their own papers;
→ authors are often too close to their papers to be able to give them an objective treatment;
→ authors do not take into consideration the fact that author abstracts will eventually be used
by abstracting services.
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However, according to Koltay (2010, p. 65) the major cause for deficiencies is the authors’
lack of training and experience in writing abstracts. Of course, a lack of linguistic (language)
competencies may also cause problems. This then means that authors need training in
abstracting. Learning to write a good abstract may be just as important as learning to write a
good article.

There are two other terms which are also related to author abstracts: homotopic
abstracts, and synopses.
The term homotopic abstract (Rowley, 1988, p. 18) literally means “published at the
same time as the original”. A large proportion of homotopic abstracts, according to the
meaning of the term, are also author abstracts, so these two terms could be treated as
synonymous.
The word synopsis (ISO 214:1976, 1976, p. 1) was formerly used to denote a résumé
prepared by the author, when the term abstract was restricted to mean a condensed text
prepared by some other person. To eliminate this distinction, which has largely disappeared, a
revision of ISO/R 214-1961 was made.
Example 3: Author abstract (Jamar, N. and Šauperl, 2009, p. 77)
Jamar, N. and Šauperl, A. (2009). Struktura izvlečkov s področja materialov in tehnologij [Components of abstracts in
materials science and technology]. Knjižnica [Library], 53 (1/2), 77-97.
We investigated the structure of abstracts in Slovenian and international journals in the field of materials and technology.
The aim of the study was to analyze the adherence of the abstracts published in Materials and Technology (MIT) and
Materials Science and Technology (MST) to two different instructions for the preparation of abstracts (scheme based on ISO
214:1976 and Spanring system). 25 abstracts from each journal were divided into sentences. We tried to place the sentences
into one of the categories of the above mentioned schemes. The research was a part of the postgraduate study in the
Department of Library and Information Science and Book Studies (Faculty of Arts, Ljubljana) in September and October
2008. There are no important differences between MIT and MST. Spanring system seems more appropriate for the field of
materials and technology. The place and the time of the research should be added to abstracts and the Hu-bit category should
be distributed into two parts: Hu- M (method) and Hu-R (results). The recommended Spanring system should be harmonized
with authors, who publish in these serials and the effect of the instructions should be analyzed, too.

3.2.1.3 Auto-abstracts

Auto-abstracts present a collection of actual sentences from the original document
selected as the most typical ones (Weil, Zarember and Owen, 1963 a, p. 86-87). According to
Pinto (2003, p. 415), in a study of the automatic representation of textual information three
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perspectives can be taken: morpho-syntactical (physical), pragmatic (operative), and semantic
(cognitive). The possibility of automatically representing information is optimal from a
physical perspective. The reduction of physical objects by means of extraction happens in the
most objective way. However, to produce authentic abstracts, human activity is essential due
to the interaction between the cognitive and pragmatic levels of information processing.

3.2.1.4 Computational abstracts

Computational abstracts (Example 4) are abstracts which are created by a computer.
According to Cremmins (cop. 1996, p. 207) “computational abstracts are composed, partially or
fully, by using techniques for computer-assisted selecting, extracting, formatting, and printing of
representative information” (Cremmins, cop. 1996, p. 207). The process is most commonly

referred to as automatic abstracting. According to Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 165) computerbased abstracting consists of putting the article to be abstracted into machine-readable form,
determining the operational measures of “significance” and/or “representativeness” for
individual words and for sentences, analysing the input text by computing representativeness
scores for each word or sentence, selecting the set of sentences which will constitute the
abstract, and formatting and printing the extract.
According to Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 161-162) interest in automatic abstracting
began in the early 1950s. Prior to that computers were used exclusively for calculations. New
areas of application opened up when it was realised that computers were symbol manipulators,
and could therefore process alphabetical as well as numerical symbols. Machine Translation
(MT) was among the first language processing applications, and after that the domain of
computer language processing was expanded to include research in automatic abstracting,
automatic indexing, and automatic document classification. All of this happened as a result of
researchers asking the question, “If computers can be used to translate a document from one
language to another, could they not also be used for the abstracting of documents in the same
language?” Borkowski and Sperling Martin (1975, p. 94) and Paice (1990, p. 172-174) state
that the idea of condensing documents by automatic extraction has been with us since 1958,
when Luhn published a pioneering paper from that area. Since then automatic extracting has
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been one of the most active areas of research in information science. According to Pinto and
Lancaster (1999, p. 235) regular abstracts were first developed to be read by humans.
However, when computers started to have a serious impact on information retrieval in the
1960s, abstracts achieved importance as the output of electronic databases. After that, when
storage and processing costs declined, abstracts also became searchable surrogates for larger
bodies of text. The increasing application of computers for text processing has not reduced the
value abstracts, but the criteria for judging their quality may have changed.

According to Paice (1990, p. 172-174) the general approach for automatic abstracting
is to “examine each sentence, looking for clues to its importance; to compute a score for the sentence
based on the clues found; and then either to select all sentences whose score exceeds some threshold,
or to select the highest scoring sentences, up to a certain total. The sentences are then printed in their
order of occurrence in the original text” (Paice, 1990, p. 172-174). In order to determine the

importance of sentences different methods exist. According to Paice (1990, p. 172-174) these
methods are: the frequency-keyword approach, the little-key word method, the location
method, syntactic criteria, the cue method, the indicator-phrase method, and relational criteria:
→ The frequency-keyword approach: this approach involves looking for mentions of important
concepts within each sentence, that is, occurrences of words and phrases which refer to central
concerns of the document. This means that before the sentence can be scored there must exist a list
of candidate index terms for the document. In all of the experiments so far reported, the index
terms are individual words (sometimes conflated), and are commonly called keywords.
→ The little-key word method: this method resembles the last in that a list of keywords is compiled for
a document before starting the sentence-scoring process. In this case, the keywords are selected
from the title, subtitle and headings of the document, on the basis that the main concepts of
document are likely to be mentioned here. Obviously, a stop list is used to eliminate non-significant
words.
→ The location method: it was Baxendale in 1958 who first noted, within a paragraph, the first
sentence is usually the most central to the theme of the text, while in many other cases it is last.
Building on his this observation, Edmundson defined the location method, in which sentences
received various scores according to whether they occurred at the beginning or end of a
paragraph, near the beginning or end of the whole document, or below a heading. More recently,
the importance of the position of a mentioned within a text has been confirmed in psychological
studies by Kieras.
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→ Syntactic criteria: in an experiment reported in 1970, Earl examined the hypothesis that the
extract-worthiness of sentences might be correlated with their syntactic structure. She used a
program to assign one of “13 traditional parts of speech” to each word of a text, and then
represented each sentence by its parts-of-speech pattern. She then used a further program to
convert the above patterns into phrase structure representation. After processing more than 3,000
sentences in this way, she found, for both forms of representation, that around 99% of the patterns
occurred only once, so that no correlations could be obtained.
→ The cue method: this method is based on the notion that certain words or phrases occurring in a
sentence, though not in themselves keywords, nonetheless provide an indication of whether the
sentence deals with important material. Edmundson used a list containing 783 “bonus words”,
whose occurrence would increase the sentence score, and 73 “stigma words”, which would
decrease the score. Bonus words included superlatives and value words, such as “greatest” and
“significant”, whilst the stigma words included anaphors and belittling expressions (e.g., “hardly”
and “impossible”).
→ The indicator-phrase method: some of the strong positive entries in Rush’s word control list were
expressions which commonly accompany explicit statements about the topic of the text; examples
are “purpose” and “our work”. Indicator phrases are more elaborate constructs of the same kind,
such as: “The main aim of the present paper is to describe...”, “The purpose of the article is to
review...”, “In this report, we outline an investigation into...”, “Our investigation has shown
that...”. The usefulness of these constructs for sentence extraction was first discussed by Paice in
1981; their use has recently been re-examined by Black and Johnson. The first three of the
examples are likely to introduce indicative material, whilst the fourth may be followed by an
informative statement.

→ Relational criteria: Skorokhod’ko outlines an extracting method which involves building a
“semantic structure” for the document. This is a kind of graph structure in which the sentences are
vertices, and significant inter-sentence links are represented by edges. The idea is that the most
important sentences in a document are those which are related to the largest number of the
sentences: such sentences are prime candidates for extraction. Potential links are considered to
exist wherever distinct sentences contain references to the same concept. Words in the text are
assigned weights on the basis of their “statistical and formal-semantical characteristics”, and
word-word relations are detected on the basis of lexical similarity or by using a thesaurus. On the
basis of such information, significant inter-sentence relations are identified. When this stage is
complete, each sentence is scored as a function of the number of sentences to which it is
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significantly related, and the degree of change in the network structure which would result from its
deletion.

(Paice, 1990, p. 172-174)

Example 4: Computational abstract (Borkowski and Sperling Martin, 1975, p. 98)
Fig. 3. Sample Output from LEXtractor
179 F.2D 869 (3RD CIR, 1950)
CHUDOFF V. MCGRANERY, JUDGE, NO. 10044
ON MAY 9, 1949 THERE WAS A PENDING IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN
DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA A CRIMINAL INDICTMENT, CRIMINAL NO. 15174, CHARGING ONE EDWARD
F. TURNER WITH DEPOSITING OBSCENE MATTER IN THE UNITED STATES MAILS. SEE 18 U.S.C.A SEC.
1461. ON THAT DAY THE HONORABLE EARL CHUDOFF, A MEMBER OF THE BAR OF THE SUPREME
COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA AND A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM PENNSYLVANIA, APPEARED
AT THE BAR OF THE COURT BELOW BEFORE HONORABLE JAMES P. MCGRANERY, ONE OF THE JUDGES
OF THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA AND
INDICATED THAT “TEMPORARILY” AT LEAST HE WOULD ASK HIS CLIENT, TURNET, TO PLEAD “NOT
GUILTY”.

3.2.1.5 Conference abstracts

Conference abstracts (Example 5) are abstracts prepared for conferences according to
the guidelines of the organisers. According to Roš (2005, p. 34-35) some conference
organisers request the usual informative abstracts, and sometimes tables and figures in
abstracts are also allowed. In the case of the 19th Conference on Materials and Technology
(Nineteenth, 2013) longer abstracts than usual were allowed (300 words).
Example 5: Conference abstract: 19th Conference on Materials and Technology, Portorož,
2011 (Babič, 2011?)
Laser hardening is a metal surface treatment process complementary to conventional flame and induction hardening
processes. A high-power laser beam is used to heat a metal surface rapidly and selectively to produce hardened case depths of
up to 1.5 mm with the hardness of the martensitic micro-structure providing improved properties such as wear resistance and
increased strength. Induction hardening is a form of heat treatment in which a metal part is heated by induction heating and
then quenched. Fractal patterns are observed in computational mechanics of elastic-plastic transitions. We compared the
fractal structure of robot laser hardened and inductive hardened of four different materials of DIN standard GGG 60, GGG
70, GGG 60 L and GGG 70 L. We found which method of hardening give us better result. We graphically compared fractal
structure and hardness.

3.2.1.6 Critical abstracts or reviews
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According to Rowley (1988, p. 15) critical abstracts (Example 6) not only describe the
document’s content, but rather their main aim is to evaluate the work and its presentation.
Critical abstracts indicate the depth and extent of the work and comment on the adequacy of
experimentation and survey methodology, the assumed background of the intended audience,
and the significance of the contribution to the development of knowledge. The preparation of a
critical abstract first requires class abstracting skills and a full appreciation of the relative
significance of various contributors. According to Cremmins (cop. 1996, p. 208) critical
abstracts evaluate the work and its presentation with evaluative comments that are added by
the abstractors. According to ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997 (1997, p. 1) critical abstracts represent
an uncommon form of abstract which contains evaluative comments on the significance of the
abstracted document or the style of its presentation, all of which are written by abstractors who
are usually subject-area specialists. According to Lancaster (2003, p. 101-103) critical
abstracts are a condensed critical review. Critical abstracts, according to him, serve the same
purpose as a critical book review. The abstractor expresses views on the quality of the work of
the author and sometimes also contrasts it with the work of others. The view of Lancaster
(2003, p. 101-103) connects the world of science to the world of literature.

Koltay (2010, p. 55-58) also presents several arguments against critical abstracts. For example,
there may not be many abstractors who are able and willing to write critical abstracts, which
take more time to write, are longer, and reach their audience later. Next, readers prefer to
make their own judgements about the quality of an article. There are also questions related to
objectivity in terms of questioning the usefulness of critical abstracts – especially when those
abstracts are prepared by someone who is not the original author. Criticism of someone’s work
can also be made public in the form of published “Letters to the Editor”, and it is important
that this kind of critique can be answered and refuted by the author of the work which has
been criticised.

Example 6: Critical abstract (Lancaster and Herner, 1964, p. 404)
Ablation of fibreglass-reinforced phenolic resin. R. E. Rosensweig and N. Beecher. American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics Journal 1, 1809-9 (1963).
Critical abstract
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This theory of ablation of carbon-contaminated glass extends the work of Bethe and Adams (Cr. Avco-Everett Research
Laboratory, Research Report No. 38, Nov. 1958) on glasses. Experimental ablation was 38% greater than that calculated
theory. Thorough errors analysis was not included. Spalding (Aero Quarterly 237-74 (Aug. 1961) and Scala (General
Electric Co. MSVD, report R59SD401) (July 1959); ARS Journal (917-24) have treated similar problems.

3.2.1.7 The diagrammatic form of abstracts

An abstract in block diagram form has been presented by Broer (1971). According to
him, the main questions the abstract should answer are WHAT, WHY, and HOW. Weil, Owen
and Zarember (1963 b, p. 127), on the contrary, state that the abstract should be readeroriented and that in the body of the abstract it is rarely needed to mention WHO, WHEN, or
WHERE the work was done. The abstract should state WHAT was found and, only when
pertinent, WHY and HOW the work was done.
In his text, Broer (1971, p. 64) also explains the structure of the block diagram
(Example 7: author and journal are fictitious): “Concise answers to WHAT?, WHY?, and HOW? –
the questions asked by people scanning new material – are located in fixed positions of a twodimensional ‘information space,’ the page plane. A considerable part of the page plane is left blank.
Like the green areas in modern cities, blank spaces are mentally refreshing; they stimulate the reader’s
attention. The diagram is composed of seven word blocks, that is, blocks labeled by a name in capitals
and containing a small number of condensed statements. Individual statements are separated by
semicolons. Short black arrows serve to connect statements, denoting ‘leads to’, ‘produces’, ‘results
in’, ‘explains’, ‘is used in’, ‘implies’, etc. The actual meaning is clear from the context” (Broer, 1971,

p. 64).

Example 7: An abstract in block diagram form (Broer, 1971, p. 67)
Scribble A. “A vibrating-reed magnetometer for microscopic particles”, J. Magn. Miracles, vol. 166, pp. 666-667, Aug. 1966.
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Example 8: The abstract from Example 7 in conventional linear text (Broer, 1971, p. 67)
Scribble A. “A vibrating-reed magnetometer for microscopic particles”, J. Magn. Miracles, vol. 166, pp. 666-667, Aug. 1966.
A description is given of the construction, optimization and performance of a vibrating-reed magnetometer based on the Curie
(or Faraday) method, but using a periodic displacement force.
A sample particle, fastened by adhesive to the free end of a gold wire (length 20 mm, diameter 38 µm), is located between two
gradient coils in series opposition. The frequency of the field gradient is equal to the resonant frequency of the vibrating wire.
The amplitude of the deflection of the wire is determined with a calibrated microscope; a stationary image is obtained by
stroboscopic illumination. The magnitude and direction of the magnetic moment are found from the measurement. There is no
perceptible interfering vibration from the surroundings. The smallest measured change of magnetic moment for a hysteresis
loop of an SmCo5 particle (mass about 10-9) is of the order of 10-18 Wb·m. Hysteresis loops are introduced by an electromagnet
generating variable, uniform field.
The measurement enables one to distinguish which of the critical fields determine the coercivity (the pinning field in the case
of the SmCo5 particle).

3.2.1.8 Extracts

According to ISO 214:1976 (1976), ANSI/NISO Z39.14-1997, 1997), and Rowley
(1988, p. 11) an extract (Example 9) should represent one or more portions of the document
which are selected to represent the whole original document. Adding to that, Skolnik (1979, p.
217) and Bibliotekarski (2009, p. 135) especially emphasise that it must be an exact and
concise representation of a document. Verovnik and Logar (2001, p. 24) and Bibliotekarski
(2009, p. 135) emphasise that no explanations or critical remarks should be included in an
extract. According to Verovnik and Logar (2001, p. 24) only the purpose, scope and perhaps
methods should be included in an extract, which should be around 600 characters or no more
than half a page. According to Rowley (1988, p. 11) extracts should include results,
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conclusions and recommendations (concluding segments) from the document. The views of
Verovnik and Logar (2001, p. 24) and Rowley (1988, p. 11) on the structural elements to be
included in an extract differ. Also, according to Rowley (1988, p. 19) (Example 9) the length
of an extract is 210 characters, while the proposed length of an extract according to Verovnik
and Logar (2001, p. 24) is 600 characters.

Example 9: Extract: (Rowley, 1988, p. 19)
J Rowley, D Butcher and C Turner, “Consumer information and advice: the role of public libraries”, Asslib proceedings 32
(11/12), December 1980, 417-24.
Extract
With the closure of many CACs, public libraries will need to reassess their existing provision of consumer information
sources, and their cooperation with, and support for, the remaining consumer information and advice services in the
community.

3.2.1.9 Findings oriented abstracts

According to Rowley (1988, p. 16-17) findings oriented abstracts (Example 10)
emphasise the results or findings of an investigation. Therefore, findings oriented abstracts
usually start with the findings and only later in the abstract return to the objectives and
methodology. Conventional abstracts, as much as it is possible, follow the order of ideas as
they are presented in the original document. According to ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997 (1997, p.
12) findings oriented abstracts are informative abstracts with a findings-oriented arrangement
of elements. This means that the elements should be arranged so that they are composed of
major results and conclusions, supporting details, other findings, and methodology.
Definitions by Rowley (1988, p. 16-17) and ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997 (1997, p. 12) propose
the same component elements for inclusion in findings oriented abstracts.
Example 10: Findings oriented abstract (ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997, 1997, p. 13)
Example B. Informative abstract with a findings-oriented arrangement of elements (major results and conclusions,
supporting details, other findings, and methodology).
Thomas, W. O.; Campbell, J. A. Nematode control in sweet potatoes. Miss. Farm Res. 31 (3):7; 1968.
The yield and quality of sweet potatoes can be increased by soil fumigation or the addition of solid nematocides in some areas
of Mississippi. The commercial fumigants Vorlex, Dow W-85, and DD significantly increased yield and quality in the
treatments of rows. Vorlex or Dow W-85 should be applied at 2.5 gal/acre and DD at 9 to 10 gal / acre, 8 to 10 in deep in the
center of the row, 14 to 30 days prior to planting. Broadcast fumigation was also effective, but required higher fumigant
levels. Among the experimental solid nematocides, Bayer 68138 and Desanit showed promise. The study of control of rootknot nematodes was conducted by the Truck Crops Branch Experiment Station in 1967 on three- and four-row replicated and
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randomized field plots known to be infested with the nematodes. More information is deemed necessary than was obtained
from this one-season field test.

3.2.1.10 Graphical abstracts

According to Elsevier. Graphical abstracts (2013) graphical abstracts (Examples 1114) present a visual summary of the main findings of an article. This could be either a key
figure, a figure from the article, or a figure specially designed to clearly represent the content
of the article.
Examples 11-14: Graphical abstracts 1-4 (Elsevier. Graphical abstracts, 2011)
Graphical abstract 1 (Example 11)
Journal of Proteomics, Volume 73, Issue 2, 1 December 2009, Pages 231-239. Candidate verification of iron-regulated
Neisseria meningitidis proteins using isotopic versions of tandem mass tags (TMT) and single reaction monitoring. Helen L.
Byers, James Campbell, et al., doi:10.1016/j.jprot.2009.09.002

Graphical abstract 2 (Example 12)
Journal of Proteomics, Volume 73, Issue 1, 2 November 2009, Pages 57-79. Snake venomics and antivenomics of Bothrops
atrox venoms from Colombia and the Amazon regions of Brazil, Perú and Ecuador suggest the occurrence of geographic
variation of venom phenotype by a trend towards paedomorphism. Vitelbina Núñez, Pedro Cid, et al.,
doi:10.1016/j.jprot.2009.07.013
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Graphical abstract 3 (Example 13)
Journal of Controlled Release, Volume 140, Issue 3, 16 December 2009, Pages 210-217. Hydrotropic oligomer-conjugated
glycol chitosan as a carrier of paclitaxel: Synthesis, characterization, and in vivo biodistribution. G. Saravanakumar, Kyung
Hyun Min, et al., doi:10.1016/j.jconrel.2009.06.015

Graphical abstract 4 (Example 14)
Example 4: Applied Catalysis A: General, Volume 383, Issues 1-2, 31 July 2010, Pages 58-65, Water-gas shift reactions on
potassium- and zirconium-promoted cobalt molybdenum carbide catalysts, Masatoshi Nagai, Amin Md. Zahidul, et
al.,doi:10.1016/j.apcata.2010.05.024

3.2.1.11 Highlight abstracts

According to Rowley (1988, p. 17) highlight abstracts (Example 15) are designed to
attract the reader’s attention to an article. They can appear as the precursor of the article to
which they pertain or as an expansion of the contents list. The aim of highlight abstracts is not
a balanced or complete picture of the article. Possibly, the most effective way to interest the
reader in the article is to spark the reader’s curiosity with incomplete and leading remarks. On
the other hand, if a highlight abstract can’t stand independent of its associated article, it is not
a true abstract, as, according to the definition of an abstract by Tibbo (1993, p. 20), an abstract
should also be able to stand alone. This is also in accordance the opinion expressed by Rowley
(1988, p. 17) concerning that aspect of the definition of abstracts.
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Example 15: Highlight abstract (Rowley, 1988, p. 17)
PLANNING

PRODUCTION

FEATURES
Simulation – fast and safe system testing
Most machines in an up-to-date manufacturing environment are linked
physically, or by computers or production schedules. But such interdependence
can lead to complex systems which need to be organised. Computer simulation
is the tool for this.
Punch presses – cutting through the sales burb
This guide to punch press selection examines the advantages/disadvantages of
available machine designs, and stresses how workpiece size and shape is critical
to every purchase plan.
Exhibitions – a glimpse of what is on the horizon
We report on an exhibition in America that “points the way to new realities,
new perceptions and new directions” for one US-based machine tool builder.

MANUFACTURING SUPPORT

CAD/CAM – new system foils long lead times. The combination of a computeraided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM) system with CNC vertical
milling has brought enormous lead times savings at a company that produces
aluminium foil containers.
Production control – keeping one step ahead of the rest
A firm in Scotland every year spends ₤750.000 on new plant. But a
computerised production control and data collections system is of equal
importance in its guest to stay one step ahead of the competition.

Reproduced with permission from Machinery and production engineering, 4 February 1987.

3.2.1.12 Indicative-informative abstracts

According to Manning (1990, p. 370) there are two main types of abstracts. Summary
abstracts (often called informative abstracts) and descriptive abstracts (often called indicative
abstracts). Summary abstracts condense the main idea of an article while descriptive abstracts
outline the general purpose and topics addressed in the text.
However, according to Rowley (1988, p. 15) indicative-informative abstracts
(Examples 16 and Example 17) are more common than either pure indicative or pure
informative abstracts. In the case of informative-indicative abstracts any aspects that are of
major significance are written in an informative style, and any items of minor significance are
treated indicatively. This mixed style can achieve the maximum transmission of information
with the minimum length. According to ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 1) combined informativeindicative abstracts must be prepared when the length of the abstract, or type and style of the
document, make it necessary. According to Lancaster (2003, p. 102) informative abstracts are
typically longer than indicative.
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How then do informative or summary abstracts, differ from indicative or descriptive
abstracts, if we are to be more precise?
According to Rowley (1988, p. 15) indicative abstracts require less perception and
subject expertise from abstractors than informative abstracts. Indicative abstracts are also not
intended to act as a document substitute. According to Vaughan (1991, p. 136) they are
seldom able, as opposed to informative abstracts, to stand alone, because they are not
substantial enough to describe the document. According to Lancaster (2003, p. 101-102)
indicative abstracts simply describe the document, while informative abstracts summarise the
substance of the document, its including results. So, if indicative abstracts describe the types
of results which were achieved in a given study, informative abstracts summarise the actual
results.

Example 16: Indicative-informative abstract 1 (Rowley, 1988, p. 19). The extract of the same
article is presented as Example 9: Extract; the indicative abstract of the same article is
presented as Example 18: Indicative abstract 1.
J Rowley, D Butcher and C Turner, “Consumer information and advice: the role of public libraries”, Asslib proceedings 32
(11/12), December 1980, 417-24.
The work of Consumer Advice Centres and the information sources used to support this work are reviewed. The recent closure
of many CACs has seriously affected the availability of consumer information and advice. Public libraries can make many
kinds of information sources more widely available, both to the public and to the agencies now supplying consumer
information and advice. Libraries can cooperate closely with advice agencies through local coordinating committees, shared
premises, joint publicity, referral and the sharing of professional expertise.

Example 17: Indicative-informative abstract 2 (Cremmins, cop. 1996, p. 9). For comparison
the original abstract of the same article has also been added.
Figure 3: Indicative-informative version of the indicative abstract in Figure 1.
Simon, H. 1981. Information-Processing Models of Cognition. Journal of the American Society for Information Science, 32
(5), 364-377.
Indicative-informative abstract
Progress in modeling human cognitive processes is reviewed, emphasizing the use of computer programming languages as a
formalism for modeling and computer simulation of the behavior of the systems modeled. Elementary and higher processes are
examined, and neural models are briefly described. Theories of human cognitive processes can be attempted at the level of
neural, elementary information (retrieval from memory, scanning down lists in memory, comparing simple symbols), or
higher information processes (problem solving, concept attainment) (Cremmins, cop. 1996, p. 9).
Original abstract
This article reviews recent progress in modelling human cognitive progress. Particular attention is paid to the use of
computer programming languages as a formalism for modelling, and to computer simulation of the behaviour of the systems
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modelled. Theories of human cognitive process can be attempted at several levels: at the level of neural processes, at the level of
elementary information processes (e.g., retrieval from memory, scanning down lists in memory, comparing simple symbols,
etc.), or at the level of higher mental processes (e.g., problem solving, concept attainment). This article will not deal at all with
neutral models; it focuses mainly upon higher mental processes, but not without some attention to modelling the elementary
processes and especially to the relationships between elementary and complex processes (Simon, 1981, p. 364).

3.2.1.13 Indicative abstracts

According to Weil, Zarember and Owen (1963 a, p. 86-87), Borko and Bernier (1975,
p. 16) and Rowley (1988, p. 15) indicative or descriptive abstracts (Example 18 and Example
19) usually contain descriptive statements about the contents of a document, but do not
contain much data. According to ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 1) indicative abstracts describe the
document type, the principal subjects which were covered, and the way the facts were treated.
According to Vaughan (1991, p. 136) indicative abstracts function much like a summary. In
their shorter form (one or two sentences) they offer a description of the area of investigation,
and in their longer form (150-200 words) they describe the purpose, scope, and methods of the
topic of discussion. They are seldom able to stand on their own because they are not
substantial enough to describe the document. According to Cremmins (cop. 1996, p. 7)
indicative abstracts should contain information on the purpose, scope, or methodology of the
document, but not the results or findings, conclusions, or recommendations in the text.
According to ERIC (1992, p. VI-3) indicative abstracts describe the content and format of a
document. They are written from the viewpoint of an informed but impartial and objective
reader. The description of the content and format of the document include data which is
discussed in the document, the manner in which the information is presented, and the audience
or readers to whom the document is addressed. Indicative abstracts inform the reader with
information that can be found in the document, but they do not include this actual information.
According to ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997 (1997, p. 3) indicative abstracts should describe the
purpose or scope of the discussion or descriptions in the document. Also, they can describe
essential background material, the approach used, and/or arguments presented in the text.
According to The Manual of Scientific Style (Rabinowitz and Vogel, cop. 2009, p. 118) in
indicative abstracts authors present the general subject of the paper without any precise results
and conclusions, and here it must be emphasised that in our modern world abstracts need to
accomplish more. According to Kilborn (1998) descriptive abstracts tell readers information
which the abstracted document contains, and they include the purpose, methods, and scope of
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the abstracted document, but they do not include results, conclusions, or recommendations.
They are usually under 100 words and they introduce the subject to the reader, who must then
read the abstracted document to discover the results, conclusions, or any recommendations.
According to Manning (1990, p. 370) indicative abstracts outline the general purpose and
topics addressed in the text which has been abstracted.
Indicative abstracts are appropriate when presenting less-structured or lengthy
documents. According to Rowley (1988, p. 15) indicative abstracts are appropriate for the
presentation of discussions, review articles, occasionally conference proceedings, reports
without conclusions, essays, and bibliographies. According to ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997 (1997,
p. 3) indicative abstracts are appropriate for the presentation of editorials, essays, opinions,
descriptions, books, conference proceedings, directories, bibliographies, lists, and annual
reports. According to ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 1) the preparation of indicative abstracts should
be appropriate for broad overviews, review papers, and complete monographs.
Indicative or descriptive abstracts are very similar to annotations. According to Weil,
Owen and Zarember (1963 b, p. 125) annotations and indicative abstracts differ only in length.
Both describe the contents of the document more clearly and completely than the title, but do
not contain the contents themselves. However, one should keep in mind that annotations are
only a few words or sentences long, while indicative abstracts can be as long as style rules
permit, and according to Vaughan (1991, p. 136) this can be 150-200 words.

Example 18: Indicative abstract 1 (Rowley, 1988, p. 19). The extract of the same article is
presented as Example 9.
J Rowley, D Butcher and C Turner, “Consumer information and advice: the role of public libraries”, Asslib proceedings 32
(11/12), December 1980, 417-24.
Indicative abstract
The work of Consumer Advice Centres is examined. The information sources used to support this work are reviewed. The
recent closure of many CACs has seriously affected the availability of consumer information and advice. The contribution that
public libraries can make in enhancing the availability of consumer information and advice both to the public and other
agencies involved in consumer information and advice, is discussed.

Example 19: Indicative abstract 2 (Cremmins, cop. 1996, p. 8). The indicative-informative
abstract of the same article is presented as Example 17: Indicative-informative abstract 2
(Cremmins, cop. 1996, p. 9). For comparison the original abstract of the same article has also
been added.
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Indicative abstract. Source: Adapted from Simon (1981, p. 364).
Simon, H. 1981. Information-Processing Models of Cognition. Journal of the American Society for Information Science, 32
(5), 364-377.
Indicative abstract
Progress in modelling human cognitive process is reviewed, emphasizing the use of computer programming languages as a
formalism for modelling and computer simulation of the behaviour of the systems modeled. Elementary and higher processes
are examined, and neural models are briefly described
Original abstract
This article reviews recent progress in modelling human cognitive process. Particular attention is paid to the use of computer
programming languages as a formalism for modelling, and to computer simulation of the behaviour of the systems modelled.
Theories of human cognitive process can be attempted at several levels: at the level of neural processes, at the level of
elementary information processes (e.g., retrieval from memory, scanning down lists in memory, comparing simple symbols,
etc.), or at the level of higher mental processes (e.g., problem solving, concept attainment). This article will not deal at all with
neutral models; it focuses mainly upon higher mental processes, but not without some attention to modelling the elementary
processes and especially to the relationships between elementary and complex processes (Simon, 1981, p. 364).

3.2.1.14 Informative abstracts

According to Manning (1990, p. 370) informative abstracts (Example 20 and
Example 21) can also be referred to as summary abstracts. Summary abstracts condense the
main idea of an article while descriptive abstracts outline the general purpose and topics
addressed in the text. According to Weil, Zarember and Owen (1963 a, p. 86-87) informative
abstracts can also be referred to as informational or comprehensive.
However, it must be noted that the terms abstract and summary are not synonymous.
According to ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 1) the term abstract “signifies an abbreviated, accurate
representation of the contents of a document, without added interpretation or criticism and without
distinction as to who wrote the abstract” while the term summary (according to the same source)

is “a brief restatement within the document (usually at the end) of its salient findings and conclusions,
and is intended to complete the orientation of a reader who has studied the preceding text. Because
other portions of the document, for example purpose and methodology, are not usually condensed into
this type of summary, the term should not be used synonymously with abstract.”

According to Weil, Zarember and Owen (1963 a, p. 86-87) informative abstracts
contain significant findings, arguments and applications, state the scope, and indicate such
other important aspects of the document as methods and equipment used. According to Borko
and Bernier (1975, p. 13-20) and ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 1) informative abstracts provide
readers with quantitative and qualitative information from the parent document. Borko and
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Bernier (1975, p. 13-20) also state that numerical data usually include ranges, maxima,
minima, formulas, means, medians, modes, reliability measures, and so on. Often, the
findings, results, new methods, novel equipment, and conclusions are the sections which are
abstracted. According to Rowley (1988, p. 14-15) an informative abstract presents a
condensation of the essential arguments and findings of the original. According to Vaughan
(1991, p. 136) informative abstracts contain information about the purpose of the article
report, the scope of the research and experimentation, the methodologies of procedures used,
the results obtained, and the conclusions or recommendations. According to ERIC (1992, p. 8)
informative abstracts include a statement of the thesis, development of proof, and conclusions.
So, informative abstracts, according to the previous sentence, state what the document actually
says. According to Cremmins (cop. 1996, p. 8) informative abstracts must, despite the fact that
they contain information on the purpose, scope and methods, also contain information on the
results or findings and the conclusions or recommendations of the abstracted document.
According to ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997 (1997, p. 3) informative abstracts state the purpose,
methodology, results and conclusions presented in the original document. According Kilborn
(1998) informative abstracts communicate specific information from the abstracted document,
including the purpose, methods, and scope of the abstracted document; they provide the
results, conclusions and recommendations of the abstracted document, are shorter (10% or less
than the total length of the original document), and allow readers to decide whether they want
to read the original document. According to Roš, (2005, p. 34) informative abstracts must
answer the following questions: “Why did you start? What were you doing and how? What have you
discovered? What is the significance of your findings? What are the advantages (of the method or the
apparatus)? How well does it work (the method or the apparatus)?”According to The manual of

scientific style (Rabinowitz and Vogel, cop. 2009, p. 119) informative abstracts report on the
details of the paper and are complete with a summary of the method, foundations, and
conclusions.

According to Rowley (1988, p. 14-15), Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 13-20) and ISO
214:1976 (1976, p. 1) informative abstracts are appropriate for texts which describe
experimental work and documents devoted to a single theme. According to ANSI/NIS0
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Z39.14-1997 (1997, p. 3) informative abstracts are generally focused on documents which
refer to experimental investigations, inquires, and surveys.

According to Rowley (1988, p. 14-15) and Roš (2005, p. 34) informative abstracts
should include 100-250 words, but Rowley (1988, p. 14-15) adds that 500 words may be
appropriate for more substantial reports and thesis papers. According to Vaughan (1991, p.
136) informative abstracts should include 250-500 words.

Example 20: Informative abstract 1 (Rowley, 1988, p. 18-19). The extract of the same article
is presented as Example 9: Extract; the indicative-informative abstract of the same article is
presented as Example 16: Indicative-informative abstract 1; the indicative abstract of the same
article is presented as Example 18.
J Rowley, D Butcher and C Turner, “Consumer information and advice: the role of public libraries”, Asslib proceedings 32
(11/12), December 1980, 417-24.
Informative abstract
An examination of the work of Consumer Advice Centres and of the information sources and support activities that public
libraries can offer. CACs have dealt with pre-shopping advice, education on consumer’s rights and complaints about goods
and services, advising the client and often obtaining expert assessments. They have drawn on a wide range of information
sources including case records, trade literature, contact files and external links. The recent closure of many CACs has
seriously affected the availability of consumer information and advice. Public libraries can make many kinds of information
sources more widely available, both to the public and to the agencies now supplying consumer information and advice.
Libraries can cooperate closely with advice agencies through local coordinating committees, shared premises, joint publicity,
referral and the sharing of professional expertise.

Example 21: Informative abstract 2 (Cremmins, cop. 1996, p. 7)
Figure 2: Informative abstract. Not published previously.
The embryotoxicity of hexachlorocyclopentadiene was studied in mice and rabbits. Pregnant animals were given 5.25 or 75
mg/kg per day by gavage on days 6 to 15 (mice) or days 6 to 18 (rabbits) of gestation). Food and water consumption and
weight were recorded daily. Mice and rabbit were dams were killed on days 18 and 29 of gestation, respectively. Fetuses were
removed and examined for malformations. Fertility of the treated mice and rabbits was not significantly different from that of
control animals. The dose of 75 mg/kg per day was toxic to rabbit dams; no toxic effects were seen in mice at any dose. No
significant effects on the average number of implantations, live fetuses, or resorptions were observed in either species.

3.2.1.15 Keywords
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According to the Dictionary of Library Terminology (Bibliotekarski,9 2009, p. 144)
keywords (Example 22) are words which are randomly selected from the title, abstract, or text
of the document. They can, according to Dictionary.com (2013), also be called catchwords. In
library science they refer to a significant word in the article, abstract, or text of the item being
indexed. Indexing can, according to Oxford English Dictionary (2013), refer to the process of
compiling an index, and an index, according to Longman (2013), is “an alphabetical list of
names, subjects etc. at the back of the book, with the numbers of the pages where they can be found.”

According to The Free Dictionary (2013) keywords are significant words or phrases,
especially words that are used to describe the contents of a document. The keywords used in a
document, in contrast to descriptors, consist of non-standardised subject terms. According to
the Dictionary of Library Terminology (Bibliotekarski, 2009, p. 70) descriptors are
standardised subject terms that are used for selected terms in a thesaurus. According to
Merriam-Webster (2013) a thesaurus is a list of subject headings or descriptors with a crossreference system which is used to organise a collection of documents for reference and
retrieval.
Example 22: Keywords (Rowley, 1988, p. 19). The extract of the same article is presented as
Example 9: Extract; the indicative-informative abstract of the same article is presented as
Example 16: Indicative-informative abstract; the indicative abstract of the same article is
presented as Example 18: Indicative abstract 1; the informative abstract of the same article is
presented as Example 20: Informative abstract 1.
J Rowley, D Butcher and C Turner, “Consumer information and advice: the role of public libraries”, Asslib proceedings 32
(11/12), December 1980, 417-24.
Keywords
Consumer information; Consumer Advice Centres; Information sources; Advice agencies; Public Libraries; Local coordinating
committees.

3.2.1.16 Mini abstracts

According to Lancaster (2003, p. 111-112) mini-abstracts are abstracts primarily
designed for computer searching. The term is rather imprecise, as it appears that it is merely

9

The English translation of Bibliotekarski terminološki slovar is Dictionary of Library Terminology. The publication has no
official translation, so the translation has been made only for the purposes of understanding.
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referring to a short abstract. The terms used in mini-abstracts are drawn from a controlled
vocabulary and then assembled in a sequence that, in as much as it is possible, is similar to
normal sentence structure. A series of such stylised statements then describes the content of a
document. According to Rowley (1988, p. 16) mini-abstracts do little more than amplify the
title. Their advantage is that they involve only a little analysis, so the time needed for their
preparation is very short. Their disadvantage is that their abridged style presents problems
when dealing with foreign-language material.
3.2.1.17 Modular abstracts

According to Lancaster and Herner (1964, p. 404), Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 16)
and Lancaster (2003, p. 108-111) modular abstracts (Example 23) are packages that are
comprised of a full citation, an annotation, an indicative abstract, an informative abstract, a
critical abstract and a set of modular index entries. Lancaster (2003, p. 108-111) continues by
saying that the prime purpose of modular abstracts was the elimination of both duplication and
the waste of intellectual effort involved in the independent abstracting of the same documents
by several services. However, the requirements of abstracting services vary considerably,
which affects the formation of the subject slant. Modular abstracts are prepared by subject
specialists.

Example 23: Modular abstract (Lancaster and Herner, 1964, p. 404)

3.2.1.18 Practitioner knowledge abstracts (PKA)
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According to Holosko (2009, p. 234) a practitioner knowledge abstract (PKA)
(Example 24) is a type of abstract which was presented by the journal Research on Social
Work Practice (RSWP) for the purposes of transferring knowledge between social work
researchers and practitioners, and concerns the publishing of an additional structured abstract
on top of the traditional abstract. PKA (Holosko, 2009, p. 235) includes information on the
reason behind doing the study, its main limitations, and knowledge for practitioners. Some of
the reasons for the proposal of PKA were: the precise rationale for the study is specified and

different from the study’s purpose, authors often do not distinguish between major and minor
limitations in their published studies, and some issues (specific knowledge, unique knowledge,
generalisable knowledge about methods or findings of the study, knowledge implications
targeted to specific stakeholders who may avail themselves of it, actual knowledge domains,
types, and areas) are typically ignored by authors who routinely submit articles for
publication. Holosko (2009, p. 237) continues by saying that PKA should stand out from the
rest of the article, which can be accomplished through the shape of the box used, its shading,
and by using bold subheadings.

Example 24: Practitioner knowledge abstract (Holosko, 2009, p. 237)
Why is the study being done? The authors wanted to show that CBT was effective for treatment of schizophrenia in longterm care. Most other research shows CBT to be effective with this population, but only in short-term care.
Main limitations. The CBT intervention package assessed in this study used multiple interventions. It is hard to determine
which intervention (in the package) influenced the rather positive outcomes. This was a unique sample selected for this study
and the subject and experimenter-expectancy could have also influences these findings.
Knowledge for practitioners. Social workers working in mental health settings need to be trained in interventions that hold
evidence-based promise like CBT.

3.2.1.19 Professional abstracts

According to Weil, Zarember and Owen (1963 a, p. 87) professional abstracts are
prepared by individuals whose profession it is to do so. Preferably, these individuals are
educated and experienced in some or all of the disciplines and areas in which they abstract
documents. It is important that the abstracts are written concisely and for a specific audience.
These abstracts may be informative or indicative, and this depends both on any instructions
given and on the ability of the writers to comprehend the messages to be transmitted. Also,
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these abstracts usually require editing. In terms of their own definition, Borko and Bernier
(1975, p. 14) agree with all of the abovementioned points, namely that the abstractors
profession is to write abstracts and that they have a suitable education and sufficient
experience. Professional abstractors are often employed for abstracting in languages for which
it is difficult to find volunteer abstractors. The preparation of professional abstracts is
expensive, but carries with it the assurance that that the work will get done on time.

3.2.1.20 Slanted abstracts or special purpose abstracts
According to Weil, Zarember and Owen (1963 a, p. 86) slanted or special purpose
abstracts are abstracts in which all of the information presented is oriented towards a specific
discipline, an industrial or governmental area, or a mission. The emphasis is placed on
methods, equipment and findings and only sometimes on the author’s main purpose.
According to Rowley (1988, p. 16) slanted abstracts may be informative, indicative, critical, or
mini-abstracts, but they are also oriented towards the interests of a known audience.
According to ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997 (1997, p. 1) slanted abstracts are designed to present a
particular part or perspective of a document which is of interest to a specialised audience.
According to Lancaster (2003, p. 103) these abstracts are “slanted” (biased) towards the
interests of their intended users, and/or local needs and interests. In the case of abstracting
services, a distinction should be made between services that are discipline-oriented and those
that are mission-oriented. Discipline-oriented abstracting services attempt to serve the needs of
a particular discipline (for example, chemistry or biology) while mission-oriented abstracting
services try to serve the needs of particular industry or group of individuals (for example,
abstracts for the rubber industry or abstracts for nurses).
It should be mentioned that slanted or special purpose abstracts can be prepared from
different points of view and according to different objectives. A chemistry abstracting service,
for example, may abstract parts of biochemical work on biology indicatively and parts on
chemistry informatively. In contrary, a biology abstracting service, may abstract parts on
chemistry indicatively, and parts concerning biology informatively. These abstracts may be
quite different from each other because they are oriented towards the interests of the users of
their respective abstracting services. Examples of two slanted or special purpose abstracts
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which have been prepared from different points of view, and according to different objectives,
are presented as Example 25 and Example 26.
Example 25: Special-purpose abstract – biology (Borko and Bernier, 1975, p. 19)
Blood levels of alcetaldehyde and methyl alcohol during chronic ethyl alcohol ingestion and withdrawal. Edward Majchrowitz
and Jack H. Mendelson. Recent Advances in Studies on Alcoholism; Interdisciplinary Symposium 1970 (published in 1971),
200-16 (English). Edited by Nancy K. Mello. GPO: Washington, D.C. – Blood levels of ethyl alcohol, methyl alcohol, and
acetaldehyde were followed in alcoholics for a 10-15 day period of ethyl alcohol intake. Bourbon (100-proof) gave acetyldehyde
levels in the blood of 0.11 to 0.15 mg/100 ml; grain alcohol gave 0.04 to 0.08 mg/100 ml. The higher levels of blood
acetaldehyde in the bourbon drinkers came from, in part, the bourbon. Blood acetaldehyde was about constant during
ascending and descending phases of blood ethyl alcohol levels. There was no dose or dose-time relationships between blood
acetaldehyde levels and bllod ethyl alcohol levels in any phase of the study. Blood methyl alcohol levels increased progressively
from 0.2 mg/100 ml to 2.7 mg/100 ml from the first to the eleventh day of drinking, at which time blood ethyl alcohol
concentrations ranged between 150 and 450 mg/ml. Blood ethyl alcohol was eliminated at the rate of 27.2 ± 3 mg/100 ml/hr
within 14-18 hr after cessation of drinking. Blood methyl alcohol levels lagged the linear disappearance of ethyl alcohol by
approximately 6-8 hr, and decreased at the rate of 0.29 ± 0.04 mg/100 ml/hr only after blood ethyl alcohol levels decreased to
70-20 mg/100 ml. Methyl alcohol may accumulate in the blood from competitive inhibition of alcohol dehydrogenase by ethyl
alcohol.

Example 26: Special-purpose abstract – chemistry (Borko and Bernier, 1975, p. 20)
Blood levels of alcetaldehyde and methyl alcohol during chronic ethyl alcohol ingestion and withdrawal. Edward Majchrowitz
and Jack H. Mendelson. Recent Advances in Studies on Alcoholism; Interdisciplinary Symposium 1970 (published in 1971),
200-16 (English). Edited by Nancy K. Mello. GPO: Washington, D.C. – Acetaldehyde [75-07-0] in blood of alcoholics was
0.11-0.15 mg/100 ml after drinking 100-proof bourbon, and 0.04-0.08 mg/ml after drinking 50% grain EtOH [64-17-5] when
EtOH in blood was 1-400 mg/100 ml. Blood acetaldehyde was about constant during change in blood EtOH. MeOH [67-561] in blood increased progressively from 0.2 to 2.7 mg/100 ml from the first to the eleventh day of drinking, when EtOH in
blood was 150-450 mg/100 ml. EtOH was eliminated from blood at 27.2 ± 3 mg/100 ml/hr in 14-18 hr after cessation of
drinking. MeOH disappearance lagged the linear disappearance of EtOH by about 6-8 hr, and decreased at 0.29 ± 0.04
mg/100 ml/hr only after EtOH decreased to 70-20 mg/100 ml. MeOH may accumulate in the blood from competitive
inhibition of alcohol dehydrogenase by EtOH.

3.2.1.21 Statistical and other numerical abstracts

According to Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 20) and Rowley (1988, p. 18) statistical and
other numerical abstracts (Example 27) present a summary of data in tabular form. Rowley
(1988, p. 18) continues by saying that the most important skill for statistical or other numerical
abstracts is selecting significant data from original tables or graphical presentations, and then
to draft a table containing the statistics in a more condensed format.
Example 27: Statistical abstract (Borko and Bernier, 1975, p. 20)
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No. 105. Specified Reportable Diseases-Cases Reported: 1945 to 1967.
Prior to 1960, excludes Alaska and Hawaii, except for tuberculosis. Figures should be interpreted with caution. Although
reporting of some of these diseases is incomplete, the figures are of value in indicating trends of disease incidence. See
Historical Statistics, Colonial Times to 1957, series B 275-281, for rates of selected diseases.
Disease
1945
1950
1955
1960
1964
1965
Amebiasis
3,412
4,568
3,348
3,424
3,304
2,768
Aseptic(NA)
(NA)
(NA)
1,593
2,177
2,329
meningitis
Botulism
(NA)
20
16
12
23
19
[Numbers are in thousands of cases]
Extracted from Statistical Abstract of the United States (Washington, D.C.: G.P.O.), 1969, p. 77.

3.2.1.22 Structured abstracts

According to Guimarães (2006) structured abstracts (Example 28) are abstracts that
describe a study using content headings. The history of structured abstracts began in 1987,
when the Ad Hoc Working Group for Critical Appraisal of the Medicine Literature proposed
guidelines for informative seven-heading abstracts. The proposal for seven-heading abstracts
was intended for original articles from the areas of medicine which deal with the course,
diagnosis and treatment of health care problems, and not for editorials, reviews, case reports,
and similar features. The proposed components for seven-heading abstracts are:
1. Objective: the exact question(s) addressed by the article.
2. Design: the basic design of the study.
3. Settings: the location and level of clinical care.
4. Patients and Participants: the manner of selection and numbers of patients or participants who
entered and completed the study.
5. Interventions: the exact treatment or interventions, if any.
6. Measurements and Results: the methods assessing patients and key results.
7. Conclusions: key conclusions including direct clinical applications.

Guimarães (2006, p. 264)

In the same year a structured format for review abstracts from the area of medicine was
also proposed:
1. Purpose: the primary objective of the review.
2. Data identification: a succinct summary of data sources.
3. Study selection: the number of studies selected for review and how they were selected.
4. Data extraction: the type of guidelines used for abstracting data and how they were applied.
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5. Results of data synthesis: the methods of data synthesis and key results.
6. Conclusions: key conclusions, including potential applications and research work.

(Guimarães, 2006, p. 264).

According to Mulrow, Thacker and Pugh (1988, p. 615) the proposed structured
abstract format for review articles has many advantages. For example, readers can easily
identify reviews relevant to their own interests, potential sources of bias can be detected, and
results and conclusions can be critically appraised. Also, authors are provided with a
framework that aids them in concisely organising and presenting the results of their
investigations, which could result in a more detailed summarisation of review articles. Finally,
using this method makes computerised literature searches more precise and makes improved
peer review processes possible.
According to Guimarães (2006, p. 263-264) and Haynes et al. (1990) reconsidered the
seven-heading structured format for abstracts for the area of medicine. The revisited sevenheading structured format for original abstracts from the area of medicine became known as
the eight-heading format. For original articles, the proposed components for the eight-heading
format are:
1. Objective: the exact question(s) addressed by the article.
2. Design: the basic design of the study.
3. Setting: the location and level of clinical care.
4. Patients or participants: the manner of selection and number of patients or participants who
entered and completed the study.
5. Interventions: the exact treatment or intervention, if any.
6. Main outcome measures: the primary study outcome measure as planned before data collection
began.
7. Results: the key findings.
8. Conclusions: key conclusions including direct clinical applications.

(Haynes et al., 1990, p. 70)

For review articles the proposed components of the revised structured format of the
abstract are:
1. Purpose: the primary objective of the review article.
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2. Data sources: a succinct summary of data sources.
3. Study selection: the number of studies selected for review and how they were selected.
4. Data extraction: rules for abstracting data and how they were applied.
5. Results and data synthesis: the methods of data synthesis and key results.

6. Conclusions: key conclusions, including potential applications and research needs.
(Haynes et al., 1990, p. 70).

According to Guimarães (2006) in July 1996 the editors of the Annales of International
Medicine also asked authors to add a background section to the established form of the
structured abstract. And, in March 2004 they proposed a new type of structured abstract (a
critical one). This was done because they became concerned that readers could, according to
the abstracts, get the impression that the research had no flaws. They then included a new
section under the heading Limitations which is located immediately before the conclusion
section: “Limitations often help the reader see why the results of one study differ from the results of
other studies on the same topic. Reflecting on the limitations of a study can help readers decide
whether a research finding applies to one of their patients. Readers need to know when the authors
defined the study sample narrowly or when an intervention had an effect only in a small subgroup.
Listing the limitations of research also encourages readers to adopt a posture of healthy scepticism
when they read reports of scientific progress” (Addressing, 2004, p. 480).

According to Hartley (2003, p. 367) the history of structured abstracts began in the
area of medicine but their use has also been growing in other scientific areas. Hartley (2003;
1997; 2000) especially researched the use of structured abstracts in the area of psychology.
The results of his research on structured abstracts in the areas of medicine and psychology
(Hartley, 1999, p. 535, 537) suggested that structured abstracts, in comparison to traditional
abstracts of higher quality, contain more information, are easier to search and read, facilitate
peer-review, and are generally welcomed by readers and authors. Nevertheless, structured
abstracts also have some weaknesses: they take up more space, they sometimes have
confusing typographic layouts, and they are sometimes also prone to the same sorts of
omission and distortion as traditional abstracts. According to Hartley (2003, p. 368) some
authors and editors also complain that the formats for structured abstracts are too rigid and
therefore inappropriate to be used on all of the articles in a given journal. On the other hand, it
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is remarkable how the subheadings Background, Aim, Method, Results, and Conclusions can
cover a such a variety of research styles.

Example 28: Structured abstract (Yi and Chan, 2009, p. 872)
Purpose– The purpose of this paper is to investigate the linking of a folksonomy (user vocabulary) and LCSH (controlled
vocabulary) on the basis of word matching, for the potential use of LCSH in bringing order to folksonomies.
Design/methodology/approach– A selected sample of a folksonomy from a popular collaborative tagging system, Delicious,
was word-matched with LCSH. LCSH was transformed into a tree structure called an LCSH tree for the matching. A close
examination was conducted on the characteristics of folksonomies, the overlap of folksonomies with LCSH, and the
distribution of folksonomies over the LCSH tree.
Findings– The experimental results showed that the total proportion of tags being matched with LC subject headings
constituted approximately two-thirds of all tags involved, with an additional 10 percent of the remaining tags having
potential matches. A number of barriers for the linking as well as two areas in need of improving the matching are identified
and described. Three important tag distribution patterns over the LCSH tree were identified and supported: skewedness,
multifacet, and Zipfian-pattern.
Research limitations/implications– The results of the study can be adopted for the development of innovative methods of
mapping between folksonomy and LCSH, which directly contributes to effective access and retrieval of tagged web resources
and to the integration of multiple information repositories based on the two vocabularies.
Practical implications– The linking of controlled vocabularies can be applicable to enhance information retrieval capability
within collaborative tagging systems as well as across various tagging system information depositories and bibliographic
databases.
Originality/value– This is among frontier works that examines the potential of linking a folksonomy, extracted from a
collaborative tagging system, to an authority-maintained subject heading system. It provides exploratory data to support
further advanced mapping methods for linking the two vocabularies.

A study by Nakayama (2005) presented the use of structured abstracts by general
medical journals, and there were two things from that study which should be especially
emphasised. The first is the percentage of structured abstract use. The history of structured
abstracts started in the area of medicine, and the number of structured abstracts increased
during the mid-1990s. However, in January 2001 the top 30 journals, according to impact
factors noted in the “Medicine, General and Internal” category of the ISI Journal Citation
Reports (2000), used structured abstracts in 61.8% of cases, and the eight-heading format
proposed by Haynes et al. (1990) was used in only 33.5% of cases. Since there was a
substantial amount of research work done in the area of medicine, as far as structured abstracts
are concerned, and since many of the positive sides of structured abstracts have been presented
in these research projects, one would expect the percentage of structured abstract use in the
year 2001 to be higher, and this would be the case if editorships included the use of structured
abstracts (either the IMRAD or eight-heading format) in their instructions to authors who were
writing for the journals. The second item of note from Nakayama’s study is the very low
percentage of eight-heading format use (33.5%), which was proposed by Haynes et al. (1990),
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in comparison to the use of the IMRAD format. According to Figure 2 (Nakayama et al., 2005,
p. 241), where a comparison between the introduction, methods, results, and discussion
(IMRAD) format and the eight-heading format of the structured abstracts is presented, the
only difference between them is in the category named method which, in the case of the eightheading format, is divided into five parts (design, setting, patients or participants,
interventions, and main outcome measurement). Also, it is very interesting that the IMRAD
format was used even for structured abstracts. Specifically, the IMRAD format includes the
introduction, methods, results, and discussion sections of a traditional article: “The Introduction
states the problem(s), aims and scope of the study, reviews the related literature and formulates the
hypotheses. Under Methods, the procedures and equipment used in the study are described. In the
Discussion the author compares his/her own findings with those reported by others, evaluates their
relevance, draws conclusions, and if the hypothesis was stated in the introduction – rejects or retains
the hypothesis, presents additional conclusions that were unexpected or were related to the problem
that was not central to the study, offers suggestions for future research, etc.” (Milas-Bracović, 1987,

51-52). It therefore appears that the structured abstract format, which bears more similarity to
the actual structure of an article, is used more frequently by journals.

An author who should be especially mentioned where structured abstracts are
concerned is Hartley. Montesi and Urdiciain (2005, p. 516) state that “in general, whatever
approach may have been used, the latest IS10 research into different aspects of abstracts has not had
significant practical repercussions in terms of quality and improvement. Effective advances can only
be talked about in terms of the structured type of abstract, i.e. that whose content is present under
several headings (normally, from three to eight). With the exception of the work carried out by Hartley,
the bulk of research leading to a significant improvement of structured abstracts has been conducted in
medicine, and unfortunately not in IS.”

Problem structured abstracts

According to Trawiński (1989, p. 695) problem structured (PS) abstracts (Example
29) are designed for users who solve scientific problems. Scientists decide whether a
document will be of use to them after they read the abstract. Their needs may be very specific,
10

IS is an abbreviation for Information Science.
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and their satisfaction depends on both the document content and the manner in which this
content is presented. PS abstracts have a modular structure and consist of five separate parts:
document problem, problem solution, testing method, related problems, and structural
elements.
“The first four parts describe the main phases of the problem solving process which is
presented in a document. The document problem part reflects the problem recognition phase of the
psychological model of problem solving, the problem solution part represents the phase of generating
ideas of solution, the testing method part describes the phase of verifying ideas of solution, and the
related problems part reflects the phase of analyzing the problem situation. These parts reflect the
information layer of the document. In the fifth part of the PS abstract all content elements occurring in
the primary document are specified. Thus, the content elements part represents the formal and
structural layer of the document” (Trawińsky, 1989, p. 695).

PS abstracts are divided into five parts to enable a scientist to concentrate on what is
for him/her the most interesting and/or significant aspect of document content at a given stage,
and also to obtain highly informative and relatively short abstracts with a transparent
representation of the primary document’s content.
Example 29: Problem structured abstract (Trawińsky, 1989, p. 699)
Marcus, R.S. Experimental comparison of the effectiveness of computers and humans as search intermediaries. Journal of the
American Society for Information Science, 34(6): 381-404; 1983.
Document problem
What is the model of an information retrieval system that is intermediate between Boolean and vector-processing one?
Problem solution
The extended Boolean model is presented. It preserves the query structure inherent in the Boolean model while at the same
time it allows the weighted terms to be incorporated both in queries and stored documents. The extended system produces
better retrieval output than either the Boolean or the vector-processing system.
Testing method
The extended system has been compared with the Boolean and the vector processing one in respect of recall and precision. 4
files of documents on biomedicine, library science, electrical engineering and computer science containing correspondingly
1,033, 1,460, 12,684 and 3,204 documents have been searched.
Content elements
ORI DEF SYM THY SOA LIM SOL MAT ILU CHS IDT SCT PLT CRI PRO JUP OBJ CHO SOO PRE CAL TAB

3.2.1.23 Subject-expert-prepared abstracts
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According to Weil, Zarember and Owen (1963 a, p. 87) and Borko and Bernier (1975,
p. 14) subject-expert-prepared abstracts are abstracts written by subject experts in a specific
discipline. Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 14) continue that if they are also trained in abstracting,
their abstracts are accurate, comprehensive, lucid, and terse. Subject-expert abstractors for
prestigious abstracting journals often work for an honorarium or without pay, because they are
contributing to their profession.

3.2.1.24 Summary

According to Skolnik (1979, p. 217), Rowley (1988, p. 11), Slovar (2000), and
Merriam-Webster (2013) a summary is an abridgement of a document’s salient points.
According to Enciklopedija (1992, p. 201) within summaries the main findings of a document
are summarised, occasionally with conclusions added. According to ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 1)
since other portions of the document (purpose, methodology) are usually not included in this
type of summary, the terms summary and abstract should not be used synonymously.
According to Verovnik and Logar (2001, p. 26) summaries must also summarise the
introduction and the methods of the research, and not merely the results and discussion.
According to Hladnik (2002) the most intensive form of summarisation is the determination of
descriptors and keywords. The descriptors are often written out in the head of the article and
bibliographers then overwrite them in the bibliographic record. The question of whether a
keyword would be useful for user searches is a very important one for the phase that
determines their inclusion. In the area of literature we are also dealing with a kind of
summarisation when talking about abbreviations or simplifications of literary works for young
readers, as well as riddle and puzzle books. When the terms summary or summarisation are
used one must exercise caution, because “the term ‘summarization’ is now widely used to refer to
any process that produces a condensed representation of a text and so can be applied to both
abstracting and extracting” (Lancaster, 2003, p. 100). Sometimes not only one, but several

documents are condensed into a single summary. This kind of summarisation is called multidocument summarisation and, according to Ou, Khoo and Goh (2008, p. 308-309), it describes
the process of condensing a set of related documents into a single summary and provides a
domain overview of a topic based on a document set.
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Vaughan (1991, p. 137) states that there are two primary kinds of summaries:
concluding summaries and executive summaries. Concluding summaries follow the sections
of the text and summarise important points from the text. They usually come at the end.
Executive summaries, more similar to abstracts, discuss the highlights of the text that are to
follow and, typically, describe the problem that is discussed in the document, the implications
of the problem, available solutions, and the preferred solution. They usually do not describe
methodologies, and the emphasis is on discussion, not procedures. According to Rowley
(1988, p. 11) “a summary at the end of a document is intended to complete the orientation of the
reader and to present him with the significant ideas to remember, whereas a summary at the beginning
of a document is intended to orient the reader in preparation for exploring the entire document, or,
perhaps, to place the document and its ideas in context.”

The existence of different types of summaries also explains the variances in definitions
for the term summary, and regarding the components that should be included in it.

According to Vaughan (1991, p. 140) the differences between abstracts and executive
summaries (which, as mentioned above, are more similar to abstracts than concluding
summaries) are in the purpose, readers, tone, logic, and relation to the original document.
→ Purpose: the abstract discusses the validity and evaluation of fact. The executive summary
discusses resources.
→ Reader: the reader of the abstract is a technician or expert. The reader of the executive summary
is an executive.
→ Tone: the abstract is characterized by a detached tone. The executive summary is written with a
slight persuasive edge.
→ Logic: the abstract follows a procedural or chronological sequence. The executive summary
follows a cause-and-effect-sequence.
→ Relation to original document: the abstract represents the original document and should be
thought of as functioning separately from it. The executive summary is typically from two to ten
pages in length, never exceeding more than ten percent of the length of the original document.

Vaughan (1991, p. 140)
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According to Rowley (1988, p. 11) the summary, in contrary to the abstract, assumes
that the reader will have the opportunity to work with the accompanying text. Therefore, not
all the elements which are essential to a complete understanding of the text are included.
Typically, the elements that are not included in a summary are background, purpose, and
methodology.
According to Koltay (2010, p. 30-31) the target audience of executive summaries
consists of busy executives, and the secondary audience consists of middle managers. Both are
focused on decisions, not methodologies and details. Therefore, they usually identify a need or
problem and take the implications of that problem into consideration. They then propose
solutions, recommend a preferred solution, and explain its value. In the case of executive
summaries, the original documents are not just articles, but proposals, reports, and similar
documents. So, executive summaries, unlike abstracts, are almost inseparable from their
parent document, and are virtually a structural part of it. It has already been stated by Rowley
(1988, p. 11) that the assumption for the executive summary is that it will be read together
with the original document text.

Summarisation can have a non-professional, semi-professional, or professional form.
All three forms are extensively discussed by Endres-Niggemeyer (1998).
According to Koltay (2009, p. 847), Endres-Niggemeyer states that summarisation is
often used in everyday life as a non-professional activity. This occurs when someone tells the
story of a movie seen recently, or what happened in a meeting, summarises course material,
etc. The summary content is retrieved from the memory of the individual, and the respective
mental model for the most important pieces of information included in the summary is
searched for. This is made possible by the fact that the abbreviated representations of the given
object have been stored.
According to Koltay (2009, p. 848), Endres-Niggemeyer states that summarisation as a
semi-professional activity is done only occasionally, and requires no special effort, no
preliminary training, and no special skills. Semi professional summarising is done when
judges/lawyers sum up evidence presented in court, secretaries record the minutes of meetings,
scientists present oral summaries for fellow colleagues on a recent development in a given
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area, journalists report on the findings of an inquiry or a press conference, or when scientists
begin their papers with summaries of the state of knowledge in that particular area.
According to Koltay (2010, p. 90) summarisation competencies from semiprofessional activities can be further developed to a professional proficiency. The activities of
non-professional and professional summarisers are fundamentally the same. They reduce large
units of information so that only the most relevant points are retained. The difference is that
professional summarisers are, in contrary to non-professional ones, trained with a number of
efficient summarisation techniques and explicit methodologies which allow them to achieve
better results when compared to summaries produced by those who only occasionally
summarise texts.

3.2.1.25 Telegraphic abstracts

According to Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 18-20) telegraphic abstracts are written in a
highly regulated and rigid form. They are called telegraphic abstracts because they sound like
a telegram. The language has to be standardised. The aim was to prepare abstracts for
computerised searching while still maintaining human intelligibility. They are produced by
humans in such a way as to allow a computer to search them as if they were an index.
According to Rowley (1988, p. 16) telegraphic abstracts are written in an telegraphic,
abbreviated but unambiguous style, and with a standardised format. They can be viewed as an
economical input to a computer-search system. According to Lancaster (2003, p. 112) the term
telegraphic abstracts is imprecise because it indicates that the abstracts have been written
using incomplete sentences, and are similar to a telegram, even though telegraphic abstracts
might just be composed of a string of terms without syntax (Lancaster, 2003, p. 112).

3.2.1.26 Terse sentences

According to Bernier (1968, p. 196) terse sentences generated from medical literature
take the form of conclusions, results, intentions, etc. The conclusion is stated in one terse,
informative sentence. The sentence must be intelligible without any other sentences or
references.
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Varieties of terse sentences are: terse admonitions, terse advocacy, terse conclusions,
terse explanations, terse intentions, terse interpretations, terse laws, terse organisation and
terse procedures.

According to Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 23) terse admonitions are terse conclusions
expressed as a warning: “Examples are: Keep alcoholic beverages out of the reach of young children. Retain stocks on
strike news. Avoid being bored for long. Avoid touching connected electrical equipment and grounds, such as water faucets,
at the same time. Terse admonitions might be used in a poison-controled center, in safety campaigns, and as warnings posted
on apparatus, appliances, bottles, equipment, and so forth”

(Bernier and Yerkey, 1979, p. 76-77).

According to Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 23) terse advocacy is a positive expression
or recommendation that comes out of development, research, and scholarship. Terse advocacy
also includes advertising and suggestions, commands, and orders: “Examples

are: Keep fit. Walk

rapidly at least 10 minutes a day. Use 3-x-5 inch cards for notes, references, index entries, and reminders. Never use more
force than enemy requires. Keep dietary chromium adequate and sucrose low” (Bernier

and Yerkey, 1979, p. 77).

According to Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 21-23) terse conclusions resemble
aphorisms. The advantages of terse conclusions are that they save reading time and/or allow
reading of related areas of interest. The reading of categorised and indexed terse conclusions
often results in the better integration of a small subject area, which has a positive effect on
subsequent actions, such as further reading, planning, using new insights, using discoveries,
making recommendations, etc. According to Bernier (1970, p. 317) the word terse is used in
the sense of being smoothly elegant, devoid of superfluidity, refined, and concise. According
to Bernier and Yerkey (1979, p. 72) a terse conclusion is one that is expressed concisely,
clearly and understandably, without the need of further context. In the areas of biomedicine,
chemistry, electrical engineering, information science and management a typical terse
conclusion contains an average of approximately 20 words (one-hundredth of the length of the
technical paper from which they were derived), for example: “People, who are naturally very fat tend to
die earlier than do those that are slender”

(Bernier and Yerkey, 1979, p. 72). According to Bernier

(1968, p. 195) condensation by means of evaluation (done by authors, editors, and reviewers)
because of our current flood of information can be expressed in sentences like aphorisms
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stating conclusions, results, intentions, etc. For example: “Examples of aphorisms expressing conclusions
are: Sunlight is now established statistically as the number one physical carcinogen. Smoking of cigarettes may lead to lung
cancer and other diseases. KWIC indexes omit entries, scatter like subjects, provide inadequate internal and external
guidance, and have unnecessary entries. KWIC indexes cost the user more time and more lost entries than do the standard
subject indexes. Examples of aphorisms expressing findings or results are: About 10% of all lung-cancer patients have never
smoked or have used tobacco only rarely. Of 250,000 white U.S. veterans, cigarette smokers have a higher death rate from
lung cancer and almost every other disease than non-cigarette smokers. A person with one cancer is six times more apt to
develop a second cancer than would be expected by chance alone. Norhydroxyprogesterone caprote, corresponding to a clinical
dose of 1 gram, caused regressive changes in adenocarcinoma of the uterus in vitro, consisting of severe cell necrosi and
disappearance of the recently established cell layer. Cyclophosphamide and nitrogen mustard N-oxide inhibited DNA
synthesis in vivo in crypts of Lieberkuhn at much lower doses than those inhibiting glycolysis. Examples of aphorisms
expressing intentions are: I will stop smoking cigarettes pending further data. Test the synergism between hydroxyurea and
urea in therapy of mouse leukemia. Study actuarial data on ischemic cardiovascular disease in relation to dietary sucrose as
indicated by Yudkin’s data on elevated sucrose in diets in arteriosclerosis and coronary embolism as described in Lancet, 4
July, 1964. Prepare an experimental Thesaurus of Aphorisms on Cancer for distribution to oncologists to determine its
usefulness”

(Bernier, 1968, p. 196).

According to Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 23) terse explanations briefly describe how
things function, while Bernier and Yerkey (1979, p. 76) also add that they describe how things
act, operate, and work. According to Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 23) they need to be brief,
categorised, and indexed, and according to Bernier and Yerkey (1979, p. 76) they save words:
“Examples are: Gas pressure in a closed container is increased by temperature which increases the velocity of the gas atoms or
molecules so that more of them impact the walls of the container in a given time and each impact is harder. Stairs enable a
person to convert a long, harmful fall into a series of smaller, harmless falls. A rocket moves forward in reaction to the gas
expelled from the rear”

(Bernier and Yerkey, 1979, p. 76).

According to Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 23) and Bernier and Yerkey (1979, p. 76)
terse intentions describe plans, future research, and projections. They are useful in ongoing
research and also help in avoiding unintentional repetition: “Examples are: The study is to discover the
motivations behind smoking by young people. I will increase chromium intake. The design of the air foil will be determined by
wind tunnel and computer. Gallstone formation in squirrel monkeys by their eating polyunsaturated fats will be studied”

(Bernier and Yerkey, 1979, p. 76).

Terse interpretations are important for the area of history: “Some examples are: The economic
aspects of war in European history include taxation, agricultural policy, armaments supply, industrialization, public health,
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science-based industry, and British social policy. The Scientific Revolution started in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance
started through search for the cause of natural phenomena. Technical progress changes directions with changes in societal
goals, objectives, and values; a new direction in the 1970s may relate to the environment, earth resources, and energy crisis”

(Bernier and Yerkey, 1979, p. 78).
According to Bernier and Yerkey (1979, p. 78) terse laws present scientific laws that
are normally terse and often expressed as equations that can be indexed by the names for the
symbols in equations. In terse laws it is also desirable to include the names and units for
symbols and major limitations of the law together with an explanation: “Examples of terse laws are:
E=MC2. I=E/R. E=IR. W=El. I=E/R. I=direct current in amperes; E=steady voltage in volts; R=resistance in ohms (without
reactance and at constant temperature)” (Bernier

and Yerkey, 1979, p. 78).

Terse organisation of data, according to Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 23) can come
from data signatures to be used in handbooks, datum-cards, or computer files. Databooks,
factbooks, and handbooks have not been updated with the outpouring of processed data in
primary literature, thus related data are scattered throughout published and unpublished
literatures in space and time. According to Bernier (1972, p. 152) finding, extracting,
organising, evaluating, and disseminating these scattered data should be the function of
organisations devoted to saving the time of engineers, researchers, and scholars. According to
Bernier and Yerkey (1979, p. 72) terse organisations of data (data signatures in charts,
diagrams, histograms, pie charts, tables, etc.) are used in handbooks, databooks, and
factbooks. Data signatures can also be stored in computer files, and can be selected by
indexing headings chosen from the signatures: “Examples

of data signatures are: The octane number of

methane is 100. The boiling point of normal water at 760 mm. Hg is 100°C ± 0.001°. The number of cents in a dollar is 100.
The number of years in a century is 100. The number of years in a millennium is 1,000” (Bernier

and Yerkey, 1979,

p. 72).

According to Bernier and Yerkey (1979, p. 77) terse procedures include algorithms,
computer programs, how-to-do-this, paradigms, and recipes. They can be indexed by their
subjects and entire statements. If the algorithms are lengthy, a short statement or paraphrase
can be written to function as a surrogate for the terse procedure. A surrogate gives a general
statement about input, processing and output and also becomes a modification for all of the
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subject headings according to which the terse procedure is indexed: “Examples are: For concrete of
maximum density, mix Portland cement with sand and aggregate in the ratio: 1-2-3 and with a minimum of water. A
computer program for calculating income tax. (This is a surrogate for a lengthy TP). For a highly polished, even surface on
wood, fill the grain with filler, sand, stain, shellac, sand, varnish, sand lightly, revarnish, sand lightly, rub with pumice, and
rub with rottenstone” (Bernier

and Yerkey, 1979, p. 77).

According to Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 24) ultraterse literatures are condensations to
one-thousandth or less of the original number of words. For comparison terse conclusions
present one-hundredth of the length of the technical paper from which they have been derived
(Bernier, 1968, p. 196). Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 24) state that this degree of condensation
is only possible when dealing with a collection of related documents. The creation of ultraterse
literatures is performed in such a way that an investigator searches the literature and comes up
with an ultraterse conclusion that is converted into an ultraterse intention. The investigator
usually writes terse statements about things that he remembers. The condensed version of the
things that he remembers may resemble and be expressed as ultraterse literatures (Borko and
Bernier, 1975, p. 24): “Example,

a search of the literature on smoking and health could create the ultraterse

conclusion, Smoking cigarettes is dangerous to your health, and the ultraterse admonition, Don’t smoke cigarettes, or the
ultraterse advocacy, Stop smoking cigarettes, or the ultraterse intention I will stop smoking cigarettes”

(Borko and

Bernier, 1975, p. 24).

3.2.1.27 Title only abstracts

According to Weil, Zarember and Owen (1963 a, p. 86-87) in the case of title only
abstracts only the titles are used to describe the document’s contents. Titles usually state
subjects and not findings, so they are usually indicative.

3.2.2

The purposes of abstracts

The purpose of this chapter is to determine the main purposes of abstracts and the specific
purposes of abstracts according to different definitions of their types.

What are the main purposes of abstracts?
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→ Abstracts can help the reader to decide whether or not to immediately read the full paper

(Weil, Zarember and Owen, 1963 c, p. 132-133) and (Milas-Bracović and Zajec, 1989,
303-318) and (ISO 214:1976, 1976, p. 1) and Cremmins (cop. 1996, p. 4-5) and
(ANSI/NISO Z39.14-1997, 1997, p. 2) and (How, 2013) and (UNESCO, 1968, p. 5);
→ abstracts can familiarise one with literature that might be useful for some future research
work (Weil, Zarember and Owen, 1963 c, p. 132-133);
→ abstracts can be published in advance of full papers as a form of announcement (Weil,
Zarember and Owen 1963 c, p. 133);
→ abstracts can be published to bring attention to related and recently published papers
(Weil, Zarember and Owen, 1963 c, p. 133);
→ abstracts can help scientists keep up with literature in their respective areas (Borko and
Bernier, 1975, p. 6) and (Lancaster, 2003, p. 104), and they increase the subject area which
is read by a factor of ten (Bernier and Yerkey, 1979, p. 47) and (UNESCO, 1968, p. 5);
→ abstracts can save reading time (Borko and Bernier, 1975, 6-7) because they reduce the
reading problem to about ten percent of that of primary journals (Bernier and Yerkey,
1979, p. 47) and (Lancaster, 2003, p. 104);
→ abstracts can facilitate the selection of material to read (Borko and Bernier, 1975, p. 7) and
Rowley (1988, p. 13) and (Lancaster, 2003, p. 104);
→ abstracts can help overcome the language barrier (Borko and Bernier, 1975, p. 7) and
(Bernier and Yerkey, 1979, p. 47) and (Milas-Bracović and Zajec, 1989, 303-318);
→ abstracts can facilitate literature searches (Borko and Bernier, 1975, p. 8) and (ANSI/NISO
Z39.14-1997, 1997, p. 2) and (Lancaster, 2003, p. 104);
→ abstracts can improve indexing efficiency (Borko and Bernier, 1975, p. 8) because they
provide guides (indexes) for the literature of a given area (Bernier and Yerkey, 1979, p.
47);
→ abstracts can help in the preparation of reviews (Borko and Bernier, 1975, p. 9) because
they partially organise literature (Bernier and Yerkey, 1979, p. 47);
→ abstracts can facilitate the reading and understanding of the full-text of an article by
revealing the logical and semantic organisation of the text (Milas-Bracović and Zajec,
1989, 303-318);
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→ abstracts, published in primary journals, can also be used in secondary publications and
databases (Milas-Bracović and Zajec, 1989, 303-318) and (ISO 214:1976, 1976, p. 1) and
(UNESCO, 1968, p. 5);
→ abstracts can be useful for computerised full-text searching (ISO 214:1976, 1976, p. 1) and
(ANSI/NISO Z39.14-1997, 1997, p. 2) and (Lancaster, 2003, p. 104);
→ abstracts can be useful for other information processing and retrieval specialists, such as
indexers, search analysts, and lexicographers, because abstracts assist them in their
indexing, retrieval, and vocabulary control tasks (Cremmins, cop. 1996, p. 5-6) and
(Lancaster, 2003, p. 104);
→ abstracts are important, maybe more than ever, due to “the dramatic growth in the number of
documents and the time pressure” (Pinto, Doucet and Fernández-Ramos, 2008, p. 802). As a

result, “the abstract plays a fundamental role in the education of university students” (Pinto,
Doucet and Fernández-Ramos, 2008, p. 802), but this applies to all students, not just those
in universities. The function of the abstract/abstracting is, according to Pinto, Doucet and
Fernández-Ramos

(2008),

dual;

the

abstract/abstracting

provides

a

simplified

representation of information and also represents a meaningful learning strategy.

What are the purposes of abstracts according to different definitions of their types?
→ Abstracts can be written for different types of publications (access abstracts, conference
abstracts);
→ abstracts can be written with the purpose of not only presenting the original paper, but also
of evaluating the paper (critical abstracts);
→ abstracts can be written with the purpose of giving the reader an overview of the findings
stated in the original paper (findings oriented abstracts);
→ abstracts can be written with the purpose of stimulating reader interest in the abstracted
paper (highlight abstracts);
→ abstracts can be written with the purpose of describing the content of the original
abstracted without any of the concrete data which can be found in the original (indicative
abstracts);
→ abstracts can be written with the purpose of presenting the purpose, scope, methodology,
and conclusion(s) of the paper (indicative-informative abstracts);
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→ abstracts can be written to present the entire content of the paper in its mini-version
(informative abstracts);
→ abstracts can be written with the purpose of facilitating computer searching (mini
abstracts);
→ abstracts can be written with the purpose of transferring empirical knowledge to
practitioners (practitioner knowledge abstracts);
→ abstracts can be written with the purpose of satisfying the needs of readers interested in a
specific discipline or industrial/governmental area/mission (slanted or special purpose
abstracts).

3.2.3

The length of abstracts

It has already been mentioned (Chapter 3) that different types of abstracts require
different lengths. Therefore, this section will begin with a description of the proposed length
for various types of abstracts.
Annotations and indicative abstracts, according to Weil, Owen and Zarember (1963 b,
p. 125), differ only in length. Both describe the general contents of the abstracted document
more clearly and completely than the title, but do not describe the actual findings. According
to ERIC (1992, p. 35) annotations generally include 30-50 words.
Conference abstracts are abstracts prepared for conferences according to the guidelines
of the organisers. According to Roš (2005, p. 34-35) some conference organisers request
typical informative abstracts, but occasionally tables and figures in abstracts are also allowed.
For the 19th Conference on Materials and Technology (Nineteenth, 2013) longer abstracts than
normal (normal being a maximum of 250 words according to ISO 214:1976, 1976, p. 3) were
allowed (in this case 300 words).
According to Verovnik and Logar (2001, p. 24) extracts should contain 600 characters
(or approximately 120 words).
According to Vaughan (1991, p. 136) in their shorter form indicative abstracts should
contain approximately 50 words (a description of the area of investigation); in their longer
form they should contain 150-200 words (the purpose, scope, and method of the topic).
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According to Rowley (1988, p. 14-15) and Roš (2005, p. 34) informative abstracts
should contain 100-250 words, and according to Vaughan (1991, p. 136) they should contain
250-500 words. Rowley (1988, p. 14-15) adds that 500 words may be appropriate for more
substantial reports and thesis papers.
According to Vaughan (1991, p. 140) executive summaries typically cover from two to
ten pages, but they never exceed more than ten percent of the document which they
summarise. Executive summaries discuss the highlights of the text that follows and, typically,
describe the problem which is discussed in the abstracted document, the implications of that
problem, any available solutions, and the preferred solution. They usually do not describe the
methodology, and the emphasis is on discussion, not procedures.
According to Bernier and Yerkey (1979, p. 72) terse conclusions are conclusions that
are expressed concisely, clearly, and understandably, without the need for any other context.
On average, terse conclusions contain about 20 words (one-hundredth the length of the
technical paper or the document from which they have been derived), and are even shorter
than annotations.
According to the proposed lengths for different types of abstracts, the shortest are terse
conclusions, with a proposed length of 20 words. The longest are executive summaries, which
are typically from two to ten pages. So, if a single page of a presentation for research work
contains approximately 400 words, then the executive summary will contain between 800 and
4,000 words. The proposed length for indicative and informative abstracts is 50-500 words; 50
words being the proposed length for indicative abstracts in their shorter form, which only
includes a description of the area of investigation (Vaughan, 1991, p. 136), and 500 words
being the proposed length for more substantial reports and thesis papers (Rowley, 1988, p. 1415) – not for articles published in scientific journals. The topic of this research is abstracts
written for articles published in scientific journals.

Standards and guidelines for the components of abstracts also include proposals for the
lengths of abstracts.
Weil, Owen and Zarember (1963 b, 128-129) state that if a journal article deals with a
single idea or piece of work, than its abstract should contain 120-150 words. On the other
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hand, if the abstract is written for an internal company report, the proposed length should be
500-600 words.
Borko and Chatman (1963, p. 157) state that an abstract should contain 100-150 words.
According to UNESCO (1968, p. 5-6) abstracts in general should not exceed 200-250
words, and are often much shorter.
Borko and Bernier (1975, 65-70) calculated the average abstract to be approximately
one-tenth the length of the original document, which comes to approximately 200 words.
According to ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3), for most papers and portions of monographs,
an abstract of fewer than 250 words is adequate. For notes and short communications an
abstract of fewer than 100 words is sufficient, and for longer documents, such as reports and
thesis papers, an abstract of fewer than 500 words, and preferably short enough to appear on a
single page, should suffice.
If the length is not specified, ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997 (1997, p. 4) proposes the
following lengths: 250 words for papers, articles, and portions of monographs; 100 words for
notes, and short communications; 30 words for editorials, and letters to the editor; and, 300
words on a single page for long documents, such as monographs and thesis papers.
Weil, Owen and Zarember (1963 b, 128-129) state that, according to standards and
guidelines for the components of abstracts, the length of an abstract usually depends on the
type of the document, the availability of the document, the ability of the average reader to read
the language of the original, and available funds. In ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3) it is
emphasised that the content of a document is often more significant than its length when
making a determination of the proposed length for its abstract. In ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997
(1997, p. 4) it is stated that the length of an abstract, as has already been mentioned by Weil,
Owen and Zarember (1963 b, 128-129), depends of the type of the document being abstracted,
and on the way the abstract is to be used. According to Lancaster (1991, p. 86) the factors
which affect the length of an abstract are: the length of the item being abstracted, the
complexity of the subject matter, the diversity of the subject matter, the importance of the item
to the organisation preparing the abstract, the accessibility of the subject matter, the cost, and
retrieval activities.
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In this research project the proposed length by ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3) and
ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997 (1997, p. 4) will be taken into account. This means that an abstract
written for an article published in a scientific journal should include no more than 250 words.
However, it is interesting to note that in 1963 the proposed length for abstracts was from 100
to 150 words (Borko and Chatman, 1963, p. 157 and Weil, Owen and Zarember, 1963 b, 128129). This is 100-150 words less than that proposed by ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3) and
ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997 (1997, p. 4). The reason probably lies in the subsequent reduction of
costs associated with the publication of abstracts, and also in the later development of
standards and guidelines for the components of abstracts.

3.2.4

The quality of abstracts

For Tenopir and Jacso (1993) the criteria for quality abstracts are: consistency of style
and readability, the extent to which the ANSI standard is observed, and informativeness. They
conducted research that tested the quality of abstracts in three major CD-ROM general
periodical indexes which contain abstracts (Readers’ Guide Abstracts, UMI’s Periodical
Abstracts Ondisc, and EBSCO’s Magazine Article Summaries), and evaluated them according
to the abovementioned criteria for quality. In their opinion other aspects of quality are relative,
because if something is acceptable and appropriate in some libraries, and for some library
users, that may not be the case for others.

In her research on key attributes for abstract quality Pinto (2006) listed
representativeness, usefulness, comprehensiveness, accuracy, coherence, consistency, and
density. The results of her work showed that the importance of abstract representation
attributes (representativeness, accuracy, usefulness, and comprehensiveness) is noticeably
higher than that of objective ones (coherence, consistency, and density).

That the accuracy of data in abstracts is very important is also emphasised in a study
by Pitkin, Branagan and Burmeister (1999), and was also evaluated in five major medical
journals (Annales of Internal Medicine, BMJ, JAMA, Lancet, and New England Journal of
Medicine) as well as CMAJ (The Canadian Medical Association Journal). The abstracts were
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considered to be inaccurate if they contained information which was either inconsistent with
the corresponding data in the article’s body (including tables and figures) or not found in the
body at all. The results showed that it was quite common to have information in the abstract
which was inconsistent with, or absent from, the article’s body.

According to Narine et al. (1991) the quality of abstracts could be improved with the
use of structured abstracts. That study evaluated the abstracts of original research articles in
CMAJ (The Canadian Medical Association Journal) from 1989. Quality was evaluated
according to 32 criteria which were then divided into eight categories (Narine et al., 1991, p.
451):
1. Purpose: Was any information on the purpose given? Was the purpose explicitly stated? Was the
main purpose distinguished from secondary ones?
2. Research design: Was any information on the research design given? Were technical descriptors
used? If a follow-up study was the duration given?
3. Setting: Was any information on the setting given? Was the level of clinical care (e.g., primary care)
indicated?
4. Subjects: Was any information on the subjects given? Were there common demographic
characteristics given? Were technical descriptors of subject selection (e.g., random or convenience
sample) used? Was the number of subjects indicated? Were the response and refusal rates indicated?
Was the number of dropouts and losses indicated? If the samples were matched were matching
characteristics given?
5. Intervention: Was any information on intervention given? Were the commonest name and common
synonyms given? Was a description given? Was the duration indicated?
6. Measurement of variables: Was any information on the measures given? Were the variables
explicitly identified? Was the source of the data given? If the measurements were subjective were the
observers blind to the patient groupings?
7. Results: Were any results given? Were they directly related to the purpose? Were appropriate
numerical data given?
8. Conclusions: Were any conclusions made? Were they directly related to the purpose? Were they
consistent with the results? Were the study limitations mentioned? Were the study implications
mentioned? Were there recommendations for further study?
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In the study by Narine et al. (1991) the criteria for quality abstracts are presented in the
form of guidelines for the components of abstracts. If we look at the criteria we can see that
they propose structural elements for both the abstracts and the content that should be presented
by each individual element. The sample was composed of 33 abstracts from original research
articles published in 1989. The results showed that more than one third of the information
which was expected to be found in the abstracts was not present, and that a possible solution to
that problem would be the use of structured abstracts.

Dupuy (2003) also attempted to prove that structured abstracts are of a higher quality
than non-structured abstracts, and that study was done precisely to demonstrate the superiority
of structured abstracts in comparison to unstructured ones. The sample presented structured
and unstructured abstracts published in 2000 from three leading dermatology journals:
Archives of Dermatology, The British Journal of Dermatology, and the Journal of the
American Academy of Dermatology. The abstracts were evaluated using the same criteria as
Narine et al. (1991), the only difference being that in the case of Narine et al. (1991) the first
category was purpose, and in the case of Dupuy (2003) the first category was objective.
Unstructured abstracts were demonstrated to be of a lower quality when compared with
structured abstracts, and it was therefore suggested that the structured format should be more
widely adopted in dermatology journals.

Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 36) also developed their own proposal for a more
adequate abstract with reference to its structure. They did not propose that abstracts should be
structured, but instead proposed that abstracts from research articles must cover purpose,
method, results, conclusions, and specialised content. Within the purpose section the goals,
objectives, and aims of the research work should be stated. Within the method section the
experimental techniques that were used, or the means by which the previously stated purpose
was to be achieved, should be stated. The results section should contain the findings. Within
the conclusions section there should be statements which deal with interpretations, or the
significance, of the results. Finally, within the specialised content section there should be
specialised information with respect to the needs of different areas. Medical journals, for
example, require that abstracts contain data on diagnosis, treatment, drug dosages, etc.
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According to Borko and Bernier (1975, p. 180) the criteria for evaluating the quality of an
abstract include: a global rating or judgement of quality, adherence to a standard for writing
abstracts, the inclusion of significant information and the exclusion of unimportant
information, consistency of style, and readability. It would also be possible to add
effectiveness to this list, which would measure the benefits derived from using/reading the
abstracts. The effectiveness criteria could include: the ability to alert the reader to the
existence of a relevant document (for indicative abstracts), the ability to provide the reader
with significant specific information contained in the document, and thus to serve as a
surrogate for the original (for informative abstracts), and adequacy in terms of being a source
of indexing terms (for all abstracts).

Koltay (2010, p. 135-138) also states that there are a number of external measures,
both quantitative and qualitative in nature. These factors are: readability, exhaustivity,
accuracy, brevity, density, and clarity. Exhaustivity measures the extent to which abstracts
include relevant information. Accuracy measures the extent to which the abstracted
information is completely accurate and faithfully represents the original document. Density is
the coefficient of the brevity and exhaustivity of the abstract, if all relevant information is
included. Finally, clarity measures the readability and intelligibility of the abstracts.

In the course of the literature overview a great number of criteria to judge/evaluate the
quality of abstracts were identified: accuracy, brevity, clarity, coherence, comprehensiveness,
consistency, density, exhaustivity, inclusion of significant information and exclusion of
unimportant

information,

informativeness,

presence

of

structure,

readability,

representativeness, the extent to which the standard for writing abstracts was observed, and
usefulness.
3.3

THE COMPONENTS OF ABSTRACTS

This subchapter contains several studies related to the components of abstracts from
the areas included in this research paper (library and information science, social work,
materials and technology, and medicine).
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e) Library and information science

An analysis of the components of abstracts from the area of library and information
science (Šolar, 2008) was conducted on a sample of 200 abstracts from the Slovene journal
Library (Knjižnica)11 and the Croatian journal titled Journal of Croatian Librarians (Vjesnik
bibliotekara Hrvatske)12. 100 abstracts were selected from each journal. Two coding schemes
were used for the analysis of the components of abstracts: the Tibbo scheme and the Spanring
system. For the Tibbo scheme the new structural element T (theme) and a division of the
structural element R (results) into three parts was proposed: Rd (direct results), Rn (indicated
results), and Rp (previous results). In the case of the Spanring system the new structural
element Bg (background) was proposed. The results of coding according to the Tibbo scheme
showed that the structural element which occurred most often in abstracts from the area of
library and information science was R (results), followed by structural elements B
(background) and P (purpose/scope). M (method), C (conclusions and discussions), H
(hypothesis), and T (theme) were present only in a minority of the abstracts. The results of
coding according to the Spanring system showed that the structural element which occurred
most often was Hu-bit (know-how), followed by structural elements Ma-bit (materia/l), Bg
(background), Mo-bit (motivatio/n), and Lo-bit (locatio/n). Structural elements Pe-bit
(person/a) and Te-bit (tempus/time) were present only in a minority of the abstracts.

f) Social work

An analysis of the components of abstracts from the area of sociology (Klasinc, 2005)
was conducted on a sample of 200 abstracts from the Slovene journal Social Debates
(Družboslovne razprave)13 and the international journal International Sociology. 100 abstracts
were selected from each journal. For the analysis of the components of abstracts the same two

11

The English translation for Knjižnica is Library. The translation used was found on the website of the journal Knjižnica =
Library: http://revijaknjiznica.wordpress.com/library-english/.
12
The English translation for Vjesnik bibliotekara Hrvatske is Journal of Croatian Librarians. The journal does not have an
official translation, so the translation has been provided only for the purposes of understanding.
13
The English translation for Družboslovne razprave is Social debates. The journal does not have an official translation, so
this translation has been provided only for the purposes of understanding.
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coding schemes were used: the Tibbo scheme and the Spanring system. For the Tibbo scheme
the new structural element T (theme) was proposed, and for both systems the new structural
element N (none of the above) was proposed. The results of coding according to the Tibbo
scheme showed that the structural element which occurred most often in abstracts from the
area of sociology was R (results), followed by structural elements B (background), M
(method), T (theme), and C (conclusions and discussions). Structural elements P
(purpose/scope), H (hypothesis), and N (none of the above) were also present, but at lower
percentages. The results of coding according to the Spanring system showed that the structural
element which occurred most often was Hu-bit (know-how), followed by structural elements
Ma-bit (materia/l), Pe-bit (person/a), Lo-bit (locatio/n), and Te-bit (tempus/time). Structural
elements Mo-bit (motivatio/n) and N (none of the above) were also present, but at lower
percentages.

g) Materials science and technology

Prior to the research presented by this paper a pilot study for the area of materials
science and technology was conducted by Jamar, N. and Šauperl (2009). The journals included
in the research were Materials and technology (Materiali in tehnologije - MIT), a Slovene
journal, and Materials Science and Technology (MST), an international journal. The topic of
the research in the pilot study was the presence of structural elements in selected abstracts
according to the Tibbo scheme and Spanring system. For the Tibbo scheme the division of
structural element M (method) into two parts was proposed: M/D (method description) and
M/A (method appointment). For the Spanring system the division of structural element Hu
into method and results (Hu-M and Hu-R) was proposed. The general framework or context of
the study should be included in the method section, and the conclusions should be included in
the results section. The results of the study showed that between the two selected journals
there were no significant differences regarding the presence of structural elements; neither
according to the Tibbo scheme, nor to the Spanring system. According to the Tibbo scheme
structural elements M (method), B (background), and R (results) occurred with the highest
frequency. According to the Spanring system structural elements Hu-bit (the action and how
the action is performed) and Pe-bit (someone or something that is the active agent in the
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research) occurred with the highest frequency. In the majority of abstracts two structural
elements of the Tibbo scheme and Spanring system were present. The most commonly present
combination of structural elements in the abstracts according to the Tibbo scheme was B-M-R
(background-method-results) for the journal MIT, and M-R (method-results) for the journal
MST. The most commonly present combination of structural elements according to the
Spanring system for both MIT and MST was Pe-Hu (person/a and know-how). For the area of
materials science and technology, where the description of the method, results, and the
presence of active and passive factors is essential, it appeared that the Spanring system was
more suitable than the Tibbo scheme. Authors of abstracts should be warned that they should
also identify the location and the time of their research if applicable.

The content of abstracts in Slovenia has already been the topic of research for Bartol
(1987, 1992, 1998), but not in the same way that our research approaches it. In his guidelines
for abstracts in the journal Modern Agriculture (Sodobno kmetijstvo)14 Bartol recommended
that an abstract should contain the introduction, methods, results, and conclusions, as was also
recommended by the international ISO standard (Bartol, 1992). Along with several illustrative
examples, he presented a style which allows for very a concise structuring of information for
readers. He stated that abstracts were very important today, a time where an overabundance of
information is the norm. This is especially true for abstracts in English, because very often the
few sentences in the abstract is all that will be understandable for a wide range of international
experts in the area of agriculture, or in the AGRIS database. Later, he also prepared guidelines
for publications in the area of forestry (Bartol, 1998). He advised the same structural elements:
introduction, methods, results, and conclusions. According to him, new findings should be
present at the beginning of abstracts, details should be presented next, and the findings should
be presented at the end. This is also in accordance with proposals by Milas-Bracović (1987).
However, from his three discussions one can conclude that abstracts were not in accordance
with previously published guidelines or international standards.

h) Medicine
14

The English translation for Sodobno kmetijstvo is Modern agriculture. The journal does not have an official translation, so
the translation has been provided only for the purposes of understanding.
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In a study by Salager-Meyer (1990) three fundamental medical text-types (research
papers, case reports, and review articles) and four basic research-types (clinical, basic,
epidemiological, and operative) were studied. The selection and organisation of structural
elements (or “moves” according to Salager-Meyer, 1990) and the patterns for paragraph
structuring from each abstract were recorded in order to assess the adequacy of its internal
structure. A well structured abstract should state four structural elements (or moves), which
are fundamental and obligatory in the process of scientific inquiry and patterns of thought.
They are: purpose, methods, results (or data synthesis), and conclusions (optional in case
reports). These structural elements (or moves) must be presented in a logical way. If the
abstract is made up of more than one paragraph, the physical paragraphs should correspond to
conceptual ones. The abstract should include all the elements of the article if understanding is
the goal. The result showed that only 52% of the abstracts studied were well structured.

The topic of a study by Šauperl, Klasinc and Lužar (2008) was the components of
abstracts and their logical structure in the area of pharmacology, sociology, linguistics and
literature. The study was particularly important because we were able to make use of the
hypothesis data from the area of pharmacology in our study. The presence of structural
elements in abstracts from the journals Pharmaceutical Gazette (Farmacevtski vestnik – FV)15
and Pharmaceutical Development and Technology (PD) was analysed according to the Tibbo
scheme and Spanring system. In the case of the Tibbo scheme a division of structural element
R (results) into three parts was proposed: Rd (direct results), Rn (indicated results), and Rp
(previous results). In the case of the Spanring system two new structural elements were
proposed: Me-bit (method description) and Ba-bit (background). The results showed that for
abstracts from the area of pharmacology only two structural elements from the Tibbo scheme
occurred in relatively high percentages. As far as the Spanring system was concerned the
informems Hu-bit (know-how) and Pe-bit (person/a) were present in a great majority of PD
and FV abstracts. The Spanring system did not seem entirely suitable for the area of
pharmacology. Hu-bit (know-how) is too broad (it should be divided into background,

15
The English translation for Farmacevstki vestnik is Pharmaceutical Gazette. The journal does not have an official
translation, so the translation has been provided only for the purposes of understanding.
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methods, and results), and Lo-bit (locatio/n) and Te-bit (tempus/time) seemed irrelevant for
this field. However, Pe-bit (person/a) and Ma-bit (materia/l) presented a suitable division of
agents in the study which better indicated the agent and the recipient (the active substance for
a drug, and the targeted substance or the illness).

3.4

RECOMMENDED ABSTRACTS

Within this subchapter two previous research projects will be presented. They are
graduate projects which were completed at the Department of Library and Information Science
and Book Studies at the Faculty of Arts, Ljubljana. The first one is research work by Vihtelič
(2007) with the title The optimal structure and the content of abstracts in the area of Slavic
studies, and the second is research work by Mali (2009) with the title The optimal structure
and the content of abstracts in the area of psychology studies. These two research projects do
not include the same areas which are included in this research paper (library and information
science, social work, materials science and technology, and medicine). This overview of
previous research has been included because of the methodology used, as a similar procedure
was also used in a portion of this research project, namely the section in which original
abstracts, prototypes, and recommended abstracts were evaluated.

First, it is necessary to mention the results of the graduate work done by Kajba (2005)
at the Department of Library and Information Science and Book Studies at the Faculty of Arts
in Ljubljana, which also bears the title The optimal structure and the content of abstracts in
the area of Slavic studies. It showed that the structural elements proposed by Tibbo and
Spanring were not suitable for the area of Slavic studies. The abstracts included in the research
came from the journals Language and Literature (Jezik in slovstvo)16 and Slavic Review
(Slavistična revija)17. The structural elements of the original abstracts from those two journals
did not correspond to the structural elements proposed by either the Tibbo scheme or the

16

The English translation for Jezik in slovstvo is Language and literature. The journal does not have an official translation, so
the translation has been provided only for the purposes of understanding.
17
The English translation for Slavistična revija is Slavic Review. The official name of the journal is simply Slavistična revija,
so the name “Slavic Review” has been provided only for the purposes of understanding. On the website of the journal there is
only an official translation of the journal’s subtitle (Časopis za jezikoslovje in literarne vede = Journal for linguistics and
literary studies: http://www.srl.si/index.php?id=kolofon).
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Spanring system. Therefore, it was assessed that some of the proposed structural elements
should be rejected, and others adopted. Kajba (2005) proposed new structural elements for
abstracts from the area of humanities, which also included Slavic studies. She labelled them O
(background), R (results), and K (researched topic). Vihtelič (2007) upgraded her work and
conducted research on the adequacy of the new categories. Out of the 200 abstracts included in
the research work done by Kajba (2005), Vihtelič (2007) chose 20 abstracts at random; 10
from the journal Language and Literature and 10 from the journal Slavic Review, and
developed new abstracts according to the proposals made by Kajba (2005). Graduates and
professors from the Department of Slovene languages and literature at the Faculty of Arts in
Ljubljana evaluated the original and recommended abstracts with marks from one (the lowest)
to five (the highest). The difference between the average marks given by graduates and
professors was very small. The average mark for original abstracts given by the graduates was
3.6, and the mark average given by professors was 3.5. The average mark for recommended
abstracts given by the graduates was 4.3, and the average mark given by the professors was
4.1. So, the recommended abstracts received higher average marks than the original abstracts.
Some subjectivity regarding the expectations of a good abstract were noticed, and that was
also reflected somewhat in the discrepancies between the marks. The weaknesses of the
abstracts which were identified by those doing the evaluations were: the absence of concrete
information, a lack of specificity, and the fact that some were just uninteresting. Abstracts
which received the highest marks summarised the article very well and gave very concise
information. The results of coding of the recommended abstracts, according to the new
structural elements, showed that the structural elements proposed by Kajba (2005) were more
suitable for abstracts from the area of Slavic studies than the structural elements proposed by
either the Tibbo scheme or the Spanring system, because they were much more frequent and
constant. They could therefore serve as the basis of a new standard for writing abstracts, but
the possibility of deviation must also be taken into account.

Research done by Kralj (2006) for graduate work at the Department of Library and
Information Science and Book Studies at the Faculty of Arts in Ljubljana with the title
Structure of psychological abstracts examined the correspondence of proposed structural
elements from the Tibbo scheme and Spanring system to abstracts from the area of
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psychology. 200 abstracts from two journals were included in the research. The abstracts were
from the journals Horizons of Psychology (Psihološka obzorja)18 and Studia Psychologica.
The results showed that the Tibbo scheme was more suitable for abstracts from the area of
psychology than the Spanring system. Mali (2009) then upgraded the work of Kralj (2006).
She chose 20 of the 100 abstracts from the journal Horizons of Psychology which were
included in the research done by Kralj (2006) and developed new abstracts according to the
proposal made by Kralj (2006). The structured elements included elements of the Tibbo
scheme along with the new structural element V (sample). The original and recommended
abstracts were then evaluated by ten students and five professors with marks from one (the
lowest) to five (the highest). The average mark for recommended abstracts was 3.9, and the
average mark for original abstracts was 3.1. Different perceptions regarding the concept of an
abstract on the part of the respondents, which resulted in a subjective assessment, were
noticed. The weaknesses of the abstracts that were identified by those who did the evaluations
were: excessively long and pointless introductions, a lack of information about the method,
and insufficient information concerning results. Abstracts that were given the highest marks
had a good structure, a sufficient amount of information, were written in third person singular,
and had sentences that were short and understandable. Also, the recommended abstracts were
coded, but only according to the Tibbo scheme. In the recommended abstracts the presence of
structural elements from the Tibbo scheme was much higher than in the original abstracts.
This means that there was data stated in the article which was not present in the original
abstracts. The abstracts that included structural elements from the Tibbo scheme along with
the structural element V (sample) were deemed suitable for empirical articles in the area of
psychology.

4

COLLABORATIVE PROJECT

The first part of the current research, in which the abstracts were coded and the
components of the abstracts were determined, was also completed using the same method and
orientation to two areas of sciences (library and information science and materials science and

18

The English translation for Psihološka obzorja is Horizons of psychology. The translation used was found on the website of
the journal. Psihološka obzorja = Horizons of psychology: http://psy.ff.uni-lj.si/iGuests/Obzorja/default.html.
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technology) by students at the Institute of Information Studies, Faculty of Philosophy, Charles
University, Prague, Czech Republic. The students who carried out the research were Eliška
Veselá and Victor Dobrovolny. A comparison of the results from this study is intended to give
this research paper added value and, since the research was done in order to refine the results
of this research project, it is presented in this special chapter. One of the reasons that the
collaborative project was done in Czech Republic was the research grant, which was awarded
by the governments of the Czech Republic and the Republic of Slovenia (Presentation and
evaluation of science performance = Predstavitev in evalvacija znanstvenega dela =
Prezentace a hodnicení výkonnosti vĕdy BI-CZ/10-11-016). The other reason for collaboration
was that the author of this paper was not familiar with the Czech language, the language in
which the abstracts published in the Czech journals included in the collaborative project were
written. The assumption was that the relevancy of the results would increase along with the
total number of journals from the specific areas which were studied, as well as with an
increase in the number of different environments where the articles and abstracts were
published. The results provided by Eliška Veselá and Victor Dobrovolny were also verified by
Vera Pilecka (researcher, Central Library of the Czech Technical University, Czech Republic).
For the journals Ikaros, Knihovna, Knihovna Plus, Knihovnicky Zpravodaj Vysočina,
ProInflow, and Inflow research work was done by Victor Dobrovolny. For the journals
Ceramics-Silikáty and Hutnické Listy research work was done by Eliška Veselá. All research
done by Eliška Veselá and Victor Dobrovolny was conducted from October to November
2010, and work done by Vera Pilecka was conducted in December 2010.

For the content analysis of abstracts studied by Eliška Veselá and Victor Dobrovolny
two coding schemes were used. The first was the Tibbo scheme and the second was the
scheme used by Emerald for journals in their database. According to the Tibbo scheme (Tibbo,
1993, p. 221-223) structural elements B (background), P (purpose), H (hypothesis), M
(method), R (results), and C (conclusions and discussions) should be present in abstracts.
According to Emerald (How, 2013) a structured abstract should include Purpose,
Design/methodology/approach, Findings, and Originality/value. The other categories,
Research limitations/implications, Practical and Social implications may be omitted if they are
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not applicable to the article. The abstracts should contain no more than 250 words and should
reflect only what appears in the original paper.

In the research being presented here only the results of coding according to the Tibbo
scheme have been presented, due to the fact that the Slovene and international journals were
not coded according to the scheme used by Emerald, which means that there cannot be an
objective comparison.
4.1

SAMPLE

a) Areas included in the research

First the selection procedure for the areas which were included in the collaborative
project will be described. According to the selection criteria of the research being presented
here, a decision was made to choose one area from the social sciences and humanities and one
area from the natural sciences for the main study. Since the researchers who worked on the
collaborative project were students of library and information science at the Institute of
Information Studies, Faculty of Philosophy, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic, the
subject area which was selected for social sciences and humanities was library and
information science. Also, since both prior and current research projects being conducted by
the researchers involved in this paper were oriented primarily towards materials science and
technology, materials science and technology was chosen as the field from the natural
sciences.

b) Journals included in the research

For the analysis of abstracts from the Czech journals, journals from the areas of
materials science and technology and library and information science were selected (Table 4).
Victor Dobrovolny chose Czech journals from the field library and information science
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according to data available at a Chech website for libray and information science journals19.
First, peer-reviewed journals were searched for, but in the end several journals with
appropriate abstracts for this research project were also chosen (Dobrovolny, 2011). For Eliška
Veselá (Veselá, 2011) the most important criteria for choosing journals from the area of
materials science and technology were: whether the journals were peer-reviewed, whether
there was a sufficient amount of abstracts, and whether there was a sufficient number of
abstracts available online (Veselá, 2011).

Table 4: Journals included in the research
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Journal
Library and information science
Knihovna
Ikaros
Knihovnicky Zpravodaj Vysočina
Inflow
ProInflow
Knihovna Plus
Materials science and technology
Hutnické Listy
Ceramics – Silikáty

Abbreviation

First year

Issues/year

KN
IK
KZV
IN
IP
KNP

1990
1997
2001
2008
2009
Not available

2
12
3
12
2
2

HL
CS

1946
1957

6
4

The selected journals from the area of materials science and technology had a long
publishing history (67 years for HL and 55 years for CS), but that did not apply to the journals
from the area of library and information science (the oldest among them has been publishing
for 23 years, and the youngest for four years). This is also the reason why both of the selected
journals from the area of materials science and technology, as can be seen from Table 5, are
available in both electronic and printed versions. This also applies to the journal selected from
the area of library and information science which had the longest publishing history (KN).

As can be seen in Table 5, three of eight journals (37.5%) are available in printed
versions. However, it must also be emphasised that both journals from the area of materials
science and technology which were included in this research (100%) are available in printed
versions, while only one of six journals from the area of library and information science (17%)
is available in a printed version. All the journals which were selected for inclusion in this

19

http://knihovnam.nkp.cz/english/sekce.php3?page=07_Periodic.htm
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research project (from the areas of materials science and technology and library and
information science) are available in electronic forms/editions.

Table 5: The availability of journals included in this research
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Journal
Printed edition
Electronic edition
Library and information science
IK
Not available
KN
KNP
Not available
KZV
Not available
IP
Not available
IN
Not available
Materials science and technology
CS
HL

(IK = Ikaros, KN = Knihovna, KNP = Knihovna Plus, KZV = Knihovnicky Zpravodaj Vysočina, IP = ProInflow, IN = Inflow, CS =
Ceramics – Silikáty, HL = Hutnické Listy)

In the continuation the individual journals are presented.
Ceramics - Silikáty
→ About: “The journal Ceramics - Silikáty accepts papers concerned with the following ranges of
materials science: chemistry and physics of ceramics and glasses, theoretical principles of their
engineering including computing methods, advanced technologies in the production of starting
materials, glass, ceramics and cement based materials, properties and applications of modern
materials, special analytical procedures, engineering ceramics including composites, glass and
ceramics for electronics and optoelectronics, high temperature superconducting materials,
materials based on cement or other inorganic binders, materials for biological application,
advanced inorganic glasses with no special properties, fibrous materials coatings and films based
on inorganic non-metallic materials” (Ceramics - Silikáty, 2011).

→ Indexed and abstracted by: SCI (Science Citation Index), MSCI (Materials Science
Citation Index), Engineering Index (Published by Engineering Information Inc.)
→ Publisher: Department of Glass and Ceramics (Institute of Chemical Technology in
Prague), Institute of Sciences of the Czech Republic (Academy of Sciences of the Czech
Republic)
→ ISSN: 0862-5468, eISSN 1804-5847
→ Impact factor: 0.649 (2009)
→ Web site: http://www.ceramics-silikaty.cz/http://maney.co.uk/index.php/journals/mst/
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(Ceramics-Silikáty, 2011)

Hutnické Listy
→ About: “The journal is intended for managers as well as for executive workers in production,
design, scientific and research institutions, in the academic sphere, in business and in other
institutions. The content is focused on metallurgy and materials engineering and related fields:
coke making; iron production; steel and ferroalloy production; non-ferrous metal production;
forming and heat treatment; corrosion and surface treatment; final machinery working of
metallurgical products; testing, measurement and laboratory method; heat engineering; foundry;
environmental management, recycling and secondary material processing; power supply in
metallurgical works; maintenance; automation control of technological processes, computer
simulation and computing method; quality control; economy, organization and management”

(Hutnické listy, 2011).
→ Indexed and abstracted by: Metadex, Ilustrata technology (both managed by ProQuest,
USA)
→ Publisher: OCELOT s.r.o., Prague, Czech Republic
→ ISSN: 0018-8069
→ Impact factor: /
→ Web site: http://www.hutnickelisty.cz/
(Hutnické Listy, 2011)

Ikaros: Electronic Journal on Information Society
→ About: “Icarus focuses on the Internet as the medium, the specific communication environment
and a serious source of information. In individual sections covering the issues of professional
articles, papers and research reports through review of information products and activities in the
field to reports from professional conferences, exhibitions and happenings. The aim of the editors
in addition to efforts to bring issues from the perspective of Internet information science is also to
bring issues that do not seem to be associated with the Internet” (Ikaros, 2013).

→ Indexed and abstracted by: /
→ Publisher: Ikaros, o. s. (NGO registered at the Ministry of Interior of the Czech Republic)
→ eISSN: 1212-5075
→ Impact factor: /
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→ Web site: http://www.ikaros.cz/
(Ikaros, 2013)

Knihovna
→ About: Library revue brings more theoretical study of library science, information about
successful projects of Czech and foreign libraries, the active participation of the National
Library in foreign and international projects. As a general library magazine it brings news
from conferences, seminars and other events, library news and information about Czech
and foreign publications in the area. Each issue also contains news of foreign literature.
Although the library revue is primarily meant for domestic readers, foreign visitors can
make use of the English summaries and key words that are connected to the main articles
and studies.
→ Indexed and abstracted by: Library Lista full text (managed by EBSCO)
→ Publisher: Editorial Department of the National Library, Czech Republic
→ ISSN: 1802-8772
→ Impact factor: /
→ Web site: http://knihovna.nkp.cz/
(Knihovna Plus, 2011)

Knihovna Plus “is an on-line version of Knihovna with little bit more content” (Dobrovolny, 2011).
→ ISSN: e-ISSN 1802-8772
→ Web site: http://knihovna.nkp.cz/
(Knihovna Plus, 2011)

Knihovnický Zpravodaj Vysočina
→ About: A professional electronic magazine for librarians that focuses on all aspects of
library operations. Published in HTML format, the archive is available from the first issue.
→ Indexed and abstracted by: /
→ Publisher: Krajská knihovna Vysočiny in cooperation with Knihovnou Matéje Josefa
Sychry and Městskou knihovnou v Třebíči
→ eISSN: 1213-8231
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→ Impact factor: /
→ Web site: http://kzv.kkvysociny.cz/
(Knihovnický Zpravodaj Vysočina, 2011)

Inflow
→ About: “Inflow.cz is an initiative of students and teachers of the Division of Information and
Library Studies at Masaryk University in Brno, with the intention to create good-quality and
dynamic professional journal in the field of library and information science, which will be more
than just another ‘isolated e-storage of information from the field’ but should become potentially
truly beneficial for its development. An integral part of Inflow.cz is also an experimental online
magazine and the articles are written from a wide spectrum of authors: from the youngest students
to academics. The specific is represented by the audio section, provided by radio Pound, who
heads interviews with prominent personalities and scientists in the field and also serves as the
‘community ear’, which is present in conferences, seminars and student life. As the most added
value of the entire project can be marked with the ever growing and very diverse community,
created in the time of its existence, thanks to its architecture and capabilities that enable sharing
information and interactive communication of the users. A separate chapter is the ever-expanding
blog part, which is totally unique segment of information space that perfectly reflects the diversity
and enthusiasm of the community. It allows active influence on information about future players in
the scene at the time of the study and benefits from the experience of the practitioners, who in turn
can found more and more new ideas, incentives an information.” (Inflow, 2011)

→ Indexed and abstracted by: /
→ Publisher: Kabinet informačních studií a knihovnictví, Masarykova univerzita, Filozofická
fakulta, Brno = Division of Information and Library Studies, Masaryk University, Brno,
Czech Republic
→ eISSN: 1802-9736
→ Impact factor: /
→ Web site: http://www.inflow.cz/
(Inflow, 2011)

ProInflow
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→ About: “ProInflow focuses on publishing scientific papers in the area of information science,
using the transdisciplinary concept of this field of study. Each issue of the journal is oriented
towards a single subject. The subjects cover various areas of information science but overlap into
other areas, such as librarianship, information systems, information technology, cognitive
sciences, psychology, cybernetics, ethics, philosophy etc. The goal of the journal is to create a
prestigious source of professional scientific information in the field of information sciences. The
journal should offer a common space for sharing scientific papers that could cultivate the field of
information sciences and push it forward. ProInflow should become a tool for scientific
communication of professionals from the Czech Republic as well as Slovakia. The journal also
aspires to wider international cooperation. Accordingly – authors can publish their papers in
English. The content of the journal is divided into several sections. The main part of the journal is
focused on publishing original scientific texts and texts from scientific research. This part
represents more than one half of the extent of each number. The quality of these papers is ensured
by anonymous reviewers. The non-peer-reviewed part consists of three sections. These are reviews
of books, interests in the field and translations of foreign articles. We select useful and inspiring
articles from foreign-language peer-reviewed journals for translation.” (ProInflow, 2013)

→ Indexed and abstracted by: DOAJ (Directory of Open Access Journals)
→ Publisher: Masarykova univerzita, Filozofická fakulta, Brno
→ eISSN: 1804-2406
→ Impact factor: /
→ Web site: http://pro.inflow.cz/
(ProInflow, 2013)

“The difference between Inflow and ProInflow is that ProInflow is peer-reviewed. The abstracts in
Inflow are made by editors and are made from few Topical sentences, with no other elements included”

(Dobrovolny, 2011).

c) Abstracts included in the research

Years, volumes, and issues of the journals, and the number of abstracts from the specific
journals included in the research
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Table 6: A specification of the years, volumes, and issues of the journals, and the number of
abstracts from the specific journals included in the research
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Journal
Year, Volume (Issue)
Library and information science
IK
2010, 14 (06) – 2006, 10 (04)
KN
2009, 20 (02) – 2009, 20 (01)
KNP
2010, (01) – 2010, (01)
KZV
2010, 10 (01) – 2006, 09 (02)
IN
2010, 03 (09) – 2010, 03 (06)
IP
2010, 02 (01) – 2009, 01 (01)
Total for Library and Information Science
Materials science and technology
CS
2010, 54 (02) – 2005, 49 (01)
HL
2010, 63 (02) – 2009, 62 (02)
Total for Materials science and technology
Total

Number of abstracts
100
16
15
43
3
7
184
100
101
201
385

(IK = Ikaros, KN = Knihovna, KNP = Knihovna Plus, KZV = Knihovnicky Zpravodaj Vysočina, IP = ProInflow, IN = Inflow, CS = Ceramics
– Silikáty, HL = Hutnické Listy)

Here the procedure for the inclusion of abstracts from the journals IK, KN, KNP, KZV,
IP, IN, CS, and HL in the research will be explained. For abstracts from the selected Czech
journals in the area of materials science and technology (Veselá, 2011), abstracts for this
research project were taken from newest to oldest, beginning with the most recent journal
issue and going back in reverse chronological order. For abstracts from the selected Czech
journals in the area of library and information science (Dobrovolny, 2011), abstracts from
articles which had a structure that was at least somewhat similar to research articles were
selected. As can be seen in Table 6 the sample for library and information science included
184 abstracts from six journals in the area of library and information science, and the sample
for materials science and technology included 201 abstracts from two journals in the area of
materials science and technology.

The languages used in the abstracts included in this research

As can be seen in Table 7, the predominant language of the articles was Czech
(87.5%). Two journals (25%) also publish articles in Slovak and English, and one journal
publishes articles only in English (12.5%). Four journals publish abstracts in Czech and
English (50%), two journals publish abstracts only in English (25%) and one journal (12.5%)
publishes abstracts in Slovak. In the analysis of the Czech journals KN, KNP, KZV, IP, IN,
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and HL the abstracts were coded in Czech or Slovak, and these abstracts were considered to be
relevant in the presentation of the results. In the analysis of the Czech journals IK and CS the
English language abstracts were coded, and these were also considered to be relevant in the
presentation of the results (Veselá, 2011 and Dobrovolny, 2011).

Table 7: The languages of the articles and abstracts which were included in this research
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Journal
IK
KN
KNP
KZV
IP
IN
CS
HL

Language of the article
Czech
Czech
Czech
Czech
Czech / Slovak, English
Czech
English
Czech / Slovak, English

Language of the abstracts
English
Czech, English
Czech, English
Czech, English
Czech / Slovak, English
Czech
English
English, Czech

(IK = Ikaros, KN = Knihovna, KNP = Knihovna Plus, KZV = Knihovnicky Zpravodaj Vysočina, IP = ProInflow, IN = Inflow, CS = Ceramics
– Silikáty, HL = Hutnické Listy)

Examples of the original abstracts

Example 30: Ceramics – Silikáty (English)
Koøenská, M. and Manychová, M. (2010). New possibilities of non-destructive testing of
ceramic specimen integrity. Ceramics – silikáty, 54(1), 72-77.
The article deals with results of our experimental study focused on new methods of nonlinear ultrasonic
spectroscopy for detection of structure integrity damage in ceramic material usage. The tested samples are
excited by harmonic ultrasonic signals. In case of cracks presentation in the material structure they cause strong
nonlinear dynamic effects accompanying the elastic waves propagation which can be demonstrated by
occurrence of new harmonic components in the response spectra. The frequency spectral analysis of the sample
response enables us to identify the damaged material structure. Two methods were applied: method with one
exciting harmonic ultrasonic signal and the second method with two exciting harmonic ultrasonic signals. There
were analyzed undamaged specimens and also specimens containing defects of cracks type. Intact specimen
measurement results proved that non homogeneity of ceramic material is not a source of nonlinear effects
accompanying elastic waves propagation. Dynamic material response of samples with damaged material
integrity was demonstrated by formation of new frequency components in the response frequency spectra. For
experimental verification of these methods we used ceramic cladding elements from secondary materials and
ceiling slabs, and that is why they can be used for testing structure integrity of ceramic materials.

Example 31: Hutnické Listy (Czech)
Klika, Z., Krejèíèková, L., Vontorová, J., Bartoòová, L. (2010). Odhad teploty tepelné alterace
uhlí v inertní atmosféøe. Hutnické listy, 63(1), 5-11.
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Laboratorními experimenty bylo potvrzeno, že jak odraznost vitrinitu Ro, tak obsah prchavé hoølaviny Vdaf se
mìní s teplotou t a dobou tepelné alterace uhlí ? v inertním prostøedí. Vztahy mezi Ro a t na jedné stranì a mezi
Vdaf a t na druhé stranì mají pro konstantní dobu tepelné alterace uhlí ? monotónní charakter. Bylo zjištìno, že
na hodnoty parametrù Ro a Vdaf má podstatnì vìtší vliv teplota než doba alterace. Za použití programu QC
expert, s použitím polynomu druhého stupnì, byly z laboratorních pokusù vyèísleny regresní vztahy mezi teplotou
t a parametrem Ro a mezi teplotou t a parametrem Vdaf pro vybrané doby ohøevu 1, 24 a 120 hodin. Tyto
regresní vztahy mohou být využity v rozmezí teplot mezi cca 350 až 1100 °C pro odhad teploty alterace uhlí v
inertním prostøedí. Výsledky ukázaly, že pro odhad teploty jsou vhodnìjší regresní vztahy mezi odrazivostí
vitrinitu Ro a teplotou t.

Example 32: Ikaros (English, Czech)
Minařík, K. (2010). Vizualizace historie zmĕn textu. Ikaros [online], 14(6). Retrieved
13.09.2010 from the website: http://www.ikaros.cz/node/6257.
The article deals with the topic of data visualization, while focusing on the visualizing of changes in a text. It
presents the context and background of data visualization, as well as some of the most important projects
regarding visualizing data from Wikipedia. In the practical section, it presents the workflow and conclusions
obtained by developing an interactive application to visualize changes of a specific Wikipedia article.
Podle všeobecně rozšířeného názoru žijeme v „informační společnosti“, jsme informacemi „zaplaveni“,
„přesyceni“ či „válcováni“. Již před 20 lety jsme z nich měli rovnou „úzkost“ (Wurman, 1989). Každému je
pouze na základě osobní zkušenosti zřejmé, že jak množství informací, které denně zpracováváme, tak jejich
dostupnost se za uplynulých několik desetiletí několikanásobně zvýšila — zejména díky internetu. Informace je
nejen možné čím dál snadněji rozšiřovat i shromažďovat — výpočetní výkon počítačů umožňuje zpracovávat čím
dál větší objemy dat. Běžný mobilní telefon je dnes několikanásobně výkonnější než počítač, který řídil misi
vyslání člověka na Měsíc — a připojen k internetu poskytuje více informací než běžná knihovna.
Je-li jedním z klíčových témat informační vědy vztah mezi daty, informacemi a znalostmi (data, information,
knowledge, wisdom; Rowley, 2007), pak v centru pozornosti stojí otázka, jak se ze „surových dat“ stávají
informace a z informací znalosti. To tradičně zahrnuje disciplíny třídění, katalogizace, analýzy informací apod.
V posledních letech se v obecném povědomí silně prosazuje disciplína odlišná: vizuální reprezentace informací,
odkrývající nové souvislosti a nové pohledy na data.

Example 33: Knihovna (Czech, English)
Leitner, G., Merschitzka, H., Windinger, H. and Pilař, J. Nové budovy rakouských knihoven.
Knihovna

[online].

20(2009)2,

4-13.

Retrieved

15.09.2009

from

the

website:

http://knihovna.nkp.cz/knihovna92/090204.htm.
Knihovny ve světě i v Rakousku zažívají konjunkturu navzdory proroctvím neodvratného konce. V průběhu
posledních cca dvaceti let vzrostla návštěvnost rakouských knihoven o více než 40%. Nové informační a
komunikační technologie nezasadily knihovnám smrtelnou ránu - naopak - daly jim nové podněty. Vznikla celá
nová koncepce knihovnické práce, která se více než dříve zaměřuje na uživatele a na jejich přání a potřeby.
Dalším indikátorem stoupající vitality a atraktivity knihoven je aktuální stavební boom v oblasti budov knihoven.
Problémem při prosazování středních a malých knihoven v Rakousku je zejména neexistence knihovního zákona,
který by knihovnám zajistil existenci, finance a definoval jejich standardy a služby. Veřejné knihovny jsou závislé
na libovůli zřizovatelů. Rakousko proto potřebuje existenci zodpovědné a moderní knihovnické politiky finančně
podporované na spolkové i zemských úrovních. Mezi významné budovy knihoven patří vídeňská Hlavní knihovna
(Wiener Hauptbibliothek), otevřená v roce 2003 s velkým mediálním ohlasem. Knihovna se stala nejen magnetem
pro publikum, ale také novým charakteristickým symbolem Vídně. V poslední době ji následovaly města Linec,
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Štýrský Hradec a Salcburk se svými knihovnami. Autoři charakterizují tyto knihovny po stránce architektonické i
z hlediska koncepce služeb.
World and Austrian libraries are experiencing a boom in spite of predictions of their inevitable end. The use of
Austrian libraries increased about more than 40% during the last ca. twenty years.
New information and communication technologies didn’t strike a fatal blow to libraries. On the contrary they
gave them new impetus. The new concept of library work came into existence, more than ever concentrated on
users, their wishes and needs.
Increasing vitality and attraction of libraries is also indicated by architectural boom in library buildings
construction.
One of Austria’s major problems concerning middle and small libraries is the absence of a library act, which
would guarantee existence and funding of libraries and define their standards and services.
Public libraries are dependent on arbitrariness of local authorities. That’s why Austria needs a liable and
modern library policy supported on both federal and regional levels.
One of the major library buildings is the Wiener Hauptbibliothek (city library in Vienna) opened in 2003 with the
great interest of media. The library was not only a magnet for the public, but also the new symbol of Vienna. Its
followers are recently Linz, Graz and Salzburg with their libraries. The authors describe these libraries, their
architecture and the concept of their services.

Example 34: Knihovna Plus (Czech, English)
Faladová, Adéla. Autorské právo a digitální knihovny: osiřelá díla. Knihovna plus [online].
(2010)1.

Retrieved

18.09.2010

from

the

website:

<http://knihovna.nkp.cz/knihovnaplus101/falad.htm>. ISSN 1801-5948.

Jedním z autorskoprávních problémů, na něž se naráží při vytváření digitálních knihoven, jsou osiřelá díla
(autorská díla, záznamy apod., u kterých není znám nositel práv nebo jej nelze dohledat). Problémem se zabývá
řada institucí Evropské unie. Evropská komise zřídila Skupinu expertů na vysoké úrovni, která zpracovala řadu
doporučení, jak problém osiřelých děl řešit. Do diskuzí zasáhl svým způsobem i případ Google Books Search.
Evropská komise plánuje zveřejnit v prvním čtvrtletí 2010 dopadovou studii s návrhy na řešení problému
osiřelých děl v rámci Evropské unie. Osiřelá díla a jejich licencování budou jedním z témat novely českého
autorského zákona, jejíž příprava byla zahájena koncem roku 2009.
One copyright-related problem that arises in connection with the creation of digital libraries is orphan works
(works, such as copyrighted works or recordings, for which the rights holder(s) cannot be identified or traced).
This problem has been addressed by various European institutions; the European Commission has launched a
High Level Expert Group to prepare recommendations for solutions to the problem. Among the issues impacting
the debate are the Google Book Search project and the legal proceedings pertaining to it. The European
Commission intends to publish an Impact Assessment concerning orphan works in the first trimester of 2010.
Also, the issues concerning orphan works and the release of rights to such works will be a part of the draft
amendment to the Czech Copyright Act; the drafting of the new Act began in late 2009.

Example 35: Knihovnický Zpravodaj Vysočina (Czech)
Smékalová, L.: Komunitní knihovny: přání a vize. Knihovnický Zpravodaj Vysočina [online].
10(2010)1.

Retrieved

18.09.2010

http://kzv.kkvysociny.cz/Default.aspx?id=1218.

from

the

website:
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Příspěvek prezentuje veřejnou knihovnu jako sociální instituci. Poukazuje na andragogický rozměr komunitní
knihovny. Zaměřuje se na její význam a možnosti, které lze uskutečnit prostřednictvím tzv. komunitního
vzdělávání jako vize komunitní knihovny.

Example 36: Inflow (Czech)
Habrovanská, P. (2010). Krátce o zpracování přirozeného jazyka. Inflow: information journal
[online].

ProInflow,

3(9).

Retrieved

19.09.2010

from

the

website:

http://www.inflow.cz/kratce-o-zpracovani-prirozeneho-jazyka.
Článek stručně pojednává o jednomu z často diskutovaných témat - bude v budoucnu možné dorozumět se s
počítačem v přirozeném jazyce? Autorka článku nejprve osvětluje pojem “přirozený jazyk”, jeho zpracování a
využití v IT praxi. V další části uvádí přirozený jazyk do souvislostí s umělou inteligencí a nastiňuje jeho roli v
sémantickém webu.

Example 37: ProInflow (Czech / Slovak)
Šmejkal, P. (2010). Role informačního specialisty v procesu Competitive Intelligence. Inflow,
2(1). Retrieved 19.09.2010 from the website: http://pro.inflow.cz/role-informacnihospecialisty-v-procesu-competitive-intelligence.
Competitive Intelligence (dále jen CI) je interdisciplinární obor, kde se uplatňují znalosti a dovednosti z více
oblastí. Článek přibližuje možnosti a přínos, který do procesu CI může přinést informační specialista/knihovník.
Člověk se specializovaným vzděláním zaměřeným na práci s informacemi má v CI obrovské možnosti uplatnění, a
to zejména díky dovednostem a znalostem týkajících se informačních potřeb. Jejich správná identifikace je pro
úspěch CI naprosto klíčová. Článek shrnuje, co všechno by měl informační specialista ovládat a co může přinést
za přidanou hodnotu, jak konkrétně se může podílet na celém procesu CI, tedy nejen na stanovení klíčových
zpravodajských témat - KIT (key intelligence topics), ale i na dalších fázích jako je sběr či distribuce informací.

Examples 33 and 34 are presented in Czech and English. Since we are dealing with
Czech journals it seemed appropriate to include some of the original abstracts in Czech. In
Example 32 there is a large difference between the lengths of the two abstracts (English – 66
words, Czech –167 words; a difference of 101 words). For this reason in Table 7 there is an
explanation about which language the abstracts were coded in. This is both relevant and
important for the overall presentation of the results whenever the abstracts were written in two
languages. Despite the fact that both abstracts represent the same article, they can contain very
different information. As seen from the above example, this can have a great influence on the
average length of the abstracts and, therefore, also on the abstracts’ components.
4.2

AN ANALYSIS OF THE GUIDELINES FOR COMPONENTS OF ABSTRACTS
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The results presented here will allow for a comparison between the guidelines in the
journals selected for the main study and the journals selected for the collaborative study – in
terms of their requirements and recommendations for the components of abstracts.

a) Ikaros

The publisher of the journal Ikaros is Ikaros, o.s. (an NGO registered at the Ministry of
the Interior of the Czech Republic). For this journal, in terms of their information to authors,
there is only some information about deadlines, the format of contributions, references (which
should be adjusted to adhere to ISO 690 and ISO 690-2), and copyright (Ikaros. Pokyny pro
autory, 2013). The abstracts are not structured.

Therefore, the proposed components of abstracts (Ikaros. Pokyny pro autory, 2013) can
not be compared to the Tibbo scheme and the proposed length (Ikaros. Pokyny pro autory,
2013) can not be compared to the proposed length in ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3).

b) Knihovna
The publisher of the journal Knihovna is the Editorial Department of the National
Library, Czech Republic. Knihovna. Pokyny pro autory (2013) provides some basic formal
instructions for the preparation of a manuscript. Together with the text to published, a short
summary should also be sent, either in English or Czech (about eight lines in total). The
structure of scientific articles should be: Summary, Introduction, Literature overview, Material
and methods, Results, and Discussion. Some guidelines about citations are also present.

Abstracts are not structured. If the proposed structure (Knihovna. Pokyny pro autory,
2013) is compared to the Tibbo scheme (Chapter 3.1.2), then here it could have an influence
on the Background (introduction, literature overview), Method (materials and method),
Results (results, summary), and Conclusions and discussions (discussion). A suggested length
is not proposed in terms of the number of words, but rather in terms of the number of lines
(eight). An abstract published in Journal of Librarianship and Information Science with eight
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lines contains approximately 100 words. The proposed length of abstracts according to
Knihovna. Pokyny pro autory (2013) is approximately 100-150 words less than that proposed
by ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3).

c) ProInflow

The publisher of the journal ProInflow is Masarykova univerzita, Filozofická fakulta,
Brno. Its Instructions for authors (ProInflow. Pro autory, 2013) are divided into the following
chapters: Important dates, Sections (Original peer-reviewed chapters, Book reviews,
Interesting in the field), and Requirements for contributors (Formatting the paper, Copyright).
Abstracts should be written in Czech or Slovak and English, and should contain 500-1500
characters (without spaces).

The abstracts are not structured. In abstracts published in the Journal of Librarianship
and Information Science the number of words in abstracts comes to 17% of the number
characters (without spaces). The proposed length of abstracts according to ProInflow. Pro
autory (2013) is 85-255 words. This proposed length is in accordance with ISO 214:1976
(1976, p. 3).

d) Ceramics - Silikáty

The publisher of the journal Ceramics – Silikáty is Elsevier. The instructions titled
Ceramics-Silikáty. Notes for Contributors (2010) are very brief and contain the following
chapters: Scope of the journal, Manuscript form (abstracts, keywords, figures, references), and
Manuscript Submission. According to Ceramics-Silikáty. Notes for contributors (2010)
abstracts should include the topic, method, and especially the results and conclusions from the
document. Any information given in the title or referring to other literature should not be
included in abstracts. Abstracts should not exceed 250 words, and they should not be sectioned
into paragraphs.
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If the proposed structure (Ceramics-Silikáty. Notes for Contributors, 2010) is
compared to the Tibbo coding scheme (Chapter 3.1.2) then we can come to the conclusion that
the instructions for the journal Ceramics-Silikáty could have an effect on the Background
(relating the topic), Method (the method used), Results (original results), and Conclusions and
discussions (conclusions). The proposed length is in accordance with ISO 214:1976 (1976, p.
3).

e) Hutnické listy

The publisher of Hutnické listy is OCELOT s.r.o., Prague, Czech Republic. The
Guidelines for writing articles this journal contain only technical details for the preparation of
an article (Hutnické listy. Pokyny pro psaní článků, 2011).

The abstracts are unstructured. According to (Hutnické listy. Pokyny pro psaní článků,
2011) abstracts should be written in 10pt, Times New Roman, Italics, and the conclusions
should be contained within. Abstracts in Czech or Slovak language should be 12 lines long for
Czech/Slovak articles, and 22 lines long for English language articles. Abstracts written in
English should be 22 lines long for articles written in Czech or Slovak, and 12 lines long for
articles written in English. The Czech or Slovak abstract is not a translation of the English
abstract, and vice versa. An abstract published in the Journal of Librarianship and
Information Science with eight lines contains approximately 100 words. Therefore 12 lines
should contain approximately 150 words and 22 lines should contain approximately 275
words. The proposed length of the abstracts for this journal is 25 words greater than that
proposed by ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3).

The journal Knihovnický Zpravodaj Vysočina does not have any guidelines for
abstracts (abstracts are made by editors from a few topical sentences). Inflow is the non-peerreviewed version of ProInflow (Dobrovolny, 2011) and Knihovna Plus is the online version of
Knihovna with a some content added.
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4.3

AN ANALYSIS OF THE ABSTRACTS

In this chapter the length of abstracts is presented along with the average number of
sentences and words contained within. A sentence is “a set of words containing a verb (either
expressed or understood), that is complete in itself as an expression of thought” (The Oxford, 1984).

A word is “a sound or sounds expressing a meaning, independently and forming one of the basic
elements of speech represented by letters or symbols” (The Oxford, 1984).

Table 8: The average number of sentences in the abstracts from the Czech journals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Journal
Area Average number of sentences
Library and information science
KNP
S
6.53
KN
S
5.75
IP
S
5.57
IN
S
4.00
IK
S
3.84
KZV
S
3.79
Average
S
4.91
Materials science and technology
HL
N
9.54
CS
N
6.40
Average
N
7.97
Average for S + N
5.68

(IK = Ikaros, KN = Knihovna, KNP = Knihovna Plus, KZV = Knihovnicky Zpravodaj Vysočina, IP = ProInflow, IN = Inflow, CS = Ceramics
– Silikáty, HL = Hutnické Listy)
(S = Social sciences and humanities: library and information science, N = Natural sciences: materials science and technology)

As can be seen in Table 8 the average number of sentences in the abstracts included in
the research from the Czech journals was 5.68 (Table 8, row 14). In the case of library and
information science the average was 4.91 (Table 8, row 9) and in the case of materials science
and technology the average was 7.97 (Table 8, row 13). So, abstracts from materials science
and technology were approximately three sentences longer than abstracts from library and
information science. The journal HL had the highest average number of sentences per abstract
(9.54; Table 8, row 11) and the journal KZV had the lowest average number of sentences per
abstract (3.79; Table 8, row 8).

As can be seen in Table 9, row 14 the average number of words in the abstracts from
the Czech journals included in thus research was 115.05. If the average number of sentences
for the Czech journals was 5.68 (Table 8, row 14) that means that the abstracts in the Czech
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sample had an average of 20.26 words per sentence. In the case of materials science and
technology the average was 171.38 words per abstract (Table 9, row 13) and in the case of
library and information science the average was 96.27 words per abstract (Table 9, row 9).
This comes to 21.50 words per sentence for materials science and technology, and 19.60
words per sentence for library and information science. Abstracts from the journal HL
contained the highest number of words per abstract (193.33; Table 9, row 11) and abstracts
from the journal IN had the lowest number of words per abstract (77.00; Table 9, row 8).
Abstracts from materials science and technology were approximately three sentences longer
than abstracts from library and information science. Sentences from materials science and
technology contained approximately two words more per sentence than those from library and
information science.

Table 9: The average number of words in the abstracts from the Czech journals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Journal
Area Average number of words
Library and information science
KN
S
118.13
IP
S
114.58
KNP
S
110.93
IK
S
78.52
KZV
S
78.48
IN
S
77.00
Average
S
96.27
Materials science and technology
HL
N
193.33
CS
N
149.43
Average
N
171.38
Average for S + N
115.05

(IK = Ikaros, KN = Knihovna, KNP = Knihovna Plus, KZV = Knihovnicky Zpravodaj Vysočina, IP = ProInflow, IN = Inflow, CS = Ceramics
– Silikáty, HL = Hutnické Listy)
(S = Social sciences and humanities: library and information science, N = Natural sciences: materials science and technology)
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4.3.1

The influence of the guidelines on the lengths of abstracts

Table 10: The influence of the guidelines on the lengths of abstracts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Journal
HL
CS
KN
IP
KNP
IK
KZV
IN

Average number of words
193.33
149.43
118.13
114.58
110.93
78.52
78.48
77.00

Proposed length
150 – 250 words
Max. 250 words
approx. 100 words
85-255 words
approx.100 words
Not proposed
Not proposed
85-255 words

Influence
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not proposed
Not proposed
No

(IK = Ikaros, KN = Knihovna, KN = Knihovna Plus, KZV = Knihovnicky Zpravodaj Vysočina, IN = Inflow, IP = ProInflow, CS = Ceramics
– Silikáty, HL = Hutnické Listy)

4.4

AN ANALYSIS OF THE COMPONENTS OF ABSTRACTS

The method which was used to determine the components of abstracts which were
included in the collaborative project was content analysis.

The structural elements proposed by the Tibbo scheme (Tibbo, 1993, p. 221-223) are B
(Background), P (Purpose/Scope), H (Hypothesis), M (Method), R (Results), and C
(Conclusions and Discussions). In the case of the Czech journals from the area of materials
science and technology the structural element T (topical sentence) was also added, and in the
case of journals from the area of library and information science the structural elements T
(topical sentence) and N (none of the elements) were added.
→ T – topic sentence: “What is the paper about? Provide one sentence which directly describes the
topic of a paper in question” (Veselá, 2011).

→ N – none of the elements: the sentence could not be included under any element of the
scheme.

4.4.1

The structural elements of the abstracts

The data in tables are presented according to their percentages. For each individual
journal from the social sciences and humanities 100% was based on a different total of
abstracts. For IK there was a total of 100 abstracts, KN had 16 abstracts in total, KNP had 15
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abstracts, KZV had 43 abstracts, IN had 3 abstracts, and IP had 7 abstracts. The same was true
for each individual journal from the natural sciences, or materials science and technology. CS
had a total of 100 abstracts, and HL had 101 abstracts. So, for all of the journals from the
social sciences and humanities (library and information science) 100% represents a total of
184 abstracts (from all the journals in that area) and for the natural sciences (materials science
and technology) 100% represents a total of 201 abstracts (from all the journals in that area).

Table 11: The percentages of individual structural elements according to the Tibbo scheme in
the abstracts from Czech journals: library and information science
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Journal
IK
KN
KNP
KZV
IN
IP

% of B
43.00
81.25
80.00
65.11
33.33
85.71
64.73

% of P
44.00
12.5
13.33
20.90
66.67
42.86
33.38

% of H
3.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.50

% of M
24.00
0.00
20.00
14.00
0.00
14.29
12.05

% of R
13.00
0.00
6.67
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.28

% of C
8.00
50.00
6.67
9.30
0.00
28.57
17.09

% of N
0.00
0.00
13.33
31.00
33.33
0.00
12.94

% of T
65.00
56.25
33.33
53.50
66.67
71.42
57.70

Averages for library and
information science
(IK = Ikaros, KN = Knihovna, KNP = Knihovna Plus, KZV = Knihovnicky Zpravodaj Vysočina, IP = ProInflow, IN = Inflow)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions, N = None of the
elements, T = Topical sentence)

As can be seen in Table 11, row 8 the structural element which occurred the most
often in the Czech abstracts from the area of library and information science was B with
64.73%. According to the results, this was followed by T with 57.70% and P with 33.38%. M
and R were present with percentages of only 12.05% and 3.28% respectively.

Table 12: The percentage of individual structural elements according to the Tibbo scheme in
the abstracts from Czech journals: materials science and technology
1.
2.
3.
4.

Journal
CS
HL

% of B
58.00
60.00
59.00

% of P
18.00
23.00
20.50

% of H
1.00
6.00
3.50

% of M
95.00
90.00
92.50

% of R
89.00
73.00
81.00

% of C
25.00
37.00
31.00

% of N
/
/
/

% of T
7.00
43.00
25.00

Averages
for
materials
science and technology
(CS = Ceramics – Silikáty, HL = Hutnické Listy)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions, N = None of the
elements, T = Topical sentence), / = not observed

As can be seen from Table 12, row 4 the most commonly present structural element in
the area of materials science and technology in the abstracts from Czech journals was M
(92.5%). According to the results this was followed by the structural element R (81%).
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Tables 13-15 present the number of structural elements (according to the coding
scheme) in the abstracts which were included in the collaborative project (for “S”, or library
and information science; for “N”, or materials science and technology; and for both areas
combined).
Table 13: The percentages of abstracts with specified numbers of structural elements in the
selected Czech journals from library and information science
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Journal
IK
KN
KNP
KZV
IN
IP

% of 1.el
35.00
25.00
53.33
44.19
0.00
14.29
28.63

% of 2.el.
36.00
50.00
26.67
34.88
100.00
28.58
46.03

% of 3.el.
18.00
25.00
13.33
16.28
0.00
57.14
21.62

% of 4. el.
7.00
0.00
6.67
4.65
0.00
0.00
3.05

% of 5.el.
4.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.67

% of 6.el.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Average for library and
information science
(IK = Ikaros, KN = Knihovna, KN = Knihovna Plus, KZV = Knihovnicky Zpravodaj Vysočina, IN = Inflow, IP = ProInflow)

The results in Table 13, row 8 show that on average (46.03%) two structural elements
according to the Tibbo scheme were present in abstracts from selected Czech journals in the
collaborative project from the area of library and information science. According to the
results, this was followed by the presence of only one structural element (28.63%). The
occurrence of three structural elements was the third (21.62%), and the presence of four
(3.05%) or five (0.67%) structural elements came in at a very low percentage.
The presence of three structural elements was the most common for the journal IP
(57.14%; Table 13, row 7) and the least common for the journal IN (0%; Table 13, row 6).
As for the presence of one structural element, the highest percentage was found in the journal
KNP (53.33%; Table 13, row 4), and the lowest in the journal IN (0%; Table 13, row 6).
Table 14: The percentage of abstracts with specified numbers of structural elements in the
selected Czech journals from materials science and technology
1.
2.
3.
4.

Journal
CS
HL

% of 1.el
1.00
3.00
2.00

Average for materials science
and technology
(CS = Ceramics – Silikáty, HL = Hutnické Listy)

% of 2.el.
29.00
14.00
21.50

% of 3.el.
48.00
43.00
45.50

% of 4. el.
20.00
29.00
24.50

% of 5.el.
2.00
10.00
6.00

% of 6.el.
0.00
1.00
0.50
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The results in Table 14, row 4 show that on average (45.5%) three structural elements
according to the Tibbo scheme were present in abstracts from selected Czech journals in the
collaborative project from the area of materials science and technology. The presence of four
structural elements occurred in 24.5% of journals, and the presence of two structural elements
occurred in 21.5% of journals.
The journal CS had a slightly higher percentage (48%; Table 14, row 2) in terms of
the presence of three structural elements when compared to the journal HL (43%; Table 14,
row 3). However, the percentage for the presence of four and five structural elements was
higher in the journal HL (29% and 10% respectively; Table 14, row 3) than in the journal CS
(20% and 2% respectively; Table 14, row 2).

Table 15: The percentage of abstracts with specified numbers of structural elements in the
selected Czech journals from the social sciences and humanities (library and information
science) and natural sciences (materials science and technology)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Area
Average for library and
information science
Average for materials science
and technology
Average for both areas combined

% of 1.el
28.63

% of 2.el.
46.03

% of 3.el.
21.62

% of 4. el.
3.05

% of 5.el.
0.67

% of 6.el.
0.00

2.00

21.50

45.50

24.50

6.00

0.50

15.31

33.76

33.56

13.78

3.34

0.25

As can be seen in Table 15, row 4, the highest percentage in the Czech journals for
both areas combined was for the presence of two structural elements (33.76%), and this was
followed by the presence of three structural elements (33.56%). For the natural sciences
(materials science and technology) the presence of three structural elements was much higher
(45.50%; Table 15, row 3) than for the social sciences and humanities (library and
information science) (21.62%; Table 15, row 2).

4.4.2

Combinations of structural elements inside abstracts

After coding was completed and the components of abstracts were analysed, there was
also an analysis made of the combinations of structural elements which were present in the
abstracts. For example, if the abstract contained structural elements P, M, R, and C of the
Tibbo scheme, that represented a combination of the structural elements which were found
within.
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In the tables the data from the journals are presented in separate percentages for each
journal. Then the percentages from individual journals are added together for each
combination of structural elements which occurred. For the social sciences and humanities
(library and information science) 100% represents 184 abstracts (from six library and
information science journals: 100 abstracts from the first, 16 from the second, 15 from the
third, 43 from the fourth, 3 from the fifth, and 7 from the sixth). For the natural sciences
(materials science and technology) 100% represents 201 abstracts (from two materials science
and technology journals: 100 abstracts from the first, and 101 from the second).

The combinations of structural elements which were found in the abstracts from the
Czech social sciences and humanities (library and information science) journals are presented
in Table 16. Table 17 presents the combinations of structural elements which were found in
the abstracts from the Czech natural sciences (materials science and technology) journals.

As can be seen in Table 16, the combination of structural elements which occurred the
most often in Czech journals from the social sciences and humanities (library and information
science) was P,T. This was followed by B, then T, then B,T, and finally B,N. The structural
elements which occurred the most often in Czech journals in this area were B (64.73%) and T
(57.7%) as presented in Table 11, row 8. Structural element P was the third according its
percentage of occurrences with 33.38%.
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Table 16: The combinations of structural elements which were found in the abstracts from the
Czech social sciences and humanities (library and information science) journals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Structural element
combinations
P,T
B
T
B,T
B,N
B,C,T
B,P,C
B,P,T
B,C
B,P
B,M,T
P
B,T,N
B,M
B,M,C,T
B,P,M
B,R,N
C,T
B,P,M,C
P,M,T
M
M,N
M,T
R,T
B,C,N
B,P,N
B,H
B,P,M,T
P,M
P,N
B,M,R
B,M,R,C,N
B,M,R,C,T
B,P,R,C
B,P,R,T
H,M,T
M,R,C,T
M,R,C,T,N
M,R,T
P,C
P,M,N
P,M,R,T
P,M,R,T,N
P,T,N
Total

% in IK
14.00
13.00
17.00
5.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
5.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
3.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
100.00

% in KN
0.00
12.50
12.50
25.00
0.00
12.50
12.50
0.00
18.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00

% in KNP % in KZV
6.67
39.99
13.32
6.67
6.67
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00

2.33
18.60
18.60
18.60
4.64
0.00
0.00
2.33
2.33
2.33
0.00
4.64
6.98
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.64
2.33
2.33
2.33
2.33
0.00
2.33
2.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00

% in IN
66.67
0.00
0.00
0.00
33.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00

% in IP
0.00
0.00
14.28
14.28
0.00
14.29
14.29
14.28
0.00
14.29
14.29
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00

Totals
89.67
84.09
75.70
69.55
44.64
26.79
26.79
23.61
22.08
18.62
17.29
9.64
7.98
7.67
6.67
6.67
6.67
6.25
5.64
4.33
3.33
3.33
3.33
3.00
2.33
2.33
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
600.00

(IK = Ikaros, KN = Knihovna, KNP = Knihovna Plus, KZV = Knihovnicky Zpravodaj Vysočina, IP = ProInflow, IN = Inflow)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions, N = None of the
elements, T = Topical sentence)
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Table 17: The combinations of structural elements which were found in the abstracts from
Czech natural sciences (materials science and technology) journals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Structural element
combinations
B,M,R
M,R
B,M,R,C
M,R,T
B,P,M,R
M,R,C,T
P,M,R
B,P,M
M,R,C
B,M,R,C,T
B,M,R,T
B,P,M,R,C
M,C,T
P,M,R,C
B,C
B,H,M,R
B,M
B,M,C
B,R
B,M,C,T
B,M,T
B,P,H,M,R
B,P,M,C
B,P,M,R,T
B,R,C
B,T
M,T
P,M
B
B,P,H,M,R,C
B,P,M,T
B,P,T
C
H,M,R
M
M,C
P,M,C
P,M,T
R
R,C,T
Total

% in CS
31.00
22.00
11.00
5.00
3.00
1.00
4.00
2.00
3.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.00
1.00
0.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
100.00

% in HL
12.00
5.00
5.00
11.00
6.00
7.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
100.00

Totals
43.00
27.00
16.00
16.00
9.00
8.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
200.00

(CS = Ceramics – Silikáty, HL = Hutnické Listy)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions, T = Topical sentence)

As can be seen in Table 17, the combination of structural elements which occurred the
most often in Czech journals from the natural sciences and humanities (materials science and
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technology) was B,M,R. This was followed by the combinations M,R; B,M,R,C; M,R,T; and
B,P,M,R. The structural elements which occurred the most often in Czech journals from this
area were M (92.5%) and R (81%) (Table 12, row 4).

A comparison between the occurrences of various combinations of structural elements
in the abstracts from the Czech journals from the social sciences and humanities (library and
information science) and the natural sciences (materials science and technology) has not been
presented, because in the coding scheme for the social sciences and humanities (library and
information science) structural element N was present, and in the coding scheme for the
natural sciences and humanities (materials science and technology) it was not.

4.5

A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF THE
COMPONENTS OF ABSTRACTS FROM CZECH JOURNALS IN THE AREAS OF
LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE AND MATERIALS SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, AND ADDITIONAL CODING

A comparison was made between 25% of the abstracts coded by Eliška Veselá (basic
coding) and Victor Dobrovolny (basic coding) in order to do an analysis of the components of
abstracts from Czech journals in the areas of library and information science and materials
science and technology. Additional coding was done by Vera Pilecka (verification, additional
coding). Vera Pilecka is a researcher from the Central Library of the Czech Technical
University in Czech Republic. The sample for additional coding is presented in detail in Table
18. In Table 19 and Table 20 a comparison between the results of the analysis of components
of abstracts from Czech journals in the areas of materials science and technology and library
and information science is presented, along with additional coding.
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Table 18: A specification of the years, volumes, and issues of the journals, as well as the
number of abstracts from each specific journal which were included in additional coding
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Journal
Year, Volume (Issue)
Library and information science
IK
2010, 14 (06) – 2006, 10 (04)
KN
2009, 20 (02) – 2009, 20 (02)
KZV
2010, 10 (01) – 2009, 09 (02)
IN
2010, 03 (06) – 2010, 03 (09)
IP
2010, 02 (01) – 2010, 02 (01)
Materials science and technology
CS
2010, 54 (02) – 2009, 53 (01)
HL
2010, 63 (02) – 2009, 62 (06)

Number of abstracts
First 25/100
First 10/16
First 10/43
First 3/3
First 3/7
First 25/100
First 25/100

(IK = Ikaros, KN = Knihovna, KNP = Knihovna Plus, KZV = Knihovnicky Zpravodaj Vysočina, IP = ProInflow, IN = Inflow, CS = Ceramics
– Silikáty, HL = Hutnické Listy)

Table 19: A comparison between the results of the analysis of components of abstracts from
Czech journals in the area of library and information science, as well as additional coding
1 Verification
1 Basic coding
Difference
2 Verification
2 Basic coding
Difference

% of B
44
44
0
44
72
28

% of P % of H % of M % of R % of C
20
0
44
68
32
32
8
32
28
12
12
8
12
40
20
12
0
12
16
28
32
0
8
0
36
20
0
4
16
8

% of T % of N
80
32
80
4
0
28
76
64
56
8
20
56

(1 Basic coding = abstracts from Ikaros, 2 Basic coding = abstracts from KN, KZV, IN and IP, 1 Verification = abstracts from Ikaros, 2
Verification = abstracts from KN, KZV, IN, and IP)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions, N = None of the
elements, T = Topical sentence)

Table 20: A comparison between the results of the analysis of components of abstracts from
Czech journals in the area of materials science and technology, as well as additional coding
CS Verification
CS Basic coding
Difference
HL Verification
HL Basic coding
Difference

% of B
32
56
24
80
76
4

% of P % of H % of M % of R % of C
12
0
84
88
12
16
0
84
88
28
4
0
0
0
16
20
4
76
64
32
24
0
84
56
44
4
4
8
8
12

% of T % of N
72
0
28
/
44
0
64
12
44
/
20
0

(CS = Ceramics – Silikáty, HL = Hutnické Listy)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions, N = None of the
elements, T = Topical sentence)

In Table 19 and Table 20 the percentage zero (“0”) either means that the element was
not found in the abstracts or that there was no difference between the two codings. A mark of
“/” in the percentage column means that the element was not included in the first coding, so
there can be no determination as to whether it is or is not present in the abstract.
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As can be seen in Table 19, one variation which should be mentioned specifically is
the statistic for structural element R for the journal Ikaros. Namely, the percentage given by
Vera Pilecka is much higher than that of Victor Dobrovolny.
As can be seen in Table 20, the comparison showed that the biggest difference for the
journal CS occurred in connection with structural element T. This element, the Topic sentence,
can sometimes be included in element B, and this is one of the possible causes for the
difference. It can be seen, for example, that the result for structural element T was higher with
Vera Pilecka, while with Eliška Veselá the result for structural element B was higher.

5

RESEARCH METHOD

In the first part this research project the abstracts were coded using the Tibbo scheme
(Tibbo, 1993, p. 221-223). That part of the research was carried out from August to October
2010, and the method used for analysis was content analysis. In order to correctly interpret the
results the chi-square test was also done. According to Vaughan (2003, p. 75) the chi-square
test (also referred to as the ‘x2’ test) is “an interferential statistical test that is used to examine
relationships between two variables with nominal or ordinal data.”

In the second part this research project the prototype and recommended abstracts were
developed. That part of the research was carried out from October 2010 to August 2011. No
special method was used. The abstracts included in the main study were rewritten according to
the results of the first part of the study (creating the prototype abstracts) and once again
according to our proposal for a universal format for abstracts published in scientific journals
(creating the recommended abstracts).
In the third part of the research all three forms of abstracts (original, prototype, and
recommended) were given to researchers from the four areas of science included in the
research for evaluation. That portion of research was carried out from August 2011 to August
2012. The method used was a user study aided with a questionnaire. E-mails were sent to
potential respondents with a request to evaluate selected abstracts with a mark from one (the
lowest mark) to five (the highest mark). The user study was then followed by several
interviews with the researchers involved. This provided an opportunity for the researchers to
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explain the factors that influenced their evaluations of abstracts. That portion of research was
carried out in May and June 2013.

So, according to the previous paragraphs of this chapter, three main methods were used
in this research project. These methods were: content analysis, the questionnaire method, and
the interview. A statistical method, the chi-square test, was only used in order to correctly
interpret the results obtained from the content analysis in the first part of the study. Therefore,
in the continuation all three main methods used this research (content analysis, the
questionnaire method, and the interview) will be presented. Content analysis and the
questionnaire method both present quantitative research, and the interview presents qualitative
research. Mesec (1998, p. 20) states that quantitative research is research in which empirical
material consists of basic data obtained through standardised measurement procedures. He
goes on to say that these data, which can be expressed as a number, are also analysed using
mathematical and statistical methods. According to him, qualitative research is research in
which empirical material collected in the research process consists of verbal descriptions or
narrations. He continues to say that qualitative research also includes the processing or
analysis of this material in a verbal manner, without the use of measurement techniques which
normally output numbers, and without any numerical operations. He also states that the efforts
of the researcher should be focused on real life problems, and not on distant academic
problems. Some quantitative research from the area of social work, one of the areas included
in this research, is also presented in his book (Mesec, 1998).

5.1

5.1.1

CONTENT ANALYSIS

A description of content analysis

In the first part of this research project it was necessary to make use of content
analysis. Regarding this method, White and Marsh (2006, p. 22-23) state that it has its roots in
the study of mass communications in the 1950s. The method is based on a basic
communications model which includes a sender, message, and receiver. Any inferences of the
researchers were made according to the quantified analysis of recurring, easily identifiable
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aspects of text content which is sometimes referred to as manifest content. Since the
emergence of this method, researchers from many areas (anthropology, library and
information studies, management, political sciences, psychology, and sociology) have used the
content analysis method in their research, as the method was adopted to suit the unique needs
of their research questions and strategies.
White and Marsh (2006, p. 30) also state the steps which should be involved in every
research project which uses content analysis. These steps are: “establish hypothesis or
hypotheses, identify appropriate data (text or other communicative material), determine sampling
method and sampling unit, draw sample, establish data collection unit and the unit of analysis,
establish a coding scheme that allows for testing hypothesis, code data, check the reliability of coding
and adjust coding process if necessary, analyse coded data – applying appropriate statistical test(s),
write up results.”

If we compare the way this research was conducted to the steps proposed by White and
Marsh (2006, p. 30), the only missing step is additional coding. Additional coding presents the
possibility of checking the reliability of initial coding. However, it must be emphasised that
before the main study was conducted, there was a pilot study done (Jamar, N. and Šauperl,
2009), so the researchers were already quite familiar with the Tibbo coding scheme (Tibbo,
1993, p. 221-223). Therefore, any doubts regarding what should or should not represent the
content of a specific structural element had already been resolved in the pilot study, prior to
this research project, and any conclusions made then were also taken into account in the main
study.

There are also several other definitions of content analysis. Neuendorf (cop. 2002, p.
10) defines content analysis as a quantitative method for the summarisation and analysis of
messages. It is a scientific method which includes the intentions of objectivityintersubjectivity, a priori design, reliability, validity, generalisability, replicability, and
hypothesis testing. It is not limited to the types of variables that can be measured, or the
context in which the messages are created or presented (Neuendorf, cop. 2002, p. 10).
A “message” as the unit of the analysis, the unit of data collection, or both in a
research study which uses content analysis as a research method, is that individual thing which
is the subject of the study: “Frequently, it is useful to distinguish between the unit of data collection
and the unit of analysis, although in particular studies, these two things are often the same. The unit of
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data collection is the element by which each variable is measured. The unit of analysis is the element
by which data are analysed and for which findings are reported. In most social and behavioural
science investigations, the individual person is both the unit of data collection and the unit of analysis.
For example, when a survey of city residents is constructed to measure opinions toward the president
and the mayor, let’s say, the unit of data collection is the individual respondent – the person. That is,
telephone interviews are conducted, and normally each person responds alone. The variables (e.g.,
attitude toward the president, attitude toward the mayor, gender, age) are measured by each unit. The
unit of analysis is also typically the individual person. That is, in the data set, each respondent’s
answer will constitute one line of data, and statistical analyses will be conducted on the data set, with
n equaling the number of people responding. When average rating of confidence in the president is
reported as 6.8 on a 0-to-10 scale, that’s the mean based on n respondents. Sometimes, the unit of data
collection and the unit of the analysis are not the same. For example, a study of marital discord may
record interactions between married partners. The unit of data may be the turn in verbal interaction.
Each time an individual speaks, the tone and substance of his or her turn may be coded. However, the
ultimate goal of the study may be to compare the interactions of those couples who have received an
intervention counseling and those who have not. Thus, the unit of analysis may be the dyad, pooling
information about all turns and interactions for each married pair. In content analysis, the unit of data
collection or the unit of the analysis – or both – must be a message unit. Quite simply, there must be
communication content as a primary subject of the investigation for the study to be deemed a content
analysis. In the marital-discord example just described, the unit of data collection is a message unit
(an interaction turn), and the unit of analyses is not. It may be called content analysis” (Neuendorf,

cop. 2002, p. 13-14).
In our case a sentence represents a unit for data collection (the element by which the
variable was measured; in this research project the presence of structural elements was
measured), and also a unit of analysis (for each sentence, according to their content, the
characteristics of one or more structural elements were determined, and the results also refer to
each sentence separately).
Neuendorf (cop. 2002, p. 50-51) also mentions the steps that should be involved in any
kind of research work which uses content analysis. These steps are: theory and rationale,
conceptualisations, operationalisations, coding schemes, sampling, training and pilot
reliability, coding, final reliability, and tabulation and reporting. What follows is a
continuation of each of these steps described in detail according to Neuendorf.
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→ Theory and rationale: What content will be examined and why? Are there certain theories or
perspectives that indicate that this particular message content is important to study? Library work
is needed here to conduct a good literature review. Will you be using an integrative model, linking
content analysis with other data to show relationships with source or receiver characteristics? Do
you have research questions? Hypotheses?
→ Conceptualizations: What variable will be used in the study, and how do you define them
conceptually (i.e. with dictionary-type definitions)? Remember, you are the boss! There are many
ways to define a given construct, and there is no one right way. You may want to screen some
examples of the content you’re going to analyze, to make sure you’ve covered everything you want.
→ Operationalizations (measures): Your measures should match your conceptualizations (that is
called internal validity). What units of data collection will you use? You may have more than one
unit (e.g., a by-utterance coding scheme and a by-speaker coding scheme). Are the variables
measured well (i.e. at a high level of measurement, with categories that are exhaustive and
mutually exclusive)? An a priori coding scheme describing all measures must be created. Both face
validity and content validity may also be assessed at the point.
→ Coding schemes: human coding: You need to create a codebook (with all variable measures fully
explained) and coding form.
→ Coding schemes: computer coding: With computer text content analysis, you still need a codebook
of sorts – a full explanation of your dictionaries and method of applying them. You may use
standard dictionaries (e.g., those in Hart’s program, Diction) or originally created dictionaries.
When creating custom dictionaries, be sure to first generate a frequencies list from your text
sample and examine for key words and phrases.
→ Sampling: Is a census of the content possible? How will you randomly sample a subset of the
content? This could be by time period, by issue, by page, by channel, and so forth.
→ Training and pilot reliability: human coding: During a training session in which coders work
together, find out whether they can agree on the coding of variables. Then, in an independent
coding test, note the reliability on each variable. At each stage, revise the codebook or coding form
as needed.
→ Coding: human coding: Use at least two coders, to establish intercoder reliability. Coding should
be done independently, with at least 10% overlap for the reliability test.
→ Coding: computer coding: Apply dictionaries to the sample text to generate per-unit (e.g. per-news
story) frequencies for each dictionary. Do some spot checking for validation.
→ Final reliability: human coding: Calculate a reliability figure (percent agreement, Scott’s pi,
Spearman’s rho, or Pearson’s r, for example) for each variable.
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→ Tabulation and reporting: human and computer coding: See various examples of content analysis
results to see the ways in which results can be reported. Figures and statistics may be reported one
variable at a time (univariate), or variables may be cross-tabulated in different ways (bivariate
and multivariate techniques). Over-time trends are also a common reporting method. In the long
run, relationships between content analysis variables and other measures may establish criterion
and construct validity.

Neuendorf (cop. 2002, p. 50-51).
If the steps proposed by Neuendorf (cop. 2002, p. 50-51) are compared to the steps
proposed by White and Marsh (2006, p. 30) then the following conclusions can be made:
→ within the theory and rationale step, the establishing of hypothesis or hypotheses is also
mentioned;
→ the conceptualisations and operationalisations steps could be compared to the identify the
appropriate data step (for a text or other communicative material);
→ the coding schemes step could be compared to the establishing coding scheme step which
allows for testing the hypothesis;
→ the sampling step could be compared to the determine sampling method and sampling unit
steps, draw sample and establish data collection unit step and the unit of analysis step;
→ the coding step could be compared to the code data step; the final reliability step could be
compared to the check the reliability of coding step and the adjust coding process if
necessary step;
→ the tabulation and reporting step could be compared to the analyse coded data step –
applying appropriate statistical test(s) and writing up results.
Therefore, it is the opinion of the authors of this paper that both proposals are referring to the
same things, and merely label or name them differently.
Krippendorf (cop. 2004, p. 18) defines content analysis as: “a research technique for
making replicable and valid inferences from texts (or other meaningful matter) to the context of their
use.”

If we attempt to explain this definition in the context of the research work being
presented here, the conclusions were derived from the coding of individual sentences, and
used to determine the most common format for the writing of abstracts. It was also on this
basis that the prototype and recommended abstracts were developed.
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Šauperl (2005, p. 155) describes content analysis as a research method designed to
look for and identify patterns in behaviour, or events in collected data. This type of analysis
can be performed on texts, pictures, or sound. The unit of analysis, which is defined by the
researcher, can be a sentence, a unit of speech from the interviewee or the person being
observed, a picture or sequence of pictures, etc. During analysis each unit can be marked with
one or several expressions so that an entity can be identified as a unit. The unit brings forward
or presents the selected event or behaviour. The coding scheme is then developed during the
coding and marking process. The coding scheme can also be chosen in advance if the
researcher already knows what he/she is attempting to find. In this case we are not referring to
explorative research. The result of this kind of research is the identification of samples or
behaviour, which is accomplished by indications of their frequency of occurrence and the
sequence of repetition for individual codes.
The first thing that should be emphasised is that content analysis was used in the first
part of this research project precisely because we were focused on the frequency and sequence
of repetition of structural elements in abstracts from library and information science, social
work, materials science and technology, and medicine. However, Šauperl (2005, p. 155) uses
the term code instead of the term structural element. The second thing that should be
emphasised is that the unit for analysis in this research project was the sentence, and that the
coding scheme was chosen in advance. However, even if a coding scheme is chosen in
advance, during coding there can still be proposals for the improvement of the coding scheme.
This was seen by graduates of the Faculty of Arts, University of Ljubljana, Department of
Library and Information Science and Book Studies, under the mentorship of Alenka Šauperl,
PhD Full Professor, when they made some proposals for the improvement of the Tibbo
scheme and the Spanring system during coding. Furthermore, the proposal for recommended
abstracts in this research project was also partly developed according to the results of both the
pilot study and the first part of research. If, during coding, a structural element is not present in
abstracts, or it is present only at a very low percentage, the coder may have reasonable doubts
as to whether that structural element really should be part of the coding scheme.
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5.1.2

The strengths and weaknesses of content analysis for this research project

The first strength of this research lies in the cooperation between three universities: the
University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Arts, Department of Library and Information Science and
Book Studies (Alenka Šauperl, PhD Full Professor and Nina Jamar, postgraduate student), the
Institute of Information Studies, Faculty of Philosophy, Charles University, Prague, Czech
Republic (Eliška Veselá, Victor Dobrovolny, and Vera Pilecka) and the School of Informatics,
City University, London (David Bawden, PhD). With this international component the
research gained both value and validity. This also had an influence on the variety of journals
which were included in the research project.
The second strength of this research has to do with the fact that, prior to this research
project, a pilot study was also conducted (Jamar, N. and Šauperl, 2009). The pilot study was
very useful due to the fact that it led to familiarisation with both the workflow and the Tibbo
coding scheme. Previously, several research projects at the University of Ljubljana, Faculty of
Arts, Department of Library and Information Science and Book Studies (Lužar, 2005; Šolar,
2008; Klasinc (2005); Vidmar (2006); Erman (2008); Kralj (2006); Kajba (2005) also pointed
out some of the weaknesses of the Tibbo scheme (Tibbo, 1993, p. 221-223). As a result, those
projects also made some proposals regarding the Tibbo scheme’s improvement. Lužar (2005)
and Šolar (2008) proposed three subcategories for the structural element R (Rd – direct results,
Rn – indicated results, and Rp – previous results). In addition to that, Klasinc (2005), Vidmar
(2006), Erman (2008) and Šolar (2008) proposed the new structural element T (theme), Kralj
(2006) and Vidmar (2006) proposed the new structural element V (sample), and Kajba (2005)
proposed the new structural element K (main theme of the discussion).

The first weakness of this research lies in the fact that no additional coding was done.
It was hoped that the pilot study, as was already mentioned in the previous paragraph, would
sufficiently aid the researchers in becoming familiarised with the research at hand.
The second weakness, also related to coding, lies in the fact that the researchers
occasionally had differing opinions on what should or should not be included as part of a
specific structural element. This is something which was also noticed during additional coding
for the collaborative project (Table 19 and Table 20), where some differences appeared.
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The third weakness is that occasionally the journals, even when they came from the
same area and dealt with the same subject, were difficult to compare. They varied in quality
(one of the indicators for quality was impact factor) and in the number of published articles
per volume. As can be seen in Table 21, five out of eight journals included in the main study
(RTO, JDoc, MST, JoLIS, and MIT) obtained an impact factor in 2009, two of them being
journals with the highest percentage of published articles per issue in 2009. This result
supports the prediction that there is a greater interest among authors for publication in journals
with an impact factor than in journals without one. In Slovenia, publication in journals with an
impact factor has an influence on receiving a better evaluation from other researchers. Also
the average number of articles published per issue in journals with an impact factor was higher
(12.4 articles, Table 21, row 8) than the average number of articles published per issue for all
the journals combined (9.87 articles, Table 22, row 14). As can be seen in Table 22, for the
journals included in the main study which were published in 2009 there were from 15 (JoLIS)
to 309 (RTO) articles published in 2009, or an average of 3 (SW) to 26 (RTO) articles
published per issue.
Table 21: Journals included in the research with an impact factor (IF) and the number of
articles published in those journals in 2009
1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.

Journal
RTO
JDoc
MST
JoLIS
MIT
Average

IF (2009)
4.343
1.405
0.794
0.581
0.143
1.453

Articles/Issue
26
7
17
4
8
12.4

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, MIT = Materials and Technology, MST =
Materials Science and Technology, RTO = Radiotherapy and Oncology)
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Table 22: The number of articles published in the journals from the main study in 2009
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Journal
Year, Volume
Library and information science
JDoc
2009, 65
JoLIS
2009, 41
Social work
SW
2009, 48
JSW
2009, 09
Materials science and technology
MIT
2009, 43
MST
2009, 25
Medicine
RLO
2009, 43
RTO
2009, 93
Average

Articles

Issue

Articles/Issue

42
15

6
4

7
4

20
22

6
4

3
5

49
210

6
12

8
17

38
309
88

4
12
6.75

9
26
9.87

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, SW = Social Work, JSW = Journal of Social
Work, MIT = Materials and Technology, MST = Materials Science and Technology, RLO = Radiology and Oncology, RTO = Radiotherapy
and Oncology)

5.2

5.2.1

USER STUDY

The questionnaire method

5.2.1.1 A description of the questionnaire method

The research method used in the third part of this project, which contains an analysis of
the opinions of the researchers from the four areas included in the research project, was the
questionnaire method. Questionnaires are, according to Pickard (2007, p. 183), the single most
popular data collection tools in any research involving human subjects. The researchers were
asked by email if they would be so kind as to evaluate several different forms of abstracts
(original, prototype, and recommended). The abstracts were then evaluated by researchers
with marks from one to five, one being the lowest and five being the highest possible mark.

According to (Pečjak, 1963, p. 1-2) the questionnaire method consists of any organised
collection of data from a larger number of people. However, the term questionnaire method
usually only indicates the procedure in which a large number of systematically selected
questions are used (i.e. a questionnaire). Respondents then provide their answers to those
questions. Ambrožič (2005, p. 23) also adds that the questionnaire method is a quantitative
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method, and that for this kind of method it is characteristic that an entire population is not
studied. Rather, only smaller set or sample from the entire population is selected for data
collection, and this should allow for generalisations of characteristics, opinions, beliefs, and so
on with regard to the entire population. Ambrožič (2005, p. 28-29) also states that the
questionnaire method enables the collection of data about human behaviour, which is also
determined using factors such as skills, attitudes, thinking, worldview, emotions, character,
values and so on, and which could not be collected by other methods, like simple observation.
The data collected could relate to the past, present, or future. The method is very economical,
as in a very short period of time a large amount of data can be collected. However, it also has
some disadvantages, such as the fact that respondents might only answer questions which they
want or are able to. Problems appear when obtaining and interpreting the data, as the level of
expertise or knowledge of the respondents can vary greatly. For this reason it can be hard to
adjust a questionnaire for all possible respondents, and respondents can provide answers
which are more in accordance with the social values that come from and shape their
environment.

Pečjak (1963, p. 1) distinguishes between questionnaire studies according to the
method by which they are done, the subject of the research, the purpose of the research, and
the level of precision for measurements. The method for doing questionnaires covers written
and oral surveys, also called interviews. The subject of the research accounts for surveys
which explore both objective reality and the subjects that explore a subjective reality. The
purpose of the research accounts for orientation surveys, diagnostic surveys, and experimental
surveys. The level of precision for measurements accounts for intensive and extensive surveys.
According to Ambrožič (2005, p. 24) the questions can be asked in different ways and about
different things, so the interview, written survey, and test should be clearly distinguished from
one another. An interview is a type of survey in which the questions are asked orally and the
answers are given orally. A written survey, in a narrower sense, represents a collection of data
concerning the positions and thinking of a representative sample of respondents, which is done
with the aid of a questionnaire. Finally, a test is a special type of survey in which questions are
designed to help collect data on the knowledge, skills, and interests of the population being
surveyed.
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According to Ambrožič (2005, p. 24), when planning any of the communication which
has the aim of obtaining information (which also includes the interview or questionnaire
method) answers to the following questions should be known: who is doing the asking, who is
the respondent, what is the aim of the questioning, what will be the effect or result of the
questioning, what is the time of the questioning, what is the total length of the communication,
what is the social context or what are the social circumstances (how many people will be
present during the questioning), and what is the technical context or are there any technical
resources to facilitate the communication to be performed (oral, written, telephone research).
According to Pečjak (1963, p. 15) every questionnaire-type survey, and any other survey for
that matter, must be conducted according to a plan, and a (good) research plan leads to
successful and fruitful research. A research plan is an aid in avoiding the numerous errors that
are typical for random observers of a given phenomenon. One of the possible research plan
schemes for a survey is as follows: a formulation of the research problem, a determination of
the population and sample selection, a selection of the type of questionnaire study and the
preparation of a questionnaire, conducting the survey and collecting data, processing the
collected data, and interpreting the data.

Busha and Harter (1980, p. 62-63) present the advantages and disadvantages of the
questionnaire method as follows:
Advantages of the questionnaire method
→ Allows a wider range and distribution of the sample than the survey interview method.
→ Provides greater access to more educated respondents and to persons in higher income
brackets.
→ Provides an opportunity for respondents to give frank, anonymous answers.
→ Allows greater economy of effort (i.e., a single instrument, duplicated and distributed to
numerous respondents, can produce a large amount of data).
→ Can be constructed so that quantitative data are relatively easy to collect and analyze.
→ Can be designed to gather background information about respondents, as well as original
hard-to-obtain data.
→ Facilitates the collection of large amounts of data in a short period of time.
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→ Allows the collection, in exploratory studies, of insightful information about a relatively
unexplored problem area or subject.
→ Can be completed at the leisure of respondents – within time limits set by the surveyor –
without imposing on research subjects.
→ Through the preparation of a formal instrument, researchers are encouraged to define clearly
the research problem, the implications of the problem, and the nature of the needed research
data.
→ In regard to ego-involving questions, can enhance the collection of objective data.
→ Because of its fixed format, helps to eliminate variation in the questioning process.
Disadvantages of the questionnaire
→ Precludes personal contact with respondents, perhaps causing the investigator to gain
insufficient knowledge about participants in a study.
→ Does not allow respondents to qualify ambiguous questions.
→ If the preferred instrument does not arouse respondent emotions (i.e., when the questionnaire
is too impersonal), valid responses might not be elicited.
→ Poorly worded or direct questions might arouse antagonism or inhibitions on the part of the
respondents.
→ Difficulty in obtaining responses from a representative cross-section of the target population.
→ Because opinionated respondents might be more likely than other subjects to complete and
return it, use of a questionnaire might lead to nonresponce bias.
→ Some potential respondents may be antagonistic toward mail surveys, regardless of the
purpose or quality of the instrument distributed.
→ Verification of the accuracy of questionnaire responses might sometimes be difficult, or even
impossible.
→ Uneducated subjects might not respond to a list of printed questions.
→ Most questionnaires cannot be designed to uncover causes or reasons for respondents’
attitudes, beliefs, or actions.

Busha and Harter (1980, p. 66) also present several different types of questions which
help to obtain information, and which can be used in a questionnaire. Factual questions
normally pertain to respondents’ ages, education, memberships in professional organisations,
or any other personal data needed in the study. When the beliefs, feelings, values, and related
concepts about respondents’ are to be obtained in the study, opinion and attitude questions can
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be used. Questions can also be classified according to the form and method of response, and in
an unstructured and structured format. In the case of unstructured answers respondents can
reply freely, without having to select one or several possible responses which have been
provided. On the contrary, structural questions are characterised by having a group of fixed
responses already provided.

Pickard (2007, p. 185) concisely describes that an effective questionnaire should:
→ be designed as a holistic tool; the overall picture should be clear;
→ begin with a brief introduction providing clear and simple instruction;
→ be concise;
→ ask questions clearly, without ambiguity, bias, use of jargon or technical language (unless you
know that your particular subjects would expect certain technical terms, and leaving them out
could imply you don’t know your subject very well);
→ be short enough to be completed in a reasonable time;
→ avoid leading questions;
→ avoid asking potentially offensive questions;
→ be logical in the order of questions – this means providing an obvious pathway through the
questionnaire and avoiding complex instructions on where to go next depending on a previous
answer;
→ appear uncluttered and inviting - don’t scare people off with tightly packed questions that are
almost impossible to read without a magnifying glass;
→ provide data that is easily processed – make sure you know how you intend to analyse your
data before you distribute your questionnaires.

Pickard (2007, p. 185-186) also emphasises some general points to remember when
compiling and sending out questionnaires:
→ Give your questionnaire an appropriate title (not necessarily the title of your research project
as the questionnaire may only be designed to address some of the study focus).
→ Send a covering letter of introduction providing some detail about the topic, the purpose of the
research, how the data will be used, contact details (and where appropriate contact details for
your research supervisor) and a statement of confidentiality (which should be honoured).
→ Include a stamped addressed envelope for postal questionnaires.
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→ Include some form of tracking number for anonymous questionnaires (be sure to destroy your
tracking code book if you have promised anonymity and be prepared to see this number
removed or erased on returned questionnaires as some people may not be comfortable with it).

According to Pečjak (1963, p. 1-2) and Ambrožič (2005, p. 24) the questionnaire
method is any organised collecting of data from a larger number of people with the aim to
obtain information for research purposes. This especially applies to a written survey
(questionnaire). An oral survey (interview) is usually done on a smaller sample and is
described in Chapter 5.2.2. So, there are different types of questionnaire methods, and
different types of questions that can be asked when using the questionnaire method. All the
proposals from Pickard (2007) to effectively make use of the questionnaire method should
therefore be taken into account.

5.2.1.2 The strengths and weaknesses of the questionnaire method for this research project

According to Ambrožič (2005, p. 45) basic information about the research being done
is presented to potential respondents in the introduction to a questionnaire. The researcher
doing the work should give information about himself/herself, the institution that is
conducting/supporting the research, the topic of the survey (which must also be evident from
the title), provide information concerning how the respondent was chosen for participation,
explain the goals of the study and why the respondent should answer the questions, familiarise
the respondent with any basic instructions for completing the questionnaire, point out that the
survey is anonymous, and explain how anonymity is protected. The respondent might also be
interested in how and where the results of the study will be accessible. At the end of the
introductory text the researcher should thank the respondent for their (possible) cooperation
and provide contact data, so that the credibility of the research can be checked, or any
additional questions about the research can be asked.
According to the requirements of Ambrožič (2005, p. 45), in the introduction to the
questionnaire which helped interpret the results of this research project’s user study, the
following data were missing: an explanation of how respondents were chosen for participation
in the questionnaire, an explanation of the goals of the study, an explanation of why
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respondents should answer the questions, an explanation of the fact that the study was
anonymous, an explanation of how anonymity was to be ensured and protected, and an
explanation of how and where the results of the study would be accessible. The reason for the
omission was that the authors felt all this additional information would be unnecessary for the
respondents. As far as anonymity is concerned, in this research project it was ensured by the
way the results were presented. From the researchers who participated we were interested in
obtaining their general opinion about the three different forms of abstracts we were presenting
(original, prototype, and recommended) – not the opinions of individuals for each specific
abstract which was evaluated. The email addresses were known only to the author of this
paper. This was important to ensure the credibility of the research. Since no personal data
were required in the questionnaire which was submitted to researchers involved in the
evaluation process, we assumed that it would be obvious that no personal data would be used
in this research project. However, it is also true that the respondents were not explicitly
informed about that. If such a survey were to be conducted again, this mistake would be
corrected, and participating researchers would be more accurately informed.

5.2.2

Interview

5.2.2.1 A description of the interview as a method

The interview was used as a method in the third part of the research. The interviews
were done with the researchers who evaluated abstracts from the research project by giving
them marks from one to five. The interviews allowed the researchers to explain the factors that
influenced their evaluations of the abstracts. In this way, the interview method complemented
the questionnaire method, because not only were the evaluation marks obtained, but the
researchers were able to explain more precisely which factors influenced their decisionmaking process.

According to Busha and Harter (1980, p. 78) interviews are usually conducted when
there is some information to be gained from persons who are able to provide research data.
With their verbal responses the interviewees inform the interviewer about themselves – their
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experiences, their opinions or attitudes, their reactions to trends and developments, their
knowledge, and so on.
Busha and Harter (1980, p. 78-79) also offered several suggestions for successful
interviews.
→ Be thoroughly prepared in advance; know the topic and purpose of the survey so well that the
questions will elicit the desired research data.
→ Be friendly and courteous, and put the respondent at ease throughout the interview session.
→ Approach all respondents as individuals; assure them that their views are valuable and of
significance to the survey being conducted.
→ Ask only one question at a time, making sure that each is concise and clear.
→ Do not attempt to put words into respondent’s mouth: the purpose of the interview is to obtain
the views of the respondents rather than those of research workers who conduct interviews.
→ Do not react to respondents’ replies by expressing approval, disapproval, surprise, or shock;
always be appreciative of whatever information the respondent provides.
→ Do not directly dispute respondents, even though you may know or suspect that their replies
are inaccurate.
→ Do not argue with respondents or condemn their views.
→ Be neutral in recording responses so that the collected data are accurate and objective.
→ Upon completion of interview sessions, express gratitude to the survey participants for their
cooperation and assistance.

According to Gorman and Clayton (2000, p. 52) an interview utilises data collected
from a series of individual interviews which are conducted between the researcher(s) and
selected individuals. Before the interview the researcher must prepare a number of questions,
but additional questions could arise during the interview. Gorman and Clayton (2000, p. 124128) also add that in an informational setting there are five especially significant advantages:
immediacy, mutual exploration, investigation of causation (why individuals or organisations
behave in the way they do), personal contact, and speed. However, there are also some
disadvantages of the interview which should be highlighted, such as: they may be costly,
uncritical, too personal, and especially open to bias. It should also be mentioned that the
approach, personality, and even appearance of the interviewer always has a significant effect
on the quality and direction of an interview, and even on whether an agreement is reached
regarding whether an interview will be held at all. There are two basic types of interviews,
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structured and unstructured. In the case of a structured interview the questions and the answer
categories are determined in advance by the interviewer. In the case of an unstructured
interview neither the exact wording of the questions nor the answers are determined in
advance. The sample can be chosen by random selection, by purpose, according to
stratification, and/or according to the convenience.

According to Ambrožič (2005, p. 26-27) a scientific interview presents any kind of
data collection using voice communication which involves the asking and answering of
questions and has the aim of using any obtained answers for scientific purposes. The interview
is therefore an oral questionnaire method. Several different factors determine which type of
interview we are dealing with. Two of them are the free and the standardised interview. The
free interview is similar to a conventional conversation; the participant is allowed to talk freely
in order to shake off any reservations. The standardised interview is formally and
substantively structured, and is conducted according to a questionnaire designed in advance.
The presence and type of pre-designed questions then allows us to differ from among the
following: the unstructured interview (questions and answers are not prepared in advance), the
semi-structured interview (pre-prepared, but open questions), and the structured interview
(both questions and answers are prepared in advance). The third type, the focused interview,
should also be mentioned. In this type of interview the topics and hypotheses for discussion
are selected in advance, but the actual questions are not defined in advance. Participants in the
interview need to identify the key questions by themselves. This interview requires specific
qualities from the interviewer (general knowledge, personal abilities, and specific skills). The
interviewer should be able to create an appropriate psychological atmosphere for cooperation
with potential interviewees. Among other things, this means that he/she must make a very
good first impression for potential interviewees to fully cooperate in the interview. He/She
must also be familiar with each question which will be asked, making it impossible to become
confused (as an interviewer) as a result of any possible interruptions made by the interviewees.
Up until this point, as far as different types of interviews are concerned, only
structured, unstructured, and focused interviews have been mentioned. However, Alvesson
(2011, p. 9-10) differentiates from among interviews according to their structure, size, the
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communication media used, and their category. The structure allows interviews to be divided
into structured, semi-structured, and unstructured types. During a structured interview the
entire process should run according to a clear plan, and the delivery of interview statements
should also follow this plan. During an unstructured interview a broad theme is targeted, and
the researcher is open to the possibility of the interview taking unexpected turns. A semistructured interview is somewhere in-between. If we attempt to divide interviews according to
their size, then it must be mentioned that an interview can involve a single interviewee, a
group of people, or pairs of people. As regards group interviews, once again, several different
versions are available. On one hand, we could be dealing with brainstorming groups with little
or no structure, and, on the other, we could be talking about highly structured interviews
where experts are tapped for their skills in forecasting, exploration, and pre-testing. In terms of
communication media, the form of the interviews varies from face-to-face, telephonic, or
electronic. Furthermore, if we are attempting to divide interviews according to category, it
must also be mentioned that interviews can also involve various groups of people, such as:
children, the elderly, elite members of a group, ethnic minorities, men, woman, etc. These
factors are determined according to any particular considerations or in terms of the interview
methods to be used.

According to Pickard (2007, p. 181) interviewing is a well established and often used
technique for data collection. An interview can consist of a highly structured researcheradministered questionnaire, or a very open but purposeful conversation. All of this depends on
the researcher’s experience, the nature of the research topic and questions, access to the
research participants, and the time available for data collection. Interviews are appropriate for
obtaining individual views, beliefs, and feelings about a subject in cases when questions are
too complex to be asked in straightforward way, and some depth is required from the answers.
Also, when people are asked verbally, and answers are not written down, it is more likely that
they will talk at greater length and in-depth about a given topic. Interviews can be used to
confirm or refute data gathered from other sources (observation, diaries). They can also be
used to identify salient issues that need to be followed up, possibly by using another data
collection technique. When analysing responses obtained in interviews, the data are usually
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rich, detailed, and complex. So, a large amount of time and resources are usually needed in
order to fully utilise any data which is obtained.

According to the definitions of Busha and Harter (1980, p. 78), Gorman and Clayton
(2000, p. 52) and Ambrožič (2005, p. 26-27) an interview is a research method that seeks to
gain some information through voice communications. During an interview the researcher
(interviewer) attempts to obtain information and individuals (the interviewees), who can
provide that data, participate in the process. The researcher asks questions and the individuals
answer. The answers are then taken and used for research purposes. There are different types
of interviews and interview questions, and an especially important component, as far the
interviews are concerned, is an appropriate psychological atmosphere for the cooperation of
potential interviewees. A questionnaire obtains data from a large number of people at one
time, and an interview obtains data from only one person at a time. In our case the interview
method presented a more in-depth view of data obtained from the questionnaire, meaning that
the data obtained in this research project with the questionnaire were explained in detail with
the help of interviews which were done on a smaller sample.

5.2.2.2 The strengths and weaknesses of the interview method for this research project

One of the weaknesses of the interview method for this research project was the fact
that the interviews were not conducted at the same time as the evaluations of abstracts. The
evaluations of abstracts was carried out from August 2011 to August 2012, and the interviews
were carried out from May 2013 to June 2013. This meant that the researchers who evaluated
abstracts for this project had already forgotten which abstracts had been evaluated, and the
marks which they had given. In order to re-familiarise themselves with their original
evaluations, some of them took a look at their notes, while others requested to view the
correspondence which arose during the evaluation process together with the interviewer.
During the interview, several of the researchers said that upon re-reading the abstracts
they would have given different marks than in their original evaluations. A total of 10 out of
28 researchers (36%) felt this way, and would have changed their marks for a total of 14
abstracts (8%). We think that there may be two reasons for this. First, a significant amount of
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time had elapsed from when they had originally read the abstracts and, second, when the
researchers reread the abstracts (the second time) they knew this would be followed by an
interview, and that they would have to provide an explanation of their evaluation process.
Naturally, this was not the case when they read the abstracts for the first time. It would be
interesting to know whether the marks would have been different, had the researchers been
required to explain their evaluation process the first time around.
One of the strengths of the interview method was that the interviewer was very familiar
with two out of the four research areas represented by the researchers who participated in the
interview. Library and information science is an area where the interviewer has worked for 20
years, and materials science and technology represents the interviewer’s research area from
2000. There were also researchers from the areas of social work and medicine. For these two
areas some experience from one area of the social sciences and humanities and one area of the
natural sciences proved invaluable. However, it is far easier to conduct such an interview if the
interviewer is thoroughly familiar with all the areas of the researchers who participated in the
interview.

5.3

5.3.1

SAMPLE

The areas included in this research project

The areas included in this research project were library and information science and
social work (from social sciences) and materials science and technology and medicine (from
the natural sciences).

The explanation of the expected results in Chapter 2 mentions the expectation that the
results would show that, in general, abstracting guidelines are more appropriate for the natural
sciences than for the social sciences and humanities. In order to confirm or reject that
statement, two areas from the social sciences and humanities and two areas from the natural
sciences were selected for this research project. For each area one Slovene and one
international journal was selected. The only case where this was not done was for the area of
library and information science, where a similar comparison between a Slovene and Croatian
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journal had already been made (Šolar, 2008). So, for this area this research project made a
comparison between two international journals. For the natural sciences, materials science and
technology, and medicine were selected. The area of materials science and technology had
already been included in previous research work by some of the researchers included in this
project (Jamar, N., Baš and Južnič, 2000; Jamar, N., 2001; Južnič and Jamar, N., 2002; Jamar,
N. and Šauperl, 2006; Jamar, N. and Jamar, J., 2007 a; Jamar, N. and Jamar, J., 2007 b; Jamar,
N., 2007 c, Jamar, N. and Jamar, J., 2008). Medicine was selected because this is the area
where structured abstracts first appeared. Also, since some research work related to medical
journals from the field of oncology had already been done (Musek, Oven and Južnič, 2003;
Musek 2002 a; Musek, 2002 b) oncology was chosen as the next area. Thus, oncology and
also radiology and radiotherapy (which also represent parts of the titles of the journals which
were included in the main study) were included in the presentation of the areas included in this
research project. Within the social sciences and humanities library and information science
and social work were selected. Library and information science was the basic discipline of the
researchers included in both the main study and collaborative project. For the second area
history should have been chosen because, based on our literature overview, this is an area of
the sciences for which guidelines and standards for abstracting are the least suitable in terms
of structural elements. Unfortunately, a Slovene journal which would have been suitable for
this project was not found, so the area of social work was chosen instead. Also, since social
work represented an area which had not yet been included in any research work on abstracts in
Slovenia, there would be no repetition. A problem in the selection process appeared among the
Slovenian journals though, due to the small number of suitable journals from the specific
areas. There was a much wider choice among international journals from those same specific
areas.

Social sciences “govern and interpret the phenomena derived from historically-social life
(the state, economy, language, religion, art, etc.). Social sciences are often seen against the natural
sciences. Among the social sciences in particular philosophy, pedagogy, political science, sociology,
history, sciences dealing with individual arts (literary studies, art history), or sciences dealing with
language (linguistics) are included. For their separation from the natural sciences W. Dilthey played
an important role. For Dilthey the difference between nature and spirit was not only realistic, but also
methodological: while the events in nature can be described causally, the spiritual and cultural state of
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things could be understood only in their connections. This difference in modern science is not
maintained: the traditional social sciences often repeated the methods from the natural sciences and
on the other hand the recognition that methodology, premises and research problem in the natural
sciences are culturally transmitted, sparked the interest to also ask such questions in the traditionally
natural sciences (i.e. in theory of science).”

(Veliki splošni leksikon. Vol. 2, 1998, p. 887).

Social science is “any discipline or branch of science that deals with human behaviour in its
social and cultural aspects. The social sciences include cultural (or social) anthropology, sociology,
social psychology, political science, and economics. Also frequently included are social and economic
geography and those areas of education that deal with the social contexts of learning and the relation
of the school to the social order. History is regarded by many as a social science, and certain areas of
historical study are almost indistinguishable from work done in the social sciences. Most historians,
however, consider history to be one of the humanities. It is generally best, in any case, to consider
history as marginal to the humanities and social sciences, since its insights and techniques pervade
both. The study of comparative law may also be regarded as a part of the social sciences, although it is
ordinarily pursued in schools of law rather than in departments or schools containing most of the other
social sciences. Since the 1950s the term behavioural sciences has often been applied to the disciplines
designated as the social sciences. Those who favour this term do so in part because these disciplines
are thus brought closer to some of the sciences, such as physical anthropology and physiological
psychology, which also deal with human behaviour. Whether the term behavioural sciences will in time
supplant ‘social sciences’ or whether it will, as neologisms so often have before, fade away is
impossible to say. The origins of social sciences go all the way back to the ancient Greeks and their
rationalist inquiries into the nature of humans, state, and morality. The heritage of both Greece and
Rome is a powerful one in the history of social thought as it is in other areas of Western society. Very
probably, apart from the initial Greek determination to study all things in the spirit of dispassionate
and rational inquiry, there would be no social sciences today.”

(Encyclopædia, 2013)
When considering the definitions of social sciences, the following things should also
be emphasised.
→ The origins of social sciences go all the way back to the ancient Greeks; the “Ancient Greek
civilization, the period following Mycenaean civilization, which ended in about 1200 BC, to the
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death of Alexander the Great, in 323 BC. It was a period of political, philosophical, artistic, and
scientific achievement which formed a legacy with unparalleled influence on Western civilization.”

(Encyclopædia, 2013)
→ The difference between the social sciences and humanities and natural sciences is not
maintained in the modern sciences (Veliki splošni leksikon, Vol. 2, 1998, p. 887), and if
this is true (that there is no difference), the results of our research work should not show
any differences between the social sciences and humanities and natural sciences.
→ It has already been emphasised that history is an area of the sciences for which, according
to literature, guidelines and standards for abstracting are the least suitable in terms of
structural elements (Tibbo, 1992, p. 31-32). According to Encyclopædia (2013) the
problem of history is that it lies somewhere in the middle between the humanities and
social sciences. In the first definition provided above (Veliki splošni leksikon, Vol. 2,
1998, p. 887) history is listed among the social sciences.

Wikipedia describes the term humanities (Humanities, 2011) and the distinctions
between the terms humanities and human science as follows:
→ “Humanities is an expression of academic disciplines, which study man, his art and culture
through the use of analytical and critical methods, unlike the natural and social sciences, which
use empirical methods. The contemporary term for the humanities is cultural studies”

(Humanities, 2011).
→ “In English there is a distinction between the humanities and human science. The first covers the
traditional humanities, the other uses empirical methods (for example economics). Humanities in
English is not one of the areas of the sciences, as it is in Slovene, but is grouped together with the
arts (arts and humanities), and is in opposition to science. Social science methods are becoming
increasingly prominent in traditional humanities disciplines (for example linguistics), and thus
open them to becoming interdisciplinary. Traditional humanities, which tends to refer to literature,
feels threatened by the digital humanities which uses computer tools to carry out the content of the
humanities. In English the humanities are composed of ancient studies, history, linguistics, law,
literature, visual and interpretative art, philosophy and religious studies. In English human science
is composed of sociology, anthropology and economics” (Humanities, 2011).

For this research project both selected areas from the social sciences and humanities
(library and information science, and social work) are part of social sciences. However, due to
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the fact that the methods of the social sciences are becoming increasingly prominent in
traditional humanities disciplines (for example, linguistics), and since some former research
projects from the field of linguistics were used in the development of the recommended
abstract (Kajba, 2005 and Erman, 2008), the common term social sciences and humanities has
been used for this project. The source that was used for the definition of the term “humanities”
was Wikipedia. The reliability of this source has been confirmed by Scachaf (2009, p. 977996) who, in his article, described that a comparison between library reference services and
Wikipedia Reference Desk showed that they both provided the same level of answer quality.
Therefore it was assumed that this source was reliable enough to be cited.

Library and information science is “the study and practice of professional methods in the
use and exploitation of information, whether from an institutional base or not, for the benefit of users.
The term is used to cover library science, librarianship, information science, information work etc.”

(Harrod’s, cop. 1995, p. 378).

Library science is therefore a narrower term than library and information science, and
covers the study of work in libraries and with library materials.
Library science is “a generic term for the study of libraries and information units, the role
they play in society, their various component routines and processes, and their history and future
development” (Harrod’s, cop. 1995, p. 387).

Library and information science “is an activity that deals with the systematic collection,
processing, storing and delivering library materials, information and with the organization and
management of libraries” or “a science that studies the theory, principles, development and operations
20

regarding librarianship” (Bibliotekarski, 2009, p. 50).

Library science represents the “principles and practices of library operation and
administration, and their study. Libraries have existed since ancient times, but only in the second half
of the 19th century did library science emerge as a separate field of study. With the knowledge
explosion in the 20th century, it was gradually subsumed under the more general field of information
science. By the second half of the 19th century Western countries had experienced such a proliferation

20

The English Translation for Bibliotekarski terminološki slovar is Dictionary of Library Terminology. Bibliotekarski
terminološki slovar does not have an official translation, so the translation has been provided only for the purposes of
understanding.
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of books of all sorts that the nature of the librarian’s work was radically altered; being well-read was
no longer a sufficient characteristic for the post. The librarian needed some means of easy and rapid
identification as well as strong organizational and administrative skills, and the necessity for
specialized training soon became clear” (Encyclopædia, 2013).

Library science represents “the professional knowledge and skill with which recorded
information is selected, acquired, organized, stored, maintained, retrieved, and disseminated to meet
the needs of a specific clientele. The term is used synonymously in the United States with
librarianship” (Reitz, 2013).

Librarianship “carried out by libraries in the oldest manifestations primarily served the needs
of the religious temples and rulers, and in ancient times even the secular scholars. In the Middle Ages
librarianship was organised for the narrower range of users of the monastery, church, aristocratic,
and royal libraries. With the opening of royal libraries to the public they began to serve science and
education, particularly in the context of academic or university colleges, learned and literary societies.
From the 16th century onward libraries carried out their mission in colleges, universities and, until the
end of the 18th century, also in public libraries intended for study, and so, general public libraries were
also developed” (Enciklopedija Slovenije, 1991, Vol. 5, p. 159).

“The first library profession activities – in certain forms of collecting, recording, storage and
application of written spiritual findings – already appeared among the oldest people of culture (the
Sumerians, Hittites, Assyrians). Their experiences are reflected in the Kalimah Pinakes (3rd century
BC) on the management of a Hellenistic Museion in Alexandria. The ancient Roman writers (Cicero,
M. V. Pollio) wrote about books and libraries, and among them was also M. T. Varro with the first
independent work De bibliothecis (1st century BC). In the 6th century, Kasiodor and Benedict created
the guidelines for the management of medieval monastic libraries, which, after the Benedictines, were
taken and adapted by other monastic orders and other library managers of the libraries inside church
institutions, university colleges, and by noble and royal families. The emergence of printed books (15th
century) and their boom in the following period demanded an adaptation of library work to meet new
needs” (Enciklopedija Slovenije, 1991, Vol. 5, p. 160).

Considering these definitions of library and information science, library science, and
librarianship, the following items should be emphasised:
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→ Library and information science is a broader term than library science. The terms library
science and librarianship are used synonymously. This is important for the correct usage of
the terms.
→ If an area of science is presented, in this case library and information science, its
milestones of development should be emphasised. Libraries have existed since ancient
times, but only at the end of the 18th century did public libraries, available to the general
public, develop, and only in the second half of the 19th century did library science emerge
as a separate area of study. In the 20th century library science was gradually subsumed
under the more general area of information science.

Social work “is an individual or institutional activity. Its aim is the improvement of material
sources or living conditions of individuals or population groups. By the early 20th century social work
was not a professional activity; it existed as solidarity: the help of relatives, the local community, or
business community, or as a charitable activity. From religious, human, or status initiatives this work
was done by volunteers. As a specific profession, social work developed in the 19th century in the USA
and several developed countries. Care for the poor and vulnerable was based on scientific evidence
about the possibility of preventing social problems and more effective charity. The new method was
based on data collection, which was intended to help uncover the causes of poverty, social diseases,
and crime, and the possibilities of controlling them. The method arose from a thesis about the social
causes for the social problems of individuals and groups, and the necessity for their systematic
prevention and solution with the help of knowledge, research, and organised professional work.
Besides its sociological orientation, a psychological orientation also soon developed within social
work. This psychological orientation searched for the causes of social problems, especially by
searching for unresolved human personal problems and its conflicts with people from a narrower
social environment. With the gradual integration of the two directions, after WWII the new dominant
orientation of the psychosocial school or orientation was developed. At the same time, this profession
spread throughout the world, and after 1950 social work was also promoted by the UN”

(Enciklopedija Slovenije, Vol. 12, 1998, p. 125-126).

Social work “is work carried out by trained personnel with the aim of alleviating the
conditions of those people in community suffering from social deprivation” (Oxford Dictionaries,

2013).
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When considering the definitions of social work, the following things should be
emphasised.
→ The function of social work is to help people who suffer from social deprivation.
→ Initially, the social causes for social problems were in the forefront, but after WWII the
psychological causes (conflicts with people from the narrower social environment) for
social problems came to the front. However this means that “psychology is included in the
social sciences and natural sciences” (Veliki splošni leksikon. Vol. 5, 1998, p. 2777) and

social work is therefore somewhere in-between the social and natural sciences.
The natural sciences “is a general term from the 18th century for the sciences which deal with
live and inanimate nature and events and the laws which govern them (causality). The natural sciences
emerged from the philosophy of nature as knowledge of nature in its totality and is, according to its
main subjects (matter, life, man, the Earth, and the universe), divided into the following scientific
systems (which are becoming increasingly intertwined): 1. physics, chemistry; 2. biology, botany,
zoology; 3. anatomy, physiology, developmental science and theory, genetics; 4. Earth sciences
(palaeontology, geology, mineralogy, meteorology); 5. astronomy, astrophysics, and astrochemistry. A
practical skill which is based on the natural sciences is medicine, but mathematics, the grand
instrument of thought, is not considered one of the natural sciences, which are often placed in
opposition to the social sciences, as they have a different purpose and method. Geography and
psychology are included in both categories. The natural sciences, in a dialectical combination of
observation and (empirical) experience, in particular with experiments, hypotheses and the creation of
theories, seek to organise a multitude of phenomena and formulate laws which predict and calculate
the future course of events. The natural sciences also serve original human curiosity and the practical
management of human existence: man conquers nature by obeying its laws. The first foundations of
science were laid by the ancient Greeks according to the cultures of the ancient Orient. Around 1500
(with the discoveries of Copernicus, Galileo, and daVinci) the age of modern science began. With that,
scientists separated the natural sciences from philosophy. What was once in the applied sciences, the
field of technology became a determining factor in human life, and its sometimes threatening
development posed questions to science concerning the legitimacy of unrestricted research and the
social responsibility of this knowledge (ethics). At our current level of science, we can and must
critically observe whether science is actually serving its purpose, or in other words, is it helping
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humanity move towards a better and practically-oriented life” (Veliki splošni leksikon. Vol. 5,

1998, p. 2777).

Within the natural sciences, materials science and technology and medicine were
selected as examples for this research project. Specifically oncology, radiology, and
radiotherapy were presented because these terms are included in the titles of the journals that
were selected for this project.

Materials science studies “the properties of solid materials and how those properties are
determined by a material’s composition and structure. It grew out of an amalgam of solid-state
physics, metallurgy, and chemistry, since the rich variety of material properties cannot be understood
within the context of any single classical discipline. With a basic understanding of the origins of
properties, materials can be selected or designed for an enormous variety of applications, ranging
from structural steels to computer microchips. Materials science is therefore important to engineering
activities such as electronics, aerospace, telecommunications, information processing, nuclear power,
and energy conversion. Five major fields of application are: energy, ground transportation, aerospace,
computers and communications, and medicine. The many materials studied and applied in materials
science are usually divided into four categories: metals, polymers, semiconductors, and ceramics”

(Encyclopædia, 2013).

Materials science is “the study of properties of solid materials and how those properties are
determined by a material’s composition and structure. It grew out of an amalgam of solid-state
physics, metallurgy, and chemistry. Applications are found in aerospace, electronics, energy
conversion, information processing, nuclear power, medicine, and telecommunications” (Matter,

2013).
Technology represents “the application of scientific knowledge to the practical aims of
human life or, as it is sometimes phrased, to the change and manipulation of the human environment”

(Encyclopædia, 2013).

Materials and technology is one of the technical sciences. Within the OECD’s
recommendations for the measurement of scientific and technological activities in the area of
research and development “the Frascati manual, which is especially important because it specifies
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the terms for the most important concepts that define the R & D activities and provides a basic
classification for international comparability at the national level, is the most important for research
and development” (Izbor, 1994, p. 4). Under the Frascati technical sciences we include:

“construction; electrotechnics and electronics; technical chemistry; geology and mining; energetics;
materials; systems and cybernetics; production technologies and systems; mechanical engineering;
textiles and leather industry; forestry, wood and paper industry; animal production and processing;
biotechnology; metrology” (Izbor, 1994, p. 58).

When considering the definitions of materials science and technology the following
things should be emphasised.
→ The applications of materials science are also found in medicine, and medicine was the
second area within the natural sciences which was selected for the research. Therefore,
there are some connections between those two areas.
→ It should also be emphasised that technology presents “the application of scientific knowledge
to the practical aims of human life” (Encyclopædia, 2013). From today’s point of view this is

a very important area (also in combination with materials science), because, according to
Bawden (2010), UK funding agencies now pay a great deal of attention to the social and
economic impact of academic research. The scheme for abstracts from the publisher
Emerald (How, 2013) includes seven categories, among which are also the practical and
social implications of the research in question. So, this transfer from pure academic
research to one that takes into account practical/social/economic implications is very
important. Among other structural elements included in the scheme for abstracts from the
publisher Emerald (How, 2013) are: purpose, design/methodology/approach, findings,
research limitations/implications, and originality/value.

Medicine is a “science, or discipline concerned with preventing, detecting, identifying and
treating disease, the rehabilitation of patients, the improvement health and its maintenance. In a broad
sense, the treatment and maintenance of health covers all living beings, so medicine includes medicine
for human beings (human medicine or just medicine in the strict sense), animal medicine (veterinary
medicine) and plant medicine (phytopathology). Usually when using the term medicine human
medicine is understood. Medicine can be divided into preclinical and clinical. The aim of the first is
scientific findings, the aim of the second is the practical application of scientific findings. According to
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the tasks at hand preclinical medicine can be divided into curative medicine (treatment of disease) and
preventive medicine (disease prevention). Included in the preclinical medical sciences are biophysics,
biochemistry, biology-human human genetics, anatomy, histology, embryology, stereology, physiology,
pathological morphology, microbiology, parasitology, virology, immunology, and pharmacology.
Clinical medicine is medical work with patients, is predominantly curatively oriented, and consists of
detection and diagnostics (detection and identification of the disease), therapy (treatment), prognostics
(anticipation of the further course of the disease) and rehabilitation (training patients and people with
disabilities to reintegrate into normal life). The main branches of clinical medicine are internal
medicine, infectology, neurology, dermatovenereology, surgery, transfusion, psychiatry, and
stomatology. A special section of medicine is represented by rentgenology, physiatrics, and health
resort medicine. Surgery identifies and treats injuries, operable diseases, congenital defects and
provides care for the rehabilitation of patients after surgery. It is divided into individual surgical
sciences (gastroenterological surgery, cardiovascular surgery, jaw surgery, neurosurgery,
orthopaedics, plastic and reparative surgery, thoracic surgery, traumatology, urology). Within surgery
an important place is represented by anaesthesiology (including local and general aesthesia which
allows for the normal course of an operation, or relieves pain) and reanimation (which deals with the
procedures for resuscitation and the maintenance of life). Independent to them, but closely related to
internal medicine and/or surgery are oncology, otorhinolaryngology, ophthalmology, paediatrics,
gynaecology, and obstetrics. Falling into the prevention-oriented medical sciences is hygiene, with the
aim of preventing disease and developing and maintaining the health of the individual and society.
Hygienic conditions in the residential areas, regions and nations are dealt with by social medicine,
and prevention in the workplace is dealt with by occupational medicine. Occupational medicine also
includes sports medicine and maritime medicine. A special group of medical sciences consist of
forensic medicine, the history of medicine, and medical terminology. Medicine based on scientific
knowledge and taught at a faculty of medicine is referred to as school medicine. In addition to this,
medicine based on different interpretations of diseases and treatment options like Traditional Chinese
and Indian Ayurvedic medicine also exist. There are also, of course, some alternative types of medicine
that are not based on scientific studies (homeopathy, natural medicine, radiesthesy, iridology)”

(Enciklopedija Slovenija, Vol. 7, 1993, p. 31).

Medicine “or treatment is one of the oldest human activities. The development of medicine is
intertwined with general cultural and political history, with social changes and with the development
of the natural sciences. Medicine has two origins: experience and magic. Empirical medicine
developed with knowledge of the medical effects of plants, sun, fire and water, and was transmitted
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from generation to generation. At the same time simple magic, religions of wizards and priests who
treated people with magic powers and knowledge also developed. Ancient people were already aware
of some complicated operations (limb amputations, castration, caesarean section and so on)”

(Enciklopedija Slovenija, Vol. 7, 1993, p. 31-32).
Medicine is “the practice concerned with the maintenance of health and the prevention,
diagnosis, and treatment of disease. Medicine may be practiced in doctors’ offices, health maintenance
organization facilities, hospitals, and clinics. In addition to family practice, internal medicine, and
specialties for specific body systems, it includes research, public health, epidemiology, and
pharmacology. Advances in therapy (see therapeutics) and diagnosis have raised complex legal and
moral issues in areas such as abortion, euthanasia, and patients’ rights. Recent changes include
treating patients as partners in their own care and taking cultural factors into consideration”

(Encyclopædia, 2013).

Medicine “is a science that examines healthy and sick persons, their development, structure,
structure and functioning of their organisms, causes for diseases, development of the diseases, their
prevention, identification, treatment” (Slovenski, 2007, p. 583).

Oncology “is a science that studies neoplasms or tumors (benign and malignant or
cancerous) and deals with all activities connected with researching, preventing, identifying and
treating these diseases. It is an integral part of almost all basic and clinical medical disciplines, and is
also named accordingly (molecular, epidemiological, surgical, radiological, gynecological, pediatric
oncology, psychooncology, immuno-oncology). The introduction of microscopy in the 19th century led
to learning and studying the nature of tumors. At the end of the 19th century the surgical treatment of
these diseases developed significantly; in Slovenia and the rest of the world this was dealt with mainly
at surgical, gynecological, otorhinolaryngological and eye hospital departments. In the beginning of
the 20th century, in addition to surgery for the treatment of tumors, radiotherapy also began to
establish itself. Then, the first special institutes for the treatment and research of tumors (especially
cancerous) were established” (Enciklopedija Slovenije, Vol. 8, 1994, p. 135).

Oncology “is the field of medicine devoted to cancer. In clinical oncology, there are three
primary disciplines: medical oncology, surgical oncology, radiation oncology. The word ‘oncology’
means the study of tumors. The word comes from the Greek ‘o(n)glos’ (a bulk or mass, or later, a
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tumor) and ’logos’ (a study or treatise) and the two words together mean the study of tumors”

(MedicineNet.com. MedTerms, 2011).
Radiology “is the science of medical imaging using x-rays, radionuclides, nuclear magnetic
resonance, ultrasound” (Slovenski, 2007, p. 850).

Radiology is “the branch of medicine that uses ionizing and nonionizing radiation for the
diagnosis and treatment of disease. Historically, radiology involved the use of ionizing radiation
including x-rays for the diagnosis of disease and x-rays and gamma rays for the treatment of disease.
Most recently, radiology has also embraced the use of radioactive isotopes and of nonionizing
radiation such as ultrasound waves and nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Radiology is also
known as roentgenology after William Conrad Roentgen who discovered X-rays in 1895”

(MedicineNet.com. MedTerms, 2011).

Radiotherapy “is the use of ionizing radiation for curative or palliative treatment of
malignant, rarely benign neoplasms” (Slovenski, 2007, p. 851).

Radiotherapy is “the treatment of disease with ionizing radiation. Also called radiation
therapy. In radiotherapy, high-energy rays are often used to damage cancer cells and stop them from
growing and dividing. A specialist in the radiation treatment of cancer is called a radiation oncologist.
Like surgery, radiation therapy is a local treatment; it affects cancer cells only in the treated area.
Radiation can come from a machine (external radiation). It can also come from an implant (a small
container of radioactive material) placed directly into or near the tumor (internal radiation). Some
patients receive both kinds of radiation therapy. External radiation therapy is usually given on an
outpatient basis in a hospital or clinic, for example, 5 days a week for several weeks. Patients are not
radioactive during or after the treatment. For internal radiation therapy, the patient usually stays in
the hospital for a few days. The radiation implant may be temporary or permanent. Because the level
of radiation is highest during the hospital stay, patients may not be able to have visitors or may have
visitors only for a short time. Once an implant is removed, there is no radioactivity in the body. The
amount of radiation in a permanent implant goes down to a safe level before the patient leaves the
hospital. With radiation therapy, the side effects depend on the treatment dose and the part of the body
that is treated. The most common side effects are tiredness, skin reactions (such as a rash or redness)
in the treated area, and loss of appetite. Radiation therapy can also cause a decrease in the number of
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white blood cells, cells that help protect the body against infection. Although the side effects of
radiation therapy can be unpleasant, they can usually be treated or controlled and, in most cases, they
are not permanent” (MedicineNet.com. MedTerms, 2011).

When considering the definitions of medicine, oncology, radiology and radiotherapy
the following items should be emphasised.
→ Radiology with “radiological technology, diagnostic and intervention, presents a classic x-ray
skeletal image, chest imaging, computer tomography, magnetic resonance tomography and
radiological interventions. Radiotherapy or radiation therapy is the form of treatment. Highenergy rays destroy the cancer cells, so treatment with x-rays is also possible” (Zdravstvena,

2011). If we simplify this greatly, radiotherapy is the use of radiologycal technology for
the treatment of a disease.
→ Medicine is a much broader term than oncology, radiology, and radiotherapy. The aim of
the journals that were selected for the current research is to help with the use of radiology
and knowledge of it in the process of oncology treatment.

5.3.2

The journals included in the main study

Table 23: The journals included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Journal
Journal of Documentation
Radiology and Oncology
Materials and Technology
Journal of Librarianship and Information Science
Social Work
Radiotherapy and Oncology
Materials Science and Technology
Journal of Social Work
Average

Abbreviation
JDoc
RLO
MIT
JoLIS
SW
RTO
MST
JSW

First year
1945
1964
1967
1969
1982
1983
1985
2001

Issues/year
6
4
6
4
6
12
12
4
6.75

In Table 23 the journals from selected areas included in the main study have been
presented. The abbreviations for the journals will be used in the following tables and text. The
journals have a publishing history of from 12-68 years. The oldest is JDoc (68 years of
publishing) and the youngest is JSW (12 years of publishing). Two journals (0.25%) publish
twelve issues per year, three journals (37.5%) publish six issues per year and three journals
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(37.5%) publish four journals per year. The average publishing of issues per year is
approximately seven (Table 23, row 10).

The researchers conducting this project decided that for each area selected for
inclusion in the research project one Slovene and one international journal would be selected
for analysis. In the case of library and information science a comparison between a Slovene
and international journal had already been made (Šolar, 2008), so it was decided to compare
two international journals: one with structured abstracts (JDoc) and one with abstracts that are
not structured (JoLIS), both of which are important in the area of library and information
science. The journal in Slovenia which covers the area of social work is SW. An important
question for the comparison was which journal would be available to the researchers in fulltext, and which journal would have content comparable to SW. Based on those criteria JSW
was selected. The area of materials and technology and the journals MIT and MST had already
been included in previous research projects with similar topics to the research being presented
in this paper (Jamar, N., Baš and Južnič, 2000; Jamar, N., 2001; Južnič and Jamar, N., 2002;
Jamar, N. and Šauperl, 2006; Jamar, N. and Jamar, J., 2007 a; Jamar, N. and Jamar, J., 2007 b;
Jamar, N., 2007 c, Jamar, N. and Jamar, J., 2008). Therefore, the structure of abstracts in a
Slovene and an international journal from the area of materials and technology was also
researched. Research in the main study also extended to the other areas of the sciences,
including the social sciences and humanities, but the primary goal was that the journal MIT
would – in as much as it was possible, because library and information science was the basic
discipline of the researchers included in the main study – meet the standards and guidelines
that relate to serial publications. One of the goals of the journal, which was to obtain an impact
factor, was achieved, but guidelines for abstractors are still missing. Prior to the research being
presented here, a pilot study was also done (Jamar, N. and Šauperl, 2009). The pilot study
helped establish the basic guidelines for this research. Also, crucial experience was obtained,
which also improved the researchers’ familiarisation with the topic of abstracts. Some
previous research work had also been done for the Slovene journal RLO in the area of
medicine (Musek, Oven and Južnič, 2003), so it was selected in order to continue that work.
The decision to include the foreign journal RTO for the area of medicine was made after
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consultation with the editorship of the journal itself. All the journals are available in printed
and electronic editions, which can also be seen in Table 24.

Table 24: The availability of the journals included in this research
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Journal
JDoc
JoLIS
SW
JSW
MIT
MST
RLO
RTO

Printed edition

Electronic edition

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, SW = Social Work, JSW = Journal of Social
Work, MIT = Materials and Technology, MST = Materials Science and Technology, RLO = Radiology and Oncology, RTO = Radiotherapy
and Oncology)

Table 25: The sections and article types of the journals included in the research which were
not included in the analysis
1.

Journal

2.

JDoc

3.

JoLIS

4.

SW

5.
6.

JSW
MIT

7.

MST

8.

RLO

9.

RTO

Sections and article types of the journals included in the research which were not included
in the analysis
Sections: Book review, Editorial, Comparative review, Awards for Excellence, Referees,
Note from publisher, Letter to the Editor, In memoriam, Comparative book review
Article type: General review (4)
Sections: Book review, Editorial, Editor’s note, Annual Index
Article type: Review article (3)
Sections: Reports, Reviews, Forecasts, Narrations, Recommended literature, Essays,
Celebration, Translation, Index, Letters, Reflections, In memory, Editorial notes, Speech
Thematic issues:
2009 (5/6): Drugs
2009 (1/3): Social parenthood
2006 (3/5): Selected contributions to 2nd Congress of Social Work
Sections: Review, A response to..., Books received, Editorial, Book Review, Index
Sections: Index, Events, Doctoral, master’s and bachelor’s degree thesis, Young
researchers (winners of the 15th Conference on Materials and Technology), 60-years of
Vasilij Prešeren, PhD
Article type: Review article (9)
Sections: Editorial, Short communication (3), Guest Editorial
Article type: Invited review, Materials Perspective, Reviews (2)
2009 (9): Microalloyes steels
Sections: Reviews (7), Notices, Authors Index, Subject Index, Images in clinical medicine
(9), Report
Special numbers were not included in the research, because they have special numbering:
2007 (S1), 2006 (S1).
Sections: Editorial Board, Contents, Letters to the Editor
Article type: Systematic reviews (2)

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, SW = Social Work, JSW = Journal of Social
Work, MIT = Materials and Technology, MST = Materials Science and Technology, RLO = Radiology and Oncology, RTO = Radiotherapy
and Oncology)
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In Table 25 there is a description of all the sections and article types of the journals
included in the research which were not analysed. Some sections of the journals which were
not included in the research did not have abstracts, and for this reason they could not be
included. Also, all review articles were excluded, because the structure and the aim of that
type of article differs greatly from a research article, meaning that the structure of its abstracts
also differs. Perhaps that could be the topic of some future research project.

What follows is a detailed presentation of every journal included in the main study
according to the areas they cover. First the journals from the social sciences and humanities
(library and information science and social work) will be presented, then the journals from the
natural sciences and humanities (materials science and technology and medicine) will be
presented.

Journal of Documentation
→ About: “The scope of the Journal of Documentation is broadly information sciences,
encompassing all of the academic and professional disciplines which deal with recorded
information. These include, but are certainly not limited to: information science, librarianship and
related disciplines, information and knowledge management, information and knowledge
organisation, information seeking and retrieval, and human information behaviour, information
and digital literacies” (Journal of Documentation, 2013).

→ Indexed and abstracted by: ABI/INFORM Complete, ABI/INFORM Global, Arts &
Humanities Full Text, Cabell’s Directory of Publishing Opportunities in Management,
Computer Science Index, Computers and Applied Sciences Complete, Current Abstracts,
Current Contents®/Social and Behavioral Sciences, Education Full Text, Education
Research, ERIC®, Information Science and Technology Abstracts (ISTA), ISI Alerting
Service, Journal Citation Reports/Social Sciences Edition, Library and Information Science
Abstracts, Library, Information Science and Technology Abstracts, Library Literature and
Information Science Full Text, OmniFile Full Text Mega, OmniFile Full Text Select,
Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education, Professional ABI/INFORM Complete,
Professional ProQuest Central, ProQuest Central, ProQuest Curriculum Essentials,
ProQuest Education Journals, ProQuest Library Science, ProQuest Pharma Collection,
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Scopus, Social Sciences Citation Index®, Social Scisearch®, The Informed Librarian,
Zetoc.
→ Publisher: Emerald Group Publishing (United Kingdom)
→ Impact factor: 1.405 (2009)
→ ISSN: 0022-0418
→ Web site: http://www.emeraldinsight.com/products/journals/journals.htm?id=jd
(Journal of Documentation, 2013)

Journal of Librarianship and Information Science
→ About: “Journal of Librarianship and Information Science is the peer-reviewed international
quarterly journal for librarians, information scientists, specialists, managers and educators
interested in keeping up to date with the most recent issues and developments in the field” (Journal

of Librarianship and Information Science, 2013).
“In a profession facing many challenges and a constantly evolving environment, the Journal of
Librarianship and Information Science publishes papers from practising librarians, information
workers and academics which reflect all aspects of librarianship and information science focusing
on the results of research, reports of significant developments in working practice and discussions
of concerns central to the information profession” (Journal of Librarianship and Information

Science, 2013).
→ Indexed and abstracted by: Current Awareness Abstracts, Current Contents / Social and
Behavioral Sciences, Current Contents/ Social and Behavioral Sciences, ERIC Database,
ERIC Database (Science/Maths/Environ. Educ.), Information Science and Technology
Abstracts, ISI Alerting Services, ISI Web of Science, Library Information Science
Abstracts, Library Literature & Information Science, Social Sciences Citation Index,
Social SciSearch.
→ Publisher: Bowker-Saur (United Kingdom)
→ ISSN: 0961-0006, eISSN: 1741-6477
→ Impact factor: 0.581 (2009)
→ Web site:
http://www.sagepub.com/journalsProdDesc.nav?contribId=529884&prodId=Journal20167
5
(Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, 2013)
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Social Work (Socialno delo)21
→ About: “The Journal is an academic periodical published by the University of Ljubljana, Faculty
of Social Work. It is issued bimonthly, starting in February; however, multiple issues are frequent.
The language is Slovene, and abstracts are also written in Slovene. Potential contributors should
read instructions and information to foreign authors. The Journal is subsidised by the Slovenian
Book Agency” (Social Work, 2010).

→ Indexed and abstracted by: International Bibliography of the Social Sciences, Linguistics
& Language Behavior Abstracts, Mental Health Abstracts, Social Planning / Policy &
Development Abstracts, Sociological Abstracts, Studies on Women Abstracts. They can
also be found in EBSCO and ProQuest databases.
→ Publisher: University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Social Work (Slovenia)
→ ISSN: 0352-7956
→ Impact factor: /
→ Web site: http://www.fsd.uni-lj.si/sd_eng/eng/
(Social Work, 2010)

Journal of Social Work
→ About: “The Journal of Social Work is a forum for the publication, dissemination and debate of
key ideas and research in social work. The journal aims to advance theoretical understanding,
shape policy, and inform practice, and welcomes submissions from all areas of social work. The
Journal of Social Work publishes articles that: promote, debate and analyse current themes and
issues in social work theory, research, policy and practice; encourage the publication and
development of key aspects of social work within the evolving context of social work; embrace a
broad definition of social work and social care; are at the interface of the human service
professions; have international significance; reflect the diversity of social work” (Journal of

Social Work, 2013).
→ Indexed and abstracted by: Abi/inform, Academic Search Premier, Applied Social
Sciences Index & Abstracts (ASSIA), Business Source Corporate, CareData, Caredata
Abstracts – Online, Caredata CD, Caredata CD (Discontinued), CD-ROM - International
21

The English translation for Socialno delo is Social Work. The journal does not have an official translation, so the translation
has been provided only for the purposes of understanding.
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Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature in the Humanities and Social
Sciences, CD-ROM – International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature
on the Humanities and Social Science, Criminal Justice Abstracts, Cumulative Index to
Nursing and Allied Health Literature CINAHL, Current Contents / Social and Behavioral
Sciences, Current Contents/ Social and Behavioral Sciences, e-Psyche (Ceased), Family &
Society Studies Worldwide, Family Index, Family Index Database, IBZ: International
Bibliography of Periodical Literature, IBZ: International Bibliography of Periodical
Literature in the Humanities and Social Sciences, International Bibliography of Book
Reviews of Scholarly Literature in the Humanities and Social Sciences, International
Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social
Sciences, International Bibliography of the Social Sciences, Journal Citation Reports
Social Sciences, Journal Citation Reports/Social Sciences Edition, Journal of Social Work
Practice, MasterFILE Premier, Online – International Bibliography of Book Reviews of
Scholarly Literature in the Humanities and Social Sciences, Online – International
Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social,
Psychological Abstracts, PsycINFO, Research Alert, Social Care Online, Social Sciences
Citation Index, Social SciSearch, Social Services Abstracts, Social Work Abstracts,
SocINFO, Sociofile, Sociological Abstracts, Violence & Abuse Abstracts.
→ Publisher: Sage Publications (United Kingdom)
→ ISSN: 1468-0173, eISSN: 1741-296X
→ Impact factor: / (coverage started with Volume 8, Number 1, Year 2008)
→ Web site:
http://www.uk.sagepub.com/journalsProdDesc.nav?ct_p=subscribe&prodId=Journal20147
7&crossRegion=eur#tabview=title
(Journal of Social Work, 2013)

Materials and Technology (Materiali in tehnologije)
→ About: “The journal Materiali in tehnologije / Materials and Technology is a scientific journal,
devoted to original scientific papers, reviewed papers and technical news concerned with the areas
of fundamental and applied science and technology, Topics of particular interest include metallic
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materials, inorganic materials, polymers, vacuum technique and lately nanomaterials” (Materials

and Technology, 2010).
→ Indexed and abstracted by: DOAJ (Directory of Open Access Journals), Google Scholar,
SCIRIUS, CA SEARCH®, Chemical Abstracts®, Mechanical & Transportation
Engineering Abstracts, METADEX®, CSA Aerospace & High Technology Database,
TEME – Technology and management, Solid State and Superconductivity Abstracts,
Inside Conferences, Materials Business File, Engineered Materials Abstracts®,
Referativnyj žurnal: Metallurgija, Aluminium Industry Abstracts, COBIB.
→ Publisher: Institute of Metals and Technology (Slovenia)
→ ISSN: 1580-2949, eISSN: 1580-3414
→ Impact factor: 0.143 (2009)
→ Web site: http://www.imt.si/Revija/
(Materials and Technology, 2010)

Materials Science and Technology
→ About: “Materials Science and Technology is an international forum for the publication of
refereed contributions covering both fundamental and technological aspects of the properties,
characterization and modelling, processing, and fabrication of engineering materials. The journal
has a particular interest in the continuum from understanding and modelling of process routes
leading to the generation of microstructure, through characterization, understanding and
modelling of how microstructure is controlled and manipulated, to the modelling, control and
prediction

of

relevant

engineering

properties.

‘Microstructure’

is

shorthand

for

nano/micro/meso/macrostructure, provided that ‘structure’ is identified at the appropriate size
scale. ‘Properties’ may be electrical, mechanical, electronic, chemical, magnetic, thermal, optical,
or biochemically related. Contributions addressing any part of the continuum in an insightful
manner, whatever the material system, are invited. What is important is that an attempt is made to
relate ‘properties’ back to effects of ‘microstructure’ ” (Materials Science and Technology,

2010).
→ Indexed and abstracted by: Chemical Abstracts, Current Contents, Engineering Index,
Materials Science Citation Index, Metals Abstracts, Science Citation Index, SciSearch,
Scopus and Weldasearch.
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→ Publisher: Maney Publishing on behalf of Institute of Materials, Minerals and Mining
(United Kingdom)
→ ISSN: 0267-0836
→ Impact factor: 0.794 (2009)
→ Web site: http://maney.co.uk/index.php/journals/mst/
(Materials Science and Technology, 2010)

Radiology and Oncology
→ About: “Radiology and Oncology is a journal devoted to the publication of original contributions
in diagnostic and interventional radiology, computerized tomography, ultrasound, magnetic
resonance, nuclear medicine, radiotherapy, clinical and experimental oncology, radiobiology,
radiophysics and radiation protection. The journal is published quarterly in 600 copies”

(Radiology and Oncology, 2010).
→ Indexed

and

abstracted

by:

Biomedicina

Slovenica,

Chemical

Abstracts,

EMBASE/Excerpta Medica, Journal Citation Reports/Science Edition, Science Citation
Index Expanded (SciSearch®), Scopus.
→ Publishers: Association of Radiology and Oncology (Slovenia) affiliated with: Slovenian
Medical Association – Slovenian Association of Radiology, Nuclear Medicine Society,
Slovenian Society for Radiotherapy and Oncology, and Slovenian Cancer Society;
Croatian Medical Association – Croatian Society of Radiology; Societas Radiologorum
Hungarorum; Friuli-Venezia Giulia regional groups of S.I.R.M. (Italian Society of Medical
Radiology)
→ ISSN: 1318-2099, eISSN: 1581-3207
→ Impact factor: /
→ Web site:
http://www.onkoi.si/eng/raziskovanje_in_izobrazevanje/strokovne_in_znanstvene_publikacije/radiology_an
d_oncology/index.html
(Radiology and Oncology, 2010)

Radiotherapy and Oncology
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→ About: “Radiotherapy and Oncology publishes papers describing original research as well as
review articles. It covers areas of interest relating to radiation oncology. This includes: clinical
radiotherapy, combined modality treatment, experimental work in radiobiology, chemobiology,
hyperthermia and tumour biology, as well as physical aspects relevant to oncology, particularly in
the field of imaging, dosimetry and radiation therapy planning. Papers on more general aspects of
interest to the radiation oncologist including chemotherapy, surgery and immunology are also
published” (Radiotherapy and Oncology, 2013).

→ Indexed and abstracted by: Chemical Abstracts, Current Contents / Clinical Medicine,
EMBASE, Elsevier BIOBASE, MEDLINE®, Scopus.
→ Publisher: Elsevier (United Kingdom)
→ ISSN: 0167-8140
→ Impact factor: 4.343 (2009)
→ Web site:
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws_home/506042/description#descr
iption
(Radiotherapy and Oncology, 2013)

6

RESULTS

In Chapter 6 the results of the main study are presented.
Before data about the presence of structural elements, which are proposed by the Tibbo
scheme, were obtained from the abstracts used in the main study, we wanted to create an
overview of what the various guidelines (from the journals included in the main study) had to
say about the structural elements of abstracts. Namely, all of the journals had either specific or
general guidelines concerning the components of abstracts. Therefore, one might expect that
authors would follow these guidelines, but there are variations in the way that they implement
these instructions. The fact that the abstracts are not always written according to the proposed
guidelines was already shown in the pilot study (Jamar, N. and Šauperl, 2009) and by SalagerMayer (1990). The degree to which the abstracts included in the main study follow the Tibbo
scheme for abstracts will be shown in Chapter 6.2 titled Content Analysis. This kind of
research is important, because the results show the actual state of abstracts (original abstracts
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published in scientific journals), and not just their proposed state (guidelines for the
components of abstracts).
The section of research where the abstracts are compared to the Tibbo scheme starts
with a presentation of the types and the lengths of original abstracts. This is followed by the
results from the analysis of the components of the original abstracts. According to these data,
the most common structure of the original abstracts was determined.
This is followed by individual descriptions of the samples for the prototypes, which
were developed for each area included in the main study. The prototype samples represent the
most common structure for abstracts which were published in journals from the individual
areas included in this research. This is followed by the results from the development of the
recommended abstract sample. The sample for recommended abstracts was intended to
respond to all the needs of users or researchers who read and use them for their work, and was
intended to be appropriate for all areas of the sciences.
When the prototypes and recommended abstracts were developed in accordance with
the samples, all three forms of abstracts (original, prototype, and recommended) were given to
researchers for evaluation. Thus, the evaluation results of different forms of abstracts are
presented. At the end of this chapter there is also a description of the interviews which were
conducted with the researchers who presented the factors that influenced their evaluations of
abstracts.

6.1

6.1.1

AN ANALYSIS OF GUIDELINES FOR THE COMPONENTS OF ABSTRACTS

Method

The guidelines for authors were searched for on the web-sites of the journals included
in the main study, and then analysed. If there were no guidelines for authors concerning the
preparation of abstracts, the authors most likely formed their abstracts on their own, and the
question was whether or not those abstracts met the needs of readers. Abstractors should be
very familiar with what readers need as, according to ANSI/NISO Z39.14-1997 (1997, p. 2),
the purpose of abstracts is to enable readers to identify the basic content of a document quickly
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and to determine its relevance in connection to their interests. Based on that, readers will then
decide whether or not they need to read the whole document.
In this review of guidelines for writing abstracts from the journals included in the main
study, special emphasis has been given to the components of abstracts due to the research
topic being presented. Since the length of abstracts was also analysed, there has also been
some emphasis given to their proposed length.

6.1.2

Sample

Included in the sample were guidelines from the journals that were part of the main
study: Journal of Documentation, Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, Social
Work, Journal of Social Work, Materials and Technology, Materials Science and Technology,
Radiology and Oncology, Radiotherapy and Oncology.

6.1.3

Results

a) Journal of Documentation

The publisher of the Journal of Documentation is Emerald. The author guidelines,
Journal of Documentation. Author Guidelines (2010), are composed of the following chapters:
Submit to the Journal, Editorial Objective, Reviewing Process, Copyright, Permissions,
Emerald Literati Network Editing Service, Manuscript Requirements, and Final Submission of
the Article. In these chapters all the important facts which authors need to know when
submitting an article are stated. In keeping with the topic of the research being presented here,
only the details concerning the components of abstracts and their length will be presented.

The abstracts are structured (in terms of form) and must be supplied with four to seven
subheadings: Purpose (mandatory), Design/methodology/approach (mandatory), Findings
(mandatory), Research implications (if applicable), Practical implications (if applicable),
Social implications (if applicable), and Originality/value (mandatory). The abstract may
contain a maximum of 250 words (Journal of Documentation. Author Guidelines, 2010).
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If the proposed structural elements (Journal of Documentation. Author Guidelines,
2010) are compared to the Tibbo scheme, they could have an effect on the presence of the
following elements: Purpose (purpose), Method (design/methodology/approach), Results
(findings), Conclusions and Discussions (research implications, practical implications,
originality/value). The proposed length is in accordance with ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3), in
which the proposed length is also fewer than 250 words.

b) Journal of Librarianship and Information Science

The Journal of Librarianship and Information Science is available through Sage
Journals online. The guidelines (SAGE. Help readers find your article online, 2013) are
composed of following chapters: The importance of search engines, What do search engines
look at?, So what can you do to help?, Get the title right, Choose your Key Words carefully,
and Summary.

The guidelines (SAGE. Help readers find your article online, 2013), as far as abstracts
are concerned, suggest that the author should repeat key phrases in the abstract while writing
naturally. The abstract is not only the “sales pitch” that tempts the researcher to read the
article, but it is also the source of information that gives a search engine the data needed to be
able to find an article and rank it in the search results page. Authors are instructed to repeat
key descriptive phases and imagine the phrases interested researchers might search for. It
should be noted that Google can detect when this feature is abused, so this should not be
overdone. Authors must focus on just three or four key phrases in the abstract.
The abstracts in the Journal of Librarianship and Information Science are not
structured. The guidelines (SAGE. Help readers find your article online, 2013) are mainly
focused on how to search for articles online, and even in the chapter titled Summary there is
no emphasises given to the content of the abstract. It is only stated that the abstract should
contain searchable phrases so that interested researchers might find the article. There are no
specific proposals for either the components of the abstract, nor its length. So, the structural
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elements of the abstract depend on the author, and in this case the guidelines should have no
effect on the presence of structural elements from the Tibbo scheme.
c) Social Work
The publisher of the journal Social Work (Socialno delo) is the University of Ljubljana,
Faculty of Social Work. In the section titled Social Work. Guidelines for authors (2010) all of
the guidelines concerning the submission of manuscripts, articles, or other types of
contributions, as well and their format, referencing, and copyrights, are stated. Of special
interest is the content in the chapter titled Article, where details concerning abstracts are
formulated. In the section titled Social Work. Guidelines for authors (2010) it is merely stated
that abstract should summarise the main points of the paper in 300-350 words. Authors should
not use formulations such as “The author presents the results…” but instead should just briefly
outline those results (findings, conclusions).

The abstracts are not structured. As far as structural elements are concerned, according
to the section titled Social Work. Guidelines for authors (2010) the main emphasis is on the
results, and that could also be reflected in the presence of structural elements, such as the
Results element, from the Tibbo scheme. The proposed length for the abstracts in the journal
Social Work is 50-100 words longer than that of ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3).

d) Journal of Social Work

The publisher of Journal of Social Work is Sage Publications. The journal has
comprehensive guidelines concerning the submission of manuscripts (Journal of Social Work.
Manuscript Submission Guidelines, 2010), and the Manuscript Submission Guidelines have
eleven chapters: Peer review policy, Article types, How to submit the manuscript, Journal
contributor’s publishing agreement, Declaration of conflicting interests policy, Other
conventions, Acknowledgements, Permissions, Manuscript style, After acceptance, and
Further information. Inside the chapter titled Manuscript Style an important sub-section titled
“Keywords and abstracts: Helping readers find your article online” can be found. The
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publisher is the same as that of the Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, so the
section SAGE. Help readers find your article online (2013) is also relevant for this journal.

Abstracts in the Journal of Social Work are structured. In the section titled Journal of
Social Work. Manuscript Submission Guidelines (2010) it is stated that abstracts (which can
contain a maximum of 250 words) should be presented with three subheadings: Summary (an
account of the context and methods used); Findings (the main findings in the article); and,
Applications (the significance of the findings and their application to theory policy and
practice).

If the proposed structural elements (Journal of Social Work. Manuscript Submission
Guidelines, 2010) are compared to the Tibbo scheme, they could have an effect on the
presence of the following elements: Background (context), Method (method used), Results
(Findings), and Conclusions and Discussions (Applications: the significance of the findings
and their application to theory policy, and practice). The proposed length is in accordance with
ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3).

e) Materials and Technology

The publisher of the journal Materials and Technology (Materiali in tehnologije) is the
Institute of Metals and Technology in Ljubljana. The section titled Materials and Technology.
Instructions for authors (2010) includes instructions for the submission of papers (in both
manuscript and electronic form), and contains the following chapters: Preparation of the
manuscript (symbols and equations: units of measurements, tables, illustrations, references),
Proofs, Offprints, and Copyright. In the context of the work being presented here, the subsection titled “Abstract” (in the section chapter titled Preparation of the manuscript) is the
most important.

According to the appendix of Materials and Technology. Instructions for authors
(2010), an article should be divided into the following sections: Introduction, Experimental
section, Results section, Discussion, and Conclusions. The introduction should support the
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readers with background information so that they can understand and evaluate the results of
the study in question. This means that all of the following should be stated: the purpose,
nature, and scope of the problem which was investigated, recent literature to orient the reader,
the method of the investigation, and the reason for choosing a particular method. The
Experimental section should include accurate details pertaining to the equipment and materials
used (including quantities, temperatures, times, etc.) and should not present any of the results
obtained. The results section should provide an overview of the experiments, and the data
should be presented clearly and concisely. The results section should not describe any of the
following: experimental methods, discussions of the data obtained, or results or data which
play no part in the section. The discussion section, then, should present the principles,
relationships, and generalisations shown from the results, and should discuss them – not just
simply repeat them. The significance of the results should be emphasised; the results
themselves should be compared with previously published work. Comments on any results
which are different from expectations are desirable. The conclusions section should present
one or more conclusions which have been drawn from the results and discussion sections. The
conclusions should be concise and easily understood by the reader, and should not be a mere
re-statement of the results, or the same as an abstract.

Materials and Technology. Instructions for authors (2010) states that papers must also
include an abstract. An abstract, or a mini-version of the paper, should present a brief and
factual account of the content and conclusions of the paper, while also giving an indication of
new information presented within. It should state the principal objectives and scope of the
investigation, describe the methodology employed, summarise the results, and state the
principal conclusion, but it should not give information or conclusions which are not included
in the paper, nor should it cite references to the literature. The abstract should also be
understandable apart from the article, and its length should not exceed 250 words.

The abstracts are not structured. If the proposed structural elements (Materials and
Technology. Instructions for authors, 2010) are compared to the Tibbo scheme, then it should
be mentioned that the instructions from the journal Materials and Technology could have
effect the presence of the following sections: Results (content), and Conclusions and
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Discussions (conclusions, indications of any new information presented in the paper). The
proposed length is in accordance with ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3).

f) Materials Science and Technology

The publisher of the journal Materials Science and Technology is Maney Publishing on
behalf of the Institute of Materials, Minerals and Mining (United Kingdom). The instructions
(Materials Science and Technology. Information for authors, 2010) for this journal provide an
outline for the components of abstracts and their length. Here, an individual abstract of no
more than 150 words should give a concise summary of the aims, content, and conclusions.

The abstracts are not structured. If the proposed structural elements (Materials Science
and Technology. Information for authors, 2010) are compared to the Tibbo scheme, they could
have effect on the presence of the following elements: the Purpose/Scope (concise summary of
the aims), Results (content), and Conclusions and Discussions (conclusions). The proposed
length of the abstracts is 100 words fewer than what is proposed in ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3).

g) Radiology and Oncology

The publisher of the journal Radiology and Oncology (Radiology and Oncology, 2010)
is the Association of Radiology and Oncology (Slovenia). Instructions for authors for the
journal Radiology and Oncology (Radiology and Oncology. Instructions for authors in
English, 2010) are divided into the following chapters: The editorial policy, Submission of the
manuscript, Preparation of manuscripts, Authorization for the use of human subjects or
experimental animals, Transfer of copyright agreement, Conflict of interest, Page proofs, and
Reprints. Two notable chapters are Authorization for the use of human subjects or
experimental animals and Conflict of interest. Any manuscripts related to humans or animals
should clearly state that research was done in accordance with all relevant national regulations
and institutional policies, and has been approved by the authors’ institutional review board or
an equivalent committee. Also, all conflicts of interest should be clearly stated in the
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manuscript. Potential conflicts of interest could include financial and non-financial
relationships. All sources of funding support should be mentioned as well.

The manuscripts (Radiology and Oncology. Instructions for authors in English, 2010)
for the journal Radiology and Oncology should be prepared according to the Uniform
Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals by International Committee
of Medical Journals Editors. If appropriate, the text should be organised so that it includes the
following: Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, and Discussions. As an exception,
the Results and Discussion sections can be combined to form a single section.
According to Radiology and Oncology. Instructions for authors in English (2010),
abstracts should summarise the following content in fewer than 250 words: the reasons for the
study, the experimental approach, the major findings (with specific data if possible), and the
principal conclusions. Structured abstracts are preferred.

If the proposed structural elements (Radiology and Oncology. Instructions for authors
in English, 2010) are compared to the Tibbo scheme, then the instructions for the journal
Radiology and Oncology could have effect the presence of the following elements:
Background (the reasons for the study), Method (experimental approach), Results (major
findings with specific data if possible), and Conclusions and Discussions (principal
conclusions). The proposed length is in accordance with ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3).

h) Radiotherapy and Oncology

The publisher of the journal Radiotherapy and Oncology is Elsevier. The guidelines,
Radiotherapy and Oncology. Guide for authors (2010), are divided into the following chapters:
Manuscript Submission (Acknowledgements, Conflict of interest, Role of the Funding Source,
Ethical Considerations), and Types of papers (Title page, Abstract, Text Style, Reporting
radiotherapy technique, Reporting of treatment outcome, Reporting clinical outcome studies,
Obligation to register clinical trials, Statistics, Tables, Figures, Colour illustrations, Figure
legends, References, Electronic appendices, Manuscript handling and responsibilities,
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Copyright, Proofs, Offprints, Special subject repositories, Author enquiries, Authors in Japan).
As in the case of the journal Radiology and Oncology (Radiology and Oncology. Instructions
for authors in English, 2010), chapters concerning Ethnical Considerations and Conflict of
interest are also present.

Radiotherapy and Oncology. Guide for authors (2010) also includes several chapters
which are unique to the area of radiotherapy and oncology. These chapters are: reporting
radiotherapy technique, reporting of treatment outcome, reporting clinical outcome studies,
and obligation to clinical trials. Due to this difference, it was decided that they should be
presented with a few sentences here. The description of radiotherapy and dose fractionation
schedules in the studies of radiotherapy and oncology should include tumour dose definition,
permitted dose variation, target volume description, and permitted dose to critical normal
tissues. The description of treatment outcome in the studies of radiotherapy and oncology
should include data on both treatment effect and treatment-related toxicity. When reporting on
the clinical outcome studies, a clearly defined a priori hypothesis and primary outcome
measures for tumour effect and toxicity should be stated. For the reporting of clinical outcome
studies, the journal Radiotherapy and Oncology adopted a set of guidelines which meet the
minimum requirements defined in the CONSORT statement (Chapter 3.1.2). As a condition of
consideration for publication, all clinical trials require registration in a public trials registry
and they should also be registered at or before the onset of patient enrolment. A clinical trial is
defined as “any research project that prospectively assigns human subjects to intervention or
comparison groups to study the cause-and-effect relationship between a medical intervention and a
health outcome” (Radiotherapy and Oncology. Guide for authors, 2010).

Radiotherapy and Oncology. Guide for authors (2010) states that full paper
manuscripts should include a structured abstract of no more than 200 words which concisely
defines the significant aspects of the article. A structured abstract should contain four
paragraphs: Background and Purpose, Material and Methods, Results, and Conclusions.
Review articles and special features should include a non-structured abstract. Short
communications and technical notes should include a short (fewer than 50 words) non-
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structured abstract. Abstracts are not required for editorials, commentaries, and letters to the
editor.

If the proposed structural elements (Radiotherapy and Oncology. Guide for authors,
2010) are compared to the Tibbo scheme, then the instructions for the journal Materials
Science and Technology could have an effect on the presence of the following elements:
Background (background), Purpose/Scope (purpose), Method (material and methods), Results
(results), and Conclusions and Discussions (conclusions). The proposed length of the abstracts
is 50 words less than the one proposed in ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3).
Table 26: The presence of structural elements according to the Tibbo scheme in the abstract
guidelines for the journals included in the main study
1. Journal
2. RTO
3. JDoc
4. JSW
5. RLO
6. MST
7. MIT
8. SW
Total

B
+

P
+
+

H

M
+
+
+
+

0

4

+
+
+

3

3

R
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
7

C
+
+
+
+
+
+

Tibbo scheme
5
4
4
4
3
2
1

6

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, SW = Social Work, JSW = Journal of Social
Work, MIT = Materials and Technology, MST = Materials Science and Technology, RLO = Radiology and Oncology, RTO = Radiotherapy
and Oncology)

As can be seen in Table 26, the guidelines that are most comparable to the Tibbo
scheme are the ones from the journal Radiotherapy and Oncology. This journal also has the
highest impact factor (RTO 4.343 in 2009). In comparison to the Tibbo scheme the guidelines
for abstracts for the journal Radiotherapy and Oncology only omit the structural element
hypothesis. However, the hypothesis is only important when the research is being conducted,
not when it has already been completed. The guidelines that have the least in common with the
Tibbo scheme are those for the journal Social work (Socialno delo). In the latter example only
the structural element “results” is emphasised.
The structural element R (Results) is included in all the guidelines that propose
structural elements for abstracts. This is followed by structural elements C (Conclusions) and
M (Method). Structural element H (hypothesis) is not included in any of the guidelines that
propose structural elements for abstracts.
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6.1.4

Conclusions

Four journals publish abstracts in non structured form and four in structured form
(Journal of Documentation, Journal of Social Work, Radiology and Oncology, and
Radiotherapy and Oncology).
The publishers of some of the journals are larger publishing companies: Emerald
(Journal of Documentation), Sage (Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, Journal
of Social Work), Maney (Materials Science and Technology), Elsevier (Radiotherapy and
Oncology). Of course, this means that the guidelines of these journals are adjusted to the
general guidelines of their publishing companies, which cover several different areas in the
sciences. It could also be said that these large companies have unique guidelines for different
areas in the sciences. Since 1967 Emerald (Emerald. About Emerald, 2013) has become the
world’s leading scholarly publisher of journals and books in business and management with a
strong and growing presence in disciplines including LIS, social sciences, engineering,
linguistics and audiology. Sage (Sage. About us, 2011) was founded in 1965 and covers
journals and books from the humanities, social sciences, technology and medicine. Maney
Publishing (Maney. About Maney, 2011) specialises in academic journals (international and
peer-reviewed), materials science and engineering, humanities, and health sciences. Elsevier
(Elsevier. At a glance, 2011) is the world’s leading provider of science and technology, and
health service information. Emerald, Sage and Maney Publishing cover journals from the
natural and social sciences and humanities, but they all have the same guidelines for abstracts.
Only Elsevier is more focused on the natural sciences.
Only two journals out of eight (25%) have specific instructions about the structural
elements of articles: Materials Science and Technology (Introduction, Experiment section,
Results section, Conclusions, and References), Radiology and Oncology (Introduction,
Materials and Methods, Results, and Discussions).
Seven journals out of eight (87.5%) have specific instructions about the structural
elements of abstracts: Journal of Documentation (Purpose, Design/methodology/approach,
Findings,

Research

implications,

Practical

implications,

Social

implications,

and

Originality/value), Social Work (Results, and Conclusions), Journal of Social Work
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(Summary, Findings, and Applications), Materials and Technology (Objectives and scope of
the investigation, Methodology, Results, and Conclusions), Materials Science and Technology
(Aims, Content, and Conclusions), Radiology and Oncology (Reasons for the study,
Experimental approach, Findings, and Conclusions), and Radiotherapy and Oncology
(Background, Purpose, Material and Methods, Results, and Conclusions).
Journal of Documentation. Author Guidelines (2010) states that authors can use the
Emerald Literati Network Editing Service to find a number of freelance copy editors, all
themselves experienced authors, who can help them to improve the standard of English in
their paper before submission. This is, of course, particularly useful for those whose first
language is not English. Especially notable are the chapters Authorization for the use of
human subjects or experimental animals and Conflict of interest from Radiology and
Oncology. Instructions (2010) and the chapters Ethnical Considerations and Conflict of
interest from Radiotherapy and Oncology. Guide for authors (2010). These chapters should be
emphasised, because they are very important from an ethical point of view. The chapters titled
“Authorization for the use of human subjects or experimental animals” and “Ethnical
Considerations” are especially valid in the area of medicine, but the chapter titled “Conflict of
interest” is valid for all of the sciences. The details have already been explained in the
presentation of the guidelines from each journal.

In accordance with the results of work done by Milas-Bracović (1987, p. 66), an
analysis of instructions for writing abstracts published in primary journals showed that the
instructions do not point out the importance of including all of the structural elements from the
article into the abstract. This is their main weakness in comparison to national and
international standards for writing abstracts.
Because of the deficiencies that often appear, editors should pay more attention to the
components of abstracts (structure) and their content. The results of a study by Salager-Meyer
(1990) showed that only 52% of the abstracts studied were well structured and a study by
Pitkin and Branagan (1998) showed that defects in abstracts, particularly inconsistencies
between abstracts and the main body, as well as the presence of data in abstracts which is not
present in the main body, occur frequently.
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6.2

6.2.1

CONTENT ANALYSIS

Analysis of the abstracts

In this portion of the paper the length and the types of abstracts were recorded. The
analysis of the abstracts was included in the first part of the research.

6.2.1.1 Method

The length of abstracts was measured by the number of words and the number of
sentences. For our purposes, a sentence is “a set of words containing a verb (either expressed or
understood), that is complete in itself as an expression of thought” (The Oxford, 1984), and a word

is “a sound or sounds expressing a meaning independently and forming one of the basic elements of
speech represented by letters or symbols” (The Oxford, 1984).

ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3) and journal guidelines usually specify the number of words
for an abstract. According to ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3), abstracts should contain fewer than
250 words. The approach used for this research was to use a sentence as a research unit.
According to Lancaster (2003, p. 100-101), abstracts can also be categorised by their
length. He states that there is absolutely no reason for all abstracts to be approximately the
same length. Factors that could affect an abstract’s length might include: the length of the item
being abstracted, the complexity of the subject matter, the importance of the item to the
organisation preparing the abstract, the accessibility of the subject matter, the costs, and the
purpose (an abstract primarily used to access a document for retrieval purposes might need to
be longer in order to provide sufficient access points).

This was followed by making note of the various types of abstracts. The basic types of
abstracts described in ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 1) are: informative, indicative, and informativeindicative. An informative abstract “should present as much as possible of the quantitative and/or
qualitative information contained in the document. Informative abstracts are especially desirable for
text describing experimental work and documents devoted to a single theme” ISO 214:1976 (1976, p.

1). An indicative abstract “is only an indicative or descriptive guide to the type of document, the
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principal subjects covered, and the way the facts are treated” ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 1). This type

of abstract is appropriate for “some discursive or lengthy texts, such as broad overviews, review
papers and entire monographs” ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 1). Finally, a combined informative-

indicative abstract “must often be prepared when limitations on the length of the abstract or the type
and style of the document make it necessary to confine informative statements to the primary elements
of the document and to relegate other aspects to indicative statements” ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 1).

According to the definitions in ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 1) the results, presented in
Table 29, are based on the assumption that informative abstracts provide the user with the
results of the study, but the results also represent “the quantitative and/or qualitative information
contained in the document.” Abstracts that do not provide the user with results of the study are

therefore indicative.
The first part of the research was carried out from August 2010 to October 2010.
6.2.1.2 Sample

Table 27: A specification of the years, volumes, issues, and the number of abstracts included
in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
19.
20
21.
22.

Journal
Year, Volume (Issue)
Library and information science
JDoc
2009, 65 (06) – 2007, 63 (04)
JoLIS
2009, 41 (04) – 2003, 35 (04)
Social work
SW
2009, 48 (06) – 2005, 44 (03)
JSW
2009, 09 (04) – 2004, 04 (03)
Materials science and technology
MIT
2009, 43 (06) – 2007, 41 (04)
MST
2009, 25 (12) – 2009, 25 (07)
Medicine
RLO
2009, 43 (04) – 2006, 40 (02)
RTO
2009, 93 (03) – 2009, 93 (03)
Total

Number of abstracts
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
800

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, SW = Social Work, JSW = Journal of Social
Work, MIT = Materials and Technology, MST = Materials Science and Technology, RLO = Radiology and Oncology, RTO = Radiotherapy
and Oncology)

It was decided that in this portion of the main study 100 abstracts from each selected
journal, starting from the last issue of the journals’ completed volume for one year (2009), and
going in reverse chronological order until there was a total of 100 abstracts. The number 100
was chosen so that the sample would be sufficiently comprehensive to provide a statistically
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relevant result. Coincidentally, that was also the number that was commonly used in research
projects for abstracts at the University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Arts, Department of Library
and Information Science and Book Studies. The exact specification of the abstracts included in
the research (years, volumes, issues, and the number of abstracts from specific journals
included in the research) can be seen in Table 27.

As can be seen in Table 28, the articles and abstracts which were included in the
research were written in both English and Slovene.
For the analysis of abstracts from Slovene and international journals, when the
abstracts were written in two languages (English and Slovene), they were coded in English,
meaning that the English versions of the abstracts were the ones considered relevant for the
presentation of the results. This was decided upon mainly due to the fact that the research
work was to be written in English, but also because the students and advisors which
participated in this research communicate in English.
Table 28: The language of articles and abstracts included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Journal
JDoc
JoLIS
SW
JSW
MIT
MST
RLO
RTO

Language of the article
English
English
Slovene
English
English, Slovene
English
English
English

Language of the abstracts
English
English
English, Slovene
English
English, Slovene
English
English, Slovene
English

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, SW = Social Work, JSW = Journal of Social
Work, MIT = Materials and Technology, MST = Materials Science and Technology, RLO = Radiology and Oncology, RTO = Radiotherapy
and Oncology)

Examples of the original abstracts (as they were published in the journals included in
this research) are presented (Examples 38-45) in order to also demonstrate their diversity.
This diversity is reflected in the different lengths, types (structured and non-structured), and
languages of the abstracts (English, Slovene). The first abstracts that were coded from
individual journals are presented. The prototypes of the original abstracts presented as
Examples 38, 40, 42, and 44 will be presented in Chapter 6.3.1 as Examples 47, 48, 49, and
50, and the recommended version of the original abstract presented as Example 38 will be
presented in Chapter 6.3.2 as Example 51. The reader of this text can thus follow the
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development of the abstract from its original form through to prototype, and finally to its
recommended version. The three versions of the same abstract can then be compared, and the
differences between them observed. The reader of this text can also decide on the most
appropriate structure for abstracts according to his or her own opinion.

Example 38: Journal of Documentation (language: English)
Yi, K. and Chan, L. M. (2009). Linking folksonomy to Library of Congress subject headings:
an exploratory study. Journal of Documentation, 65(6), 872-900.
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to investigate the linking of a folksonomy (user vocabulary) and LCSH
(controlled vocabulary) on the basis of word matching, for the potential use of LCSH in bringing order to
folksonomies.
Design/methodology/approach – A selected sample of a folksonomy from a popular collaborative tagging system,
Delicious, was word-matched with LCSH. LCSH was transformed into a tree structure called an LCSH tree for
the matching. A close examination was conducted on the characteristics of folksonomies, the overlap of
folksonomies with LCSH, and the distribution of folksonomies over the LCSH tree.
Findings – The experimental results showed that the total proportion of tags being matched with LC subject
headings constituted approximately two-thirds of all tags involved, with an additional 10 percent of the
remaining tags having potential matches. A number of barriers for the linking as well as two areas in need of
improving the matching are identified and described. Three important tag distribution patterns over the LCSH
tree were identified and supported: skewedness, multifacet, and Zipfian-pattern.
Research limitations/implications – The results of the study can be adopted for the development of innovative
methods of mapping between folksonomy and LCSH, which directly contributes to effective access and retrieval
of tagged web resources and to the integration of multiple information repositories based on the two
vocabularies.
Practical implications – The linking of controlled vocabularies can be applicable to enhance information
retrieval capability within collaborative tagging systems as well as across various tagging system information
depositories and bibliographic databases.
Originality/value – This is among frontier works that examines the potential of linking a folksonomy, extracted
from a collaborative tagging system, to an authority-maintained subject heading system. It provides exploratory
data to support further advanced mapping methods for linking the two vocabularies.

Example 39: Journal of Librarianship and Information Science (language: English)
Gosine-Boodoo, M. and Mc Nish, M. (2009). Pursuing CPD in the Caribbean: Individual
quest versus organizational goal. Journal of Librarianship and Information Science. 41(4),
203-211.
This study explores Caribbean librarians’ perceptions on continuing professional development (CPD) as it
relates to employer support, personal interest and motivation. CPD literature was reviewed and a questionnaire
designed. Hypotheses were tested based upon the following questions: do clearly defined CPD policies motivate
librarians to pursue CPD activities?; are librarians motivated to pursue CPD where their organizations have
formal programmes?; and are librarians who pursue CPD motivated primarily by the possibility of professional
advancement? Data were obtained from 100 librarians mainly from academic, public and special libraries.
Respondents showed a clear personal interest in CPD and were motivated to participate regardless of
organizational support. A direct relationship was observed between CPD motivation and professional
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advancement. Personal and professional ambition appeared to be the main driver of respondents’ interest in
CPD participation.

Example 40: Social work (language: English and Slovene)
Kvaternik, I. and Rihter, L. (2009) Between National Guidelines and Practice: Drug Demand
Reduction in the Field of Licit and Illicit Drugs. Social Work. 48(5/6), 263-274.
The article is based on the analysis of the performance of Slovenian policy in the field of Drug and Alcohol
Demand Reduction. Analysis of the key contents was developed on the bases of the analysis of interviews made by
representatives of different departments in the field of Drug and Alcohol Demand Reduction. Key contents – the
visibility of drugs and alcohol problems in the society, department contribution to problem solving, cooperation
with others actors and future planned activities – has showed that departments in the field of Drug Demand
Reduction, in the process of forming and performing politics, take into account the Resolution on national
programme in drug field. Deficiencies appear on the level of data collection and exchange, on the level of
sharing similar tasks among different actors, and on the level of co-ordination and inter-department cooperation.
Avtorici predstavita analizo izvajanja nacionalne politike na področju zmanjševanja povpraševanja po drogah in
alkoholu, in sicer na podlagi analize intervjujev s predstavniki resornih politik. Analiza štirih vsebinskih sklopov
– problematika drog in alkohola v družbi, prispevek resorja k reševanju problematike, sodelovanje z drugimi
akterji in prihodnje predvidene dejavnosti – pokaže, da resorji, ki so pristojni za zmanjševanje povpraševanja po
drogah pri oblikovanju in izvajanju resornih politik, upoštevajo Resolucijo o nacionalnem programu na področju
drog. Pomanjkljivosti se pojavijo na ravni zbiranja in izmenjave podatkov, prepletanja in prekrivanja nalog
posameznih resorjev in na področju usklajevanja in medresorskega sodelovanja.

Example 41: Journal of Social Work (language: English)
Oyeniyi A., J., Bamiwuye, O., Ibukun Akinyemi, A. and Olusegun Ikuteyijo, L. (2009).
Proliferation of Street Children in Nigeria: Issues and Challenges. Journal of Social Work.
9(4), 371-385.
Summary: The study examined the implications of the Nigerian Child Right Acts, 2003 on checking the
proliferation of street children in Nigeria, focusing on such government institutions as the police and Social
Welfare Department using a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods.
Findings: It is clear that the street children are the major targets by the government agencies but these children
have no cordial relationship with the police. Their vision of the police is that of ‘punishment’ rather than ‘help’.
Also, the government through the Social Welfare Department provides some assistance to street children, but
their programmes were not attractive enough to the children, hence, the street children’s concept of approved
schools is that of a typical ‘Nigerian prison yard’.
Applications : It is argued that the global paradigm shift from eradication of street children to providing support
for street children has a very weak root in Nigeria. Therefore, there is the need for proper implementation of the
Nigeria Child Rights Act promulgated in the year 2003, which could improve the standard of practice presently
obtainable in Social Welfare Department and in other government agencies such as the Police Department as a
possible solution to this social menace.

Example 42: Materials and Technology (language: English and Slovene)
Avdiaj, S., Šetina, J. and Syla, N. (2009). Modeling of the piezoelectric effect using the finiteelement method (FEM) = Modeliranje piezoelektričnih pojavov z metodo končnih elementov.
Materials and Technology, 43(6), 283-291.
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Some solid, crystalline materials exhibit the piezoelectric effect, which is very interesting for a variety of
technological applications. Piezoelectric materials are widely used in electromechanical sensors and actuators,
such as robotics’ sensors, actuators, ultrasonic transducers for medical imaging and non-destructive testing. The
paper presents the modeling of the piezoelectric effect in quartz, which is the most widely used material. The
basic ideas of the finite-element method (FEM) for solving the problem of piezoelectric media are presented. All
the results are based on linear piezoelectricity, in which the elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric coefficients are
treated as constants, independent of the magnitude and frequency of the applied mechanical stresses and electric
fields. Starting with the tri-dimensional finite-element method, we have developed a numerical computational
method for a determination of the electrical voltage (the direct piezoelectric effect) and the eigenmodes of
vibration (the inverse piezoelectric effect). The finite-element method is normally used for solving problems
related to macrostructures. The aim of this work is to show that the finite-element method (FEM) is also a useful
and convenient method for solving problems in relation to microstructures. Here we present the solution to the
problem of the piezoelectric effect using the FEM, approaching the problem from the microstructural point of
view.
Nekatere kristalinične trdne snovi izkazujejo piezoelektrični pojav, kar je zelo zanimivo za številne tehnološke
aplikacije. Piezoelektrični materiali se večinoma rabijo za elektromehanske senzorje in aktuatorje, na primer v
robotiki, za ultrazvočne pretvornike pri raznih slikanjih v medicini in neporušnih preskušanjih. V prispevku
obravnavamo modeliranje piezoelektričnega pojava v kremenu, ki se najpogosteje uporablja v piezoelektričnih
napravah. Predstavljene so osnove metode končnih elementov (MKE) za numerično reševanje problemov
piezoelektričnih struktur. Vsi prikazani rezultati so bili dobljeni za primer linearnega piezoelektričnega pojava,
kjer smo obravnavali elastične, piezoelektrične in dielektrične koeficiente kot konstante, neodvisne od velikosti in
frekvence mehanskih napetosti in električnih polj. Za obravnavo praktičnih primerov smo MKE aplicirali v treh
dimenzijah in razvili numerične računske postopke za določitev električne napetosti v odvisnosti od mehanskih
napetosti (neposredni piezoelektrični pojav) ter določitev lastnih nihajnih načinov in frekvenc v primeru
inverznega piezoelektričnega pojava.

Example 43: Materials Science and Technology (language: English)
Pouranvari, M. and Marashi, S.P.H. (2009). Similar and dissimilar RSW of low carbon and
austenitic stainless steels: effect of weld microstructure and hardness profile on failure mode.
Materials Science and Technology, 25(12), 1411-1416.
In this paper, the failure behaviour of similar and dissimilar resistance spot welded joints of low carbon and
austenitic stainless steel sheets was studied under tensile shear test with attention focused on the failure mode.
Results showed that the microstructure of the fusion zone and the hardness distribution across the weld have a
profound effect on the failure behaviour. Similar spot welds of stainless steel sheets exhibit the highest tendency
to fail in interfacial failure mode, compared to low carbon steel similar spot welds and dissimilar low carbon and
stainless steel spot welds. This behaviour is explained by the consideration of pullout failure location and
hardness profile characteristics of each joint. It was shown that the failure mode transition is controlled by the
hardness ratio of the fusion zone and the pullout failure location. In the case of dissimilar resistance spot
welding, the hardness of the fusion zone which is governed by the dilution between two base metals, and the
fusion zone size of the low carbon steel side are the dominant factors determining the failure mode of the joint.

Example 44: Radiology and Oncology (language: English)
Yilmaz, C., Erkan, N., Arslan, M., Yildirim, Y. and Kalaycioglu, S. (2009). Budd-Chiari
syndrome associated with liver hydatid disease: retrospective evaluation of color Doppler US
findings with emphasis on intrahepatic venous collateralization = Budd-Chiarijev sindrom
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povezan z jetrno hidatidno cisto: retrospektivna analiza preiskav z barvnim dopplerskim
ultrazvokom in s posebno pozornostjo na intrahepatalne venske obvodnice. Radiology and
Oncology. 43(4), 225-232.
Background. The purpose of this retrospective study is to evaluate the color Doppler US (CDUS) findings of
Budd-Chiari Syndrome (BCS) associated with hydatid disease of the liver (HDL) with a special emphasis on the
intrahepatic venous collateralisation.
Methods. Digitally stored CDUS video clips or videotape records of the liver of 13 patients with HDL and BCS
were retrospectively reviewed. A special emphasis was placed on intrahepatic venous collaterals compatible with
BCS.
Results. During the retrospective analysis of the sonographic data, at least one type of intrahepatic venous
collateral typical for BCS was detected in all patients. CDUS revealed 5 different types of intrahepatic venous
collaterals including subcapsular veins, comma-shaped veins which sometimes resemble hockey-stick, spiderweb collaterals, fragmented veins and linear veins distributed in a non-anatomical fashion. The most frequently
encountered collaterals at CDUS were comma-shaped veins, seen in 12 of 13 (92.3%) patients. In addition, at
least 2 different types of intrahepatic collaterals were found in 8 of 13 (61.5%) patients. In two patients, venous
collaterals were not seen on gray-scale sonography, but they were apparent at CDUS.
Conclusions. BCS secondary to HDL may come as an unexpected finding during sonography. Familiarity with
the typical sonographic appearances of the intrahepatic venous collaterals associated with BCS may enable the
correct diagnosis and the prompt further treatment. We recommend CDUS to be performed in every patient with
HDL regardless of the clinical presentation.

Example 45: Radiotherapy and Oncology (language: English)
De Ruysscher, D., Dehing, C., Bentzen, S. M., Houben, R., Dekker, A., Wanders, R., Borger,
J., Hochstenbag, M., Boersma, L., Geskes, G., Dingemans, A.-M. C., Bootsma, G.,
Lammering, G. And Lambin, P. (2009). Can we optimize chemo-radiation and surgery in
locally advanced stage III non-small cell lung cancer based on evidence from randomized
clinical trials? A hypothesis-generating study. Radiotherapy and Oncology, 93(3), 389-658.
Purpose
Improved local tumor control (LC) improves survival of patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). We
estimated the capability of surgical and non-surgical options to improve LC further in this disease.
Methods
Eligible studies were phase III trials reporting 2-year survival data as well as the incidence of LC and/or distant
metastases. Effect estimates, as well as the statistical uncertainty of these, were combined in order to estimate the
benefit in terms of LC from combining multiple modalities.
Results
It was estimated that the highest rates of LC can be obtained with high-dose concurrent chemo-radiation
followed by surgery. In this situation, escalating the pre-operative radiation dose from 45 to 66 Gy, delivered
concurrently with chemotherapy, could increase LC from 58% to 76%. Toxicity may also be higher, but could not
be estimated. Without surgery, the gain in LC from concurrent chemo-radiation versus sequential, corresponds to
a radiation dose increase from 65 to 72 Gy.
Conclusions
We hypothesize that high-dose concurrent chemo-radiation followed by surgery could be superior to other
current treatment approaches for selected patients with stage III NSCLC, provided toxicity would be low. At
present, high-dose concurrent chemo-radiation followed by surgery should be considered experimental.
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Examples 40 and 42 are presented in English and Slovene. Since some cases involve
the analysis of the Slovene journals, some original abstracts have also been presented in
Slovene.

6.2.1.3 Results

a) The average number of sentences and words included in the research

Table 29: The average number of sentences in the abstracts included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Journal
Area
Average number of sentences
Social sciences and humanities
JDoc
S
10.06
JoLIS
S
6.16
SW
S
6.84
JSW
S
7.64
Average
S
7.67
Natural sciences
MIT
N
6.14
MST
N
5.69
RLO
N
9.14
RTO
N
11.00
Average
N
7.99
Average S+N
7.83

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, SW = Social Work, JSW = Journal of Social
Work, MIT = Materials and Technology, MST = Materials Science and Technology, RLO = Radiology and Oncology, RTO = Radiotherapy
and Oncology)
(S = social sciences and humanities, N = natural sciences)

As can be calculated from the Table 29, the average number of sentences per abstract
in the case of library and information science (JDoc + JoLIS) was 8.11, and in the case of
social work (SW + JSW) it was 7.24. In the case of “S” (social sciences and humanities) the
average of sentences per abstract was 7.67 (Table 29, row 7). As can be calculated from
Table 29, the average number of sentences per abstract in the case of materials science and
technology (MIT + MST) was 5.91, and in the case of medicine (RLO + RTO) it was 10.07. In
the case of “N” (natural sciences) the average number of sentences per abstract was 7.99
(Table 29, row 13). On average (S and N together) the number of sentences per abstract was
7.83 (Table 29, row 14).
Thus, the abstracts included in this research are approximately eight sentences long.
From the journals being presented here, RTO had the highest average number of sentences per
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abstracts (11 sentences per abstract) and MST had the lowest average number of sentences per
abstract (six sentences per abstract).

Table 30: The average number of words in the abstracts included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Journal
Area
Social sciences and humanities
JDoc
S
JoLIS
S
JSW
S
SW
S
Average
S
Natural sciences
MIT
N
MST
N
RLO
N
RTO
N
Average
N
Average S+N

Average number of words
233.53
149.02
194.83
176.50
188.47
140.68
126.23
207.70
230.76
176.34
182.41

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, SW = Social Work, JSW = Journal of Social
Work, MIT = Materials and Technology, MST = Materials Science and Technology, RLO = Radiology and Oncology, RTO = Radiotherapy
and Oncology)
(S = social sciences and humanities, N = natural sciences)

As can be seen in Table 30, row 14 the average number of words in the abstracts
included in this research was 182.41.
If the average number of words in the abstracts included in this research was 182.41
(Table 30, row 14) and the average number of sentences in the abstracts included in this
research was 7.83 (Table 30, row 14), that comes to an average of 23.29 words per sentence.
The library and information science journals showed a large difference in the number
of words: from 233.53 to 149.02 (a difference of 84.51 words, and an average of 191.27 words
per abstract). Journals from the field of social work showed a smaller difference, 194.83 and
176.50 words respectively (a difference of 18.33 words, and an average of 185.66 words per
abstract). The same can be said for journals from the area of materials science and technology:
140.68 and 126.23 (a difference of 14.45 words, and an average of 133.45 words per abstract).
For the journals from the area of medicine the figures were 230.76 and 207.70 (a difference of
23.06 words, and an average of 219.23 words per abstract).
In the case of S the average was 188.47 words per abstract (Table 30, row 7) and in
the case of N the average was 176.34 words per abstract (Table 30, row 13). That comes to
24.57 words per sentence in the case of S, and 22.07 words per sentence in the case of N.
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Abstracts from JDoc contained the highest number of words per abstract and abstracts from
MST had the lowest number of words per abstract. The abstracts from N and S was
approximately eight sentences long, but abstracts in S, if we round the numbers, contained
three words per sentence more than the abstracts in N. In other words, the sentences in N were
shorter than in S.

b) Types of abstracts included in the research

Table 31: The types of abstracts included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Journal
JDoc
RTO
JSW
RLO
MST
SW
JoLIS
MIT
Average

Area
S
N
S
N
N
S
S
N

Informative abstracts %
98
98
93
87
83
74
69
69
83.87

Indicative abstracts %
2
2
7
13
17
26
31
31
16.13

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, SW = Social Work, JSW = Journal of Social
Work, MIT = Materials and Technology, MST = Materials Science and Technology, RLO = Radiology and Oncology, RTO = Radiotherapy
and Oncology)
(S = social sciences and humanities, N = natural sciences)

As can be seen in Table 31, the average percentage of informative abstracts in library
and information science was 83.5%, in social work it was 83.5%, and for all the social
sciences and humanities (S) the average percentage of informative abstracts was 83.5%. The
average percentage of informative abstracts in materials science and technology was 76%, in
medicine it was 92.5%, and for all the natural sciences (N) the average percentage of
informative abstracts was 84.25%. The average percentage of informative abstracts for S and
N combined came to 83.87% (Table 31, row 10). The difference between the percentage of
informative abstracts in S and N was only 0.75%, with natural sciences having the higher
percentage.

According to the results, the highest percentage of indicative abstracts was observed in
the case of journals JDoc (S) and RTO (N), with 98%, and the lowest in the case of journals
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JoLIS (S) and MIT (N), with 69%. In both examples there was a journal from the social
sciences and humanities, and one from the natural sciences.

6.2.1.4 A comparison between the main study and the collaborative project

The average number of sentences in the abstracts in the main study (Chapter 6.2.1.3)
was 7.83 (Table 29, row 14) and 5.68 (Table 8, row 14) in the collaborative project. So, the
Slovene and international journals included in the main study was approximately two
sentences longer than abstracts included in the collaborative project (Chapter 4.3).

The average number of words in abstracts from all areas in the main study was 182.41
(Table 30, row 14) and 115.05 in the collaborative project (Table 9, row 14). So, the
abstracts included in the collaborative project contained approximately 67 words less than the
ones from the main study. The average number of words per sentence in the abstracts included
in the collaborative project came to 20.26, and the average for the main study was 23.29. The
abstracts included in the collaborative project included approximately three fewer words per
sentence than the abstracts from the main study.

6.2.1.5 The influence of guidelines on the length of the abstracts

Table 32: The influence of guidelines on the length of the abstracts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Journal
JDoc
RTO
RLO
JSW
SW
JoLIS
MIT
MST

Average number of words
233.53
230.76
207.70
194.83
176.50
149.02
140.68
126.23

Proposed length
Max 250 words
Max 200 words
Max 250 words
Max 250 words
300-350 words
Not proposed
Max 250 words
Max 150 words

Influence
+
+
+
Not proposed
+
+

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, SW = Social Work, JSW = Journal of Social
Work, MIT = Materials and Technology, MST = Materials Science and Technology, RLO = Radiology and Oncology, RTO = Radiotherapy
and Oncology)

The guidelines for abstracts included in main study were analysed in Chapter 6.1. At
this point, the influence the guidelines on the length of the abstracts was checked.
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As can be seen in Table 32, the length of the abstracts was not proposed in the
instructions for the authors of one journal (JoLIS), which represents 12.5%. The average
length of the abstracts for two journals (RTO and SW), which represents 25%, was not in
accordance with the average length proposed in the instructions for authors. The average
length of five journals (JDoc, RLO, JSW, MIT, and MST), which represents 62.5%, was in
accordance with the length of abstracts proposed in the instructions for authors. According to
these results, it could be said that the proposed length for abstracts in the instructions for
authors did have an effect on the actual length of the abstracts. The most commonly proposed
length in instructions for authors from the selected journals (JDoc, RLO, JSW, MIT) was a
maximum of 250 words (50%), which is in accordance with ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3).

6.2.1.6 Conclusions

According to Tibbo (1992, p. 48), variations in total word counts may relate to how
comprehensively an abstract represents the primary content of its source document, and the
length may also reflect the specificity of document representation. These factors greatly
influence the final retrieval process, especially with regard to search precision and optimum
search strategies and tactics. The abstracts included in the main study contained, on average,
182 words in eight sentences. The results also showed that the guidelines for abstracts had an
influence on the length of the abstracts. The abstracts included in the collaborative project
were two sentences shorter and contained three words less than those included in the main
study. The reason for the difference may lie in the choice of journals which were included in
the main study and collaborative project.
Occasionally the type of abstract also dictated the length of the abstract. A high
number of informative abstracts was expected, because abstracts were selected from scientific
journals for analysis. Articles, and consequently abstracts, in scientific journals usually also
contain an experimental section and definition, and ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 1) states that
informative abstracts are especially desirable for the description of experimental work.
6.2.2

The components of abstracts
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The analysis of the components of original abstracts was also included in the first part
of the research. Inside this sub-chapter, an analysis of the presence of structural elements in
the original abstracts will be presented. According to the results of length, types, and
components of abstracts, prototype and recommended abstracts were created. The
development of prototype and recommended abstracts represents the second part of the main
study.

6.2.2.1 Method

The method used for the analysis of the components of abstracts was content analysis.
Content analysis was chosen because the focus was on the frequency and sequence of
repetition with respect to structural elements in abstracts from library and information science,
social work, materials science, and technology. Šauperl (2005, p. 155) also describes content
analysis as a research method designed to look for and identify either patterns in behaviour, or
events in collected data. In the case of the main study, collected data consisted of original
abstracts, and patterns in behaviour were represented by the presence of structural elements in
original abstracts.
In order to determine the structural elements in the abstracts, each abstract was divided
into sentences and coded according to the Tibbo scheme (Example 46), which was chosen in
advance. According to the Tibbo coding scheme (Tibbo, 1993, p. 221-223) abstracts should
include the following structural elements: background, purpose/scope, hypothesis, method,
results, conclusions and discussions. The details are presented in Chapter 3.1.2. In the rest of
this paper, these structural elements will only be referred to by their abbreviations: B for
background, P for purpose, and so on. The aims were to observe: whether or not the original
abstracts included in the research suited the scheme; which structural elements were present in
the abstracts; and, in what percentage various structural elements were present. Although the
pilot study (Jamar, N. and Šauperl, 2009) showed that the Spanring system seemed more
appropriate for the area of materials and technology than the Tibbo scheme, which is based on
ISO 214:1976, it was decided that for the main study only the Tibbo scheme would be used for
coding. Consequently, this would also have influence on the development of prototype and
recommended abstracts. This decision was made because ISO 214:1976 (ISO 214:1976, 1976)
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is the standard in the area of documentation (a part of library and information science), and all
of the students and advisors who participated in this research were in fact researchers from the
area of library and information science. Dr. Spanring (the Spanring system), on the other hand,
played a leading role in the organisation of documentation activities in the area of
biotechnology (Šauperl, 2003).
Using the Tibbo coding scheme for the analysis of the structural elements in abstracts
had already been done in several graduate research projects at the University of Ljubljana,
Faculty of Arts, Department of Library and Information Science and Book Studies. These
projects were engaged in analysing the content of abstracts in Slovene and international
journals from various professional areas, and were done under the mentorship of Alenka
Šauperl, PhD Full Professor (Lužar, 2005; Klasinc, 2005; Kajba, 2005; Kralj, 2006; Vidmar,
2006; Erman, 2008). Prior to the research presented here, the pilot study (Jamar, N. and
Šauperl, 2009) had already been done, and its main purpose was a familiarisation with the
Tibbo coding scheme. All of the abovementioned studies observed some weaknesses in the
Tibbo scheme. One of the main weaknesses observed was that the scope for structural
elements was too wide. All of the proposed improvements which were suggested by these
studies involved the division of existing categories into subcategories, which would lead to
narrower scopes for the structural elements included in the coding scheme. The other
weakness observed in the Tibbo scheme (or any other coding scheme) was the difference
between various views concerning the specific content of structural elements, meaning that
each coder could potentially understand the proposed content for a particular structural
element differently. Therefore, prior to coding, it was very important to define precisely the
scope of each individual structural element. This was especially important when there was
more than one coder or for additional coding, which was done to verify the results. According
to Neuendorf (cop. 2002, p. 50), additional coding is desirable in order to establish intercoder
reliability.

Example 46: Yi, K. and Chan, M. (2009). Linking folksonomy to Library of Congress subject
headings: an exploratory study. Journal of Documentation. 65(6), 872-900.
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Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the linking of a folksonomy (user vocabulary) and
LCSH (controlled vocabulary) on the basis of word matching, for the potential use of LCSH in
bringing order to folksonomies.
Design/methodology/approach
A selected sample of a folksonomy from a popular collaborative tagging system, Delicious, was
word-matched with LCSH.
LCSH was transformed into a tree structure called an LCSH tree for the matching.
A close examination was conducted on the characteristics of folksonomies, the overlap of
folksonomies with LCSH, and the distribution of folksonomies over the LCSH tree.
Findings
The experimental results showed that the total proportion of tags being matched with LC subject
headings constituted approximately two-thirds of all tags involved, with an additional 10 percent
of the remaining tags having potential matches.
A number of barriers for the linking as well as two areas in need of improving the matching are
identified and described.
Three important tag distribution patterns over the LCSH tree were identified and supported:
skewedness, multifacet, and Zipfian-pattern.
Research limitations/implications
The results of the study can be adopted for the development of innovative methods of mapping
between folksonomy and LCSH, which directly contributes to effective access and retrieval of
tagged web resources and to the integration of multiple information repositories based on the
two vocabularies.
Practical implications
The linking of controlled vocabularies can be applicable to enhance information retrieval
capability within collaborative tagging systems as well as across various tagging system
information depositories and bibliographic databases.
Originality/value
This is among frontier works that examines the potential of linking a folksonomy, extracted from
a collaborative tagging system, to an authority-maintained subject heading system.
It provides exploratory data to support further advanced mapping methods for linking the two
vocabularies.

P

M
M
M

R

R
R

C

C

C
C

After the abstracts were coded the combinations of structural elements present in each
abstract were also analysed. The abstract from Example 46 had the following structure: P, M,
R, and C. This is one of the possible combinations of structural elements.

6.2.2.2 Sample

The sample was the same as in Chapter 6.2.1, titled Analysis of the abstracts. It is
described in detail in Chapter 6.2.1.2, titled Sample. The sample consisted of 100 abstracts
from eight journals (n=800 from the journals JDoc, JoLIS, SW, JSW, MIT, MST, RLO, RTO)
and four different areas of science (library and information science, social work, materials
science and technology, and medicine). The abstracts were published in journals during the
period from 2003 to 2009.
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6.2.2.3 Results

6.2.2.3.1 The structural elements of the abstracts
Tables 33 to 35 present the presence of structural elements (according to the Tibbo
scheme) in the abstracts which were included in the research (specifically for S and N,
individually and combined). This was important because it was according to these data that the
prototype abstracts for the areas included in this research were developed. Tables 36 to 38
present the number of structural elements that were present in the abstracts included in the
research (specifically for S and N, individually and combined).
The data in the tables are presented according to their percentages. For each individual
journal 100% represents the 100 abstracts which were taken from it. For each entire area
(library and information science, social work, materials science and technology, and medicine)
100% represents 200 abstracts (100 from each journal; two journals per area). For S 100%
represents 400 abstracts (200 from library and information science and 200 from social work),
and for N 100% represents 400 abstracts (200 from materials science and technology and 200
from medicine). For S and N together 100% represents 800 abstracts (400 for S, and 400 for
N).

Table 33: The presence of structural elements in the abstracts from the social sciences and
humanities which were included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Journal
JDoc
JoLIS
Average for
library science
SW
JSW
Average for
social work
Average for S

% of B
42.00
96.00
69.00

% of P
96.00
13.00
54.50

% of H
0.00
2.00
1.00

% of M
99.00
73.00
86.00

% of R
98.00
69.00
83.50

% of C
83.00
51.00
67.00

81.00
96.00
88.50

6.00
13.00
9.50

0.00
2.00
1.00

40.00
50.00
45.00

74.00
93.00
83.50

29.00
86.00
57.50

78.75

32.00

1.00

65.50

83.50

62.25

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, SW = Social Work, JSW = Journal of Social
Work)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions)
(S = Social sciences and humanities)
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The results presented in Table 33 show the percentages with which structural elements
occurred in abstracts from the social sciences and humanities. In the case of library and
information science the most commonly present structural element was M (86%), and in the
case of social work it was B (88.5%). For the journal JDoc the most commonly present
structural element was M (99%), for the journal JoLIS it was B (96%), for the journal SW it
was B (81%), and in the case of the journal JSW it was B (96%). In general, for the social
sciences and humanities the most commonly occurring structural element was R (83.5%), and
the structural element which was the least common in abstracts from all the individual journals
from library and information science, social work, and the social sciences and humanities in
general was H (with 0% or 2%).
The data presented in Table 33 are important because it was partially on the basis of
these results that the sample for prototype abstracts for the area of library and information
science and social work was created.
Table 34: The presence of structural elements in the abstracts from the natural sciences which
were included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Journal
MIT
MST
Average for
materials
science
RLO
RTO
Average for
medicine
Average for N

% of B
86.00
92.00
89.00

% of P
11.00
6.00
8.50

% of H
0.00
0.00
0.00

% of M
79.00
74.00
76.50

% of R
69.00
83.00
76.00

% of C
28.00
17.00
22.50

86.00
54.00
70.00

31.00
61.00
46.00

0.00
1.00
0.50

80.00
96.00
88.00

87.00
98.00
92.50

91.00
95.00
93.00

79.50

27.25

0.25

82.25

84.25

57.75

(MIT = Materials and Technology, MST = Materials Science and Technology, RLO = Radiology and Oncology, RTO = Radiotherapy and
Oncology)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions)
(N = Natural sciences)

The results presented in Table 34 show the percentages with which structural elements
occurred in abstracts from the natural sciences. In the case of materials science and technology
the most commonly present structural element was B (89%), and in the case of medicine it
was C (93%). For the journal MIT the most commonly present structural element was B
(86%), for the journal MST it was B (92%), for the journal RLO it was C (91%), and for the
journal RTO it was R (98%). In general, for the natural sciences the most commonly occurring
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structural element was R (84.25%), and the structural element which was the least common in
abstracts from all the individual journals from materials science and technology, medicine, and
the natural sciences in general was H (with 0% or 1%).
The data presented in Table 34 are important because it was partially on the basis of
these results that the sample for prototype abstracts for the area of materials science and
technology and medicine was created.
Table 35: The presence of structural elements in the abstracts from the social sciences and
humanities, and the natural sciences which were included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.

Area
S
N
Average for S+N

% of B
78.75
79.50
79.12

% of P % of H % of M
32.00
1.00 65.50
27.25
0.25 82.25
29.62
0.62 73.87

% of R % of C
83.50 62.25
84.25 57.75
83.87 60.00

(S = social sciences and humanities, N = natural sciences)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions)

As can be seen in Table 35, row 4, the structural element with the highest occurrence
in abstracts was R (results) with 83.87%. Structural elements B (background) and M (method)
followed closely with 79.12% and 73.87% respectively. P (purpose) and H (hypothesis) had
the lowest percentage of occurrences. All of the authors that wrote in the journals which were
included in the main study should have been familiar with that fact that these structural
elements must be included, and should have been more precise when writing their abstracts.

Table 36: The number of structural elements in the abstracts from the social sciences and
humanities which were included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Journal
JDoc
JoLIS
Average for
library science
SW
JSW
Average for
social work
Average for S

% with 1 el. % with 2 el. % with 3 el. % with 4 el. % with 5 el. % with 6 el.
0.00
0.00
6.00
70.00
24.00
0.00
10.00
17.00
36.00
33.00
4.00
0.00
5.00
8.50
21.00
51.50
14.00
0.00
26.00
2.00
14.00

31.00
6.00
18.50

30.00
51.00
40.50

12.00
34.00
23.00

1.00
6.00
3.5

0.00
1.00
0.5

9.50

13.50

30.75

37.25

8.75

0.25

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, SW = Social Work, JSW = Journal of Social
Work)
(S = social sciences and humanities)
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In Table 36 the results show the percentages for the occurrences of structural elements
in the abstracts from the social sciences and humanities. In the case of library and information
science the presence of four structural elements (51.5%) was the most common. In the case of
social work it was most common to see the presence of three structural elements (40.5%). For
the social sciences and humanities in general it was most common to see the presence of four
structural elements (37.25%).
The largest differences were observed in the area of library science and humanities
with the presence of four structural elements (JDoc: 70%, JoLIS: 33%), in social work with
the presence of two structural elements (SW: 31%, JSW: 6%), and in the social sciences and
humanities in general with the presence of four structural elements (library and information
science: 51.5%, social work: 23%).
Table 37: The number of structural elements in the abstracts from the natural sciences which
were included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Journal
MIT
MST
Average for
materials
science
RLO
RTO
Average for
medicine
Average for N

% with 1 el. % with 2 el. % with 3 el. % with 4 el. % with 5 el. % with 6 el.
10.00
24.00
49.00
17.00
0.00
0.00
6.00
28.00
55.00
10.00
1.00
0.00
8.00
26.00
52.00
13.50
0.50
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

10.00
6.00
8.00

21.00
1.00
11.00

53.00
75.00
64.00

16.00
18.00
17.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

4.00

17.00

31.50

38.75

8.75

0.00

(MIT = Materials and Technology, MST = Materials Science and Technology, RLO = Radiology and Oncology, RTO = Radiotherapy and
Oncology)
(N = natural sciences)

In Table 37 the results show the percentages for the occurrences of structural elements
in the abstracts from the natural sciences. In the case of materials science and technology the
presence of three structural elements (52%) was the most common. In the case of medicine it
was most common to see the presence of four structural elements (64%). For the natural
sciences in general it was most common to see the presence of four structural elements
(38.75%).
The largest differences were observed in the areas of materials science and humanities
with the presence of four structural elements (MIT: 17%, MST: 10%), for medicine with the
presence of four structural elements (RLO: 53%, RTO: 75%), and for the natural sciences in
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general with the presence of four structural elements (materials science and technology:
13.5%, medicine: 64%).

Table 38: The number of structural elements in the abstracts which were included in the main
study from the social sciences and humanities, and natural sciences
1.
2.
3.
4.

Area
% with 1 el. % with 2 el. % with 3 el. % with 4 el. % with 5 el. % with 6 el.
S
9.50
13.50
30.75
37.25
8.75
0.25
N
4.00
17.00
31.50
38.75
8.75
0.00
Average for S+N
6.75
15.25
31.13
38.00
8.75
0.12

(S = social sciences and humanities, N = natural sciences)

The results in Table 38 show that there were no major differences between the number
of structural elements present when comparing S and N. There were four structural elements
38% of the time, and three structural elements were present 31.13% of the time. From the
journals included in this study, SW had the highest percentage of abstracts with two structural
elements (32%) and JDoc had the highest percentage of abstracts with five structural elements
present (24%). If the quality of abstracts is evaluated according to the number of structural
elements present, then these two journals represent the journals with the lowest and highest
qualities respectively.

6.2.2.3.2 Combinations of structural elements within abstracts
Tables 39 to 46 show the various combinations of structural elements as they appeared
in the abstracts from our sample. Tables have been made individually for each area; one for S
(social sciences and humanities), one for N (natural sciences), and one for S and N combined.
In the tables, the data from the journals are presented as percentages for each
individual journal, and then these percentages are added together for each combination of
structural elements.
Tables 39 to 41 show combinations of structural elements as they appeared for the
social sciences and humanities journals, and, while Table 39 show the distribution of different
combinations of structural elements in all social sciences and humanities journals, Table 40
focuses just on library and information science, and Table 41 just on social work.
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Table 39: Combinations of structural elements in the abstracts from the social sciences and
humanities which were included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Combinations
B,M,R,C
P,M,R,C
B,R,C
B,M,R
B,P,M,R,C
B
B,R
B,P,M,R
B,M
P,M,R
R
B,M,C
B,C
M,R,C
B,P,R,C
R,C
B,H,M,R
B,P,M,C
M,R
B,P
B,H,M,R,C
B,P,H,M,R,C
B,P,M
B,P,M
B,P,R
B,P,C
P,M,C
Total

% in JDoc
4
53
0
0
24
0
0
12
0
4
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
100

% in JoLIS
26
1
3
23
4
10
5
2
5
2
0
6
6
1
1
0
2
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
100

% in SW
9
0
10
15
1
17
17
1
7
1
9
0
1
4
1
3
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
100

% in JSW
30
1
40
4
5
2
5
0
0
3
0
2
1
1
2
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
100

Total %
69
55
53
42
34
29
27
15
12
10
9
8
8
6
5
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
400

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, SW = Social Work, JSW = Journal of Social
Work)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions)

In Table 39 the combinations of structural elements in the abstracts from the area of
social sciences and humanities are presented. The combination of structural elements which
occurred most often was B,M,R,C. This was in accordance with both the structure of how
often individual elements occurred (Table 33, row 8) and with the total number of elements
most often present (Table 36, row 8).
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Table 40: Combinations of structural elements in the abstracts from library and information
science which were included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Combinations
P,M,R,C
B,M,R,C
B,P,M,R,C
B,M,R
B,P,M,R
B
P,M,R
B,M,C
B,C
B,R
B,M
B,R,C
B,P,R,C
B,H,M,R
M,R,C
B,P,M,C
B,P
B,P,M
B,P,C
P,M,C
Total

% in JDoc % in JoLIS
53
1
4
26
24
4
0
23
12
2
0
10
4
2
0
6
0
6
0
5
0
5
0
3
1
1
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
100
100

Total %
54
30
28
23
14
10
6
6
6
5
5
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
200

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions)

In Table 39 the combinations of structural elements in the abstracts from the area of
library and information science are presented (from the journals JDoc and JoLIS). The
combination of structural elements which occurred most often was P,M,R,C. The four most
commonly present structural elements in these abstracts were B,M,R,C (Table 33, row 4).
This was not in accordance with the most commonly present combination of structural
elements (Table 40, row 2), but the number of structural elements (four) was in accordance
with the total number of elements most often present (Table 36, row 4), as 51.5% of abstracts
contained precisely four structural elements.
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Table 41: Combinations of structural elements in the abstracts from social work which were
included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Combinations
B,R,C
B,M,R,C
B,R
B,M,R
B
R
B,M
B,P,M,R,C
M,R,C
P,M,R
B,P,R,C
R,C
B,M,C
B,C
M,R
P,M,R,C
B,P,M,C
B,H,M,R,C
B,P,H,M,R,C
B,P,M
B,P,M,R
B,P
B,P,R
Total

% in SW
10
9
17
15
17
9
7
1
4
1
1
3
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
100

% in JSW Total %
40
50
30
39
5
22
4
19
2
19
0
9
0
7
5
6
1
5
3
4
2
3
0
3
2
2
1
2
0
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
100
200

(SW = Social Work, JSW = Journal of Social Work)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions)

In Table 41 the combinations of structural elements in the abstracts from the area of
social work are presented. The combination of structural elements which occurred most often
was B,R,C. This was in accordance with both the structure of how often individual elements
occurred (Table 33, row 7) and with the total number of elements most often present (Table
36, row 7).

In Tables 39-41 the combinations of structural elements in the abstracts from the area
of the social sciences and humanities (library and information science and social work) are
presented. In Tables 42-44 the combinations of structural elements in abstracts from the
natural sciences are presented. In Table 42 the results for abstracts from the natural sciences
are merged, and in Tables 43 and 44 the results for materials science and medicine are
presented separately.
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Table 42: Combinations of structural elements in the abstracts from the natural sciences
which were included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Combinations
B,M,R,C
B,M,R
P,M,R,C
B,P,M,R,C
B,M
B,R,C
B,R
B
M,R
B,M,C
B,C
B,P,M,R
M,R,C
P,M,R
B,P,R
B,P,M,C
R,C
P,C
P,R,C
P,M
B,P,C
B,P
B,H,M,R,C
M,C
Total

% in MIT
11
33
1
0
11
4
4
10
6
5
0
4
4
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
100

% in MST
6
47
0
1
8
5
12
6
5
1
3
3
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100

% in RLO
41
4
10
16
1
10
1
0
1
5
5
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
100

% in RTO
31
1
44
17
0
0
2
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
100

Total %
89
85
55
34
20
19
19
16
14
11
10
8
5
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
400

(MIT = Materials and Technology, MST = Materials Science and Technology, RLO = Radiology and Oncology, RTO = Radiotherapy and
Oncology)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions)

In Table 42 the combinations of structural elements in the abstracts from the area of
natural sciences are presented (materials science and technology, and medicine). The
combination of structural elements which occurred most often was B,M,R,C. This was in
accordance with both the structure of how often individual structural elements occurred
(Table 34, row 8) and with the total number of elements most often present (Table 37, row
8).

In Table 43 the combinations of structural elements in the abstracts from the area of
materials science and technology are presented (from the journals MIT and MST). The
combination of structural elements which occurred most often was B,M,R. This was in
accordance with both the structure of how often individual elements occur (Table 34, row 4)
and with the total number of elements most often present (Table 37, row 4).
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Table 43: Combinations of structural elements in the abstracts from materials science and
technology which were included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Combinations
B,M,R
B,M
B,M,R,C
B
B,R
M,R
B,R,C
B,P,M,R
B,M,C
M,R,C
P,M,R
B,C
M,C
B,P
B,P,R
B,P,M,C
B,P,C
P,M
P,M,R,C
B,P,M,R,C
Total

% in MIT % in MST
33
47
11
8
11
6
10
6
4
12
6
5
4
5
4
3
5
1
4
1
1
2
0
3
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
100
100

Total %
80
19
17
16
16
11
9
7
6
5
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
200

(MIT = Materials and Technology, MST = Materials Science and Technology)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions)

Table 44: Combinations of structural elements in the abstracts from medicine which were
included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Combinations
B,M,R,C
P,M,R,C
B,P,M,R,C
B,R,C
B,C
B,M,C
B,M,R
B,R
M,R
R,C
P,C
P,R,C
B,P,R
B,P,M,C
B,P,M,R
B,M
B,H,M,R,C
Total

% in RLO % in RTO
41
31
10
44
16
17
10
0
5
2
5
0
4
1
1
2
1
2
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
100
100

Total %
72
54
33
10
7
5
5
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
200

(RLO = Radiology and Oncology, RTO = Radiotherapy and Oncology)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions)
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In Table 44 the combinations of structural elements in the abstracts from the area of
medicine are presented (from the journals RLO and RTO). The combination of structural
elements which occurred most often was B,M,R,C. This was in accordance with both the
structure of how often individual elements occurred (Table 34, row 7) and with the total
number of structural elements most often present (Table 37, row 7).

Table 45 shows the combinations of structural elements in all the abstracts which were
included in the main study (from the social sciences and humanities, and the natural sciences)
which appeared ten times or more. The aim was to present only those combinations of
structural elements in abstracts from this research (social sciences and humanities, and the
natural sciences together) which occurred the most often.
However, the results must be interpreted with great caution. Table 46 shows some
very large differences in the presence of individual combinations of structural elements for the
journals which were included in this research. For example, in the journal JDoc the
combination of structural elements P,M,R,C (Table 46, row 29) was present in 53% of
abstracts, and in the journals JoLIS, JSW, and MIT it was present in only 1% of abstracts.

Table 45: Combinations of structural elements in the abstracts from the social sciences and
humanities, and the natural sciences (combined) which were included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Combinations
B,M,R,C
B,M,R
B,R,C
B,P,M,R,C
P,M,R,C
B,R
B
P,M,R,C
B,M
B,P,M,R
M,R
B,M,C
P,M,R

% in S
69
42
53
34
55
27
29
0
12
15
0
0
10

% in N
89
85
19
34
0
19
16
55
20
0
14
11
0

% in S+N
158
127
72
68
55
46
45
44
32
15
14
11
10

(S = Social sciences and humanities, N = Natural sciences)
(B = Background, P = Purpose/Scope, H = Hypothesis, M = Method, R = Results, C = Conclusions and Discussions)
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Table 46: Combinations of structural elements in all the abstracts from each individual journal
which was included in the main study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Combinations
B
B,C
B,H,M,R
B,H,M,R,C
B,M
B,M,C
B,M,R
B,M,R,C
B,P
B,P,C
B,P,H,M,R,C
B,P,M
B,P,M
B,P,M,C
B,P,M,R
B,P,M,R,C
B,P,R
B,P,R,C
B,R
B,R,C
M,C
M,R
M,R,C
P,C
P,M
P,M,C
P,M,R
P,M,R,C
P,R,C
R
R,C
Total

% in JDoc

% in JoLIS

% in SW

% in JSW

% in MIT

% in MST

% in RLO

% in RTO

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
1
0
12
24
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
4
53
0
0
0
100

10
6
2
0
5
6
23
26
1
1
0
0
0
1
2
4
0
1
5
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
100

17
1
0
0
7
0
15
9
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
17
10
0
2
4
0
0
0
1
0
0
9
3
100

2
1
0
1
0
2
4
30
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
5
0
2
5
40
0
0
1
0
0
0
3
1
0
0
0
100

10
0
0
0
11
5
33
11
1
1
0
0
0
1
4
0
1
0
4
4
1
6
4
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
100

6
3
0
0
8
1
47
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
1
0
0
12
5
0
5
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
100

0
5
0
0
1
5
4
41
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
16
1
0
1
10
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
10
1
0
1
100

0
2
0
1
0
0
1
31
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
17
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
44
0
0
0
100

6.2.2.4 The influence of guidelines on the components of abstracts

According to its guidelines, abstracts published in the journal JDoc should contain
structural elements P, M, R, and C. However, the results in Table 33, row 2 show that this
was not the case.
The guidelines for the journal JoLIS do not propose any structural elements for
abstracts. So, the guidelines have no influence on the presence of structural elements in the
abstracts published in that journal.
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According to the guidelines for the journal SW, structural element R should be
included in its abstracts. However, the results in Table 33, row 5 show that this was not the
case. The most commonly present structural element for abstracts in the journal SW was B,
and this was followed by structural element R.
According to the guidelines for the journal JSW structural elements B, M, R, and C
should be included in its abstracts. This was confirmed by the results in Table 33, row 6.
Structural elements P and H were also included, but at a lower percentage.
According to the guidelines for the journal MIT structural elements R and C should be
included in its abstracts. However, the results in Table 34, row 2 show that this was not the
case. The most commonly present structural element in this journal was B, followed by
structural element M. The third and fourth most common were structural elements R and C
respectively. Structural element C occurred only 28% of the time.
According to the guidelines for the journal MST structural elements P, R, and C should
be included in its abstracts. However, the results in Table 34, row 3 show that this was not the
case. Structural elements P and C occurred quite rarely; P in 6% of abstracts, and C in 17% of
abstracts. The structural element which occurred most often was B, at 92%.
According to the guidelines for the journal RLO structural elements B, M, R, and C
should be included in its abstracts. This was confirmed by the results in Table 34, row 5.
Furthermore, structural element P was present in 31% of the abstracts from that journal.
According to the guidelines for the journal RTO structural elements B, P, M, R, and C
should be included in its abstracts. This was confirmed by the results in Table 34, row 6. All
of the abovementioned structural elements were present in more than 50% of the abstracts,
except for element H, which was present in only 1%.

In four of the eight journals included in the main study (JDoc, JSW, RLO, and RTO)
the published abstracts were in accordance with the guidelines for authors. In the other four
journals (JoLIS, SW, MIT, and MST) the abstracts were not in accordance with the guidelines.
The editors of the journals in which the content of abstracts was not in accordance with
guidelines should definitely place more emphasis on their content and structure – both for
abstracts and entire articles.
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6.2.2.5 A comparison with the collaborative project

The results from the main study and the collaborative project (research work which
was done in Prague) are difficult to compare, because the structural elements of the coding
scheme differed – in the collaborative project elements N and T were also included.
Nevertheless, some comparisons can be made and will be given here.
For the main study, for abstracts published in selected journals from the area of library
and information sciences, structural elements M, R, and C were present at a much higher
percentage (86%, 83.5% and 67%; Table 33, row 4) than in the results of the collaborative
project (12.05%, 3.28% and 17.09%; Table 11, row 8). In the collaborative project the
dominant structural element was B (64.73%; Table 11, row 8). For published abstracts from
the area of materials science and technology which were included in the main study and
collaborative project, differences in the presence of structural elements were not so evident.
When the number of structural elements in the abstracts was discussed, other differences
between the main study and collaborative project also appeared in the area of library and
information science. The main study found that four structural elements according to the
Tibbo scheme (Table 36, row 4) occurred most often in abstracts from the selected journals,
while the collaborative study identified just two structural elements according to the Tibbo
scheme (Table 15, row 4) as being the most common in the abstracts from the selected
journals.

6.2.2.6 Conclusions

The journals from library and information science which were included in the main
study showed statistically significant differences in terms of the presence of all structural
elements except hypothesis. The journals from social work in our sample showed statistically
significant differences in the presence of structural elements B, R, and C (three out of six
structural elements). The journals from the area of materials science and technology showed
statistically significant differences in terms of the presence of structural elements H and R
(two out of six structural elements). Medical journals (oncology) showed statistically
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significant differences in terms of the presence of structural elements B, P, M, and R (four out
of six structural elements).
The chi-square test showed statistically significant differences among the journals in
the main study in specific areas of science, and this should be taken into account when
interpreting the results. The results could have been different if other journals had been
selected for inclusion into the study. The journals that showed the lowest degree of statistically
significant differences were those from the area of materials science and technology (MIT and
MST), which were also included in some previous research (Jamar, N., Baš and Južnič, 2000;
Jamar, N., 2001; Južnič and Jamar, N., 2002; Jamar, N. and Šauperl, 2006; Jamar, N. and
Jamar, J., 2007 a; Jamar, N. and Jamar, J., 2007 b; Jamar, N., 2007 c, Jamar, N. and Jamar, J.,
2008).
For the area of library and information science it was expected that the most commonly
present structural elements in the abstracts would be B, P, and R. These expectations were not
confirmed. The most commonly present structural elements (Table 33, row 4) were in fact M
(86%), R (83.5%), B (69%), and C (67%). Structural element P was not among the most
commonly present structural elements from this area.
For the area of social work it was expected that the most commonly present structural
elements in the abstracts would be B, M, and R. These expectations were not confirmed. The
most commonly present structural elements (Table 33, row 7) were in fact B (88.5%), R
(83.5%), and C (57.5%). Structural element M was not among the most commonly present
structural elements from this area.
For the area of materials science and technology it was expected that the most
commonly present structural elements in the abstracts would be B, M, and R. These
expectations were confirmed. The most commonly present structural elements (Table 34, row
4) were in fact B (89%), M (76.5%), and R (76%).
For the area of medicine it was expected that the most commonly present structural
elements in the abstracts would be B, M, and R. These expectations were not confirmed. The
most commonly present structural elements (Table 34, row 7) were in fact C (93%), R
(92.5%), and M (88%). Structural element B was not among the most commonly present
structural elements in this area.
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The expectations for the social sciences and humanities, and the natural sciences
combined was that the most commonly present structural elements in the abstracts would be
B, M, and R. These expectations were confirmed. The most commonly present structural
elements (Table 35, row 4) were in fact R (83.87%), B (79.12%), and M (73.87%).
The expectations regarding impact factor were that abstracts published in journals with
an impact factor would be of a higher quality than abstracts from journals without an impact
factor. However, these expectations were not confirmed. According to available data, this was
the case for journals with the highest impact factor, but not for journals with impact factor in
general. The journals included in the main study which had an impact factor were RTO (IF
2009 = 4.343), JDoc (IF 2009 = 1.405), MST (IF 2009 = 0.794), JoLIS (IF 2009 = 0.581) and
MIT (IF 2009 = 0.143). The average number of sentences per abstract in journals with an
impact factor was 7.81, and the average for journals without an impact factor was 7.87. The
average number of words per abstract in the case of journals with impact factor was 176, and
in journals without an impact factor it was 193. In both cases the numbers speak in favour of
the journals without an impact factor if we assume that abstracts with more words and more
sentences are more informative. However, it should be emphasised that, compared with other
journals with an impact factor, the journals with the highest impact factor (RTO and JDoc)
deviated from this result. Furthermore, the data from Table 21, row 8 show that the average of
articles per issue is also higher for journals with an impact factor than for all of the journals
included in the main study (Table 22, row 14). Once again it should be emphasised that when
looking at data for all of the journals with an impact factor included in this study, the journals
with the highest impact factor were the ones which deviated. This was also confirmed in
Table 26. The guidelines for abstracts in the journal with the highest impact factor (RTO)
show the closest resemblance to the Tibbo scheme.

As far as the guidelines for components of abstracts are concerned, it was expected that
the guidelines for abstracting would be more appropriate for the natural sciences than for the
social sciences and humanities.
The pilot study (Jamar, N. and Šauperl, 2009) showed that both coding schemes (the
Tibbo scheme and the Spanring system) were more suitable for the natural sciences than the
social sciences. However, the data from the main study presented in Table 38, row 4 show
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that there were no significant differences in the number of structural elements in abstracts
which were included in the research from the areas of social sciences and humanities when
compared to those from the natural sciences. That was also true for the presence of individual
elements in the abstracts from the social sciences and humanities when compared to those
from the natural sciences (Table 35, row 4). According to these data, our expectations (from
the pilot study) were not confirmed. This was also an indication that it should be possible to
create uniform guidelines for the components of abstracts. It should then also be noted that the
recommended abstract was developed with the intention of being appropriate for all areas of
the sciences. However, the data in the pilot study, where the presence of structural elements in
abstracts from the areas of sociology and materials science and technology was compared
(Jamar, N. and Šauperl, 2009, p. 93-94), showed that there was a high percentage of sentences
in abstracts from the area of sociology which could not be included in any of the structured
elements proposed by either the Tibbo scheme (49.5%) or the Spanring system (14%). This
did not occur in abstracts from the social sciences and humanities (library and information
science, and social work) which were included in the main study. However, it should also be
emphasised that the coders were not the same, which allows for the possibility of differences
in viewing and interpreting the content of the structural elements.
According to Milas-Bracović (1987) and Tibbo (1992), the largest problem, as far as
guidelines for abstracts are concerned, was observed in abstracts from the humanities. The
reason for this could be the fact that the humanities (Humanities, 2011) are made up of
academic disciplines which use analytical and critical methods, and therefore differ from the
natural sciences and social sciences, which make use of more empirical methods. This
hypothesis should be verified with a study of abstracts from the humanities, which would need
to be done in a similar fashion as the research being presented here.

6.3

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROTOTYPES AND RECOMMENDED ABSTRACTS

After the first portion of the research was completed, samples and final versions were
developed for prototype and recommended abstracts. The development of these samples,
followed by the development of the actual prototype and recommended abstracts, formed the
second portion of the main study. In the third portion of the research, the original, prototype,
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and recommended abstracts were given to researchers from the same areas which were
included in this research for evaluation, and the results showed which form they considered to
be the most suitable. These results also provided indications which contributed to the proposal
of uniform guidelines for the components of abstracts.

In the second part of research we ourselves tested the abstracting process when
prototype and recommended abstracts were developed for evaluation by researchers.
According to Rowley (1988, p. 24-25) the abstracting process can be expressed in the form of
steps as follows:
Step 1. Read the document with a view to gaining an understanding of its content and an
appreciation of its scope. It may be necessary to read some documents more than once before a
satisfactory grasp of their content is achieved. A practised abstractor does not ‘read’ every word
in a document, but scans a significant proportion of the document. Often, but it must be
emphasized, not always, much of the significant information can be culled from the latter
paradigms of a document. Paragraphs headed ‘results’, ‘conclusions’, ‘recommendations’,
‘discussion’, ‘future work’ are often fruitful sources of material for inclusion in an abstract.
Introductory paragraphs , on the other hand, are generally intended to offer orientation, and may
prove particularly helpful to an abstractor with no special knowledge or understanding of the
subject of the document. It is important not to let the early sections figure disproportionately in the
final abstract merely because they are encountered first.
Step 2. Make written notes of the main points made in the document. Step 1 and 2 may be
completed simultaneously, or Step 2 may be conducted during a re-reading of the document.
Step 3. Draft a rough abstract from notes recorded in Step 2. It is important not to transfer verbose
words or phrases from the original and to heed the other points of good style that are summarized
in the section below.
Step 4. Check the draft abstract for punctuation, spelling, accuracy, omissions and conciseness.
Accuracy is particularly essential. Apart from errors due to general carelessness, proper names
and chemical and mathematical formulae are particularly susceptible to mistakes. When all
necessary amendments have been spotted, edit the draft abstract and make any improvements to
the style that are possible.
Step 5. Write the final abstract.
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6.3.1

Prototypes

6.3.1.1 Method

Based on the results of the first part of the study the sample for prototype abstracts was
developed. This was followed by the development of the actual prototype abstracts from the
sample, which took place from October 2010 to August 2011. All of them were developed in
accordance with the sample, and after the original article and abstract had been read.
The aim of developing the prototypes was to develop precisely abstracts which were
typical of those published in the journals from the areas included in the main study.

6.3.1.2 Sample

Table 47: A specification of the years, volumes, issue of the journals, and the number of
abstracts from each specific journal which was included in the research
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Journal
Year, Volume (Issue)
Library and information science
JDoc
2009, 65 (06) – 2009, 65 (05)
JoLIS
2009, 41 (04) – 2009, 41 (01)
Social work
SW
2009, 48 (06) – 2009, 48 (01)
JSW
2009, 09 (04) – 2009, 09 (02)
Materials science and technology
MIT
2009, 43 (06) – 2009, 43 (05)
MST
2009, 25 (12) – 2009, 25 (12)
Medicine
RLO
2009, 43 (04) – 2009, 43 (03)
RTO
2009, 93 (03) – 2009, 93 (03)
Total

Number of abstracts
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
96

(JDoc = Journal of Documentation, JoLIS = Journal of Librarianship and Information Science, SW = Social Work, JSW = Journal of Social
Work, MIT = Materials and Technology, MST = Materials Science and Technology, RLO = Radiology and Oncology, RTO = Radiotherapy
and Oncology)

In Table 47 the specification of the years, volumes, issue of the journals, and the
number of abstracts from each specific journal which was included in the main study are
presented. The sample of abstracts was selected from those which were included in the first
part of the main study. For the second part of the research only twelve abstracts out of the
original one hundred were selected. This seemed to be an appropriate number when
considering the purpose of the evaluation that would follow later. The abstracts were selected
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starting from the last abstract published in 2009, and going in reverse chronological order
towards the beginning of 2009 (from the newest to the oldest in terms of publishing date).

6.3.1.3 Results

In Table 48 the length and structure of prototype abstracts are presented. Later in the
text the exact procedure for their development is described for each selected field. The
prototypes were later sent to experts from the areas which were included in the research being
presented here (library and information science, social work, materials science and
technology, and medicine). The experts evaluated the prototype abstracts in non-structured
form. From the original abstracts published in the eight journals selected for this study, four
were published in non-structured form and four in structured form. Since the main area was
materials science and technology, and the abstracts from both journals in this area were
published in non-structured form, the prototypes were developed in non-structured form as
well. All prototypes were written in English, because the research being presented here was
also to be written in English. Another reason for the decision to write the prototypes in English
was that the abstracts from the Slovene and English journals were coded in their English
language form, even if they were also published in Slovene. In Table 28 the languages of the
articles and abstracts from the journals included in the main study are presented.

Table 48: The length and structure of prototype abstracts for all the areas included in the main
study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Field
Library and
information science
Social work
Materials science and
technology
Medicine (oncology)

Structure
2 Background, 2 Method, 2 Results
sentences, and 2 Conclusion sentences
3 Background, 3 Results, and 2
Conclusions sentences
3 Background, 3 Method, and 2
Results sentences
2 Background, 2 Method, 2 Results,
and 2 Conclusions sentences

Sentences
8

Words
182

8

182

8

182

8

182

Since informative abstracts were the dominant form in all disciplines (Table 31), it
was decided that the prototypes should also be informative.
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The average number of words in the abstracts which were included in this research was
182.41 (Table 30, row 14), so it was decided that the prototypes should contain 182 words as
well. The average number of sentences in the abstracts was 7.83 (Table 29, row 14), and this
led to the decision that the prototypes would contain eight sentences. This means that, on
average, each sentence was to contain 23 words, which was also the average of words per
sentence in the original abstracts.

Library and information science: the results (Table 36, row 4) showed that for the
most part, according to the Tibbo scheme, four structural elements were present in abstracts
from the field of library and information science. So, it was decided that the prototypes would
contain the four structural elements which occurred the most often for abstracts in that field:
background, method, results, and conclusions (Table 33, row 4). If these four elements are
present at a rate of 100% and are, according to the results, divided into eight sentences, then
Background should consist of two sentences, Method of two, Results of two, and Conclusions
of two sentences.
If we take the percentages from Table 33 as the division of the four most commonly
present elements we come up with: 69.00 (B) : 86.00 (M) : 83.50 (R) : 67.00 (C). In
percentage form, if 305.50 (B+M+R+C) is equal to 100%, that gives us: 22.59 (B) : 28.15 (M)
: 27.38 (R) : 21.93 (C). If we then divide the abstracts into eight sentences: 1.80 (B: two
sentences) : 2.25 (M: two sentences) : 2.19 (R: two sentences) : 1.75 (C: two sentences).
Working with a total of 182 words and eight sentences, and considering the distribution of
sentences, that leaves us with 46 words for M and R (a higher percentage of presence) and 45
words for B and C.

Social work: the results (Table 36, row 7) showed that for the most part, according to
the Tibbo scheme, three structural elements were present in abstracts from the field of social
work. So, it was decided that the prototypes would contain the three structural elements which
occurred the most often in these abstracts: background, results, and conclusions (Table 33,
row 7). If these three elements are present at a rate of 100% and are, according to the results,
divided into eight sentences, then Background should consist of three sentences, Results of
three, and Conclusions of two sentences.
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If we take the percentages from Table 33 as the division of the three most commonly
present elements we come up with: 88.50 (B) : 83.50 (R) : 57.50 (C). In percentage form, if
229.50 (B+R+C) is equal to 100%, that gives us: 38.56 (B) : 36.38 (R) : 25.05 (C). If we then
divide the abstracts into eight sentences: 3.08 (B: three sentences) : 2.91 (R: three sentences) :
2.00 (C: two sentences). Working with a total of 182 words and eight sentences, and
considering the distribution of the sentences, that leaves us with 68 words for B and R, and 46
words for C.

Materials science and technology: the results (Table 37, row 4) showed that for the
most part, according to the Tibbo scheme, three structural elements were present in abstracts
from the field of materials science and technology. So, it was decided that the prototypes
would contain the three structural elements which occurred the most often for abstracts in that
field: background, method, and results (Table 34, row 4). If these four elements are present at
a rate of 100% and are, according to the results, divided into eight sentences, then Background
should consist of three sentences, Method of three, and Results of two sentences.
If we take the percentages from Table 34 as the division of the four most commonly
present elements are we come up with: 89.00 (B) : 76.50 (M) : 76.00 (R). In percentage form,
if 241.50 (B+M+R) is equal to 100%, that gives us: 36.85 (B) : 31.68 (M) : 31.47 (R). If we
then divide the abstracts into eight sentences: 2.95 (B: three sentences) : 2.53 (M: three
sentences) : 2.52 (R: two sentences). Values up to 0.50 were rounded down, and those greater
than or equal to 0.51 were rounded up, but, since there were eight sentences, this was
impossible to do in the case of R. It should be rounded up, but since there was a total of eight
sentences, and also since B and M were rounded up, this operation was not possible for R, so
it was rounded down. Working with a total of 182 words and eight sentences, and considering
the distribution of the sentences, that leaves us with 68 words for B and M, and 46 words for
R.
Medicine: the results (Table 37, row 7) showed that for the most part, according the
Tibbo scheme, four elements were present in abstracts from the field of medicine. So, it was
decided that the prototypes would contain the four structural elements which occurred the
most often for abstracts in that field: background, method, results, conclusions (Table 34, row
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7). If these four elements are present at a rate of 100% and are, according to the results,
divided into eight sentences, then Background should consists of two sentences, Method of
two, Results of two, and Conclusions of two sentences.
If we take the percentages from Table 34 as the division of the four most commonly
present elements we come up with: 70.00 (B) : 88.00 (M) : 92.50 (R) : 93.99 (C). In
percentage form, if 344.49 (B+M+R+C) is equal to 100%, that gives us: 20.32 (B) : 25.55 (M)
: 26.85 (R) : 27.28 (C). If we then divide the abstracts into eight sentences: 1.62 (B: two
sentences) : 2.04 (M: two sentences) : 2.15 (R: two sentences) : 2.18 (C: two sentences).
Working with a total of 182 words and eight sentences, and considering the distribution of the
sentences, that leaves us with 46 words for R and C (a higher percentage of presence), and 45
words for B and M.

Here are four examples of the prototype abstracts, one for each area which was
included in this research (library and information science, social work, materials science and
technology, and medicine). The original abstracts, which provided the basis for developing the
prototypes, are presented as Examples 38, 40, 42, and 44, allowing for a comparison between
the two versions. The subsequent portion of the research involved the evaluation of the twelve
abstracts from each field by experts from those same fields. The prototype abstracts are
presented in two forms (so that the structure of the abstract can be seen): the form of a table,
and the form which was sent to the readers, or experts.
Example 47: Prototype 1 (Library and information science)
Yi, K. and Chan, M. (2009). Linking folksonomy to Library of Congress subject headings: an
exploratory study. Journal of Documentation. 65(6), 872-900.

Prototype 1 (library and information science) in table form:

Background
2 sentences / 45 words

Method
2 sentences / 46 words

New trend in the organization, management, and discovery of digital
information has recently emerged: collaborative tagging and
folksonomy. Web users annotate the contents of information
resources, create keywords or tags, assign them to the resources, and
utilize these same tags for future navigation and discovery.
A selected sample of a folksonomy from a tagging system Delicious
was word-matched with LCSH, LCSH was transformed into a tree
structure for the matching. The characteristics of folksonomies, the
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Results
2 sentences / 46 words

Conclusions
2 sentences / 45 words

overlap of folksonomies with LCSH, and the distribution of
folksonomies over the LCSH tree were examined.
Experimental results showed that total proportion of tags being
matched with LC subject headings constituted approximately twothirds of all the tags involved, with an additional 10 percent of the
remaining tags having potential matches. Three important tagdistribution patterns over the LCSH tree were identified and
supported.
Results of the study can be adopted for the development of innovative
methods of mapping between folksonomy and LCSH. This directly
contributes to the effective access and retrieval of tagged web
resources and to the integration of multiple information repositories
based on the two vocabularies.

Prototype 1 (library and information science) as was sent to the readers (experts):
New trend in the organization, management, and discovery of digital information has recently emerged:
collaborative tagging and folksonomy. Web users annotate the contents of information resources, create
keywords or tags, assign them to the resources, and utilize these same tags for future navigation and discovery. A
selected sample of a folksonomy from a tagging system Delicious was word-matched with LCSH, LCSH was
transformed into a tree structure for the matching. The characteristics of folksonomies, the overlap of
folksonomies with LCSH, and the distribution of folksonomies over the LCSH tree were examined. Experimental
results showed that total proportion of tags being matched with LC subject headings constituted approximately
two-thirds of all the tags involved, with an additional 10 percent of the remaining tags having potential matches.
Three important tag-distribution patterns over the LCSH tree were identified and supported. Results of the study
can be adopted for the development of innovative methods of mapping between folksonomy and LCSH. This
directly contributes to the effective access and retrieval of tagged web resources and to the integration of
multiple information repositories based on the two vocabularies.

Example 48: Prototype 2 (Social work)
Kvaternik, I. and Rihter, L. (2009). Med nacionalnimi usmeritvami in prakso: Politika
zmanjševanja povpraševanja na področju dovoljenih in nedovoljenih drog = Between National
Guidelines and Practice: Drug Demand Reduction in the Field of Licit and Illicit Drugs. Social
Work. 48 (5/6), 263-273.
Prototype 2 (social work) in table form:
Background
3 sentences / 68 words

Results
3 sentences / 68 words

The article is based on an analysis of the performance of Slovenian
policy in the field of Drug and Alcohol Demand Reduction. The data
about the policies and implementations in that field were obtained from
the departments of a Government Commission on drugs and some other
providers who have previously actively participated in the formulation
of a drug policy. However, only some of them responded to the
invitation.
Results showed that departments in the field of Drug Demand
Reduction, in process of forming and performing politics, take into
account Resolution on the national programme in the field of drugs.
Deficiencies appear at the level of data collection and exchange, at the
level of sharing similar tasks among different actors, and at the level of
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Conclusions
2 sentences / 46 words

co-ordination and inter-department cooperation. Also, latency of
individual workgroups, commissions is detected.
Therefore, restoration of a working body that would take care for the
expert coordination and would be responsible for the operative
implementation is proposed. The criteria for the membership in that
working body should only be professionalism, a willingness to work,
activity and not political affiliations.

Prototype 2 (social work) as was sent to the readers (experts):
The article is based on an analysis of the performance of Slovenian policy in the field of Drug and Alcohol
Demand Reduction. The data about the policies and implementations in that field were obtained from the
departments of a Government Commission on drugs and some other providers who have previously actively
participated in the formulation of a drug policy. However, only some of them responded to the invitation. Results
showed that departments in the field of Drug Demand Reduction, in process of forming and performing politics,
take into account Resolution on the national programme in the field of drugs. Deficiencies appear at the level of
data collection and exchange, at the level of sharing similar tasks among different actors, and at the level of coordination and inter-department cooperation. Also, latency of individual workgroups, commissions is detected.
Therefore, restoration of a working body that would take care for the expert coordination and would be
responsible for the operative implementation is proposed. The criteria for the membership in that working body
should only be professionalism, a willingness to work, activity and not political affiliations.

Example 49: Prototype 3 (Materials science and technology)
Avdiaj, S., Šetina, J., Syla, N.: Modeling of the piezoelectric effect using the finite-element
method (FEM) = Modeliranje piezoelektričnih pojavov z metodo končnih elementov. (2009).
Materials and Technology. 43 (6), 283-291.
Prototype 3 (materials science and technology) in table form:
Background
3 sentences / 68 words

Method
3 sentences / 68 words

Results
2 sentences / 46 words

Jacques and Pierre Curie were two of first people to experiment with
common crystals in the field of piezoelectricity. In this paper
piezoelectric effect in quartz is treated in a theoretical way; a
mathematical formalization that describes piezoelectric effect is
treated and the modelling of piezoelectric effect with the FEM is
presented.
Piezoelectric materials
are widely used
in
electromechanical sensors and actuators, for medical imaging and
non-destructive testing.
The basic ideas of the finite-element method (FEM) for solving the
problem of piezoelectric media are presented. And if it is begun with
the tri-dimensional, finite-element method (FEM), a numerical
computational method for a determination of the electrical voltage (the
direct piezoelectric effect) and the eigenmodes of vibration (the inverse
piezoelectric effect) was developed. The finite-element method (FEM)
is normally used for solving the problems related to macrostructures.
Results show that the differential equation of the coupled field
(mechanical and electrical) is solvable with the finite-element method
(FEM). Both types of piezoelectric effect can be modelled with the aid
of the FEM package, whereas simulations in ANSYS prove the
corrections of the theoretical model.
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Prototype 3 (materials science and technology) as was sent to the readers (experts):
Jacques and Pierre Curie were two of first people to experiment with common crystals in the field of
piezoelectricity. In this paper piezoelectric effect in quartz is treated in a theoretical way; a mathematical
formalization that describes piezoelectric effect is treated and the modelling of piezoelectric effect with the FEM
is presented. Piezoelectric materials are widely used in electromechanical sensors and actuators, for medical
imaging and non-destructive testing. The basic ideas of the finite-element method (FEM) for solving the problem
of piezoelectric media are presented. And if it is begun with the tri-dimensional, finite-element method (FEM), a
numerical computational method for a determination of the electrical voltage (the direct piezoelectric effect) and
the eigenmodes of vibration (the inverse piezoelectric effect) was developed. The finite-element method (FEM) is
normally used for solving the problems related to macrostructures. Results show that the differential equation of
the coupled field (mechanical and electrical) is solvable with the finite-element method (FEM). Both types of
piezoelectric effect can be modelled with the aid of the FEM package, whereas simulations in ANSYS prove the
corrections of the theoretical model.

Example 50: Prototype 4 (Medicine)
Yilmaz, C., Erkan, N., Arslan, M., Yildirim, Y. and Kalaycioglu, S. (2009). Budd-Chiari
syndrome associated with liver hydatid disease: retrospective evaluation of color Doppler US
findings with emphasis on intrahepatic venous collateralization = Budd-Chiarijev sindrom
povezan z jetrno hidatidno cisto: retrospektivna analiza preiskav z barvnim dopplerskim
ultrazvokom in s posebno pozornostjo na intrahepatalne venske obvodnice. Radiology and
Oncology. 43 (4), 225-232.
Prototype 4 (medicine) in table form:
Background
2 sentences / 45 words

Method
2 sentences / 45 words

Results
2 sentences / 46 words

Conclusions
2 sentences / 46 words

The Budd-Chiari Syndrome (BCS) develops secondary to the hepatic
venous obstruction or interruption of the supratheutic vena cava
inferior (IVC). In the Western world, the most common causes for the
BCS are the prothombotic disorders, like the polycythaemia vera, and
in Asia, the membranous obstruction.
Digitally stored CDUS video clips or videotape records of livers of 13
patients with HDL and BCS were retrospectively reviewed. They were
reviewed by two radiologists with at least 10 years experience in
abdominal CDUS and special emphasis on intrahepatic venous
collaterals compatible with BCS.
During retrospective analysis of sonographic data, at least one type
of intrahepatic venous collateral typical for BCS was detected in all
the patients and CDUS revealed 5 different types. In two patients,
venous collaterals were not seen on gray-scale sonography, but they
were apparent during CDUS.
BCS secondary to HDL may come as a finding during sonography,
familiarity with the typical sonographic appearances of intrahepatic
venous collaterals associated with BCS may enable correct diagnosis
and prompt further treatment. CDUS should be performed in every
patient with HDL, regardless of the clinical presentation.
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Prototype 4 (medicine) as was sent to the readers (experts):
The Budd-Chiari Syndrome (BCS) develops secondary to the hepatic venous obstruction or interruption of the
supratheutic vena cava inferior (IVC). In the Western world, the most common causes for the BCS are the
prothombotic disorders, like the polycythaemia vera, and in Asia, the membranous obstruction. Digitally stored
CDUS video clips or videotape records of livers of 13 patients with HDL and BCS were retrospectively reviewed.
They were reviewed by two radiologists with at least 10 years experience in abdominal CDUS and special
emphasis on intrahepatic venous collaterals compatible with BCS. During retrospective analysis of sonographic
data, at least one type of intrahepatic venous collateral typical for BCS was detected in all the patients and
CDUS revealed 5 different types. In two patients, venous collaterals were not seen on gray-scale sonography, but
they were apparent during CDUS. BCS secondary to HDL may come as a finding during sonography, familiarity
with the typical sonographic appearances of intrahepatic venous collaterals associated with BCS may enable
correct diagnosis and prompt further treatment. CDUS should be performed in every patient with HDL,
regardless of the clinical presentation.

6.3.1.4 Conclusions

The prototypes were made according to the results of the main study and differ from
area to area (library and information science, social work, materials science and technology,
social work, and medicine).

6.3.2

Recommended abstracts

The original and prototype abstracts did not include all the structural elements which
are commonly proposed in order to achieve the best possible informative value. Therefore, it
was decided that the structure would be improved with the development of a sample for
recommended abstracts.

6.3.2.1 Method

The aim here was also to prepare a proposition for guidelines concerning the
components of abstracts which would be appropriate in all areas of the sciences, or a
recommended abstract. This form of abstract was to include enough information so that
readers, even if they did not read the article in full, could decide if the article was or was not of
interest as far as their research was concerned. The success of the proposition (the
recommended abstract), in terms of how well it fulfilled the needs of the readers, was seen
after the prepared recommended abstracts were evaluated by researchers.
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The recommended abstracts were developed from October 2010 to August 2011.

6.3.2.2 Sample

First, the sample that was used to create the recommended abstracts for all the areas
which were included in the main study was developed. This was followed by the development
of the recommended abstracts, which were developed after the original article and original
abstract were read. The next step in the research was to provide 24 abstracts from each of the
four areas included in the research (twelve from each journal; two per field) to experts in the
same fields for evaluation.

From the original abstracts published in the eight journals selected for this study, four
were published non-structured form, and four in structured form. Since the main area in the
research being presented here is materials science and technology, and the abstracts from both
journals in the area of materials science and technology were published in non-structured
form, the recommended abstracts were developed in non-structured form as well. All
recommended abstracts were written in English, because the research being presented here
was also to be written in English. Another reason for the decision to write the recommended
abstracts in English was that the abstracts from the Slovene and English journals included in
the research were coded in their English language form, even if they were published in
Slovene. In Table 28 the languages in which articles and abstracts from journals which were
included in the main study are presented.

6.3.2.3 Results

Within the introduction (I) the sample of the recommended abstracts includes two
sentences of background (B), and one sentence of purpose (P). The two sentences of
background should present the context of the research, its background, any previous research,
and any underlying theories. The background should include descriptions of the topic, or
theme of the article. The single sentence dedicated to purpose should present the reasons for
engaging in the study, the goals of the study, or the purposes for writing the paper. The
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method (M) of the recommended abstract includes two sentences of the method description
(M/D) and one sentence of the sample (S). Jamar, N. and Šauperl (2009) especially emphasise
that these two sentences (of the method description) should include an exact description of the
method used, and not merely an indication. The sentence containing information about the
sample could be, according to Kralj (2006), included within the structural element method, but
it represents very specific content which, due to its precise statements (for example, the
number of individuals included in the study, or where the sample was taken from), deserves
special attention. Kajba (2005) and Erman (2008) also state that the research, and also the
subject of the research, should be placed within a context of time and place. The results (R) of
the recommended abstract include three sentences of direct results (this structural element is
recommended by Lužar, 2005, and Šolar, 2008), which should only report on the results
obtained from the study which are presented in the article, and not on results from other
studies. The discussion (D) of the recommended abstract includes two sentences of
conclusions. These two sentences contain the implications of the results on subjects or objects
which were not part of the study, as well as recommendations, evaluations, and suggestions
for further use or research.

The structure has been coordinated with the sections of a traditional scientific paper
(the IMRAD format) and also reflects, in an abbreviated way, the content and structure of the
article. This is in accordance with the definition of an abstract which has been decided upon
for the purposes of the research being presented here. The optimum content of the uniform
recommended abstract was determined according to:
→ the Tibbo scheme and ISO 214;
→ an overview of the results from previous studies (Lužar, 2005; Kajba, 2005; Klasinc, 2005;
Vidmar, 2006; Kralj, 2006 Šolar, 2008; Erman, 2008);
→ the pilot study from the area of materials science and technology (Jamar, N. and Šauperl,
2009).

No new structural elements were added to the proposal of the recommended abstract.
However, the structural elements method and results were specified in more detail, as it is not
sufficient to only mention method and results, but rather they should be stated explicitly. The
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structural element “sample” was also separated from the structural element “method”. The
structural elements “collateral information” and “hypothesis” were excluded due to their low
occurrence in all studies.

a) The sections of traditional scientific papers

According to (Milas-Bracović, 1987, p. 51-52) the Introduction, Methods, Results, and
Discussion are the sections of a traditional scientific paper. The Introduction states the
problem(s), aims, and scope of the study, reviews related literature, and formulates the
hypothesis. The Methods section contains a description of the procedures and equipment used
in the study. In the Discussion section the author compares his/her findings with those of
others, evaluates their relevance, draws conclusions, rejects or retains the hypothesis (if the
hypothesis was stated in the introduction), presents additional conclusions which were
unexpected or related to a problem which was not central to the study, offers suggestions for
future research, etc.

The structure of the recommended abstract has been coordinated with the IMRAD
format (Introduction, Method, Results, and Discussion). The Introduction covers everything
which the recommended abstract includes in Background (it states the problem(s), the scope of
the study, and related literature) and Purpose (the aims of the study), but the recommended
abstract excludes the Hypothesis. Hypotheses are important before the research work is
undertaken and represent a form of guidelines for the research. According to its definition in
the Dictionary of Standard Slovenian (Slovar slovenskega knjižnega jezika, 2000)22 a
hypothesis is “an unproven, merely probable statement or assumption” which can be “accepted or
rejected” and, as a working hypothesis, used “as a guideline for research”. According to

Merriam-Webster (2013) “the hypothesis is an idea or theory that is not proven but that leads to
further study or discussion.” So, after the results are known the hypothesis (or hypotheses) are

no longer important for the readers of the abstracts. In Methods special emphasis was given to
the sample and an exact description of the method used. In Results it was emphasised that the

22
The English translation for Slovar slovenskega knjižnega jezika is Dictionary of Standard Slovenian. Slovar slovenskega
knjižnega jezika has no official translation, so this translation has been provided only for the purposes of understanding.
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reported results should only be obtained from the research presented in the abstracted
document. In the IMRAD format (Introduction, Method, Results, Discussion) the Discussion
mainly covers things which the recommended abstract includes in the Conclusions (it presents
additional conclusions which were unexpected or related to a problem which was not central
to the study, offers suggestions for future research, etc.). However, it should be added that in
the IMRAD format the Discussion also contains a comparison of the paper’s findings with
those reported by others, but in the Conclusions section of the recommended abstract the
emphasis was given to the implications of results on subjects or objects which were not part of
the study. For the journal Emerald practical and social implications are special components or
categories within the proposed structured abstract, as it is important to emphasise the
economic and social implications of academic research in order to justify funding. Naturally,
if funding is provided for research, that research should be useful.

b) An explanation for the proposed components of the recommended abstract

If we compare the recommended abstract to the Tibbo scheme (Tibbo, 1993, p. 221223) it is clear that the hypothesis has been left out from the recommended version.

If the recommended abstract is compared to ISO 214 (ISO 214:1976, 1976, p. 2-3), it
is clear that collateral information has been left out of the recommended version. In as much
as it is possible, the abstract should be informative and focused on the research work of the
article. Therefore collateral information (which represents auxiliary, or parallel information
that is not focused solely on the topic of the article) should not be a part of the abstract.

All that being said, some additional explanations to the structural elements of the
recommended abstract are necessary.
→ Background is also included in the Tibbo scheme. It is interesting that it is not mentioned
in ISO 214, but it is probably included in “collateral information”. Background, according
to Tibbo (1993, p. 221-223), “represents the sentences that indicate the framework of the
present research, its background, previous research, or underlying theories.” According to ISO

214:1976 (1976, p. 2-3) collateral information can “include findings or information incidental
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to the main purpose of the document, but of value outside its major subject area (for example,
modifications of the methods, new compounds, newly determined physical constants, and newly
discovered documents or data sources). Report these clearly, but in such a way that they do not
detract attention from the main theme. Do not exaggerate their relative importance in the
abstracted document.” According to these two definitions it could be said that collateral

information is more focused on just the background information related to data from the
abstracted document, while background information itself (as a section) also concerns
previous work and theories related to the topic of the document. Therefore, it could be said
that “background” is a broader term than “collateral information”.
→ Purpose is included in the Tibbo scheme and in ISO 214. It is a very important part of the
abstract, as the potential benefits of the research work should be described well.
→ Method is included in the Tibbo scheme and in ISO 214. However, only mentioning the
method does not tell the reader of an abstract much, so in the recommended abstract it is
specifically stated that the Method Description (M/D) should be a part of the abstract as
well. In this way the reader of the abstract can become familiarised with the course of the
research. The fact that the structural element “method” should be divided into two parts –
the Method Description (M/D) and the Method Appointment (M/A) – was already
proposed in the pilot study (Jamar, N. and Šauperl, 2009) which was done prior to this
research work. M/D is basically a detailed description of the study, and M/A is merely a
mention of the method, meaning that the reader can not become familiarised with the exact
procedure of the research work presented in the paper.
→ Sample is not specifically mentioned in either the Tibbo scheme or in ISO 214, but it
should be included inside the structural element “method”. The method is often mentioned
or even described, but a description of the sample is quite often forgotten. The sample size,
the basis of the research, also provides a great deal of information about the reliability of
the results. For example, if the sample size is too small, there is a possibility that the
results are not reliable. The research, or the subject of the research, whenever possible,
should also be placed in a context of time and place. The element “sample” was already
proposed by Kralj (2006, p. 58) and Vidmar (2006).
→ Results are included in the Tibbo scheme and in ISO 214. It is crucial that the results come
from the research which is described in the article, and that they are stated directly. The
subcategories Rd-direct results, Rn-indicated results, and Rp-previous results were
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proposed in the studies by Šolar (2008, p. 31) and Lužar (2005, p. 17). According to Šolar
(2008, p. 31) and Lužar (2005, p. 17), the direct results are those which came from the
authors of the article and are stated in the abstract, and the indicated results are those
which are stated in the article but not in the abstract. Previous results are those taken from
other studies. The indicated and previous results are not included in the abstract, and are
just stated in the paper. As far as the content of the paper is concerned, the indicated
results, related to the abstracted document, have a greater informative value than previous
results, which are not related to the abstracted document.
→ Conclusions are included in both the Tibbo scheme and in ISO 214. Here, the emphasis
should be given to the implications of the results on subjects or objects which were not
part of the study, because it is important to emphasise the economic and social implication
of academic research in order to justify funding.

c) An explanation for the proposed length of the recommended abstract and its
components

→ The recommended number of words (250) was proposed according to SIST-ISO 214 (ISO
214:1976, 1976, p. 3), where it is stated that “for most papers and portions of monographs, an
abstract of fewer than 250 words will be adequate.”

→ The number of sentences in the recommended abstract was proposed to be 11, because in
this case the average number of words per sentence would be 22.73 (250 words : 11
sentences = 22.73 = 23 words). That is also the average number of words per sentence in
the original abstracts and prototype versions.
→ In the recommended abstracts there should be six structural elements: background,
purpose, method description, sample, direct results, and conclusions. The recommended
abstract should include 11 sentences. It was decided, according to the results of the main
study (Table 35, row 4), that results, which were present at the highest percentage
(83.87%) in the original abstracts from this research, should be represented in the
recommended abstract by three sentences. Background (79.12%), method (73.87%) and
conclusions (60%) should be represented by two sentences. These components were also
included in the prototypes and were the most common (the percentage varied depending on
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the discipline) in the original abstracts. The structural elements sample and purpose, which
were not among the most commonly present in the original abstracts and were not included
in the prototype abstracts in this study, should be represented by one sentence.
If we take the percentages of component elements in the abstracts included in this research
from social sciences and humanities and natural sciences (Table 35, row 4) as the division
of the most commonly present elements we come up with: 79.12 (B) : 29.62 (P) : 0.62 (H)
: 73.87 (M) : 83.87 (R) : 60.00 (C). If 327.10 (B+P+H+M+R+C) is equal to 100%, that
gives us: 24.19 (B) : 9.06 (P) : 0.19 (H) : 22.58 (M) : 25.64 (R) : 18.34 (C). If this is
divided into eight sentences: 2.19 (B: two sentences) : 0.82 (P: one sentence) : 0.02 (H:
one sentence) : 2.05 (M: two sentences) : 2.33 (R: three sentences) : 1.67 (C: two
sentences). Values up to 0.50 were rounded down and those greater than or equal to 0.51
were rounded up, but since there were 11 sentences, this operation was not possible for
structural element R. It should be rounded down, but since there was a total of 11
sentences this was not possible and it was rounded up. Working with a total of 250 words
and 11 sentences, and considering the distribution of the sentences, that leaves us with 45
words for background, 23 words for purpose, 45 words for method, 23 words for sample,
69 words for direct results, and 45 words for conclusions.

The example of the recommended abstract is presented both in the form of a table (in
order to more clearly present the structure of the recommended abstract) and in the form
which was sent to the readers (experts). The abstract which is presented in recommended form
as Example 51 can be viewed in its original form as Example 38 and in its prototype form as
Example 47.

Example 51: An example of a recommended abstract
Yi, K. and Chan, M. (2009). Linking folksonomy to Library of Congress subject headings: an
exploratory study. Journal of Documentation. 65(6), 872-900.

The recommended abstract in table form:
Background
2 sentences / 45 words

New trend in the organization, management, and discovery of digital
information has recently emerged: collaborative tagging and
folksonomy. Web users annotate the contents of information
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Purpose
1 sentence / 23 words
Method
2 sentences / 45 words

Sample
1 sentence / 23 words
Direct results
3 sentences / 69 words

Conclusions
2 sentences / 45 words

resources, create keywords or tags, assign them to the resources, and
utilize these same tags for future navigation and discovery.
The aim of this article is to investigate the linking of a folksonomy
and LCSH (controlled vocabulary) on the basis of word matching.
Selected sample of a folksonomy from a tagging system Delicious
was word-matched with LCSH, LCSH was transformed into a tree
structure for the matching. The characteristics of folksonomies, the
overlap of folksonomies with LCSH, and the distribution of
folksonomies over the LCSH tree were examined.
Total of 409 distinct common tags from Delicious web pages were
divided into three sets of English tags and compared with LCSH tree.
Experimental results showed that the total proportion of tags being
matched with LC subject headings constituted approximately twothirds of all the tags involved, with an additional 10 percent of the
remaining tags having potential matches. A number of barriers for
the linking as well as two areas in need of improving for matching
are identified and described. Three important tag-distribution
patterns over the LCSH tree were identified and supported.
Results of the study can be adopted for the development of innovative
methods of mapping between folksonomy and LCSH. This directly
contributes to the effective access and retrieval of tagged web
resources and to the integration of multiple information repositories
based on the two vocabularies.

The recommended abstract as was sent to the readers (experts):
New trend in the organization, management, and discovery of digital information has recently emerged:
collaborative tagging and folksonomy. Web users annotate the contents of information resources, create
keywords or tags, assign them to the resources, and utilize these same tags for future navigation and discovery.
The aim of this article is to investigate the linking of a folksonomy and LCSH (controlled vocabulary) on the
basis of word matching. Selected sample of a folksonomy from a tagging system Delicious was word-matched
with LCSH, LCSH was transformed into a tree structure for the matching. The characteristics of folksonomies,
the overlap of folksonomies with LCSH, and the distribution of folksonomies over the LCSH tree were examined.
Total of 409 distinct common tags from Delicious web pages were divided into three sets of English tags and
compared with LCSH tree. Experimental results showed that the total proportion of tags being matched with LC
subject headings constituted approximately two-thirds of all the tags involved, with an additional 10 percent of
the remaining tags having potential matches. A number of barriers for the linking as well as two areas in need of
improving for matching are identified and described. Three important tag-distribution patterns over the LCSH
tree were identified and supported. Results of the study can be adopted for the development of innovative methods
of mapping between folksonomy and LCSH. This directly contributes to the effective access and retrieval of
tagged web resources and to the integration of multiple information repositories based on the two vocabularies.

6.3.2.4 A Comparison with the research work done in Prague

Following the conclusion of the analysis phase for the components of abstracts, the
researchers included in the collaborative project (Victor Dobrovolny and Eliška Veselá) also
made recommendations concerning the optimal structure of abstracts for both the area of
materials science and technology (Eliška Veselá), and the area of library and information
science (Victor Dobrovolny). In Table 49 these proposals are compared to the recommended
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abstract (which was proposed in the main study) for all the areas included in the main study
(library and information science, social work, materials science and technology, and
medicine).

Table 49: A comparison between different proposals for the optimal structure and content of
the abstracts
Main study
Recommended abstract
2 Background

Collaborative project
Library and information science
1 Topic sentence

1 Purpose
2 Method description

1 Purpose / Scope / Aim
1 Method

1 Sample
3 Direct results

1 Results

2 Conclusions
11 Sentences

1 Conclusions and discussion
5 Sentences

Collaborative project
Materials science and technology
1 Topic sentence
1 Background
1 Purpose / Scope / Aim
2 Method
1 Material
2 Results
1 Evaluation of research
1 Conclusions and discussion
10 Sentences

Recommendations were made by three different researchers, so it is understandable
that there are some variations between them. There are also differences between the journals
included in the research, even when they were from the same field of science. This is why
testing the results with readers (experts, researchers) was so important. These readers then
decided what element structure of the abstract was most suitable for them.
Table 49 presents some of the differences between the proposals of researchers
included in the research as follows:
→ In the collaborative project a topic sentence was proposed. In the case of the main study

the topic sentence was not included in the proposal. T-topic sentence: “What is the paper
about? Provide one sentence which directly describes the topic of a paper in question” (Veselá,

2011). According to the Tibbo scheme, element B-background includes an “introduction;
sentences that indicate the framework of the present research, its background, previous research,
or underlying theories” (Tibbo, 1993, p. 221-223). So, in the case of the main study, the

element T-topic sentence was not included in the proposal, as everything which should be
mentioned in T-topic sentence can be explained in the two sentences of the structural
element B-background.
→ In the main study the structural element S-sample was proposed, and in the collaborative
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project (for materials science and technology) the structural element M-material was
proposed, but in our opinion the sample is often covered within the structural element Mmethod. Perhaps the element S-sample is meant to be a little broader than the element Mmaterial, but in the natural sciences it is exceedingly important to know details about the
material or patients that were included in the research. Also, the sample size can be very
important. In the case of the collaborative project (for materials science and technology)
the structural element M-material was more focused on materials and technology, and in
the case of the main study the structural element S-sample was intended to broadly cover
all the sciences.
→ In the case of both the main study and the collaborative project (for library and
information science) the evaluation of the research and its implications were included in
the structural element C-conclusions or D-conclusions and discussions. In the case of the
collaborative project (for materials science and technology) it was decided that the
evaluation of research should be separated from the structural element conclusions, or
conclusions and discussions.
→ In one instance of the collaborative project (for materials science and technology) and the
main study, abstracts with 10/11 sentences were proposed, and in another instance of the
collaborative project (for library and information science) abstracts with five sentences
were proposed. However, it should be taken into account that the average number of
sentences in Czech abstracts from the field of library and information science was 4.91
(Table 8, row 9). So, considering to those results, this decision from the collaborative
project (for library and information science) is understandable.

6.3.2.5 Conclusions

As was previously explained in the first part of the study, it was expected that the
recommended abstracts would include the following structural elements: background,
purpose/scope, hypothesis, method, results, and conclusions and discussions. These elements
are also included in the Tibbo scheme (Tibbo, 1993, p. 221-223), which was used as a coding
scheme for this research. However, partially based on the different proposals for the optimal
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structure and content of the abstracts, it was decided that the recommended abstracts would
not include the structural element hypothesis.

6.4

6.4.1

USER STUDY

Evaluation of the abstracts

6.4.1.1 Method

According to Pečjak (1963, p. 15), one of the possible schemes of a research plan
under which a study with the help of the questionnaire method can be conducted is as follows:
formulating the research problem (Chapter 2), determining the population and sample
selection (Chapter 6.4.1.2), selecting the type of the questionnaire study and preparing a
questionnaire (Chapter 6.4.1.1), conducting the survey and collecting data (Chapters 6.4.1.1
and 6.4.1.2), processing the collected data (Chapter 6.4.1.3), and interpreting the data (Chapter
6.4.1.4).

a) The formulation of the research problem

The main aim of the study was to find out, with the help of the users, which form of
abstract (original, prototype, or recommended) was preferred. The “users” in this section were
made up of experts and researchers from the fields that were included in this research project.
“User” therefore refers to the experts and researchers, who read and evaluated the abstracts
from this project (original, prototype, and recommended). The next aim was to discover
whether there were any differences between the areas of the sciences which were included in
the main study (library and information science, social work, materials science and
technology, and medicine) as far as requirements for abstracts are concerned.

b) The selection of the type of questionnaire study
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For the questionnaire study, the diagnostic method was selected. According to Pečjak
(1963, p. 8) the diagnostic method aims to present some state as well as possible, such as the
views of a working team about their leadership, their views about a new reward system, their
views regarding education interests, etc. The diagnostic method is frequently used to actively
intervene in the situation being observed.
In the case of the current user study, there was an attempt to observe views concerning
different forms of abstracts (original, prototype, or recommended). The active intervention
aspect in this research was represented by the proposition of guidelines for abstracts according
to the findings of the user study.

According to Pečjak (1963, p. 8-10) the data which was received with the help of the
questionnaire study can be observed from a qualitative and quantitative point of view. In the
majority of questionnaire studies, each question reveals some special quality of the data. The
special quality in a newspaper questionnaire study can be seen with the question: “Do you like
to read articles about economy?” In this kind of survey, the number of questions also
represents the number of different qualities. However, occasionally within one question,
several different qualities are being searched for simultaneously. If the question is “Do you
like to read articles about sport, economy, education, and/or politics?” then it is not only the
answer about sport which represents a special quality, but also the answer about economy, and
so on. There are also some questionnaire studies, which are rarely conducted, that diagnose
only one quality with many questions/answers. These types questionnaire studies include
personality tests, which measure different personality characteristics, such as emotional
stability/instability, introversion/extroversion, etc. In this kind of questionnaire study each
question can be an indicator of the same personality characteristic, despite the fact that the
questions are different. However, data can also be analysed from a quality point of view, and
can vary greatly. So, articles about sport can be read with a lot of enthusiasm, with medium
enthusiasm, or with no enthusiasm at all. The qualities of data that are able to take different
variables are called questionnaire variables. They are measured intensively and extensively.
Every measurement requires the appropriate measurement scale. For intensive measurements
ordinal scales, interval scales, and scales of relationships are used, and for extensive
measurements nominal scales are used. One of the most common forms of intensive
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measurements is the use of degree questions, and one of the samples for extensive
measurement is the evaluation of interest for a sporting activity with a rating from one to five,
where a rating of “one” represents minimum interest, and a rating of “five” represents
maximum interest.
In the current questionnaire study only one quality was searched for. The question for
the users responding to the questionnaire was: “How would you evaluate the following
abstracts?” The nominal scale was used for their evaluation (from one to five). This means that
the evaluation was extensive.

c) The preparation of the questionnaire

The questionnaire consisted of an introduction and a questionnaire.

Introduction to the questionnaire

An example of the introduction:
My name is Nina Jamar, and I am a post-graduate student at the Faculty of Arts, University of Ljubljana,
Department of Library and Information Science and Book Studies. I am currently working under my advisor,
Alenka Šauperl, PhD, Full Professor. I would like to ask you to read the six abstracts in the attachment. Please
evaluate them from one to five. one being the lowest score, and five being the highest. These evaluation marks
will be needed for my doctoral dissertation.
If you have any additional questions, my email address is: nina.jamar@telemach.net.
Thank you very much for your effort and cooperation.

The questionnaire

Pečjak (1963, p. 20-21) states that there are two main forms of questionnaires, and they
can be distinguished according to their structure: open or closed. In open questionnaires the
questions are formed so that the respondent formulates an answer, and is bound to the content
of the questions, but does not prepare answers in advance. In closed questionnaires the
answers are prepared in advance, and the person answering the questions can choose from
either just one or a limited number of previously prepared answers. Busha and Harter (1980, p.
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66-67) state that if the purpose of the study is to obtain information about the respondent’s
beliefs, feelings, values, and related concepts, then opinion and attitude questions can be used.
According to the theory presented by Busha and Harter (1980, p. 66-67) and Pečjak
(1963, p. 20-21) the opinion and attitude question, which is an example of a closed question,
was used: “How would you evaluate the following abstracts?” We wanted the users to
evaluate the quality of the abstracts with a mark of one to five, one being the lowest mark and
five being the highest. The users had no possibility of forming answers on their own.

d) Conducting the survey and collecting data

Twelve abstracts from the hundred that were selected for coding in the main study
were chosen for preparation as prototypes and recommended abstracts. The sample is
described in Table 47. After the prototypes and recommended were developed, the twelve
original abstracts, twelve prototypes, and twelve recommended abstracts from the eight
journals in the study were evaluated by users from the same scientific fields as the journals
where the original abstracts were published. Each user evaluated six abstracts: two originals,
two prototypes, and two recommended abstracts (the sequence was randomised so the user
would not know which form of abstract they were evaluating, so a sample sequence was:
original #1, prototype #12, prototype #13, recommended #3, original #24, recommended #14).
Each abstract was evaluated four times. Accordingly, for each area of science included in the
research (library and information science, social work, materials science and technology, and
medicine) 48 users were asked to make evaluations. The abstracts were evaluated without any
bibliographic data, and without knowledge of whether they were representations of originals,
prototypes, or recommended abstracts. The aim of the study was to discover which form of the
abstract (original, prototype, or recommended) best covered the information needs of the
users. Since the scientific fields included in the study covered the social sciences and
humanities and the natural sciences, it was hoped that the results would also show if there
were any differences in the information needs among users from those different fields, and
also if uniform guidelines for the components of abstracts could be created. Table 50 shows
how the abstracts from four areas (library and information science, social work, materials
science and technology, and medicine) were divided for evaluation. The abstracts were
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transmitted to the users by e-mail. Their cooperation in the study was anonymous, and their email addresses are known only to the authors of this paper. The users did not receive different
forms (original, prototype, recommended abstract) of the same abstract, so they were unable to
compare them to each other. If the users asked how to evaluate the abstracts, we suggested that
they ask themselves the following question: “Is the abstract sufficiently informative that I
could, without reading the whole article, decide if the article could be useful to my future
research work?” According to Lancater (2003, p. 124) this is the ultimate test of a good
abstract. His exact proposed question was “does it [the abstract] allow a reader to predict whether
or not the item abstracted is relevant to his or her present interests or not?” The user study was held

between August 2011 and November 2012.
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Table 50: The distribution of abstracts for evaluation by users
User
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Original
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Prototype
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Recommended
3
14
4
15
5
16
6
17
7
18
8
21
9
20
10
19
11
22
12
23
13
24
14
11
15
10
16
9
17
8
18
7
19
6
20
5
21
12
22
13
23
1
24
2
1
3
2
4
3
14
4
15
5
16
6
17
7
18
8
21
9
20
10
19
11
22
12
23
13
24
14
11
15
10
16
9
17
8
18
7
19
6
20
5
21
12
22
13
23
1
24
2
1
3
2
4
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6.4.1.2 Sample

a) Library and information science

The users for library and information science (Table 51) were obtained mainly with
the help of the Association of Librarians Ljubljana23 (68.75% of participants). Their leadership
was very helpful and asked all the members of the association to cooperate in this research
project. The response was more than adequate. Answers were also kindly returned from the
employees of Central Library Celje, the National and University Library (Ljubljana), the
Faculty of Arts – Department of Library and Information Science and Book Studies
(Ljubljana), University Library Maribor, the Central Technological Library (Ljubljana), and
also from members of sections from the Slovenian Library Association.

Table 51: Institutions of the users who evaluated abstracts from the area of library and
information science
1.
Institutions of the users
2.
Association of Librarians Ljubljana
3.
Central Library Celje
4.
National and University Library, Ljubljana
5.
Faculty of Arts, LIS Studies, Ljubljana
6.
University Library Maribor
7.
Slovenian Library Association, Members of sections
8.
Central Technological Library, Ljubljana
Total

Users
33
4
3
3
2
2
1
48

Percentage
68.75
8.33
6.25
6.25
4.17
4.17
2.08
100.00

b) Social work

For social work, the first aim was to include employees from the Faculty of Social
Work, Ljubljana, in the research. Out of the 84 employees listed on the Faculty of Social
Work’s website (Fakulteta, 2013), 13 (27.09% of participants) returned the questionnaire and
evaluated abstracts from the field of social science and humanities. Then, employees from
institutions in which a great deal of attention is also given to research work, meaning that they
are in constant contact with abstracts from the field of social work, were obtained for

23

The English translation for “Društvo bibliotekarjev Ljubljana” is “Association of Librarians Ljubljana”. The association has
no official translation, so this translation has been provided only for the purposes of understanding.
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cooperation as users in this research project. The remaining users who evaluated abstracts
from the area of social work came from the field of education, psychology, sociology, and
theology, as their fields are related to social work (working with children who have special
needs, counselling for issues related to social problems, etc.). Users were also sought among
authors who publish in the journal Social Work (many of the authors who publish in this
journal are also employed at the Faculty of Social Work, which is also the publisher of the
journal Social Work). This journal was also included in the analysis of guidelines, abstracts,
and components of abstracts in the main study.

Table 52: Institutions of the users who evaluated abstracts from the area of social work
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
Total

Institutions of the users
Faculty of Social work, Ljubljana
Faculty of Social Sciences, Ljubljana
The Peace Institute, Ljubljana
Faculty of Education, Ljubljana
Faculty of Arts, Department of Sociology, Ljubljana
Journal Social Work (Slovenia)
Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts
Faculty of Theology, Ljubljana
Institute of the Republic of Slovenia for Public Health, Ljubljana
Social Protection Institute of the Republic of Slovenia, Ljubljana
Faculty of Arts, Department of Psychology, Ljubljana
Faculty of Humanities, Koper
Centre for Social Work, Škofja Loka
University Psychiatric Hospital, Ljubljana
University Medical Centre, Ljubljana
Counseling agency Akcija (Action)
Faculty of Arts, Maribor

Users
13
7
5
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
48

Percentage
27.09
14.59
10.43
8.33
6.25
6.25
4.17
4.17
2.08
2.08
2.08
2.08
2.08
2.08
2.08
2.08
2.08
100.00

c) Materials science and technology
In the case of materials science and technology, the aim was to find users from among
authors that publish in the Slovene journal Materials and Technology (Materiali in
tehnologije). The Slovene journal Materials and Technology was also included in the analysis
of guidelines, abstracts, and components of abstracts in the main study. From a total of 48
researchers, 23 (47.92% of participants) authors that publish in Materials and Technology
evaluated abstracts from the field of materials science and technology (Table 53, row 2). 14
were Slovene authors, and 9 were from other countries. All remaining users who evaluated
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abstracts were from Slovenia. Some also came from the Institute of Metals and Technology
(which is the publisher of the journal Materials and Technology), the Faculty of Natural
Science and Engineering (Department of Materials and Metallurgy, and Department of
Geotechnology and Mining), and the company ACRONI Jesenice (a producer of flat rolled
stainless, electrical, structural, and special steel). Two of the users who evaluated abstracts
were authors from the Slovene Journal of Mechanical Engineering (Strojniški vestnik)24,
which publishes theoretical and practically oriented papers that deal with problems related to
modern technology (power and process engineering, structural and machine design,
production engineering, mechanism and materials, etc.), and covers activities such as design,
construction, operation, environmental protection, and other related branches.
Table 53: Institutions of the users who evaluated abstracts from the area of materials science
and technology
1.
Institutions of the users
2.
The journal Materials and Technology (Materiali in tehnologije)
3.
Institute of Metals and Technology
4.
Faculty of Natural Sciences and Engineering, Ljubljana
5.
ACRONI, Jesenice
6.
Journal of Mechanical Engineering (Strojniški vestnik)
Total

Users
23
13
7
3
2
48

Percentage
47.92
27.08
14.58
6.25
4.17
100.00

d) Medicine

The users who evaluated abstracts from the field of medicine or, more specifically,
from the field of oncology, came predominantly from the Institute of Oncology Ljubljana
(31.25% of participants; Table 54, row 2). From the 151 researchers that were listed on their
web page (Onkološki inštitut. Raziskovalci, 2012) 15 (9.93% of participants) evaluated
abstracts from the field of medicine (oncology). The Institute of Oncology, Ljubljana, is also
the publisher of the journal Radiology and Oncology, which was also included in the analysis
of guidelines, abstracts and components of abstracts in the main study. Users employed at the
Institute of Oncology Ljubljana also publish in the journal Radiology and Oncology. The
remaining Slovenian users who evaluated abstracts from the field of medicine (oncology)

24

This is the official translation of the journal Strojniški vestnik, and it was found on the journal's website; Strojniški vestnik
= Journal of Mechanical Engineering: http://www.sv-jme.eu/domov/.
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either came from other institutions which are also related to research activity in the field of
medicine or are responsible for the education of experts from the field of medicine, and came
from the following institutions: University Medical Centre Ljubljana, Faculty of Medicine
from Ljubljana, College of Nursing Jesenice, University Clinic of Respiratory and Allergic
Diseases Golnik, Faculty of Medicine from Maribor, General Hospital Slovenj Gradec,
Institute for Water of the Republic of Slovenia, General Hospital Ptuj, and Community Health
Centre Celje. Some users were also authors and published in the journal Slovenian Medical
Journal (Zdravniški zbornik)25.

Table 54: Institutions of the users who evaluated abstracts from the area of medicine
1.
Institutions of the users
2.
Institute of Oncology Ljubljana
3.
University Medical Centre Ljubljana
4.
Slovenian Medical Journal
5.
Faculty of Medicine, Ljubljana
6.
College of Nursing Jesenice
7.
University Clinic of Respiratory and Allergic Diseases Golnik
8.
Faculty of Medicine, Maribor
9.
General Hospital Slovenj Gradec
10. Institute for Water of the Republic of Slovenia
11. General Hospital Ptuj
12. Community Health Centre Celje
Total

Users
15
9
8
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
48

Percentage
31.25
18.75
16.67
8.33
6.25
4.17
4.17
4.17
2.08
2.08
2.08
100.00

6.4.1.3 Results

This sub-chapter presents the evaluation marks given by the users from the areas of
science included in the main study for the original abstracts, the prototype abstracts and the
recommended abstracts.

In Table 55 the average marks for original abstracts from the field of library and
information science are presented. The marks were obtained from 48 users, and the average
mark for abstracts published in journals JDoc and JoLIS was 3.76 (Table 55, row 27).

25

Slovene Medical Journal is the official translation for Zdravniški vestnik. The translation that is used was found on the web
page of the journal; Zdravniški vestnik = Slovene medical journal: http://www.szd.si/index.php?PageID=385.
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Abstracts 1 to 12 were from the journal JDoc and abstracts 13 to 24 were from the journal
JoLIS.

Table 55: Marks for original abstracts from the area of library and information science
1.
2.

Abstract

Library and information science: original abstracts
Score 1
Score 2
Score 3
Score 4
Average

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

1.
1
2.
4
3.
5
4.
5
5.
3
6.
5
7.
5
8.
5
9.
5
10.
3
11.
4
12.
3
13.
5
14.
5
15.
5
16.
1
17.
2
18.
4
19.
3
20.
4
21.
5
22.
3
23.
3
24.
4
Total average

5
5
5
4
5
3
5
5
4
3
5
5
2
3
5
3
1
3
4
3
4
4
2
1

5
4
4
2
5
5
5
4
3
2
5
5
2
5
4
3
2
1
3
5
4
2
2
4

5
3
5
4
5
5
5
5
3
5
2
3
4
5
5
2
2
5
4
5
3
4
3
2

4.00
4.00
4.75
3.75
4.50
4.50
5.00
4.75
3.75
3.25
4.00
4.00
3.25
4.50
4.75
2.25
1.75
3.25
3.50
4.25
4.00
3.25
2.50
2.75
3.76

In Table 56 the marks for prototype abstracts from the field of library and information
science are presented. The marks were obtained from 48 users, and the average mark for the
prototype abstracts, made from abstracts published in journals JDoc and JoLIS, was 3.43
(Table 56, row 27). Prototype abstracts 1 to 12 were made from original abstracts from the
journal JDoc and prototype abstracts 13 to 24 were made from original abstracts from the
journal JoLIS. The average mark for the prototype abstracts was 0.33 lower than the average
mark for the original abstracts from the field of library and information science.
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Table 56: Marks for prototype abstracts from the area of library and information science
1.
2.

Abstract

Library and information science: prototype abstracts
Score 1
Score 2
Score 3
Score 4
Average

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

1.
4
2.
4
3.
4
4.
4
5.
3
6.
3
7.
3
8.
5
9.
3
10.
3
11.
3
12.
4
13.
5
14.
3
15.
5
16.
5
17.
2
18.
4
19.
5
20.
3
21.
3
22.
2
23.
3
24.
4
Total average

3
1
4
3
3
5
2
4
3
3
2
3
4
4
3
3
3
5
3
5
5
4
4
2

4
5
2
3
2
5
3
1
4
2
2
3
5
4
4
4
4
2
2
4
4
4
4
3

2
5
5
4
3
4
4
2
3
3
1
2
3
5
4
3
5
3
4
3
3
4
4
2

3.25
3.75
3.75
3.50
2.75
4.25
3.00
3.00
3.25
2.75
2.00
3.00
4.25
4.00
4.00
3.75
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.75
3.75
3.50
3.75
2.75
3.43

In Table 57 the marks for recommended abstracts from the field of library and information
science are presented. The marks were obtained from 48 users and the average mark for the
recommended abstracts, made from abstracts published in the journals JDoc and JoLIS, was
3.58 (Table 57, row 27). Recommended abstracts 1 to 12 were made from original abstracts
from the journal JDoc and recommended abstracts 13 to 24 were made according to original
abstracts from the journal JoLIS. The average mark for the recommended abstracts was 0.18
lower than the average mark for the original abstracts, and 0.15 higher than the average mark
for the prototype abstracts from the field of library and information science.
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Table 57: Marks for recommended abstracts from the area of library and information science
1.
2.

Library and information science: recommended abstracts
Abstract
Score 1
Score 2
Score 3
Score 4
Average

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

1.
4
2.
5
3.
4
4.
3
5.
3
6.
4
7.
5
8.
4
9.
3
10.
4
11.
3
12.
4
13.
3
14.
4
15.
2
16.
5
17.
5
18.
4
19.
4
20.
4
21.
3
22.
4
23.
3
24.
4
Total average

5
3
4
4
4
4
3
2
4
4
3
4
2
4
3
1
5
4
2
3
4
3
5
4

3
4
5
4
4
5
5
2
3
2
3
2
3
4
2
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
3
3

4
5
3
3
4
4
4
4
1
4
3
4
3
5
5
3
2
4
4
5
4
3
4
2

4.00
4.25
4.00
3.50
3.75
4.25
4.25
3.00
2.75
3.50
3.00
3.50
2.75
4.25
3.00
2.75
3.75
4.00
3.50
4.00
3.75
3.50
3.75
3.25
3.58

In Table 58 the marks for the original abstracts for the field of social work are
presented. The marks were obtained from 48 users, and the average mark for the original
abstracts published in journals SW and JSW was 3.61 (Table 58, row 27). Abstracts 1 to 12
were from the journal SW and abstracts 13 to 24 were from the journal JSW.
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Table 58: Marks for original abstracts from the area of social work
1.
2.

Abstract

Social work: original abstracts
Score 1
Score 2
Score 3
Score 4

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

1.
3
2.
3
3.
3
4.
3
5.
2
6.
2
7.
4
8.
3
9.
5
10.
3
11.
4
12.
3
13.
3
14.
5
15.
4
16.
3
17.
3
18.
5
19.
3
20.
3
21.
4
22.
5
23.
3
24.
4
Total average

3
3
4
5
4
4
2
5
4
3
3
5
5
4
3
5
4
4
1
3
5
5
5
5

3
2
4
2
3
2
3
4
4
2
5
3
3
4
3
3
5
5
1
3
4
2
4
1

4
4
5
3
4
5
4
5
3
1
3
4
4
4
4
5
3
4
2
5
5
4
5
5

Average

3.25
3.00
4.00
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
4.25
4.00
2.25
3.75
3.75
3.75
4.25
3.5
4.00
3.75
4.50
1.75
3.50
4.50
4.00
4.25
3.75
3.61

In Table 59 the marks for prototype abstracts from the field of social work are
presented. The marks were obtained from 48 users and the average mark for the prototype
abstracts, made from original articles from the journals SW and JSW, was 3.34 (Table 59,
row 27). Prototype abstracts 1 to 12 were made from original articles from the journal SW and
prototype abstracts 13 to 24 were made from original articles from the journal JSW. The
average mark for the prototype abstracts was 0.27 lower than the average mark for the original
abstracts from the field of social work.
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Table 59: Marks for prototype abstracts from the area of social work
1.
2.

Abstract

Social work: prototype abstracts
Score 1
Score 2
Score 3
Score 4

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

1.
3
2.
3
3.
4
4.
4
5.
4
6.
5
7.
5
8.
3
9.
2
10.
3
11.
4
12.
2
13.
3
14.
4
15.
5
16.
3
17.
4
18.
4
19.
5
20.
4
21.
4
22.
3
23.
4
24.
5
Total average

2
2
4
3
4
2
3
2
4
3
4
4
3
3
5
5
4
4
5
3
2
4
2
3

3
2
3
2
5
2
4
5
2
2
2
3
4
4
3
4
1
3
4
4
2
5
3
3

4
3
2
3
3
2
3
5
3
4
5
2
4
4
2
4
2
2
2
5
5
2
2
3

Average

3.00
2.50
3.25
3.00
4.00
2.75
3.75
3.75
2.75
3.00
3.75
2.75
3.50
3.75
3.75
4.00
2.75
3.25
4.00
4.00
3.25
3.50
2.75
3.50
3.34

In Table 60 the marks for recommended abstracts from the field of social work are
presented. The marks were obtained from 48 users and the average mark for the recommended
abstracts, made from original articles from the journals SW and JSW, was 3.77 (Table 60,
row 27). Recommended abstracts 1 to 12 were made from original articles from the journal
SW and recommended abstracts 13 to 24 were made from original articles from the journal
JSW. The average mark for the recommended abstracts was 0.16 higher than the average mark
for the original abstracts, and for 0.43 higher than for the prototype abstracts from the field of
social work.
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Table 60: Marks for recommended abstracts from the area of social work
1.
2.

Abstract

Social work: recommended abstracts
Score 1
Score 2
Score 3
Score 4

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

1.
5
2.
3
3.
5
4.
3
5.
2
6.
2
7.
5
8.
4
9.
5
10.
2
11.
4
12.
4
13.
3
14.
4
15.
4
16.
4
17.
3
18.
4
19.
5
20.
3
21.
5
22.
3
23.
4
24.
3
Total average

3
5
4
5
4
3
3
4
3
3
1
4
4
4
4
5
2
4
4
5
2
4
5
5

5
5
4
4
4
2
4
2
5
5
4
5
3
3
3
4
4
2
4
5
5
3
5
3

4
5
5
5
3
3
2
3
4
4
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
5
5
3

Average

4.25
4.50
4.50
4.25
3.25
2.50
3.50
3.25
4.25
3.50
2.75
4.00
3.25
3.75
3.75
4.25
3.25
3.50
4.25
4.25
3.75
3.75
4.75
3.50
3.77

In Table 61 the marks for the original abstracts from the field of materials science and
technology are presented. The marks were obtained from 48 users and the average mark for
the original abstracts published in the journals MIT and MST was 3.79 (Table 61, row 27).
Abstracts 1 to 12 were from the journal MIT and abstracts 13 to 24 were from the journal
MST.
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Table 61: Marks for original abstracts from the area of materials science and technology
1.
2.

Materials science and technology: original abstracts
Abstract
Score 1
Score 2
Score 3
Score 4
Average

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27

1.
3
2.
4
3.
5
4.
5
5.
2
6.
5
7.
4
8.
3
9.
4
10.
5
11.
5
12.
3
13.
4
14.
2
15.
3
16.
2
17.
4
18.
4
19.
5
20.
4
21.
4
22.
2
23.
3
24.
4
Total average

3
4
4
2
5
5
4
4
3
4
4
2
2
5
2
5
5
2
3
4
3
4
1
4

4
5
5
5
4
5
5
4
3
5
3
3
5
5
4
4
4
3
2
5
4
5
4
4

4
5
5
3
5
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
3
2
2
5
4
3
5
4
4
5
4
5

3.50
4.50
4.75
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.00
3.50
3.25
4.50
4.00
3.00
3.50
3.50
2.75
4.00
4.25
3.00
3.75
4.25
3.75
4.00
3.00
4.25
3.79

In Table 62 the marks for the prototype abstracts from the field of materials science
and technology are presented. The marks were obtained from 48 users and the average mark
for the prototype abstracts, made from original articles from the journals MIT and MST, was
3.61 (Table 62, row 27). Prototype abstracts 1 to 12 were made from original articles from the
journal MIT and prototype abstracts 13 to 24 were made from original articles from the
journal MST. The average mark for the prototype abstracts was 0.18 lower than the average
mark for the original abstracts from the field of materials science and technology.
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Table 62: Marks for prototype abstracts from the area of materials science and technology
1.
2.

Materials science and technology: prototype abstracts
Abstract Score 1
Score 2
Score 3
Score 4
Average

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

1.
3
2.
3
3.
4
4.
5
5.
1
6.
3
7.
3
8.
3
9.
4
10.
5
11.
4
12.
3
13.
4
14.
4
15.
4
16.
4
17.
4
18.
5
19.
5
20.
4
21.
3
22.
3
23.
3
24.
3
Total average

2
2
4
5
3
2
2
3
5
3
4
2
4
2
3
3
5
4
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
5
4
2
4
4
5
2
5
5
4
3
5
4
5
4
2
4
4
1
3
3
4
5

4
5
5
5
4
3
3
4
3
2
3
4
2
5
5
3
3
4
4
3
5
5
5
5

3.00
3.75
4.25
4.25
3.00
3.00
3.25
3.00
4.25
3.75
3.75
3.00
3.75
3.75
4.25
3.50
3.50
4.25
4.00
2.75
3.50
3.50
3.75
4.00
3.61

In Table 63 the marks for the recommended abstracts from the field of materials
science and technology are presented. The marks were obtained from 48 users and the average
mark for the recommended abstracts, made from original articles from the journals MIT and
MST, was 3.75 (Table 63, row 27). Recommended abstracts 1 to 12 were made from original
articles from the journal MIT and recommended abstracts 13 to 24 were made from original
articles from the journal MST. The average mark for the recommended abstracts was 0.04
lower than the average mark for the original abstracts, and 0.14 higher than for the prototype
abstracts from the field of materials science and technology.
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Table 63: Marks for recommended abstracts from the area of materials science and
technology
1.
2.

Materials science and technology: recommended abstracts
Abstract Score 1
Score 2
Score 3
Score 4
Average

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

1.
5
2.
3
3.
5
4.
4
5.
5
6.
5
7.
3
8.
3
9.
2
10.
3
11.
3
12.
4
13.
4
14.
5
15.
4
16.
4
17.
5
18.
3
19.
4
20.
5
21.
4
22.
4
23.
4
24.
3
Total average

5
4
5
5
2
3
5
4
4
5
2
3
4
4
4
2
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
1

4
5
5
5
5
4
1
3
5
3
4
3
3
5
4
5
4
3
3
4
2
4
2
3

4
4
4
4
3
4
4
2
3
4
2
4
2
4
5
4
4
5
4
4
3
5
3
5

4.50
4.00
4.75
4.50
3.75
4.00
3.25
3.00
3.50
3.75
2.75
3.50
3.25
4.50
4.25
3.75
4.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
3.25
4.00
3.25
3.00
3.75

In Table 64 the marks for the original abstracts from the field of medicine are
presented. The marks were obtained from 48 users and the average mark for the original
abstracts published in journals RLO and RTO was 4.11 (Table 64, row 27). Abstracts 1 to 12
were from the journal RLO, and abstracts 13 to 24 were from the journal RTO.
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Table 64: Marks for original abstracts from the area of medicine
1.
2.

Abstract

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

1.
5
2.
4
3.
5
4.
4
5.
5
6.
5
7.
5
8.
4
9.
2
10.
5
11.
4
12.
2
13.
4
14.
5
15.
2
16.
4
17.
4
18.
5
19.
4
20.
4
21.
5
22.
4
23.
1
24.
3
Total average

Score 1

Medicine: original abstracts
Score 2
Score 3
Score 4

3
2
4
4
4
4
5
2
5
4
2
5
5
5
4
4
2
5
2
5
5
4
2
5

3
4
5
5
3
5
4
5
4
5
5
2
5
4
5
5
5
4
5
4
5
3
3
3

4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
2
2
5
5
3
4
5
5
3

Average

3.75
3.75
4.75
4.50
4.25
4.75
4.75
4.00
4.00
4.75
4.00
3.25
4.75
4.75
4.00
3.75
3.25
4.75
4.00
4.00
4.75
4.00
2.75
3.50
4.11

In Table 65 the marks for the prototype abstracts from the field of medicine are
presented. The marks were obtained from 48 users and the average mark for the prototype
abstracts, made according from articles from the journals RLO and RTO, was 2.83 (Table 65,
row 27). Prototype abstracts 1 to 12 were made from original articles from the journal RLO
and prototype abstracts 13 to 24 were made from original articles from the journal RTO. The
average mark for the prototype abstracts was 1.28 lower than the average mark for the original
abstracts from the field of materials science and technology.
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Table 65: Marks for prototype abstracts from the area of medicine
1.
2.

Abstract

Medicine: prototype abstracts
Score 1
Score 2
Score 3
Score 4

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

1.
2
2.
1
3.
4
4.
2
5.
3
6.
5
7.
3
8.
1
9.
4
10.
4
11.
3
12.
1
13.
2
14.
3
15.
4
16.
3
17.
5
18.
2
19.
3
20.
1
21.
4
22.
1
23.
1
24.
2
Total average

2
2
4
2
2
4
4
2
3
3
3
1
3
4
4
3
3
1
3
4
3
1
3
1

2
2
4
3
4
4
3
3
4
3
3
2
2
3
4
3
1
4
5
2
3
2
1
1

3
4
3
5
3
2
3
4
3
3
4
4
2
4
3
4
2
4
3
1
3
3
3
2

Average

2.25
2.25
3.75
3.00
3.00
3.75
3.25
2.50
3.50
3.25
3.25
2.00
2.25
3.50
3.75
3.25
2.75
2.75
3.50
2.00
3.25
1.75
2.00
1.50
2.83

In Table 66 the marks for the recommended abstracts from the field of medicine are
presented. The marks were obtained from 48 users and the average mark for the recommended
abstracts, made from original articles from the journals RLO and RTO, was 3.34 (Table 66,
row 27). Recommended abstracts 1 to 12 were made from original articles from the journal
RLO and recommended abstracts 13 to 24 were made from original articles from the journal
RTO. The average mark for the recommended abstracts was 0.77 lower than the average mark
for the original abstracts, and 0.51 higher than for the prototype abstracts from the field of
medicine.
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Table 66: Marks for recommended abstracts from the area of medicine
1.
2.

Abstract

Medicine: recommended abstracts
Score 1
Score 2
Score 3
Score 4

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

1.
2
2.
2
3.
1
4.
3
5.
5
6.
4
7.
3
8.
4
9.
4
10.
4
11.
3
12.
2
13.
1
14.
4
15.
3
16.
3
17.
5
18.
4
19.
5
20.
4
21.
4
22.
4
23.
4
24.
5
Total average

3
3
2
4
4
3
3
3
3
4
3
4
5
3
2
4
3
3
4
4
4
3
3
5

3
5
4
2
4
4
5
3
3
4
3
3
4
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
5
1

3
3
4
5
1
3
4
3
2
3
2
1
3
4
4
3
4
2
3
1
4
2
3
4

Average

2.75
3.25
2.75
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.75
3.25
3.00
3.75
2.75
2.50
3.25
3.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
3.25
4.00
3.25
4.00
2.75
3.75
3.75
3.34

Table 67: Average marks for abstracts from all areas, according to their type (original,
prototype, recommended abstracts)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Field of science
Library and information science
Social work
Social sciences
Materials science
Medicine
Natural sciences
S+N
Total average

Original abstracts
3.76
3.61
3.68
3.79
4.11
3.95
3.81

Prototype abstracts
3.43
3.34
3.38
3.61
2.83
3.22
3.30
3.57

Recommended abstracts
3.58
3.77
3.67
3.75
3.34
3.54
3.60

6.4.1.4 Conclusions

Since the abstracts were not evaluated with the highest possible marks, additional
research work should be done to discover the reason that the average mark for all abstracts
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evaluated by the users was 3.57 (Table 67, row 9) and not – at least for one form of abstracts
(original, prototype, or recommended) or a specific area (library and information science,
social work, materials science and technology, or medicine) – 5.00, or very close to it. That
would have been the highest possible mark which could be given for abstracts from the users’
point of view. Regarding the final average result of 3.57 (Table 67, row 9) the research being
presented here did not succeeded in covering all the needs of the users. However, it is also
surprising that even when the abstracts evaluated by users included different structural
elements, they received very similar marks. This should also be a topic for future research.
Apparently, users from the same field have different expectations regarding the content or
components of abstracts for specific areas of the sciences. There were also examples of the
same abstract receiving an evaluation of 1 from one user and 5 from another. This occurred
with originals, prototypes, and recommended abstracts (original abstract #1 from library and
information science, original abstract #18 from library and information science, prototype #2
from library and information science, prototype #8 from library and information science,
recommended abstract #16 from library and information science, original abstract #24 from
social work, recommended abstract #7 from materials science and technology, recommended
abstract #24 from materials science and technology, original abstract #23 from medicine,
prototype #17 from medicine, recommended abstract #6 from medicine, recommended
abstract #13 from medicine, and recommended abstract #24 from medicine).

6.4.2

Interviews with the users from the user study

6.4.2.1 Method

All users who participated in the evaluation of the abstracts were asked by e-mail if
they would also participate in a telephone interview. The interview was unstructured, meaning
that questions and answers were not prepared in advance. The aim of the interviewer was to
guide the users in their explanation of factors which influenced their evaluation of the
abstracts. Some explained their reasons in general, and others explained their reasons for each
of the six abstracts they evaluated. The interviews were conducted in May 2013 and June
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2013. The hour and time of the interview were suggested by the users. The interviews lasted
an average of 15 minutes.

6.4.2.2 Sample

The sample was composed of seven users (out of 48, 15 %) from each area included in
this research. So, seven users from the area of library and information science, seven from the
area of social work, seven from the area of materials science and technology, and seven from
the area of medicine were prepared to do the phone interview (15% of the original 48
researchers from each field). Due to the elapsed time between the evaluation and the interview
(from one to two years), this low rate of response was expected. The users were very busy
with their own projects, and cooperation in the form of an interview for this project presented
an additional burden to them. In our case, the users read the abstracts twice: when they first
evaluated them and when they prepared for the interview. This also presented yet another
additional burden on their time.
According to Gorman and Clayton (2000, p. 128), the sampling method used is called
convenience sampling. This kind of sampling is convenient, easy, and quick for the researcher.
The interviewer knew the identity of the users, but their anonymity was assured in all
reports. The aim of the research was never focused on the opinions of individuals, but on the
presentation of the overall results. So, the names of the users who were interviewed will not be
revealed.

6.4.2.3 Results

In their evaluations of abstracts, users from the area of library and information science
who participated in the interview reported on taking into account the following factors:
informativeness, total length (150-180 words should be sufficient), length of individual
sentences in the abstracts (i.e. the sentences should not be too long), readability, and the
presence of structural elements (purpose, methods, results, conclusions). Statements about the
limitations of this research project, as well as proposals for further research, were well
received. Phrases like “this paper” or “this article” and similar expressions at the beginning of
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abstracts were viewed as unnecessary. One of the users also mentioned that a probable
influence on his evaluation was a poor understanding of English. The majority of users (five
out of seven) preferred structured abstracts to non-structured abstracts.

In their evaluations of abstracts, users from the area of social work who participated in
the interview reported on taking into account the following factors: informativeness, total
length (100-200 words), readability, and the presence of structural elements (purpose, aim,
conclusions). One of the users tried to evaluate the quality of the research that was being
abstracted, and another evaluated the abstracts according to the presence of new knowledge,
clearly formulated research methodology and well written findings. The latter user emphasised
that an abstract must function as an independent unit. This is very important to have in mind
when the abstract is being written. One of the users also emphasised that the evaluation of the
abstracts also largely depended on how well the reader was familiar with the topic – the more
familiar a reader is with the topic, the easier it is to understand the abstract. In cases where the
reader is not familiar with the topic, one or two introductory sentences can be very welcome. It
is even possible that a good introductory sentence raises someone’s interest, even if they are
not interested in the topic of the abstract at first. The conclusion is also very important. Here,
proposals for future work should be given, new questions should be raised, the limitations of
the research should be mentioned, and new views on the problem should be presented. The
last user interviewed was a social worker employed in a medical institution, and he expressed
a preference for the kind of structured abstracts that are commonly found in the field of
medicine, and greatly emphasised the importance of the conclusion section. In this user’s
opinion, this is a crucial part of the abstract. He also stated that, when reading medical reports,
doctors first read the opinion section, or the last portion. This user does the same, first reading
the conclusions and then, only if they appear to be of interest, does he continue to read other
portions of the abstract. Otherwise, two out of seven users from the field of social work
preferred structured abstracts, emphasising that even if the abstract is not structured, as far as
form is concerned, there must be some sort of structure to the text itself.

In their evaluations of abstracts, users from the area of materials science and
technology who participated in the interview reported on taking into account the following
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factors: informativeness, total length (150-200 words), length of the sentences (not too long),
readability, and the presence of structural elements (purpose, aim, method, results). Some of
the users also mentioned that the abstracts contained too many introductory sentences. One of
them also mentioned that the evaluation of the abstracts may be influenced not only by a
reader’s prior understanding or familiarisation with the topic, but also by the actual sequence
of abstracts, or the order in which they were read. Two of the users felt that sentences
concerning future research should not be included in the abstract; abstracts should be focused
solely on the research presented in the abstracted text. One user suggested that sentences about
future research should be included in the discussion or conclusions of the abstracted article.
Another was of the opinion that by offering proposals for future research, the authors of the
text is merely stating what should have already been done, and that not everything had actually
been accomplished. The same user also highlighted graphical abstracts, and felt that they
presented the content of the abstracted text very well, something which has become popular
lately. This user felt that they are especially suitable for readers who are not familiar with the
topic presented in the abstract, but also emphasised that a suitable length of abstracts is very
much influenced by the article’s accessibility or serial publication. That is to say, if the article
in full is at one’s disposal, the length of the abstract is not so important. However, if the article
in full is not at one’s disposal, then the abstract should contain as many words as possible.
This would also improve informativeness and facilitate the decision of whether or not the
article should be ordered/purchased. Two users also warned that abbreviations should be
explained when they are used for the first time. One user emphasised that the importance of
the conclusions should be highlighted, because if they are interesting to the reader, then the
article will also be read in full. It is worth noting, as materials science and technology is an
area from the natural sciences, that none of the users thought structured abstracts would be
more appropriate than non-structured ones. Only one of the users mentioned that structured
abstracts might be more appropriate in cases where readers are not familiar with the topic of
the abstract. However, scientific articles are read mostly by experts in the field, so readers
should already be familiar with the topics of the abstracts. The same goes for introductory
sentences, which would be useful mostly for non-experts in the area that is covered by the
abstract. Experts from a specific area should not need introductory sentences.
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In their evaluations of abstracts, users from the area of medicine who participated in
the interview reported on taking into account the following factors: the details of the sample,
comprehensibility, the importance of the research, methodology, the relevance of the topic, the
quality of research, the structured form of the abstract, and the presentation of the results. Two
of the users commented on the lack of explanations for abbreviations in the abstract, and one
complimented the explanation of abbreviations in another case, saying they were explained
nicely. Two of the users mentioned the importance of the introduction (the aim of the work)
and the conclusions of the abstract – if the introduction and conclusions satisfy the needs of
the researcher, then he or she will also read the methods and results. The introduction and
conclusions should be presented using two simple sentences which should be written in a
stimulating way. The methods and conclusions of the abstract can be longer than the
introduction and conclusion.

6.4.2.4 Conclusions

The quality of abstracts is judged according to certain factors (already mentioned
earlier in the text), and the hypotheses were written according to these factors. Researchers
(who write abstracts) should be aware of the factors that form the basis of judging the quality
of an abstract.

In their evaluations of abstracts, users from the areas of library and information
science, social work, and materials science and technology placed the greatest emphasis on the
following factors: informativeness, total length, readability, and the presence of structural
elements which should have been included. However, researchers from the area of medicine
took into account different factors. These factors were: the details of the sample,
comprehensibility, the importance of the research, methodology, the relevance of the topic, the
quality of the research, the structured form of abstract, and the presentation of the results.
There were two other things from the interviews that should be emphasised. The first
was the perceived importance of the first one or two sentences, and last one or two sentences
of the abstract. These sentences either create an interest, or dissuade the reader from reading
the abstract, and consequently the whole article. The second was the preference of structured
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abstracts expressed by some users from the area of social sciences and humanities (only
library and information science) and the preference of non-structured abstracts expressed by
some users from the natural sciences (only materials and technology). Since structured
abstracts originated in the natural sciences (medicine) it was expected that they would be
preferred by researchers from that area. As far as general preferences with respect to
structured or non-structured abstracts, there were no uniform opinions expressed between
researchers from the social sciences and humanities and the natural sciences; in both areas
some preferred structured and some preferred unstructured abstracts.
It has already been mentioned that, within a specific area, knowledge of the topic
presented in the abstract and a bias toward it had an impact on the evaluation of the abstracts.
It should also be mentioned that both of these factors also influenced the development of
prototype and recommended abstracts.

The expectation was that the main evaluation factors would be: accuracy, brevity,
clarity, coherence, comprehensiveness, consistency, density, exhaustivity, inclusion of
significant information and exclusion of unimportant information, informativeness,
readability, representativeness, presence of structure, the extent to which the standard for
writing abstracts is observed, and usefulness.
The users who participated in the evaluations did not take into account all the factors
that were anticipated by the authors of this paper. The main factors for the users were:
accuracy, brevity, clarity, comprehensiveness, inclusion of significant information and
exclusion of unimportant information, informativeness, readability, presence of structure, and
usefulness. One factor of quality, the extent to which the standards for writing abstracts (such
as ISO, ANSI, etc.) are observed/followed, was also checked in the first part of the main
study. The results of that part of the main study are presented in Chapter 6.2. Researchers from
the area of medicine also considered the expected quality of the research and the relevance of
the topic to be of importance.
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7

DISCUSSION

The main aim of this research project was to create an appropriate structure for
abstracts from the area of materials science and technology in the form of guidelines. For quite
some time (since 2000) standards and guidelines for journals in general have been one of the
research areas of the author of this paper. Special interest in the project was also shown by the
Slovene journal Materials and Technology, which now also has an impact factor. In that
respect, the effort has paid off. The standards and guidelines for abstracts, and compliance
with them, were the only things which had not yet been discussed with regard to the journal
Materials and Technology. So, the necessity for a continuation of research work was obvious.
Since we were interested in creating uniform guidelines for abstracts, the area of materials
science and technology was extended to include another area from the natural sciences
(medicine), and two more from the social sciences and humanities (library and information
science, and social work).
The research questions were formed in accordance with the main aim of this research
project. The first research question to be answered was: “What is the optimum form of
instructions for writing abstracts in the area of materials and technology, according to
research on the components of the abstracts, if our goal is to achieve their optimal usability?”
This first research question was then followed with the question: “Is the optimum form of
guidelines for components of abstracts in the area of materials and technology also
appropriate for other areas of the sciences?” or, stated in another way, “Is it possible to create
uniform guidelines for the components of abstracts?”
This research is important, because occasionally the abstract is the only part of the
article that will be read. Researchers will read the entire article only if the abstract provides
them with sufficient information to show that the article could be of interest to them. This is
also important because the subsequent citing of the article then influences the journal’s impact
factor, and an impact factor, at least in Slovenia, has an influence on the state’s funding of the
journal, or its publishing. In Slovenia, citing abstracts also influences how researchers are
evaluated and, consequently, impacts the funding of their individual projects. So, if an abstract
convinces researchers to read an article in full, then there exists the possibility that they will
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use the article in their future research work, meaning more citations and possibly resulting in
funding. Naturally, funding is an important component for the very existence of journals.
This research project was divided to three parts, and now the results of all three parts
will be presented.

Our results (Chapter 6.2.2.4) showed that four out of eight journals analysed in our
sample (JDoc, JSW, RLO and RTO) followed their respective journal’s guidelines for authors.
Two of them are from the area of the social sciences and humanities and two are from the
natural sciences. The results come to a total of half of all the journals, and are therefore
inconclusive, but there were no differences between the social sciences and humanities and the
natural sciences in this respect. This fact is in support of our thesis that it would be possible to
create uniform guidelines for abstracts for all areas of the sciences.

If we focus on some of the sub-samples, the results are similarly inconclusive. The
average length of abstracts in 10 out of 18 (56%) journals analysed (JDoc, RTO, JSW, HL,
CS, MIT, MST, KN, IP, and KNP) complied with the lengths proposed in the guidelines for
authors from those same journals, while eight did not (Tables 10 and 32). However, once
again it should be emphasised that exactly half of these cases came from the social sciences
and humanities (JDoc, JSW, KN, IP, and KNP), and half from the natural sciences (RTO, HL,
CS, MIT, and MST). This again points to the idea that there are no differences between the
social sciences and humanities and the natural sciences. If we look at the results of the main
study and the collaborative project separately, the conclusions remain the same for each: about
half of the samples complied with the guidelines regarding the length of abstracts from their
respective journals and, as far as the four scientific areas are concerned, half of the abstracts in
the journals from each discipline complied, and half did not. So, in general no differences
were found when comparing the social sciences and humanities and the natural sciences.

The results showed that the average number of sentences (Table 29, row 14) in the
main study was eight. This applies to both the social sciences and humanities and the natural
sciences. The average number of sentences in the abstracts from just the natural sciences was
7.99 (Table 29, row 13) and the average number from the social sciences and humanities was
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7.67 (Table 29, row 7). Again, there were no notable differences between the social sciences
and humanities and the natural sciences. In contrast, the collaborative project did reveal some
notable differences (Table 8) in the lengths of the sentences. The average number of sentences
in the abstracts from library and information science was five (Table 8, row 9), which is a
difference of three sentences compared to both the main study and to the abstracts from
materials science and technology included in the collaborative project, which also contained
an average of eight sentences (7.97; Table 8, row 13).

In our main study the average number of words in abstracts from the natural sciences
(176.34 -Table 30, row 13) was 12 words less than what we recorded from the social sciences
and humanities (188.47 – Table 30, row 7). It is possible to simply conclude that the
researchers in question from the natural sciences wrote shorter sentences, as the average
number of sentences was the same as for the natural sciences and humanities. This difference
was even more pronounced in the collaborative project. There, the average number of
sentences in the abstracts from the natural sciences (materials science and technology) was
171.39 (Table 9, row 13) and the average number from the social sciences and humanities
(library and information science) was 96.27 (Table 9, row 9). Here there was a difference of
75 words. This makes sense since if we take into account the fact that in the previous
paragraph we presented a difference of three sentences in terms of the average length of
abstracts from the social sciences and humanities (library and information science). This
difference in the length of the abstracts from library and information science is likely a result
of the selection of journals for the collaborative project. In the main study two journals from
library and information science with an impact factor were selected, and for the collaborative
project there were even journals which were not peer-reviewed. For a better comparison there
should be some research done with a different selection of journals from library and
information science. If the results also showed that abstracts from library and information
science are shorter than abstracts from the other sciences, then we could discuss the visible
differences between the areas. However, at this point the differences between the social
sciences and humanities and the natural sciences have shown themselves to be minimal, as the
results obtained until now have shown, and there are practically no differences between the
social sciences and humanities and the natural sciences.
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The results of our main study showed that abstracts from library and information
science (Table 36, row 4) and medicine (Table 37, row 7) most often contained four
elements, while abstracts from social work (Table 36, row 7) and materials science and
technology (Table 37, row 4) most often contained three elements out of the six used in our
analysis. This result was also confirmed in Table 38. There were no major differences
between the social sciences and humanities and the natural sciences in the abstracts of our
sample with respect to the number of structural elements ascertained from the coding scheme.
In the collaborative project the shorter sentences and shorter abstracts in the area of
library and information science was also reflected in the structural elements of the abstracts. In
this part of the project the abstracts from materials science and technology most often
contained three structural elements (Table 14, row 4), while the abstracts from library and
information science most often contained two elements (Table 13, row 8). Two elements were
also most commonly present in the abstracts from our pilot study in the area of materials
science and technology (Jamar, N. and Šauperl, 2009, p. 88). In the collaborative study the
abstracts from library and information science contained an average of five sentences and only
96.27 words. It is obvious that not all the proposed structural elements were present in
abstracts of such a short length. According to ISO 214:1976 (1976, p. 3) the proposed length
for abstracts is fewer than 250 words. This is 154 words more than the average length of the
abstracts in the collaborative project from the area of library and information science.
However, and once again, perhaps the selection of journals also had an influence on the length
and, consequently, on the structure of the abovementioned abstracts.
The structural elements which occurred the most often for the various areas were:
→ library and information science – background, method, results, and conclusions (Table 33,
row 4);
→ social work – background, results, and conclusions (Table 33, row 7);
→ materials science and technology – background, method, and results (Table 34, row 4);
→ and medicine – background, method, results, and conclusions (Table 34, row 7).
The results (Table 35) showed that, in general, and as far as the presence of structural
elements was concerned, there were no major differences between the social sciences and
humanities and the natural sciences.
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The collaborative project presented us with slightly different results. The original
abstracts from the two areas had the following components:
→ library and information science (Table 11, row 8) – background and topical sentence;
→ and materials science and technology (Table 12, row 4) – background, method, and
results.
While the results for materials science were in accordance with the results of the main
study, library science had a different structure. Even if the comparison between the presence
of structural elements in the social science and humanities and natural sciences, which was
due to different coding schemes, was not presented, there would still be a large difference
(Table 11, row 8 and Table 12, row 4) in terms of the presence of structural element M
(12.05% and 92.50%) and R (3.28% and 81.00%). A less obvious difference was noticed in
the presence of other structural elements, and there were some noticeable differences between
the results of the main study and collaborative study in the area of library and information
science. However, and as we have already explained, a reason for the differences could lie in
the selection of journals for the research.
The structural elements which occurred the most often in the area of materials science
and technology were background and method for the journal MIT, and method and results for
MST (Jamar, N. and Šauperl, 2009, p. 87). This was in accordance with the main study and
the collaborative project. So, the same structural elements were not present in abstracts from
the same research area, which means that readers are not getting the same information. A
uniform abstract structure for all areas would also attempt to provide the same quality of
information for all areas. In this research project a proposal for optimal abstracts, which could
be used for all areas of sciences, was also made.

This optimal abstract would contain 11 sentences and 250 words. The proposed
structural elements are: background (2 sentences), purpose (1 sentence), method description (2
sentences), sample (1 sentence), direct results (3 sentences), and conclusions (2 sentences).
The structure has been coordinated with the sections of a traditional scientific paper and also
reflects, in an abbreviated form, the content and structure of the article. It is also in accordance
with the definition of an abstract which was used for the purposes of this research project.
Salager-Mayer (1990, p. 376-377) also emphasised that abstracts should contain all of the
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structural elements that an article contains, because an absence of these elements can be one of
the factors that affects the abstract’s readability.

The results of the evaluation of original, prototype, and recommended abstracts by
researchers resulted in very similar marks for the different forms of abstracts (Table 67). In
the case of library and information science the original abstracts were evaluated with the
highest average marks (Table 67, row 2); in the case of social work the recommended
abstracts were evaluated with the highest average marks (Table 67, row 3); in the case of
materials science and technology the original abstracts were evaluated with the highest
average marks (Table 67, row 5); and, in the case of medicine the original abstracts were
evaluated with the highest average marks (Table 67, row 6). In three cases the original
abstracts received the highest marks, and in one case the recommended abstracts received the
highest marks. It was surprising that the prototype abstracts, especially since they represented
an example of the most commonly used form for original abstracts in each respective area of
the sciences, never received the highest marks.

The average mark for all the abstracts included in the user study was 3.57 (Table 67,
row 9) out of a possible maximum of five. According to this result, none of the different types
of abstracts (original, prototype, or recommended) completely satisfied the needs of the
readers/users. The highest average mark (from all the areas included in the main study) was
3.81, and was received by the original abstracts (Table 67, row 8). The average mark for
recommended abstracts was 3.60 (Table 67, row 8) and the average mark for prototype
abstracts was 3.30 (Table 67, row 8). However, the question remains, what was missing in the
original, prototype, and recommended abstracts which prevented them from receiving the
highest marks? There is no one answer to that question as, according to the interviews with
researchers, it could be said that even researchers from the same field or area can have varying
expectations with regard to the content which should be included in abstracts. This also
explains why the very same abstract received a mark of of “one” from one researcher, and a
mark of “five” from another.
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The interviews with the researchers also showed that the factors which influenced their
evaluations were: accuracy, brevity, clarity, comprehensiveness, inclusion of significant
information and exclusion of unimportant information, informativeness, readability, presence
of structure, usefulness, importance of the research, relevance of the theme, and expected
quality of the research.
In our research we were focused on the structure of the abstracts. However, only a few
of the factors which influenced the evaluation of the abstracts were related to structure
(brevity, inclusion of significant information and exclusion of unimportant information,
informativeness, and presence of structure). There were also some factors that did not relate
directly to structure (accuracy, clarity, comprehensiveness, readability, usefulness, importance
of the research, relevance of the theme, and expected quality of the research). They were more
closely related to the clarity and comprehensibility of the text, and the expected quality of the
research. So, besides informativeness (assured with the presence of all important structural
elements for the abstract), it is also important that the research is presented accurately and in
an understandable way.

According to all these results some proposals for writing abstracts were made.

We propose that abstracts follow the IMRAD format. If we present the results of the
user study in another way, they show that, in terms of structural elements, in one case the
combination of B-M-R (materials science and technology) and in three cases the combination
of B-M-R-C (library and information science, social work and medicine) received the highest
marks in evaluation. If we use the terminology of Milas-Bracović (1987) those same
combinations of structural elements would be referred to as I-M-R, or I-M-R-D. Also, four of
the journals included in the main study (50% of journals; Journal of Documentation, Materials
and Technology, Radiology and Oncology, and Radiotherapy and Oncology) had guidelines
for the components of abstracts which were in accordance with the IMRAD format.
For the structural element “I” we propose that the content should present the
background and purpose/scope from our coding scheme; for the structural element “M” we
propose that the content should present the method from our coding scheme; for the structural
element “R” we propose that the content should present the results from our coding scheme;
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and, for the structural element “D” we propose that the content should present the conclusions
and discussion from our coding scheme. The content could also be adjusted to suit the needs
of the area that the article covers. Abstracts should contain no more than 250 words, and
should be published in non-structured form. In the continuation there follows an explanation
for the decisions.

We propose that the abstracts should contain 150-250 words. Our proposal was
designed according to the responses of researchers concerning their evaluations of abstracts
(the number of words proposed ranged from 100 to 350 words), the average length of original
abstracts (182 words), and the length proposed by ISO 214:1976 (1976) and ANSI/NIS0
Z39.14-1997 (1997).

We propose the use of non-structured abstracts. We feel that the structured form of
abstracts should be replaced by good guidelines for the components of abstracts, and with a
good/thorough review process from the editorships of the journals, not only for articles, but
also for abstracts. This would ensure that all the structural elements proposed in the guidelines
for abstracts would truly be present in the abstracts. Perhaps a checklist of some kind for
abstracts which would be appropriate for reviewers would be useful. However, we would like
to emphasise, as proposed by Koltay (2010), that structured abstracts, even if they are not
required by a given journal, may be helpful in writing (traditional) author abstracts, because
they allow for an easier identification of important content. Also, the results regarding the nonstructured vs. structured forms of abstracts in the interviews were inconclusive. Researchers
from library and information science and medicine preferred structured abstracts and
researchers from social work and materials science and technology preferred non-structured
abstracts. Again, there were no differences between the social sciences and humanities and the
natural sciences. Since the results were inconclusive we made our decision in accordance with
preferences from the area of materials science and technology, which represented the main
area of our research. Preferences from that area leaned towards non-structural abstracts, and
the decision for non-structured abstracts had already been accepted during the development of
prototype and recommended abstracts. According to the opinion of the researchers that
participated in the interviews, one advantage of structured abstracts is the visibility of specific
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parts of the abstract (though this can also break up the text, and links between parts of the text
can end up missing), and one advantage of non-structured abstracts is that the text flows nicely
without any interruptions. In this case, we are also in favour of a nicely flowing text which,
consequently, has an influence on readability.

It is interesting that in the study of Nakayama et al. (2005) a comparison between the
introduction, methods, results, and discussion (IMRAD) format, and the eight-heading format
of structured abstracts was also presented. The only difference between the IMRAD and eightheading format is the structural element “method”. In the eight-heading format this structural
element is divided into five parts (design, setting, patients or participants, interventions, and
main outcome measurement). Due to that fact the IMRAD format is also used for structured
abstracts. Also surprising, Nakayama et al. (2005) states that even in the area of medicine,
where the history of structured abstracts began, a low percentage in the use of structured
abstracts can be observed. In January 2001 the top 30 journals according to impact factors –
according to the “Medicine, General and Internal” category of the ISI Journal Citation Reports
(2000) – used structured abstracts 61.8% of the time. 66.5% of those structured abstracts made
use of the IMRAD format, and the eight-heading format proposed by Haynes et al. (1990) was
used only 33.5% of the time. This data is especially interesting when considering the fact that
there has been a significant amount of research work done in the area of medicine regarding
structured abstracts, and that a great number of positive aspects have been mentioned in
connection with them. Based on those data, even structured abstracts adopted the IMRAD
format, which is the most common format for writing articles. This means that even for
structured abstracts, the abstract is merely an abbreviated version of the article.
All of these facts speak in favour of our decisions. The use of the structured format is
obviously not as common as could be expected. Also, in the case of structured abstracts, the
IMRAD format is more common than the eight-heading format. Finally, if we return to the
definition of an abstract which was used at the beginning of this paper, an abstract should be
an abbreviated form of an article without added interpretation. If the IMRAD is the most
commonly used format for writing scientific articles, than an abstract written in accordance
with the IMRAD format truly presents an abbreviated version of the abstracted article.
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When writing abstracts researchers should pay careful attention to accuracy, brevity,
clarity, comprehensiveness, inclusion of significant information and exclusion of unimportant
information, informativeness, readability, and usefulness. They should not forget that the
structure of the abstract must be very clear. The research must be presented so that the readers
of the abstract will see that the theme of the research was relevant, and the research was done
well.

Further research regarding the guidelines for the components of abstracts should focus
on how the content within the structural elements could be adjusted to suit the different areas
of the sciences, but not on the actual structural elements which should or should not be
included in the abstracts.

Finally, we will return to the original research questions which were posed at the
beginning of this paper.
The first question was: “What is the optimum form of instructions for writing abstracts
in the area of materials and technology, according to research on the components of the
abstracts, if our goal is to achieve their optimal usability?” The answer to that question has
just been given: the IMRAD format, 250 words, and a non-structured form.
The second question was: “Is it possible to create uniform guidelines for the
components of abstracts?” This question was answered at the beginning of Chapter 7, titled
Discussion. Yes, uniform guidelines for the components of abstracts are possible, but the
content within the individual structural elements should be adapted to suit the different areas
of the sciences.

8

8.1

SUMMARY IN SLOVENE

UVOD

Glavni namen dela je bil določitev najprimernejše strukture izvlečkov za področje
tehniših znanosti in oblikovanje navodil za njihovo pisanje. Zanimalo pa nas je tudi, ali je
mogoče pripraviti enotna navodila za oblikovanje izvlečkov za vsa področja znanosti.
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Mihajlov in Giljarevski (1975), ISO 214:1976 (1976), Skolnik (1979), ERIC (1992),
Zelenika, (1998), ANSI/NIS0 Z39.14-1997 (1997), Slovar (2000) navajajo, da so izvlečki
skrajšana, vendar točna predstavitev dokumenta. Zaradi zagotovitve točnosti izvlečka ISO
214:1976 (1976) še posebej poudarja, da izvleček ne sme vsebovati nobenih dodatnih razlag
ali kritik, ki jih ne vsebuje že dokument, za katerega se izdeluje izvleček. Glede na te navedbe
je zasnovana tudi definicija izvlečka, ki se bo uporabljala za potrebe te raziskave: "Izvleček je
skrajšana oblika članka brez dodatne razlage". Skrajšana oblika članka v začetku definicije
omeni pričakovanje, da naj bi bili strukturni elementi članka usklajeni s strukturnimi elementi,
ki so običajni za znanstvene članke. Kot navaja Milas-Bracović (1987) naj bi bili strukturni
elementi navadnega znanstvenega članka U (uvod), M (metoda), R (rezultati) in D (diskusija).
Izvleček naj bi predstavljal točno vsebino v posameznem strukturnem elementu članka, zato
dodatne razlage niso dovoljene, kar je prav tako poudarjeno v sami definiciji. Definicija je
oblikovana tako, ker se predpostavlja, da naj bi bila taka struktura izvlečka najbolj razumljiva
za tiste, ki izvlečke izdelujejo, hkrati pa naj bi bila tudi najbolj informativna za tiste, ki bodo
izvlečke brali. S tako strukturo naj bi bili namreč bralci bolje seznanjeni z vsemi osnovnimi
dejstvi, ki so zapisana v članku.
Ali izvlečki na področju tehniških znanosti res tako predstavljajo vsebino članka, je
raziskovalno vprašanje, na katerega daje odgovor prvi del naše raziskave. Drugi del raziskave
je izboljševanje izvlečkov. Tretji del pa vključuje uporabniško študijo ustreznosti izvlečkov
oziroma zadovoljstva bralcev z izvlečki z različno vsebino in intervjuje z ocenjevalci
izvlečkov.
Da izvlečki niso vedno napisani po takih nasvetih, smo ugotovili že v naši pilotni
študiji (Jamar, N. in Šauperl, 2009). Namen in cilj raziskave je bil preveriti, ali izvlečki
člankov, objavljeni v revijah MIT (Materiali in tehnologije – slovenska revija) in MST
(Materials Science and Technology – mednarodna revija), ustrezajo dvema različnima
navodiloma za izdelovanje izvlečkov. Ugotovljeno je bilo, da med revijama ni pomembnejših
razlik. Rezultati pilotne študije so pokazali, da sta najpogosteje prisotna strukturna elementa v
pilotni študiji M (100%) in R (66%). Večina izvlečkov obeh publikacij vsebuje po dva
strukturna elementa, ki sta predlagana v navodilih za izdelovanje izvlečkov.
Ker smo v pilotni študiji ugotovili pomanjkljivosti, smo želeli zasnovati navodila za
pisanje izvlečkov na področju tehniških znanosti. Ta navodila smo zasnovali v treh delih in
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tako bo raziskava tudi predstavljena. V prvem delu smo analizirali strukturo originalnih
izvlečkov (izvlečki, objavljeni v revijah) na področju tehniških znanosti (materialov in
tehnologij). Zaradi primerjave med različnimi področji ter naravoslovnimi in družboslovnimi
znanostmi smo v raziskavo vključili tudi izvlečke s področja bibliotekarstva, socialnega dela
ter medicine. V drugem delu smo na podlagi ugotovitev o najpogostejših strukturnih elementih
oblikovali prototipne in priporočene izvlečke. V tretjem delu raziskave pa smo z uporabniško
študijo med raziskovalci preverili, kateri izvleček, originalni, prototipni ali priporočeni, jim
bolj ustrezajo. Potem pa smo s sedmimi raziskovalci z vsakega področja (socialno delo,
bibliotekarstvo, materiali in tehnologije, medicina) opravili tudi intervjuje, v katerih smo
pojasnili dejavnike, ki so vplivali na zadovoljstvo z izvlečki. Delo je potekalo od začetka
avgusta 2011 do konca junija 2013.

8.2

ANALIZA VSEBINE

Za prvi del raziskave je bila potrebna uporaba analize vsebine. Neuendorf (cop. 2002)
analizo vsebine opredeljuje kot kvalitativno metodo za povzemanje in analiziranje sporočil.
Šauperl (2005) pa analizo vsebine opredeljuje kot raziskovalno metodo, namenjeno
iskanju in prepoznavanju vzorcev vedênja ali dogodkov na zbranih podatkih, ki se izvaja na
besedilu, sliki ali zvoku. Enoto analize (poved, enota govora intervjuvanca ali opazovanca,
slika ali sekvenca slik), ki priča o izbranem dogodku ali vedênju, definira raziskovalec pri
analizi. Med označevanjem nastane kodirna shema, ki je lahko določena tudi vnaprej. Gre za
identifikacijo vzorcev dogodkov ali vedênja, ki jih ponazarja frekvenca in zaporedje
ponavljanja posameznih kod. Metoda analize vsebine je bila uporabljena ravno zato, ker nas je
zanimala frekvenca in zaporedje ponavljanja posameznih strukturnih elementov v izbranih
izvlečkih. Šauperl (2005) namesto strukturnega elementa uporablja izraz koda.
Za analizo vsebine White in Marsh (2006) navajata, da ima svoje korenine v študiju
množičnih

komunikacij

v

petdesetih

letih

20.

stoletja.

Temelječ

na

osnovnem

komunikacijskem modelu pošiljatelj-sporočilo-prejemnik, so raziskovalci poudarjali sklepanja
na podlagi količinske analize ponavljajočih se, zlahka prepoznavnih vidikov vsebine teksta, ki
se jih lahko poimenuje tudi kot očitno vsebino. Od takrat dalje raziskovalci z mnogih področij
(vključno z antropologijo, bibliotekarstvom, politologijo, psihologijo, sociologijo) pri svojem
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raziskovalnem delu kot metodo uporabljajo analizo vsebine, ki so jo prilagodili potrebam
njihovih raziskovalnih vprašanj in strategij.
White in Marsh (2006) tudi navajata osnovne korake, po katerih bi morala biti
izvedena vsaka raziskava, ki kot metodo uporablja analizo vsebine. Ti koraki so:
•

postavitev hipoteze ali hipotez,

•

identifikacija primernih podatkov (npr. teksta),

•

priprava vzorca,

•

določitev podatkov, ki se bodo zbirali, ter enota analize,

•

določitev kodirne sheme, ki omogoča potrditev ali zavrnitev hipoteze,

•

kodiranje podatkov,

•

preverjanje zanesljivosti kodiranja,

•

prilagoditev kodirne sheme (če je to potrebno),

•

analiza rezultatov kodiranja,

•

uporaba ustreznega statističnega preizkusa in

•

pisanje rezultatov.

V vzorec je bilo vključenih po 200 izvlečkov iz vsakega področja (bibliotekarstvo,
socialno delo, materiali in tehnologije, medicina), skupaj torej 800. Za vsako področje smo
izvlečke izbrali iz dveh serijskih publikacij, iz vsake po 100. S področja bibliotekarstva sta bili
v raziskavo vključeni serijski publikaciji Journal of Documentation in Journal of
Librarianship and Information Science, s področja socialnega dela reviji Socialno delo in
Journal of Social Work, s področja materialov in tehnologij reviji Materiali in tehnologije in
Materials Science and Technology ter s področja medicine Radiology and Oncology in
Radiotherapy and Oncology. Izvlečki so bili objavljeni med letoma 2003 in 2009.
Izvlečke smo za ročno analizo pripravili tako, da smo posamezne stavke vstavili v
tabelo in jih označili s primerno kodo. Stavek je tako enota za zbiranje podatkov (to je
element, na katerem se je merilo spremenljivko) kot enoto analize (vsakemu stavku so se
glede na njegove vsebinske značilnosti pripisale lastnosti enega ali več strukturnih elementov
in tudi rezultati se nanašajo na vsak stavek posebej).
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Kodirno shemo smo povzeli po Šauperl, Klasinc in Lužar (2008), oni pa so jo razvili
na podlagi ISO 214:1976 (1976) in kodirne sheme, ki jo je zasnovala Tibbo (1993). Vsebuje
pa naslednje strukturne elemente:
•

O - okvir študije: uvod; povedi, ki opredeljujejo raziskovalni okvir, ali ozadje študije, ki
prikazuje predhodne raziskave, ugotovitve, opise, izhodiščne teorije;

•

P - povod in namen: povedi, ki opisujejo razloge za izvedbo študije ter cilje, ki jih je
študija hotela doseči, oz. razloge za pisanje prispevka in cilje, ki jih je avtor s pisanjem
hotel doseči;

•

H - hipoteza: povedi, ki vsebujejo trditev, ki je predmet raziskave v takem smislu, da se
trditev na podlagi ugotovitev študije sprejme ali ovrže;

•

M - metoda: povedi, ki opisujejo raziskovalni postopek;

•

R - rezultati: to so teoretične ali praktične ugotovitve, podatki, odnosi, učinki, omejitve
zanesljivosti in natančnosti, obseg podatkov in pojavov, ki so bili pri raziskovanju
doseženi;

•

Z – sklepi (zaključki) ali diskusija: povedi, ki opisujejo posledice rezultatov na nekaj
drugega; navadno so povezani s cilji študije; vsebujejo lahko tudi priporočila, ocene,
predloge za uporabo, predloge za nadaljnje raziskave, utemeljitve za sprejetje ali ovržbo
hipoteze.
Preverjanje zanesljivosti kodiranja bi omogočilo dvojno kodiranje. Tega nismo izvedli,

ker je bila kodirna shema uporabljena že v pilotni študiji. Takrat so se sproti razreševale
posamezne negotovosti o tem, kaj spada in kaj ne spada med vsebino posameznega
strukturnega elementa.
Naše strukturne elemente lahko primerjamo tudi s tistimi, ki so navadni za znanstvene
članke, in sicer so to uvod (U), metoda (M), rezultati (R) in diskusija (D) (Milas-Bracović,
1987). U naj bi vseboval podatke o predmetu raziskave, namenu in obsegu dela, navajali naj bi
se rezultati sorodnih raziskav, formulirale naj bi se hipoteze. To je v skladu z okvirom študije
v naši kodirni shemi, le da sta pri Milas-Bracović (1987) v U vključena tudi strukturna
elementa P in H naše kodirne sheme. M in R se popolnoma ujemata. Element D naj bi glede
na Milas-Bracović (1987) vseboval vzporejanje rezultatov s tistimi, ki so jih predstavili drugi,
oceno relevantnosti rezultatov, izdelavo sklepov, potrditev ali zavrnitev hipotez, dodatne
nepričakovane ali tiste sklepe, ki se ne nanašajo direktno na osnovno temo dela, ter predloge
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za nadaljnje delo. Vsebina našega strukturnega elementa Z je skoraj identična vsebini
strukturnega elementa D, kot jo opredeljuje Milas-Bracović (1987). Razlika je le v tem, da je
pri Milas-Bracović (1987) omenjeno tudi vzporejanje rezultatov s tistimi, ki so jih predstavili
drugi, česar pri opredelitvi strukturnega elementa Z kodirne sheme Tibbo ni mogoče zaslediti.
Našo kodirno shemo lahko primerjamo tudi z navodili za oblikovanje izvlečkov Weila,
Zaremberja in Owena (1963 c). Po njihovem mnenju naj bi izvlečki posredovali odgovore na
vprašanja, kaj je bilo spoznanega (rezultati v naši kodirni shemi), zakaj (povod in namen v
naši kodirni shemi) ter kako (metoda v naši kodirni shemi) je bilo delo narejeno.

Rezultati so pokazali, da so izvlečki s področja bibliotekarstva in medicine
najpogosteje vsebovali štiri, izvlečki s področja socialnega dela, materialov in tehnologij pa tri
od šestih elementov uporabljene kodirne sheme. Izvlečki s področja bibliotekarstva so
najpogosteje vsebovali strukturne elemente okvir študije, metoda, rezultati in sklepi
(zaključki). Izvlečki s področja socialnega dela so najpogosteje vsebovali strukturne elemente
okvir študije, rezultati in sklepi (zaključki). Izvlečki s področja materialov in tehnologij so
najpogosteje vsebovali strukturne elemente okvir študije, metoda in rezultati. Izvlečki s
področja medicine pa so najpogosteje vsebovali strukturne elemente okvir študije, metoda,
rezultati in sklepi (zaključki).

8.3

PROTOTIPNI IN PRIPOROČENI IZVLEČKI

Potem ko smo dobili podatke o najpogosteje prisotnih strukturnih elementih v
izvlečkih z izbranih področij (bibliotekarstvo, socialno delo, materiali in tehnologije,
medicina), smo lahko izdelali prototipne izvlečke.
V vzorec je bilo vključenih po 24 izvlečkov iz vsakega področja (bibliotekarstvo,
socialno delo, materiali in tehnologije, medicina), iz vsake serijske publikacije po 12. Skupaj
je bilo torej v vzorec vključenih 96 izvlečkov. Ti so bili izbrani med izvlečki, ki so bili
uporabljeni že pri analizi vsebine. Objavljeni so bili v letu 2009. Originalni izvlečki so v
povprečju vsebovali sto dvainosemdeset besed v osmih stavkih. To pomeni, da je bilo v
posamezen stavek vključenih povprečno triindvajset besed, kar smo upoštevali tudi pri
prototipnih izvlečkih.
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Prototipni izvlečki s področja bibliotekarstva so vsebovali 2 stavka okvira študije, 2
stavka metode, 2 stavka rezultatov in 2 stavka sklepov. Prototipni izvlečki s področja
socialnega dela so vsebovali 3 stavke okvira študije, 3 stavke rezultatov in 2 stavka sklepov.
Prototipni izvlečki s področja materialov in tehnologij so vsebovali 3 stavke okvira študije, 3
stavke metode in 2 stavka rezultatov. Prototipni izvlečki s področja medicine pa so vsebovali 2
stavka okvira študije, 2 stavka metode, 2 stavka rezultatov in 2 stavka sklepov.

Ker prototipni izvlečki niso vsebovali standardno priporočenih strukturnih elementov,
za katere se predvideva, da dajejo največjo mogočo informativno vrednost bralcu, smo se
odločili vsebino izboljšati in oblikovati še priporočene izvlečke. Ti naj bi vsebovali naslednje
strukturne elemente: okvir študije, namen, opis metode, vzorec, direktni rezultati, sklep.
Vzorec je bil enak kot pri prototipnih izvlečkih.
Strukturni elementi vzorca za priporočene izvlečke so bili oblikovani na podlagi
izkušenj v pilotni študiji in trenutni raziskavi. Usklajeni so bili tudi z UMRD-strukturo
znanstvenega članka (Milas-Bracović, 1987), kar pomeni, da priporočeni izvleček v skrajšani
obliki odseva vsebino in strukturo svojega članka. To je tudi v skladu z definicijo izvlečka v
našem uvodu. Število besed pa je usklajeno s predlogom mednarodnega standarda ISO
214:1976 (1976), ki navaja, da naj bi izvleček vseboval manj kot dvesto petdeset besed. Zato
so priporočeni izvlečki obsegali dvesto petdeset besed v enajstih stavkih. To pomeni
povprečno triindvajset besed na stavek, kar je v skladu s povprečnim številom besed v stavku
originalnih izvlečkov.
Pod strukturni element uvod (U) priporočenega izvlečka spadata dva stavka okvira
študije (O) ter en stavek povoda in namena (P). V okviru študije je opredeljen raziskovalni
okvir, ozadje študije, prikazane so predhodne raziskave, ugotovitve, opisi ter izhodiščne
teorije. Ob tem velja poudariti, da naj ozadje ne zajema opisov osrednje teme prispevka. V
povodu in namenu so opisani razlogi za izvedbo študije ter cilji, ki jih je študija želela doseči.
V strukturni element metoda (M) spadata dva stavka opisa metode (M/O) ter en stavek opisa
vzorca (V). V metodi je opisan raziskovalni postopek. Jamar, N. in Šauperl (2009) posebej
poudarjata, da mora iti za natančen opis uporabljene metode, in ne samo za njeno navedbo. V
primeru vzorca pa velja omeniti, da Kralj (2006) navaja, da bi opis vzorca sicer lahko bil del
strukturnega elementa metoda, vendar predstavlja zelo specifično vsebino, ki si zaradi
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natančnih opredelitev (npr. število posameznikov, vključenih v raziskavo, ali npr. od kod je bil
vzet vzorec) zasluži posebno pozornost. Kajba (2005) ter Erman (2008) tudi navajata, da bi
tako raziskava, kot predmet raziskave (torej vzorec), morala biti časovno in lokacijsko
opredeljena. Pod strukturni element rezultati (R) priporočenega izvlečka spadajo trije stavki
direktnih rezultatov (ta element priporočata Lužar, 2005 ter Šolar, 2008), kar pomeni, da se
poroča samo o rezultatih, dobljenih iz raziskave, predstavljene v članku, ne pa tudi o rezultatih
raziskav, ki jih članek navaja med viri. Pod strukturni element diskusija (D) pa v primeru
priporočenega izvlečka spadata dva stavka sklepa. Opisujeta posledice rezultatov na subjekte
ali objekte, ki niso bili del študije, ter možnosti za nadaljnje raziskovalno delo.
Če strukturo priporočenega izvlečka primerjamo z našo kodirno shemo, lahko
ugotovimo, da ni bil dodan noben nov strukturni element. Sta pa strukturna elementa metoda
in rezultati bolj natančno opredeljena in posebej je poudarjen strukturni element vzorec.
Strukturni element hipoteza ni vključen v priporočeni izvleček, ker so hipoteze pomembne v
fazi načrtovanja raziskave in predstavljajo temelj, na katerem se bo gradila raziskava. Pri
kratki predstavitvi vsebine članka pa nas zanima predvsem tisto, kar je vezano na raziskavo
samo, in ne na predhodne raziskave, na podlagi katerih so večinoma zasnovane hipoteze.
Hkrati pa je pomembno poudariti, da je bil strukturni element H (hipoteza) v pilotni študiji
prisoten v dveh odstotkih izvlečkov, v trenutni raziskavi pa v nobenem izvlečku, ki so bili
kodirani. Tudi vse predhodne raziskave izvlečkov (Lužar, 2005; Kajba, 2005; Klasinc, 2005;
Vidmar, 2006; Kralj, 2006; Šolar, 2008; Erman, 2008) so ugotovile, da objavljeni izvlečki
hipoteze navajajo v zelo majhnih deležih. Torej očitno tudi avtorji izvlečkov sami menijo, da
navedba hipotez v izvlečku ni potrebna.

8.4

UPORABNIŠKA ŠTUDIJA

Da pa bi še preverili, ali so raziskovalci zadovoljni z originalnimi izvlečki ali pa si
mogoče želijo prisotnost tudi drugih strukturnih elementov, smo jim v branje ponudili
originalne, prototipne in priporočene izvlečke. Kot metoda je bila uporabljena anketa.

Raziskovalce z izbranih področij (bibliotekarstvo, socialno delo, materiali in
tehnologije, medicina) smo po elektronski pošti zaprosili, naj ocenijo različne oblike izvlečkov
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(originalne, prototipe, priporočene izvlečke). Čeprav je bila identiteta anketirancev znana, je
njihova anonimnost v vseh poročilih zagotovljena. Cilj raziskave namreč nikoli ni bil ugotoviti
ali oceniti izvlečke posameznika. Zanimali so nas le skupni, združeni rezultati. Z vsakega
področja (bibliotekarstvo, socialno delo, materiali in tehnologije, medicina) je izvlečke ocenilo
48 raziskovalcev. Skupaj je torej izvlečke ocenjevalo 192 raziskovalcev.

Pečjak (1963) navaja, da anketna metoda v najširšem pomenu besede pomeni
organizirano zbiranje podatkov v večjem krogu ljudi. Navadno pa se tako imenuje le postopek,
pri katerem se uporablja vprašanja, ki so sistematično izbrana in na katera anketirane osebe
odgovarjajo. Ambrožič (2005) navaja, da je ena izmed značilnosti anketne metode tudi ta, da
se praviloma ne preučuje celotna populacija, ampak se na ustrezen način iz nje izbere samo
določene enote, vzorec, ki omogoča posploševanje značilnosti, mnenj, prepričanj itd. celotne
populacije. Kot metoda je zelo ekonomična, saj je v zelo kratkem času mogoče zbrati veliko
število podatkov.
Vsak raziskovalec je dobil v oceno po dva originalna, dva prototipa ter dva
priporočena izvlečka, vendar v mešanem zaporedju. Ocenili so jih lahko z ocenami od 1 do 5,
pri čemer je 1 najslabša, 5 pa najboljša ocena. Seveda niso vedeli, katero obliko izvlečka
ocenjujejo, niti jim niso bili na voljo bibliografski podatki o posameznem članku. Pri tem se je
pazilo na to, da nihče od raziskovalcev ni dobil v oceno originalnega izvlečka in nato še
prototipa ali priporočenega izvlečka istega članka. V primeru, da so raziskovalci vprašali,
kako naj ocenijo izvlečke, je bil odgovor, naj si postavijo vprašanje: "Ali je izvleček dovolj
informativen, da bi po tem, ko ga preberem in ne da bi prebral celoten članek, lahko ocenil, ali
bi mi lahko koristil pri mojem raziskovalnem delu ali ne?" Njihove ocene so dale odgovor na
to, katera oblika izvlečka (originalni, prototip, priporočeni izvleček) se njim zdi najbolj
primerna. Nam pa so nakazali osnovne smernice, kako napisati navodila za pisanje izvlečkov
na tehniškem področju.

Povprečna ocena vseh izvlečkov, vključenih v ocenjevanje, je bila 3,57. Rezultat pove,
da nobena oblika izvlečkov (originalni, prototipni, priporočeni) ni popolnoma zadovoljila
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potreb raziskovalcev. Najvišjo povprečno oceno 3,81 so prejeli originalni izvlečki, priporočeni
so prejeli povprečno oceno 3,60, prototipni pa 3,30.

Potem pa so bili izvedeni še intervjuji z raziskovalci. Kot metoda je bil torej uporabljen
intervju. V intervjujih so raziskovalci pojasnili dejavnike, ki so vplivali na ocenjevanje
izvlečkov. Vzorec je bil sestavljen iz sedmih raziskovalcev z vsakega področja
(bibliotekarstvo, socialno delo, materiali in tehnologije, medicina). Ti raziskovalci so seveda
že prej sodelovali pri ocenjevanju izvlečkov.

Iz literature (Busha in Harter, 1980; Gorman in Clayton, 2000; Ambrožič, 2005) lahko
povzamemo, da je intervju raziskovalna metoda, kjer komunikacija poteka z ustnimi vprašanji
in ustnimi odgovori. Med intevjujem sodelujeta anketar (ki skuša pridobiti informacije) in
intervjuvanec (ki daje informacije). Anketar sprašuje in intervjuvanec odgovarja na vprašanja.
Anketar je v primeru raziskovalnih intervjujev raziskovalec, intervjuvanci pa posamezniki, ki
mu v intervjuju lahko dajo informacije, ki mu bodo lahko koristile pri njegovem
raziskovalnem delu. Obstaja več vrst intervjujev in več vrst vprašanj, ki se postavljajo med
intervjuji. Še posebej pomembno pa je vedeti, da je ozračje, v katerem poteka raziskovalni
intervju, bistvenega pomena za vrednost rezultatov, ki se zberejo. Torej mora biti anketar zelo
pozoren na svoje vedenje. Z anketo pridobimo podatke velike skupine ljudi naenkrat, z
intervjujem pa pridobimo podatke samo od enega človeka naenkrat. V našem primeru so bili
intervjuji izvedeni zato, ker smo pridobili bolj poglobljen pogled na podatke, ki smo jih zbrali
z ocenjevanjem izvlečkov. To pomeni, da smo podatke, pridobljene s pomočjo večjega števila
ljudi (ocenjevanje izvlečkov), lahko bolj podrobno razložili z uporabo podatkov, pridobljenih
z intervjuji, pri katerih je sodelovalo manjše število ljudi (ocenjevalcev izvlečkov).

Intervjuji z raziskovalci so pokazali, da so najpomembnejši dejavniki, ki so vplivali na
ocenjevanje izvlečkov naslednji: natančnost navedbe podatkov, dolžina izvlečka, jasnost,
razumljivost, navajanje pomembnih in izpuščanje nepomembnih podatkov, informativnost,
berljivost in uporabnost. Struktura izvlečka mora biti zelo jasna. Izvleček mora biti
predstavljen tako, da bo bralec takoj vedel, ali je tema zanj relevantna ali ne in ali je bila
raziskava dobro izvedena. Čeprav se je naša raziskava ukvarjala s strukturo izvlečkov, je bilo
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zelo malo dejavnikov, ki so vplivali na oceno izvlečkov, povezanih s strukturo izvlečkov
(dolžina

izvlečka,

vključitev

pomembnih

in

izključitev

nepomembnih

informacij,

informativnost, prisotnost strukture). Precej dejavnikov, ki so vplivali na ocenjevanje
izvlečkov, pa ni bilo povezanih s strukturo izvlečka (natančnost navedbe podatkov, jasnost,
izčrpnost, berljivost, uporabnost, pomembnost raziskave, relevantnost teme, pričakovana
kvaliteta raziskave). Gre bolj za dejavnike, ki so povezani z jasnostjo in razumljivostjo
besedila ter pričakovano kvaliteto raziskave. Torej je poleg informativnosti (ki je zagotovljena
s prisotnostjo vseh potrebnih strukturnih elementov) zelo pomembno, da je raziskava
predstavljena natančno in na čim bolj razumljiv način.

8.5

ZAKLJUČEK

Glede na vse v raziskavi pridobljene rezultate smo oblikovali tudi priporočila za
pisanje izvlečkov. Ker so rezultati tudi pokazali, da je mogoče pripraviti enotna navodila za
pisanje izvlečkov za vse vrste znanosti, so priporočila uporabna za vse, ki se ukvarjajo s
pisanjem izvlečkov.

Izvlečki naj bi bili napisani v skladu z IMRAD formatom. Strukturni element I naj bi
vseboval okvir študije ter povod in namen dela iz naše kodirne sheme; strukturni element M
naj bi vseboval metodo iz naše kodirne sheme; strukturni element R naj bi vseboval rezultate
iz naše kodirne sheme, strukturni element D pa naj bi vseboval sklepe (zaključke) ali diskusijo
iz naše kodirne sheme. Vsebina strukturnih elementov naj bi bila prilagojena potrebam
področja, ki ga članek opisuje. Izvleček naj ne bi vseboval več kot 250 besed in naj bi bil
objavljen v nestrukturirani obliki. Pri pisanju izvlečkov naj bodo avtorji pozorni na natančnost
navedbe podatkov, dolžino izvlečka, jasnost, razumljivost, navajanje pomembnih in
izpuščanje nepomembnih podatkov, informativnost, berljivost in uporabnost. Struktura
izvlečka naj bi bila čim bolj jasna. Raziskava mora biti predstavljena tako, da bo bralcu
izvlečka takoj jasno, ali je tema relevantna za njegovo delo, in da bo takoj vidno, kako dobro
je bila raziskava narejena.
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Na začetku te raziskave nas je zanimalo, kakšna je najprimernejša struktura za izvlečke
na področju tehniških znanosti. Ob koncu raziskave lahko ugotovimo, da smo na to vprašanje
pravkar odgovorili: IMRAD format, 250 besed, nestrukturirana oblika izvlečka.

Prav tako nas je zanimalo, ali je mogoča enotna oblika navodil za pisanje izvlečkov za
vsa področja znanosti. Ob koncu raziskave lahko trdimo, da so enotna navodila za pisanje
izvlečkov za vsa področja znanosti mogoča. Potrebno pa je poudariti, da mora biti vsebina v
strukturnih elementih prilagojena tako, da ustreza posameznim področjem znanosti.
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Izjava o avtorstvu

IZJAVA O AVTORSTVU DOKTORSKE DISERTACIJE

Podpisan/a ime in priimek, z vpisno številko številka, rojena datum v kraj sem avtorica
doktorske disertacije z naslovom naslov.
S svojim podpisom zagotavljam, da:
•

je predložena doktorska disertacija izključno rezultat mojega lastnega raziskovalnega dela;

•

sem poskrbel/a, da so dela in mnenja drugih avtorjev oz. avtoric, ki jih uporabljam v
predloženem delu, navedena v seznamu virov in so v delu citirana v skladu z
mednarodnimi standardi in z Zakonom o avtorstvu in sorodnih pravicah (Uradni list RS št.
21/95);

•

je elektronska oblika identična s tiskano obliko doktorske disertacije in soglašam/ne
soglašam (izbrati ustrezno) z objavo doktorske disertacije na spletni strani Filozofske
fakultete, Univerze v Ljubljani.
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